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DISCLAIMER

This text contains descriptions, statements, equations, procedures,
methodology, interpretations, and other written matter and information,
hereinafter collectively called "contents," that have been carefully consid-
ered and prepared as a matter of general information. The contents aie
believed to reliably represent situations and conditions that have occurred ui
could occur, but are not represented or guaranteed as to the accuracy or
application to other conditions or situations. There are many variable condi-
tions in production facility design and related situations, and the authors
have no knowledge or control of their interpretation. Therefore, the contents
and all interpretations and recommendations made in connection herewith
are presented solely as a guide for the user's consideration, investigation,
and verification. No warranties of any kind, whether expressed or implied,
are made in connection therewith. The user is specifically cautioned,
reminded, and advised that any use or interpretation of the contents and
resulting use or application thereof are made at the sole risk of the user. In
production facility design there are tnan> proprietary designs and tech-
niques. We have tried to show designs and techniques in a generic nature
where possible. The user must assure himself that in actual situations il is
appropriate to use this generic approach. If the actual situation differs from
the generic situation in design or lies outside the bounds of assumptions
used in the various equations, the user must modify the information con-
tained herein accordingly.

In consideration of these premises, any user of the contents agrees to
indemnify and hold harmless the authors and publisher from ail claims and
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Preface

As teachers of production facility design courses in petroleum engi-
neering programs at University of Houston and Louisiana State Universi-
ty, we both realized there was no single source that could be used as a
text in this field. We found ourselves reproducing pages from catalogs,
reports, projects we had done, etc., to provide our students with the basic
information they needed to understand the lectures and carry out their
assignments. Of more importance, the material that did exist usually con-
tained nomographs, charts, and rules of thumb that had no reference to
the basic theories and underlying assumptions upon which they were
based. Although this text often relies and builds upon information that
was presented in Surface Production Operations, Volume I: Design of
Oil-Handling Systems and Facilities, it does present the basic concepts
and techniques necessary to select, specify, and size gas-handling, -con-
ditioning, and -processing equipment.

This volume, which covers about one semester's work or a two-week
short course, focuses on areas that primarily concern gas-handling, -con-
ditioning, and -processing facilities. Specific areas included are process
selection, hydrate prevention, condensate stabilization, compression,
dehydration, acid gas treating, and gas processing. As was the case with
Volume 1, this text covers topics that are common to both oil- and gas-
handling production facilities, such as pressure relief systems; surface
safety systems; valves, fittings, and piping details; prime movers; and
electrical considerations.

Throughout the text, we have attempted to concentrate on what we
perceive to be modern and common practices. We have either personally
been involved in the design and troubleshooting of facilities throughout

xiii



the world or have people in our organizations who have done so, and
undoubtedly we are influenced by our own experience and prejudices.
We apologize if we left something out or have expressed opinions about
equipment types that differ from your experiences. We have learned
much from our students' comments about such matters and would appre-
ciate receiving yours for future revisions/editions.

Ken E. Arnold, RE.
Houston, Texas

Maurice I. Stewart, Ph.D., RE.
Metairie, Louisiana
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CHAPTER

7

Overview of
Gas-Handling

Facilities *

The objective of a gas-handling facility is to separate natural gas, con-
densate, or oil and water from a gas-producing well and condition these
fluids for sales or disposal. This volume focuses primarily on condition-
ing natural gas for sales. Gas sweetening, the removal of corrosive sulfur
compounds from natural gas, is discussed in Chapter 7; methods of gas
dehydration are the subject of Chapter 8, and gas processing to extract
natural gas components is discussed in Chapter 9. Condensate stabiliza-
tion, the process of flashing the lighter hydrocarbons to gas in order to
stabilize the heavier components in the liquid phase, is the topic of Chap-
ter 6. Treating the condensate or oil and water after the initial separation
from the natural gas is covered in Volume 1.

Figure 1-1 is a block diagram of a production facility that is primarily
designed to handle gas wells. The well flow stream may require heating
prior to initial separation. Since most gas wells flow at high pressure, a

"•"Reviewed for the 1999 edition by Folake A. Ayoola of Paragon Engineering Services, Inc.
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2 Design of GAS-HANDLING Systems and Facilities

Figure 1 -1. Gas field facility block diagram.

choke is installed to control the flow. When the flow stream is choked,
the gas expands and its temperature decreases. If the temperature gets
low enough, hydrates (a solid crystalline-like "ice" matter) will form.
This could lead to plugging, so the gas may have to be heated before it
can be choked to separator pressure. Low-temperature exchange (LTX)
units and indirect fired heaters are commonly used to keep the well
stream from plugging with hydrates.

It is also possible that cooling may be necessary. Some gas reservoirs
may be very deep and very hot. If a substantial amount of gas and liquid
is being produced from the well, the flowing temperature of the well
could be very hot even after the choke. In this case, the gas may have to
be cooled prior to compression, treating, or dehydration. Separation and
further liquid handling might be possible at high temperatures, so the liq-
uids are normally separated from the gas prior to cooling to reduce the
load on the cooling equipment. Heat exchangers are used to cool the gas
and also to cool or heat fluids for treating water from oil, regenerating
glycol and other gas treating fluids, etc.
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In some fields, it may be necessary to provide heat during the early life
of the wells when flowing-tubing pressures are high and there is a high
temperature drop across the choke. Later on, if the wells produce more
liquid and the flowing-tubing pressure decreases, it may be necessary to
cool the gas. Liquids retain the reservoir heat better and have less of a
temperature drop associated with a given pressure drop than gas.

Typically, in a gas facility, there is an initial separation at a high pres-
sure, enabling reservoir energy to move the gas through the process to
sales. It is very rare that the flowing-tubing pressure of a gas well, at least
initially, is less than the gas sales pressure. With time, the flowing-tubing
pressure may decline and compression may be needed prior to further
handling of the gas. The initial separation is normally three-phase, as the
separator size is dictated by gas capacity. That is, the separator will nor-
mally be large enough to provide sufficient liquid retention time for three-
phase separation if it's to be large enough to provide sufficient gas capaci-
ty. Selection and sizing of separators are described in Volume 1.

Liquid from the initial separator is stabilized either by multistage flash
separation or by using a "condensate stabilization" process. Stabilization
of the hydrocarbon liquid refers to the process of maximizing the recovery
of intermediate hydrocarbon components (C3 to C6) from the liquid. Mul-
tistage flash stabilization is discussed in Volume 1. "Condensate stabiliza-
tion," which refers to a distillation process, is discussed in this volume.

Condensate and water can be separated and treated using processes
and equipment described in Volume 1.

Depending on the number of stages, the gas that flashes in the lower
pressure separators can be compressed and then recombined with the gas
from the high-pressure separator. Both reciprocating and centrifugal
compressors are commonly used. In low-horsepower installations, espe-
cially for compressing gas from stock tanks (vapor recovery), rotary and
vane type compressors are common.

Gas transmission companies require that impurities be removed from
gas they purchase. They recognize the need for removal for the efficient
operation of their pipelines and their customers' gas-burning equipment.
Consequently, contracts for the sale of gas to transmission companies
always contain provisions regarding the quality of the gas that is deliv-
ered to them, and periodic tests are made to ascertain that requirements
are being fulfilled by the seller.
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Acid gases, usually hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and carbon dioxide (CO2).
are impurities that are frequently found in natural gas and may have to he
removed. Both can be very corrosive, with CO2 forming carbonic acid in
the presence of water and H2S potentially causing hydrogen embrittle-
ment of steel. In addition, H2S is extremely toxic at very low concentra-
tions. When the gas is sold, the purchaser specifies the maximum allow-
able concentration of CO2 and H2S. A normal limit for CO2 is between 2
and 4 volume percent, while H2S is normally limited to J4 grain per 100
standard cubic feet (scf) or 4 ppm by volume.

Another common impurity of natural gas is nitrogen. Since nitrogen
has essentially no calorific value, it lowers the heating value of gas. Gas
purchasers may set a minimum limit of heating value (normally approxi-
mately 950 Btu/scf). In some cases it may be necessary to remove the
nitrogen to satisfy this requirement. This is done in very low temperature
plants or with permeable membranes. These processes are not discussed
in this volume.

Natural gas produced from a well is usually saturated with water
vapor. Most gas treating processes also leave the gas saturated with water
vapor. The water vapor itself is not objectionable, but the liquid or solid
phase of water that may occur when the gas is compressed or cooled is
very troublesome. Liquid water accelerates corrosion of pipelines and
other equipment; solid hydrates that can form when liquid water is pre-
sent plug valves, fittings, and sometimes the pipeline itself; liquid water
accumulates in low points of pipeline, reducing the capacity of the lines,
Removal of the water vapor by dehydration eliminates these possible dif-
ficulties and is normally required by gas sales agreements. When gas is
dehydrated its dewpoint (the temperature at which water will condense
from the gas) is lowered.

A typical dehydration specification in the U.S. Gulf Coast is 7 Ib of
water vapor per MMscf of gas (7 Ib/MMscf). This gives a dew point of
around 32°F for 1,000 psi gas. In the northern areas of the U.S. and Canada
the gas contracts require lower dew points or lower water vapor concentra-
tions in the gas. Water vapor concentrations of 2-4 Ib/MMscf are common,
If the gas is to be processed at very low temperatures, as in a cryogenic gas
plant, water vapor removal down to 1 ppm may be required.

Often the value received for gas depends on its heating value. Howev-
er, if there is a rn.ark.et for ethane, propane, butane, -etc., it may be eco-
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nomical to process these components from the gas even though this will
lower the heating value of the gas. In some cases, where the gas sales
pipeline supplies a residential or commercial area with fuel, and there
isno plant to extract the high Btu components from the gas, the sales con-
tract may limit the Btu content of the gas. The gas may then have to be
processed to minimize its Btu content even if the extraction process by
itself is not economically justified.

Table 1-1
Examnle Field

Q8SIBHP
SUP
Initial FTP -
Final FTP -
Initial FIT -
Final FTT -
BHT

- Gas flow rate (Total 10 wells)
- Shut-in bottom-hole pressure
- Shut-in tubing pressure
- Initial flowing-tubing pressure
- Final flowing-tubing pressure
- Initial flowing-tubing temperature
- Final flowing-tubing temperature
- Bottom-hole temperature

lOOMMscfd
8,000 psig
5,000 psig
4,000 psig
1,000 psig
120°F
175°F
224°F

Separator Gas Composition (1,000 psia)

Component
CO,
N,
c,
C,
C3

i C4
n C4

»C5
nC,
C6

C7
+

H2S

Mole %
4.03
1.44

85.55
5.74
1.79
0.41
0.41
0.20
0.13
0.15
0.15

19ppm
For C7

+; mol. wt. = 147, Pc = 304psia, Tc = 1,112°R
Condemate — 60 bbl/MMscf, 52.3 °APJ
Initial free-water production — 0 bbl/MMscf
Final free-water production — 15 bbl/MMscf (at surface conditions)
Gas sales requirements — 1,000 psi, 7 Ib/MMscf, '/4 grain H2S, 2% CO2
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Chapter 9 discusses the refrigeration and cryogenic processes used to
remove specific components from a gas stream, thereby reducing its
Btu content.

Throughout the process in both oil and gas fields, care must be exer-
cised to assure that the equipment is capable of withstanding the maxi-
mum pressures to which it could be subjected. Volume 1 discusses proce-
dures for determining the wall thickness of pipe and specifying classes of
fittings. This volume discusses procedures for choosing the wall thick-
ness of pressure vessels. In either case, the final limit on the design pres-
sure (maximum allowable working pressure) of any pipe/equipment sys-
tem is set by a relief valve. For this reason, a section on pressure relief
has been included.

Since safety considerations are so important in any facility design,
Chapter 14 has been devoted to safety analysis and safety system design.
(Volume 1, Chapter 13 discusses the need to communicate about a facili-
ty design by means of flowsheets and presents general comments and
several examples of project management.)

Table 1 -1 describes a gas field. The example problems that are worked
in many of the sections of this text are for sizing the individual pieces of
equipment needed for this field.



CHAPTER

2

Heat Transfer
Theory *

Many of the processes used in a gas-handling production facility
require the transfer of heat. This will be necessary for heating and cool-
ing the gas, as well as for regenerating the various substances used in gas
treating and processing. This chapter discusses the procedures used to
calculate the rate at which heat transfer occurs and to calculate the heat
duty required to heat or cool gas or any other substance from one temper-
ature to another. Subsequent chapters will discuss the detail design of
shell and tube heat exchangers and water bath heaters.

Chapter 3 of Volume 1 discusses many of the basic properties of gas
and methods presented for calculating them. Chapter 6 of Volume 1 con-
tains a brief discussion of heat transfer and an equation to estimate the
heat required to change the temperature of a liquid. This chapter discuss-
es heat transfer theory in more detail. The concepts discussed in this
chapter can be used to predict more accurately the required heat duty for
oil treating, as well as to size heat exchangers for oil and water.

* Reviewed for the 1999 edition by K. S. Chiou of Paragon Engineering Services, Inc.
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MECHANISMS OF HEAT TRANSFER

There are three distinct ways in which heat may pass from a source to
a receiver, although most engineering applications are combinations of
two or three. These are conduction, convection, and radiation.

Conduction

The transfer of heat from one molecule to an adjacent molecule while
the particles remain in fixed positions relative to each other is conduction.
For example, if a piece of pipe has a hot fluid on the inside and a cold fluid
on the outside, heat is transferred through the wall of the pipe by conduc-
tion. This is illustrated in Figure 2-1. The molecules stay intact, relative to
each other, but the heat is transferred from molecule to molecule by the
process of conduction. This type of heat transfer occurs in solids or, to a
much lesser extent, within fluids that are relatively stagnant.

Figure 2-1. Heat flow through a solid.
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The rate of flow of heat is proportional to the difference in temperature
through the solid and the heat transfer area of the solid, and inversely
proportional to the thickness of the solid. The proportionality constant, k,
is known as the thermal conductivity of the solid. Thus, the quantity of
heat flow may be expressed by the following equation:

where q = heat transfer rate, Btu/hr
A = heat transfer area, ft2

AT = temperature difference, °F
k = thermal conductivity, Btu/hr-ft-°F
L = distance heat energy is conducted, ft

The thermal conductivity of solids has a wide range of numerical val-
ues, depending upon whether the solid is a relatively good conductor of
heat, such as metal, or a poor conductor, such as glass-fiber or calcium
silicate. The latter serves as insulation.

Convection

The transfer of heat within a fluid as the result of mixing of the
warmer and cooler portions of the fluid is convection. For example, air in
contact with the hot plates of a radiator in a room rises and cold air is
drawn off the floor of the room. The room is heated by convection. It is
the mixing of the warmer and cooler portions of the fluid that conducts
the heat from the radiator on one side of a room to the other side. Anoth-
er example is a bucket of water placed over a flame. The water at the bot-
tom of the bucket becomes heated and less dense than before due to ther-
mal expansion. It rises through the colder upper portion of the bucket
transferring its heat by mixing as it rises.

A good example of convection in a process application is the transfer
of heat from a fire tube to a liquid, as in an oil treater. A current is set up
between the cold and the warm parts of the water transferring the heat
from the surface of the fire tube to the bulk liquid.

This type of heat transfer may be described by an equation that is simi-
lar to the conduction equation. The rate of flow of heat is proportional to
the temperature difference between the hot and cold liquid, and the heat
transfer area. It is expressed:
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where q = heat transfer rate, Btu/hr
A = heat transfer area, ft2

AT = temperature difference, °F
h = film coefficient, Btu/hr~ft2~°F

The proportionality constant, h, is influenced by the nature of the fluid
and the nature of the agitation and is determined experimentally. If agita-
tion does not exist, h is only influenced by the nature of the fluid and is
called the film coefficient.

Radiation

The transfer of heat from a source to a receiver by radiant energy is
radiation. The sun transfers its energy to the earth by radiation. A fire in a
fireplace is another example of radiation. The fire in the fireplace heats
the air in the room and by convection heats up the room. At the same
time, when you stand within line of sight of the fireplace, the radiant
energy coming from the flame of the fire itself makes you feel warmer
than when you are shielded from the line of sight of the flame. Heat is
being transferred both by convection and by radiation from the fireplace.

Most heat transfer processes in field gas processing use a conduction
or convection transfer process or some combination of the two. Radiant
energy from a direct flame is very rarely used. However, radiant energy
is important in calculating the heat given off by a flare. A production
facility must be designed to relieve pressure should an abnormal pressure
situation develop. Many times this is done by burning the gas in an
atmospheric flare. One of the criteria for determining the height and loca-
tion of a flare is to make sure that radiant energy from the flare is within
allowable ranges. Determining the radiation levels from a burning flare is
not covered in this text. API Recommended Practice 521, Guide for Pres-
sure Relief and Depressuring Systems provides a detailed description for
flare system sizing and radiation calculation.

Some gas processes use direct fired furnaces. Process fluid flows
inside tubes that are exposed to a direct fire. In this case radiant energy is
important. Furnaces are not as common as other devices used in produc-
tion facilities because of the potential fire hazard they represent. There-
fore, they are not discussed in this volume.
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Multiple Transfer Mechanisms

Most heat transfer processes used in production facilities involve combi-
nations of conduction and convection transfer processes. For example, in
heat exchangers the transfer of heat energy from the hot fluid to the cold
fluid involves three steps. First, the heat energy is transferred from the hot
fluid to the exchanger tube, then through the exchanger tube wall, and
finally from the tube wall to the cold fluid. The first and third steps are
convection transfer processes, while the second step is conduction process,

To calculate the rate of heat transfer in each of the steps, the individual
temperature difference would have to be known. It is difficult to measure
accurately the temperatures at each boundary, such as at the surface of
the heat exchanger tube. Therefore, in practice, the heat transfer calcula-
tions are based on the overall temperature difference, such as the differ-
ence between the hot and cold fluid temperatures. The heat transfer rate
is expressed by the following equation, similar to the conductive/convec-
tive transfer process:

where q = overall heat transfer rate, Btu/hr
U = overall heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr-ft2-°F
A = heat transfer area, ft2

AT = overall temperature difference, °F

Examples of overall heat transfer coefficient and overall temperature
difference calculations are discussed in the following sections.

Overall Temperature Difference

The temperature difference may not remain constant throughout the
flow path. Plots of temperature vs. pipe length for a system of two concen-
tric pipes in which the annular fluid is cooled and the pipe fluid heated are
shown in Figures 2-2 and 2-3. When the two fluids travel in opposite direc-
tions, as in Figure 2-2, they are in countercurrent flow. When the fluids
travel in the same direction, as in Figure 2-3, they are in co-current flow.

The temperature of the inner pipe fluid in either case varies according
to one curve as it proceeds along the length of the pipe, and the tempera-
ture of the annular fluid varies according to another. The temperature dif-
ference at any point is the vertical distance between the two curves.
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Figure 2-2. Change in AT over distance, counter-current flow of fluids.

Since the temperature of both fluids changes as they flow through the
exchanger, an "average" temperature difference must be used in Equation
2-3. Normally a log mean temperature difference is used and can be
found as follows:

where LMTD = log mean temperature difference, °F
ATj = larger terminal temperature difference, °F
AT2 = smaller terminal temperature difference, °F

Although two fluids may transfer heat in either counter-current or co-
current flow, the relative direction of the two fluids influences the value
of the LMTD, and thus, the area required to transfer a given amount of
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Figure 2-3. Change in AT over distance, co-current flow of fluids.

heat. The following example demonstrates the thermal advantage of
using counter-current flow.

Given: A hot fluid enters a concentric pipe at a temperature of 300°F
and is to be cooled to 20Q°F by a cold fluid entering at 100°F
and heated to 150°F.

Co-current Flow:

Side

Hot Fluid Inlet
Hot Fluid Outlet

Hot Fluid
°F

300
200

Cold Fluid
°F

100
150

AT
op

200
50
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Counter-current Flow:

Side

Hot Fluid Inlet
Hot Fluid Outlet

Hot Fluid
°F

300
200

Cold Fluid
°f

150
100

AT
°F

150
100

Equation 2-4 assumes that two fluids are exchanging heat energy
while flowing either co-current or counter-current to each other. In many
process applications the fluids may flow part of the way in a co-current
and the remainder of the way in a counter-current direction. The equa-
tions must be modified to model the actual flow arrangement. For pre-
liminary sizing of heat transfer areas required, this correction factor can
often be ignored. Correction factors for shell and tube heat exchangers
are discussed in Chapter 3.

Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient

The overall heat transfer coefficient is a combination of the internal
film coefficient, the tube wall thermal conductivity and thickness, the
external film coefficient, and fouling factors. That is, in order for the
energy to be transferred through the wall of the tube it has to pass
through a film sitting on the inside wall of the tube. That film produces a
resistance to the heat transfer, which is represented by the inside film
coefficient for this convective heat transfer. It then must pass through the
wall of the tube by a conduction process which is controlled by the tube-
wall's thermal conductivity and tube-wall thickness. The transfer of heat
from the outside wall of the tube to the bulk of the fluid outside is again a
convective process. It is controlled by the outide film coefficient. All of
these resistances are added in series, similar to a series of electrical resis-
tance, to produce an overall resistance. The heat transfer coefficient is
similar to the electrical conductance, and its reciprocal is the resistance.

Therefore, the following equation is used to determine the overall heat
transfer coefficient for use in Equation 2-3.
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where hj = inside film coefficient, Btu/hr-ft2-°F
h0 = outside film coefficient, Btu/hr-ft2-°F
k = pipe wall thermal conductivity, Btu/hr-ft-°F
L = pipe wall thickness, ft

Rj = inside fouling resistance, hr-ft2-°F7Btu
R0 = outside fouling resistance, hr-ft2-°F/Btu
Aj = pipe inside surface area, ft2/ft
A() = pipe outside surface area, ft2/ft

Rj and R0 are fouling factors. Fouling factors are normally included to
allow for the added resistance to heat flow resulting from dirt, scale, or
corrosion on the tube walls. The sum of these fouling factors is normally
taken to be 0.003 hr-ft2-°F/Btu, although this value can vary widely with
the specific service.

Equation 2-5 gives a value for "U" based on the outside surface area
of the tube, and therefore the area used in Equation 2-3 must also be the
tube outside surface area. Note that Equation 2-5 is based on two fluids
exchanging heat energy through a solid divider. If additional heat
exchange steps are involved, such as for finned tubes or insulation, then
additional terms must be added to the right side of Equation 2-5. Tables
2-1 and 2-2 have basic tube and coil properties for use in Equation 2-5
and Table 2-3 lists the conductivity of different metals.

Inside Film Coefficient

The inside film coefficient represents the resistance to heat flow
caused by the change in flow regime from turbulent flow in the center of
the tube to laminar flow at the tube surface. The inside film coefficient
can be calculated from:
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Table 2-1
Characteristics of Tubing

Tube
OD
In,

!4
!4
!/

14
>̂
•)H
yfc
y»
14

'X

'/2
J4.
)<:
%
;i/

%

%

/i
/i
.V
,/H

%
3 /

-X4

%

%

/i

/'4

;/4

•%

/'i
3/;

|

s
I
i
1
1
1
1

B.W.G.
Gauge

22
24
26
27
18
20
22
24
16
18
20
22
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
10
1 1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
20
8
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Thickness
In.

.028

.022

.018

.016

.049

.035
,028
.022
.065
.049
.035
.028
.109
.095
.083
.072
.065
.058
.049
.042
.035
,134
.120
.109
.095
.083
.072
.065
.058
.049
.035
.165
.134
.120
.109
.095
.083
.072
.065

internal
Area
!n.2

.0295

.0333

.0360

.0373

.0603

.0731

.0799

.0860

.1075

.1269

.1452

.1548

.1301

.1486

. 1 655

.1817

.1924

.2035

.2181

.2298

.2419

.1825

.2043

.2223

.2463

.2679

.2884

.3019

.3157

.3339

.3632

.3526

.4208

.4536

.4803

.5153

.5463

.5755
,5945

Ft2

External
Surface
PerFf
Length

.0655

.0655

.0655

.0655

.0982

.0982

.0982

.0982

.1309

.1309

.1309

.1309

.1636

.1636

.1636

.1636

.1636

.1636

.1636

.1636

.1636

.1963

.3963

.1963

.1963

. 1 963

.3963

.1963

.3963

.1963

.1963

.2618

.2618

.2618

.2618

.2618

.2618

.2618

.2618

Ft3

Internal
Surface
Per Ft
Length

.05U8

.0539

.0560

.0570

.0725

.0798

.0835

.0867

.0%9

.1052

. 1 1 2o

.1162

.1066

. 1 ! 39

.1202

. ! 259

. i 296

.1333

.1380

.1416

.!453

.1262

.1335

. 1 393

.1466

.1329

.1587

. i 623

.1660

. 1 707

. 1 780
i 754
.1916
.1990
.2047
.212!
.21 S3
.224!
.2278
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Table 2-1 (Continued)
Characteristics of Tubing

Tube
OD
In.

1
1

VA
V/4

VA
VA
114
114
VA
VA
VA
1!4
1!*
V/i
VA.
VA
2
7

2
2

8.W.G.
Gauge

18
20
1
8
10
11
12
13
14
16
18
20
10
12
14
16
11
12
13
14

Thickness
In.

.049

.035

.180

.165

.134

.120

.109

.095

.083

.065

.049

.035

.134

.109

.083

.065

.120

.109

.095

.083

Internal
Area
In,2

.6390

.6793

.6221

.6648

.7574

.8012

.8365

.8825

.9229

.9852
1 .042
1.094
1.192
1.291
1 .398
1.474
2.433
2.494
2.573
2.642

Ft2

External
Surface
Per Ft
Length

,2618
.2618
.3272
.3272
.3272
.3272
.3272
.3272
.3272
.3272
.3272
.3272
.3927
.3927
.3927
.3927
.5236
.5236
.5236
.5236

Ft2

Internal
Surface
Per Ft
Length

.2361

.2435
,2330
.2409
.2571
.2644
.2702
.2775
.2,838
.2932
.3016
.3089
.3225
.3356
.3492
.3587
.4608
.4665
.4739
.480!

where h; - inside film heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr-ft2-°F
DJ = tube inside diameter, ft
k = fluid thermal conductivity, Btu/hr-ft-°F
G = mass velocity of fluid, lb/hr-ft2

C = fluid specific heat, Btu/lb-°F
fie = fluid viscosity, lb/hr-ft

juew = fluid viscosity at tube wall, lb/hr-ft

(The viscosity of a fluid in lb/hr-ft is its viscosity in centipoise times 2.41.)
The bulk fluid temperature at which the fluid properties are obtained

should be the average temperature between the fluid inlet and outlet tem-
peratures. The viscosity at the tube wall should be the fluid viscosity at
the arithmetic average temperature between the inside fluid bulk temper-

(text continued on page 20)
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Table 2-2
Pipe Coil Data

Norn,
Size Sch. OD
in. No. in.

1 S40 1.315
X80

160
XX

2 S40 2.375
X80

160
XX

21A XXX 2.875

3 S40 3.50
X80

160
XX

4 S40 4.50
X80

160
XX

!D
in.

1 .049
0.957
0.815
0.599

2.067
1 .939
1.687
1 .503

1.375

3.068
2.900
2.624
2.300

4.026
3.826
3.438
3.152

Internal
Surface

Area (f^/ft)

0.275
0.25 1
0.213
0.157

0.541
0.508
0.442
0.394

0.360

0.803
0.759
0.687
0.602

1.054
1 .002
0.900
0.825

External
Surface

Area (fP/ft)

0.344

0,622

0.753

0.916

1.19

Table 2-3
Thermal Conductivity of Metals at 200°F

Material

Aluminum (annealed)
Type 11 00-0
Type 3003-0
Type 3004-0
Type 606 1-0

Aluminum (tempered)
Type 1 100 (all tempers)
Type 3003 (all tempers)
Type 3004 (all tempers)
Type 606 1-T4&T6
Type 6063-T5 & T6
Type 6063-T42

Cast iron
Carbon steel

Conductivity
Btu/hr-rr-°F

126
111
97

102

123
96
97
95

116
111
31
30
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Table 2-3 (Continued)
Thermal Conductivity of Metals at 200°F

Material

Carbon rnoly ([A%) steel
Chrom moly steels

l%Cr, M%Mo
2'4%Cr, l%Mo
5% Cr, M% Mo
12% Cr

Austenitic stainless steels
18%Cr, 8%Ni
25% Cr, 20% Ni

Admiralty
Naval brass
Copper
Copper & nickel alloys

90% Cu, 10% Ni
80% Cu, 20% Ni
70% Cu, 30% Ni
30% Cu, 70% Ni alloy 400

Muiitz
Aluminum bronze alloy D

alloy E
Copper silicon alloy B
Alloy A, C, D
Nickel
Nickel-chrome-iron

alloy 600
Nickel-iron-chrome

alloy 800
Ni-Fe-Cr-Mo-Cu

alloy 825
Ni-Mo alloy B
Ni-Mo-Cr alloy C-276
Cr-Mo alloy XM-27
Zirconium
Titanium grade 3
Cr-Ni-Fe-Mo-Cu-Cb alloy 20 CB

Conductivity
Btu/hr-ft-°F

29

27
25
21
14

9,3
7.8

70
71

225

30
22
18
15
71
46
22
33
21
38

9.4

7.1
7.0
6.4

11.3
12.0
11.3
7.6
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(text continued from page 17}

ature and the tube wall temperature. The tube wall temperature may be
approximated by taking the arithmetic average between the inside fluid
bulk temperature and the outside fluid bulk temperature.

The thermal conductivity of natural and hydrocarbon gases is given in
Figure 2-5. The value from Figure 2-4 is multiplied by the ratio of k/k.A
from Figure 2-5.

The thermal conductivity of hydrocarbon liquids is given in Figure
2-6. The viscosity of natural gases and hydrocarbon liquids is discussed
in Volume 1.

Figure 2-4. Thermal conductivity of natural and hydrocarbon gases at 1
atmosphere, 14.696 psia. {From Gas Processors Suppliers Association, Engineering
Data Book, 10th Edition.)
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Figure 2-5. Thermal conductivity ratio for gases. {From Gas Processors Suppliers
Association, Engineering Date Book, 10th Edition.)

The mass velocity of a fluid in pounds per hour per square foot can be
calculated from
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Figure 2-6. Thermal conductivities of hydrocarbon liquids. (Adapted from Nati. Bur,
Sras. Misc. Pub. 97, reprinted from Process Heof Transfer by Kern, McGraw-Hill,
Co. ©1950.)

where Q] = liquid flow rate per tube, Bpd
Qg = gas flow rate per tube, MMscfd
SG = liquid specific gravity relative to water

S = gas specific gravity relative to air
D = tube inside diameter, ft

The specific heat of natural gas and hydrocarbon liquids can be calcu-
lated using procedures described later in this text (see pp. 41 and 42).

The physical properties and the optimum temperature range for vari-
ous heat transfer fluids are given in Table 2-4. Graphs showing more
detailed physical properties and heat transfer coefficient at various condi-
tions, such as those shown in Figures 2-7 through 2-9, can be obtained
directly from manufacturers. A personal computer program for obtaining
detailed physical properties of Therminol and for computing heat transfer
coefficients and pressure drops in a wide variety of tube sizes and flow
conditions using Therminol as the heat transfer fluid is available from
Monsanto Company.

(text continued on page 28)



Table 2-4
PronertiAs of S«m*» Hftat Transf**!* Finici«

Product Name

Application

Composition

Max. Temperature
Film
Bulk

Optimum Use
Temp. Range, °F

Flash Point, COC

Fire Point, COC
Autoignition Temp.

(ASTM)

Density, Ib/gal
75°F

240°F
400°F
60TF

Heat Capacity, Btu/lb-°F
75°F

240°F
400°F
600°F

Therminol
55

Medium Temp.
Range

Alkylated
Aromatics

635°F
550°F

-15°F
to 550°F

350°F
425 °F

690°F

7.25
6.74
6.22
5.69f

0.459
0.537
0.612
0.682''

Therminoi
59

Wide Temp.
Range

Alkylated
Aromatics

650°F
600°F

-50DF
to 600°F

280°F

325°F

760°F

8.11
7.55
6.98
6.18

0.405
0.476
0.547
0.640

Therminof
66

High Temp.
Low Press,

Modified
Terphenyl

705°F
650°F

30°F
to 650°F

363°F

414°F

750°F

8.40
7.88
7.36
6.64

0.377
0.452
0.528
0.628

Therminoi
VP-1

Ultra High
Temp.

Byphenyl and
Dipheynl Oxide

800°F
750°F

54°F
to 750°F

255°F
260°F

1,150°F

8.86
8.23
7.59
6.68

0.372
0.435
0.492
0.563

Syltherm
800

High Temp.
Long Life

Polydimethyl
Siloxane

800°F
750°F

-40°F
to 750°F

320°F

725°F

7.79
7.11
6.43
5.45

0.386
0.423
0.460
0.505

UCON
HTF500

High Temp.
Water Soluble

Polyalkylene
Glycol Polymer

()°F
to 500°F

575°F

600°F

750°F

8.60
7.98
7,39
7.00"

0.47
0.53
0.56
0.57tf

Dowffierm
4000

Water-based
Heating/Cooling

Inhibited
Glycol-based

-60°F
to 350°F

40°F 9.26
180°F 8.84
250°F 8.47
3SO°F 8.12

40°F 0.762
180°F 0.835
250°F 0.872
350°F 0.925

(tahle continued on next pagt-i



Table 2-4 (Continued) g
Properties of Some Heat Transfer Fluids

Product Name
Therminoi

55

Thermal Conductivity, Btu/hr-ft-°F
75°F 0.0740

240°F 0.0678
400°F 0.0618
600°F 0.056 1'

Viscosity, cps
75°F

240°F
400°F
600°F

Pour Point

Vapor Pressure, psia
240°F
400°F
600°F

Equivalent Product

34.5
2.16
0.718
0.366f

-65°F

0.010
0.360
3.74''

Dowtherm T

Therminoi
59

0.0700
0.0656
0.0600
0.0513

6.17
1.08
0.461
0.231

-90°F

0.102
2.14

23.6

Dowtherm J

Therminoi
66

0.0679
0.0650
0.0608
0.0535

100.4
2.630
0.825
0.379

-25°F

0.014
0.370
6.24

Dowtherm HT

Therminoi
VP-1

0.0786
0.0727
0.0654
0.0540

3.900
0.823
0.383
0.206

54°F*

0.151
3.94

45.7

Dowtherm A

Syltherm
800

0.0776
0.0676
0.0580
0.0459

9.4
2,48
1.01
0.420

-40°F**

i.O
15.0
87.0

UCON
HTF500

0.097
0.088
0.080
0.075"

113.0
8.6
3.0
2.0"

-55°F

<0.1 mmHg'v

Dowtherm
4000

40°F 0.212
180°F 0.238
250°F 0.241
350°F 0.233

40°F 6.80
180°F 0.94
250°F 0.52
350°F 0.27

_34°F**

Boiling Point:
225°F

''@ 550°F
^Crystallizing Point

"@ SOO°F
**Freezing Point

Therminoi is a registered trademark of Monsanto Company. Dowtherm ami Syltherm are registered trademarks of Dow Chemical Company. UCON is a registered trademark oj
Union Carbide.
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Figure 2-7. Heat transfer coefficient Monsanto Therminol 55. Use range 0°F to
600°F; maximum film temperature 635°F. (From Practical Heat Recovery, John L.
Boyen, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., © 1975.)
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Figure 2-8. Heat transfer coefficient, Monsanto Therminol 66. Use 20°F to 650°F;
maximum film temperature 705°F. (From Practical Heat Recovery, John L Boyen,
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., © 1975.)
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Figure 2-9. Physical properties Dowtherm "G" versus temperature. (From Practical
Heat Recovery, John L Boyen, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., © 1975.)
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(text cominued from page 22)

Figure 2-10 gives the thermal conductivity, viscosity, and specific heat
of water.

Outside Film Coefficient (in a Liquid Bath)

The outside film coefficient for a process coil in a liquid bath heater is the
result of natural or free convection. Temperature variations in the fluid cause
density variations. These density variations in turn cause the fluid to circu-
late, which produces the free convective heat transfer. For horizontal pipes
and tubes spaced more than one diameter apart, the following equation,
based on empirical studies, may be used to determine the film coefficient.

where h0 = outside film coefficient, Btu/hr-ft2-°F
k = bath fluid thermal conductivity, Btu/hr-ft-°F
C = bath fluid specific heat, Btu/lb-°F
p = bath fluid density, lb/ft3

P = bath fluid coefficient of thermal expansion, 1/°F
[i = bath fluid viscosity, cp

AT = average temperature difference between the fluid in the
coil and the liquid bath, °F

d() = pipe outside diameter, in.

The fluid properties can be determined as before, except for the bath
fluid coefficient of thermal expansion, which is given in Table 2-5. The
density of water is one divided by the specific volume given in steam
tables (Table 2-6).

(text continued on page 33)

Table 2-5
Coefficients of Thermal Expansion

Fluid

Water
Dowtherms
Therminols
Mobiltherms

Coefficient (1/°F)

0.0024
0.00043
0.00039
0.00035



Figure 2-10. Physical properties of wafer.



Table 2-6 **
Properties of Dry Saturated Steam

Temp,
F
t

32
35
40
45
50

60
70
80
90
100

110
120
130
140
150

160
170
180
190
200

210
212

Abs. Press,
psia
P

0.08854
0.09995
0.12170
0.14752
0.17811

0.2563
0.3631
0.5069
0.6982
0,9492

1.2748
1.6924
2,2225
2.8886
3.718

4.741
5.992
7.510
9,339

1 1.526

14. 123
14.696

Specific Volume

Sat.
Liquid

Vf

0.01602
0.01602
0.01602
0.01602
0.01603

0.01604
0.01606
0.01608
0.01610
0.01613

0.01617
0.01620
0.01625
0.01629
0.01634

0.01639
0.01645
0.01651
0.01657
0.01663

0.01670

Evap
v%

3306
2947
2444
2036.4
1703.2

1206.6
867.8
633.1
468.0
350.3

265.3
203.25
157.32
122.99
97,06

77.27
62.04
50,21
40.94
33.62

27,80
0.01672 I 26.78

Sot.
Vapor

vg

3306
2947
2444
2036,4
1703.2

1206.7
867,9
633.1
468.0
350.4

265.4
203.27
157.34
123,01
97.07

77.29
62.06
50.23
40.96
33.64

27.82
26.80

Enthalpy

Sat.
Liquid

0.00
3.02
8.05
13.06
18,07

28.06
38.04
48,02
57.99
67.97

77.94
87.92
97.90
107.89
117.89

127.89
137.90
147.92
157.95
167.99

178.05
180.07

Evap.
hfg

1075,8
1074.1
1071.3
1068,4
1065.6

1059.9
1054.3
1048.6
1042.9
1037.2

1031,6
1025.8
1020.0
1014.1
1008.2

1002.3
996.3
990.2
984.1
977,9

971.6
970,3

Sat.
Vapor

kg

1075.8
1077.1
1079.3
1081.5
1083.7

1088.0
1092,3
1096.6
1100.9
1105.2

1109.5
1113.7
1117.9
1122,0
1126.1

1130.2
1134.2
1138.1
1 142.0
1 145.9

1149.7
1 1.50.4

Entropy

Sat.
Liquid

Sf

0.0000
0.0061
0.0162
0.0262
0,0361

0.0555
0.0745
0.0932
0.1115
0.1295

0.1471
0.1645
0.1816
0,1984
0.2149

0.2311
0.2472
0.2630
0.2785
0,2938

Evap.
%

2.1877
2.1709
2.1435
2,1167
2.0903

2.0393
1.9902
1.9428
1.8972
1.8531

1.8106
1.7694
1.7296
1.6910
1.6537

1.6174
1.5822
1,5480
1.5147
1,4824

0.3090 ]
0.3120 ; 1.4446

Sat.
Vapor
sg

2.1877
2.1770
2.1597
2,1429
2,1264

2.0948
2,0647
2.0360
2.0087
1 .9826

1.9577
1.9339
1.9112
1.8894
1,8685

1.8485
1.8293
1.8109
1.7932
! .7762

1.7598
1.7566

Temp.
F
t

32
35
40
45
50

60
70
80
90
100

110
120
130
140
150

160
170
180
190
200

210
-7 j •-)



Table 2-6 (Continued)
Properties of Dry Saturated Steam

Temp.
F
t

20
230
240

250
260
270
280
290

300
310
320
330
340

350
360
370
380
390

Abs. Press,
psia
P

17.186
20.780
24.969

29.825
35.429
41.858
49.203
57.556

67.013
77.68
89.66
103.06
118.01

134.63
153.04
173.37
195.77
220.37

Specific Volume
Sat.
Liquid

Vf

0.01677
0.01684
0.01692

0.01700
0.01709
0.01717
0.01726
0.01735

0.01745
0.01755
0.01765
0.01776
0.01787

0.01799
0.01811
0.01823
0.01836
0.01850

Evap
vfg

23.13
19.365
16.306

13.804
1 1 .746
10.044
8.628
7.444

6.449
5.609
4.896
4.289
3.770

3.324
2.939
2.606
2.317
2.0651

Sot
Vapor

vs

23.15
19.382
16.323

13.821
11.763
10.061
8.645
7.461

6.466
5.626
4,914
4.307
3.788

3.342
2.957
2.625
2.335
2.0836

Enthalpy
Sat.
Liquid

hf

188.13
198.23
208.34

216.48
228.64
238.84
249.06
259.31

269.59
279.92
290.28
300.68
311.13

321.63
332.18
342,79
353.45
364.17

Evap.
Hfg

965.2
958.8
952.2

945.5
938.7
931.8
924.7
917.5

910.1
902.6
894.9
887.0
879.0

870,7
862.2
853.5
844.6
835.4

Sat.
Vapor

hs

1153.4
1157.0
1160.5

1164.0
1 167.3
1 170.6
1173.8
1176.8

1 179.7
1182.5
1185.2
1187.7
1190.1

1 192,3
1194.4
1196.3
1198.1
1 199.6

Entropy
Sat.
Liquid

Sf

0.3239
0.3387
0.3531

0.3675
0.3817
0.3958
0.4096
0.4234

0.4369
0.4504
0.4637
0.4769
0.4900

0.5029
0.5158
0.5286
0.5413
0.5539

Evap.
%

1.4201
1.3901
1.3609

1.3323
1.3043
1.2769
1.2501
1 .2238

1.1980
1.1727
1.1478
1.1233
1.0992

1.0754
1.0519
1.0287
1 .0059
0.9832

Sat.
Vapor

st

1.7440
1.7288
1.7140

1.6998
1.6860
1.6727
1.6597
1.6472

1.6350
1.6231
1.6115
1.6002
1 .5891

1.5783
1.5677
1.5573
1.5471
1.5371

Temp.
F
t

220
230
240

250
260
270
280
290

300
310
320
330
340

350
350
370
380
390

(fable continued on next page)



Table 2-6 (Continued)
Properties of Dry Saturated Steam

Temp.
F
t

400
410
420
430
440

450
460
470
480
490

500
520
540
560
580

600
620
640
660
680

700

Abs. Press,
psia
P

247.31
276.75
308.83
343.72
381.59

422.6
466.9
514.7
566.1
621.4

680.8
812.4
962.5
1133.1
1325.8

1542.9
1786.6
2059.7
2365.4
2708.1

3093.7
705.4 | 3206.2

Specific Volume

Sat.
Liquid

Vf

0.01864
0.01878
0.01894
0.01910
0.01926

0.0194
0.0196
0.0198
0.0200
0.0202

0.0204
0.0209
0.0215
0.0221
0.0228

0.0236
0.0247
0.0260
0.0278
0.0305

0 0369
0.050̂

Evap
%

1.8447
1.6512
1.4811
1.3308
1.1979

1.0799
0.9748
0.8811
0.7972
0.7221

0.6545
0.5385
0.4434
0.3647
0.2989

0.2432
0.1955
0.1538
0.1165
0.0810

0.0392

o

Sat.
Vapor

vs

1.8633
1.6700
1.5000
1.3499
1.2171

1.0993
0.9944
0.9009
0.8172
0.7423

0.6749
0.5594
0.4649
0.3868
0.3217

0.2668
0.2201
0.798
0.1442
0.1115

0.0761
0.0503

Enthalpy

Sat.
Liquid
hf

374.97
385.83
396.77
407.79
418.90

430.1
441.4
452.8
464.4
476.0

487.8
511.9
536.6
562.2
588.9

617.0
646.7
678.6
714.2
757.3

823. *
902.7

Evap.
ttfg

826.0
816.3
806.3
796.0
785.4

774.5
763.2
751.5
739.4
726.8

713.9
686.4
656.6
624.2
588.4

548.5
503.6
452.0
390.2
309.9

172 1

L _J?

Sat,

T
1201.0
1202.1
1203.1
1203.8
1204.3

1204.6
1204.6
1204.3
1203.7
1202.8

1201.7
1198.2
1 193.2
1186.4
1177.3

1165.3
1150.3
1130.5
1104.4
1067.2

995.4

Entropy

Sat.
Liquid

Sf

0.5664
0.5788
0.5912
0.6035
0.6158

0.6280
0.6402
0.6523
0.6645
0.6766

0.6887
0.7130
0.7374
0,7621
0.7872

0.8131
0.8398
0.8679
0.8987

Evap.
%

0.9608
0.9386
0.9166
0.8947
0.8730

0.8513
0.8298
0.8083
0.7868
0.7653

0.7438
0.7006
0.6568
0.6121
0.5659

0.5176
0.4684
0.4110
0.3485

0.9351 j 0.2719

0.9905 i 0.1484

Sat.
Vapor
%

1.5272
1.5174
1.5078
1.4982
1.4887

1.4793
1.4700
1.4606
1.4513
1.4419

1.4325
1.4136
1.3942
1.3742
1.3532

1.3307
1,3062
1 ,2789
1.2472
1.2071

1,1389
| 902.7 ; { 0 ! I 0580

Temp.
F
t

400
410
420
430
440

450
460
470
480
490

500
520
540
560
580

600
620
640
660
680

700
705.4

Dati.mthi \tcttm U, l\,-, .i'-\ I? a,"-"i' - v/'/'v -,"fr,>« rhermodynamic Pr^pertR- «- f S^am --A / H Keenr: ct>>i f O AY.**- »M/i/^W» l.ifir'WiU" A S<//M
ln< , W>
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(text continued from page 28)

Outside Film Coefficient (Shell-and-Tube Exchangers)

For shell-and-tube heat exchangers with shell-side baffles, the shell-
side fluid flow is perpendicular to the tubes. In this arrangement, the out-
side film coefficient can be calculated from the following equation;

where h0 = outside film coefficient, Btu/hr-ft2- °F
D = tube outside diameter, ft
k = fluid thermal conductivity, Btu/hr-ft-°F

Gmax = maximum mass velocity of fluid, lb/hr-ft2

C = fluid specific heat, Btu/lb °F
|He = fluid viscosity, lb/hr-ft
K = coefficient from Table 2-7

Table 2-7
Value of K for Fluid Flow Perpendicular to a Bank

of Staggered Tube "N" Rows Deep

N
K

1
0.24

2
0.27

^
'"}

0.29
4
0.30

5
0.31

6
0.32

10
0.33

Approximate Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient

The calculation of overall heat transfer coefficient U using the equa-
tions previously presented can be rather tedious. Heat transfer specialists
have computer programs to calculate this value. There are some quick
approximation techniques. Table 2-8 comes from the Gas Processors
Suppliers Association's Engineering Data Book and gives an approxi-
mate value of U for shell and tube heat exchangers.

It can be seen from the table that exchanging water with 100-psi gas
gives a low U value. Thus, a high surface area is required. Exchanging
water with 1,000 psi gas gives a much higher U value and less surface
area can be used in the exchanger. If water is being exchanged with
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Table 2-8
Typical Bare-Tube Overall Heat-Transfer Coefficients, U for Shell and

Tube Heat Exchangers Btu/hr-ft2-°F

Service

Water with 100-psi gas
Water with 300-psi gas
Water with 700-psi gas
Water with 1 ,000-psi gas
Water with kerosine
Water with M.EA
Water with air
Water with water
Oil with oil
C3 with C3 liquid
Water condensers with C3, C4
Water condensers with naphtha
Water condensers with still ovhd.
Water condensers with arnine
Reboilers with steam
Reboilers with hot oil
1 00-psi gas with 500-psi gas
1,000-psi gas with 1,000-psi gas
1 ,000-psi gas chiller (gas-C3)
MEA exchanger

U

35-40
40-50
60-70
80-100
80-90

1.30-150
20-25

180-200
80-100

110-130
125-135
70-80
70-80

100-110
140-160
90-120
50-70
60-80
60-80

120-130
Maximum boiling film transfer coefficient
Hydrocarbons—300 to 500Btu/hr-fi2-°F
Water—2,000 Btu/hr-ft2-°F

water, a very high U value is achieved. Water with air gives a very low U
value. Oil with oil is much less than water with water, because of the vis-
cous nature of the oil.

The approximate U values in the table do not differentiate between
tube-side and shell-side fluids. Which fluid is on the inside of the tubes
and which is on the outside does make a difference to the U value. This is
beyond the accuracy of the table.

Figure 2-11 gives values of U for exchange from a water bath to a nat-
ural gas stream in a coil. Figure 2-12 is a nomograph for crude oil
streams heated with a water bath.
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Figure 2-11. Values of U for exchange from wafer bath to natural gas stream in a
coil. {Courtesy of Smith Industries, Inc.]

PROCESS HEAT DUTY

The process heat duty is the heat required to be added or removed
from the process fluids to create the required change in temperature. This
can be in the form of sensible heat, latent heat, or both.

Sensible Heat

The amount of heat absorbed or lost by a substance that causes a
change in the temperature of the substance is sensible heat. It is called
sensible heat because it can be measured by the change in temperature it
causes. For example, as heat is added to a piece of steel the temperature
of that steel increases and can be measured. The general equation for cal-
culating sensible heat is:



2-12, oil Inc.)
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where qsh = sensible heat duty, Btu/hr
W = mass flow rate, Ib/hr
C = specific heat of the fluid, Btu/lb-°F

T] = initial temperature, °F
T2 = final temperature, °F

The specific heat of hydrocarbon vapors and liquids is given by Fig-
ures 2-13 and 2-14.

In Chapter 6 of Volume 1, it was assumed that C = 0.5 Btu/lb-0F for crude
oil. It can be seen from Figure 2-13 that this is true for the range of treating
temperatures and crude gravities normally encountered in oil treating.

Latent Heat

The amount of heat energy absorbed or lost by a substance when
changing phases is called "latent heat." When steam is condensed to

Figure 2-13. Specific heats of hydrocarbon liquids. (From Hoicomb and Brown, /no*.
Ehg. Chem., 34, 595, 1942; reprinted from Process Heat Transfer, Kern, McGraw-
HiflCo.,01950.}
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Figure 2-14. Specific heals of hydrocarbon vapors. (From Holcomb ami Brown,
/no. £n§. Chem., 34, 595, 1942; reprinted from Process Heat Transfer, Kern,
McGraw-Hill Co., ©1950.)

water, the temperature doesn't change, but heat must be extracted from
the steam as it goes through a phase change to water. To change water to
steam, heat must be added. When a substance changes from a solid to a
liquid or from a liquid to a vapor, the heat absorbed is in the form of
latent heat. This heat energy is referred to as latent heat because it cannot
be sensed by measuring the temperature.
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where qlh = latent heat duty, Btu/hr
W = mass flow rate, Ib/hr

K = latent heat, Btu/lb

The latent heat of vaporization for hydrocarbon compounds is given in
Table 2-9. The latent heat of vaporization of water is given by hfg in the
steam table (Table 2-6).

Heat Duty for Multiphase Streams

When a process stream consists of more than one phase, the process
heat duty can be calculated using the following equation:

qp = qg + qo + qw (2-13)

where qp = overall process heat duty, Btu/hr
qg = gas heat duty, Btu/hr
q0 = oil heat duty, Btu/hr
qw = water heat duty, Btu/hr

Table 2-9
Latent Heat of Vaporization

Compound

Methane
Ethane
Propane
n-Butane
Isobutane
n-Pentane
Isopentane
Hexane
Heptane
Octane
Nonane
Decane

Heat of Vaporization,
1 4.696 psia at

Boiling Point, Btu/lb

219.22
210.41
183.05
165.65
157.53
153.59
147.13
143.95
136.01
129.53
123.76
118.68
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Natural Gas Sensible Heat Duty at Constant Pressure

The sensible heat duty for natural gas at constant pressure is:

where Qg = gas flow rate, MMscfd
Cg = gas heat capacity, Btu/Mscf °F
Tj = inlet temperature, °F
T2 = outlet temperature, °F

Heat capacity is determined at atmospheric conditions and then cor-
rected for temperature and pressure based on reduced pressure and tem-
perature.

where C = gas specific heat at one atmosphere pressure, Btu/lb-°F
(Figure 2-14)

ACp = correction factor
S = gas specific gravity

The correction factor ACp is obtained from Figure 2-15 where:

where Pr = gas reduced pressure
P = gas pressure, psia

Pc = gas pseudo critical pressure, psia
Tj. = gas reduced temperature
Ta = gas average temperature, °R = 1/2 (Tj + T2)
Tc = gas pseudo critical temperature, °R

The gas pseudo critical pressures and temperatures can be approximat-
ed from Figure 2-16 or they can be calculated as weighted averages of
the critical temperatures and pressures of the various components on a
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Figure 2-15. Heat capacity correction factor. (From Chemical Engineer's Handbook,
5m Edition, R. Perry and C. Chilton, McGraw-Hill Co., © 1973.)

mole fraction basis. Table 2-10 shows a calculation for the gas stream in
our example field. For greater precision, a correction for H2S and CO2

content may be required. Refer to the Gas Processors Suppliers Associa-
tion's Engineering Data Book or other text for a correction procedure.

OH Sensible Heat Duty

The sensible heat duty for the oil phase is:
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Figure 2-16. Pseudo critical properties of natural gases. (From Gas Processors
Suppliers Association, Engineering Data Handbook, 9th Edition.}

where Q0 = oil flow rate, bpd
SG = oil specific gravity
C0 = oil specific heat, Btu/lb-°F (Figure 2-13)
Tt = initial temperature, °F
T2 = final temperature, °F

Water Sensible Heat Duty

The duty for heating free water may be determined from the following
equation by assuming a water specific heat of 1.0 Btu/lb-°F.

where Qw = water flow rate, bpd
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Table 2-10
Estimate of Specific Gravity, Pseudo Critical Temperature and Pseudo

Critical Pressure for the Example Field

CO,
N/
H2S
C,
C-,
d
iC4
nC4

iC5
nC^
C6"

c-
Computed Value
Computation

Specific Gravity =

A
Mole %

Gas Composition

4.03
1.44
0.0019

85.55
5.74
1.79
0.41
0.41
0.20
0.13
0.15
0.15

100.00
Sum (Aj)

19.48_ '-^ - o 67— — \J,\J 1

29

B
Molecular

Weight

44.010
28.013
34.076
16.043
30.070
44.097
58.124
58.124
72.151
72.151
86.178

147
19.48

Sum (Aj x B{)
Sum ( Aj)

C
Critical

Temp. °R

547.87
227.3
672.6
343.37
550.09
666.01
734.98
765.65
829,10
845.70
913.70

1112.0
374.6

Sum (A, x Cj)
Sum (Aj)

D
Critical

psia

1071.0
493.0

1036.0
667.8
707.0
616.3
529. 1
550.7
490.4
488.6
436.9
304
680.5

Sum (Aj xDj)
Sum (A,)

Heat Duty and Phase Changes

If a phase change occurs in the process stream for which heat duties
are being calculated, it is best to perform a flash calculation and deter-
mine the heat loss or gain by the change in enthalpy. For a quick hand
approximation it is possible to calculate sensible heat for both the gas
and liquid phases of each component. The sum of all the latent and sensi-
ble heats is the approximate total heat duty.

Heat Lost to Atmosphere

The total heat duty required to raise a substance from one temperature
to another temperature must include an allowance for heat lost to the
atmosphere during the process. For example, if the process fluid flows
through a coil in a water bath, not only is the water bath exchanging heat
with the process fluid, but it is also exchanging heat with the surrounding
atmosphere.
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The heat lost to the atmosphere can be calculated in the same manner as
any other heat exchange problem using Equation 2-3, The overall heat
transfer coefficient may be calculated from a modification of Equation 2-5,
By assuming that the inside film coefficient is very large compared to the
outside film coefficient, by adding a factor for conduction losses through
insulation, and by eliminating fouling factors to be conservative. Equation
2-5 becomes;

where h() = outside film coefficient Btu/hr-ft2-°F
= 1 +0.22VW(VW< 16 ft/sec)
= 0.53 VW°-8(VW> 16 ft/sec)

Vw = wind velocity (ft/sec)
= 1.47x(mph)

AX} = shell thickness, ft
K{ = shell thermal conductivity Btu/hr-ft-°F

= 30 for carbon steel (Table 2-3)
AX2 = insulation thickness, ft

K2 = insulation thermal conductivity, Btu/hr-ft-°F
= 0.03 for mineral wool

For preliminary calculations it is sometimes assumed that the heat lost
to atmosphere is approximately 5-10 % of the process heat duty for unin-
sulated equipment and 1-2% for insulated equipment.

Heat Transfer from a Fire Tube

A fire tube contains a flame burning inside a piece of pipe which is in
turn surrounded by the process fluid. In this situation, there is radiant and
convective heat transfer from the flame to the inside surface of the fire
tube, conductive heat transfer through the wall thickness of the tube, and
convective heat transfer from the outside surface of that tube to the oil
being treated. It would be difficult in such a situation to solve for the heat
transfer in terms of an overall heat transfer coefficient. Rather, what is
most often done is to size the fire tube by using a heat flux rate. The heat
flux rate represents the amount of heat that can be transferred from the
fire tube to the process per unit area of outside surface of the fire tube.
Common heat flux rates are given in Table 2-11.
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Table 2- II
Common Heat Flux Rates

Medium Being Heated

Water
Boiling water
Crude oil
Heat medium oils
Glycol
Amine

Design Flux Rate
Btu/hr-ft2

10,000
10,000
8,000
8,000
7,500
7,500

The required fire tube area is thus given by:

For example, if total heat duty (sensible heat, latent heat duty, heat
losses to the atmosphere) was 1 MMBtu/hr and water was being heated,
a heat flux of 10,000 Btu/hr-ft2 would be used and .100 ft2 of fire tube
area would be required.

Standard Burner

Btu/hr

100,000
250,000
500,000
750,000

1,000,000
1,500,000
2,000,000
2,500,000
3,000,000
3,500,000
4,000,000
5,000,000

Table 2- 12
Sizes and Minimum Diameter

Minimum Diameter-in.

2.5
3.9
5.5
6.7
7.8
9.5

11.0
12,3
13.5
14.6
15.6
17.4

*
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For natural draft fire tubes, the minimum cross-sectional area of the
fire tube is set by limiting the heat release density to 21,000 Btu/hr-irr.
At heat release densities above this value, the flame may become unsta-
ble because of insufficient air. Using this limit, a minimum, fire tube
diameter is established by:

where d — minimum fire tube diameter, in.

In applying Equation 2-22 note that the burner heat release density will
be somewhat higher than the heat duty, including losses used in Equation
2-21, as a standard burner size will be chosen slightly larger than that
required. Standard burner sizes and minimum fire tube diameters are
included in Table 2-12.
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3

Heat Exchangers *

HEAT EXCHANGERS

Heat exchangers used in gas production facilities are shell-and-tube,
double-pipe, plate-and-frame, bath-type, forced-air, or direct-fired. In this
chapter we will discuss the basic concepts for sizing and selecting heat
exchangers. This is just a brief overview of this complex subject and is
meant to provide the reader with a basis upon which to discuss specific
sizing and selection details with heat exchange experts in engineering
companies and with vendors.

Bath-type heat exchangers can be either direct or indirect. In a direct
bath exchanger, the heating medium exchanges heat directly with the
fluid to be heated. The heat source for bath heaters can be a coil of a hot
heat medium or steam, waste heat exhaust from an engine or turbine, or
heat from electric immersion heaters. An example of a bath heater is an
emulsion heater-treater of the type discussed in Volume 1. In this case, a
fire tube immersed in the oil transfers heat directly to the oil bath. The
calculation of heat duties and sizing of fire tubes for this type of heat
exchanger can be calculated fom Chapter 2.

^Reviewed for the 1999 edition by Lei Tan of Paragon Engineering Services, Inc.

47
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In an indirect bath heat exchanger, the heating medium provides heal
to an intermediary fluid, which then transfers the heat to the fluid being
heated. An example of this is the common line heater used on many gas
well streams to keep the temperature above the hydrate formation tem-
perature. A fire tube heats a water bath, which provides heat to the well
stream flowing through a coil immersed in the bath. Details pertaining to
design of indirect bath heaters are presented in Chapter 5,

SHELL-AND-TUBE EXCHANGERS

Shell-and-tube heat exchangers are cylindrical in shape, consisting of a
bundle of parallel tubes surrounded by an outer casing (shell). Both the
tube bundle and the shell are designed as pressure containing elements in
accordance with the pressure and temperature requirements of the fluids
that flow through each of them. The tube-side fluid is isolated from the
shell-side fluid either by gasketed joints or by permanent partitions. The
Standards of Tubular Exchanger Manufacturers Association (TEMA)
define the various types of shell and tube exchangers, as well as design
and construction practices.

The shell-and-tube exchanger is by far the most common type of heat
exchanger used in production operations. It can be applied to liquid/liquid,
liquid/vapor, or vapor/vapor heat transfer services. The TEMA standards
define the design requirements for virtually all ranges of temperature and
pressure that would be encountered in an oil or gas production facility.

The simplest type of shell-and-tube heat exchanger is shown in Figure
3-i. The essential parts are a shell (1), equipped with two nozzles and
having tube sheets (2) at both ends, which also serve as flanges for the
attachment of the two channels or heads (3) and their respective channel
covers (4). The tubes are expanded into both tube sheets and are equipped
with transverse baffles (5) on the shell side for support. The calculation of
the effective heat transfer surface is based on the distance between the
inside faces of the tube sheets instead of the overall tube length.

The shell-and-tube exchanger shown in Figure 3-1 is considered to
operate in counter-current flow, since the shell fluid flows across the out-
side of the tubes. Often, in order to maintain a high enough tube velocity
to avoid laminar flow and to increase heat transfer, the design is modified
so that the tube fluid passes through a fraction of the tubes in two or
more successive "passes" from head to head. An example of a two-pass
fixed-tube exchanger is shown in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2. Fixed head 1 -2 shell-and-tube heat exchanger.

An exchanger in which the shell-side fluid flows in one shell pass and
the tube fluid in two or more passes is called a 1-2 exchanger. A single
channel is employed with a partition to permit the entry and exit of the
tube fluid from the same channel. At the opposite end of the exchanger a
bonnet is provided to permit the tube fluid to cross from the first to the
second pass. As with all fixed-tubesheet exchangers, the outsides of the
tubes are inaccessible for inspection or mechanical cleaning. The insides
of the tubes can be cleaned in place by removing only the channel cover
and using a rotary cleaner or wire brush.

Baffles

Shell-and-tube exchangers contain several types of baffles to help
direct the flow of both tube-side and shell-side fluids. Pass partition baf-
fles force the fluid to flow through several groups of parallel tubes. Each
of these groups of tubes is called a "pass," since it passes the fluid from
one head to another. By adding pass partition baffles on each end, the
tube-side fluid can be forced to take as many passes through the
exchanger as desired.

Transverse baffles support the tubes that pass through holes in the baf-
fle. The transverse baffle cannot go all the way across the cross-section
of the shell, because the fluid that is in the shell has to be able to come
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over the top of the baffle and under the bottom of the next baffle, etc., as
it passes across the tubes that are in the heat exchanger. When it is
desired that a fluid pass through the shell with an extremely small pres-
sure drop, these will usually be half-circle, 50% plates that provide rigid-
ity and prevent the tubes from sagging.

Transverse baffles can help maintain greater turbulence for the shell-
side fluid, resulting in a higher rate of heat transfer. The transverse baf-
fles cause the liquid to flow through the shell at right angles to the axis of
the tubes. This can cause considerable turbulence, even when a small
quantity of liquid flows through the shell if the center-to-center distance
between baffles, called baffle spacing, is sufficiently small. The baffles
are held securely by means of baffle spacers, which consist of through-
bolts screwed into the tube sheet and a number of smaller lengths of pipe
that form shoulders between adjacent baffles.

Transverse baffles are drilled plates with heights that are generally
75% of the inside diameter of the shell. They may be arranged, as shown
in Figure 3-3, for "up-and-down" flow or may be rotated 90° to provide
"side-to-side" flow, the latter being desirable when a mixture of liquid
and gas flows through the shell. Although other types of transverse baf-
fles are sometimes used, such as the orifice baffle shown in Figure 3-4,
they are not of general importance.

Impingement baffles are placed opposite the shell-side inlet nozzle.
The flow into the shell hits the impingement baffle and is dispersed
around the tubes, rather than impinging directly on the top tubes. This
keeps the full force of the momentum of the flow from impinging on and
eroding the top tubes.

Longitudinal baffles force the shell-side fluid to make more than one
pass through an exchanger. With no longitudinal baffle, such as in Figure

Figure 3-3. Transverse baffle detail.
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Figure 3-4. Orifice baffle.

3-1, the shell-side fluid makes one pass from inlet to outlet. With a longi-
tudinal baffle, and with the nozzles placed 180° around the shell, the
shell-side fluid would be forced to enter at the left, flow to the right to
get around the baffle, and flow to the left to reach the exit nozzle. This
would be required to approximate true counter-current flow, which was
assumed in the heat transfer equations of Chapter 2.

Tubes

Heat-exchanger tubes should not be confused with steel pipe or other
types of pipe that are extruded to steel pipe sizes. The outside diameter of
heat-exchanger tubes is the actual outside diameter in inches within a
very strict tolerance. Heat-exchanger tubes are available in a variety of
metals including steel, copper, brass, 70-30 copper-nickel, aluminum
bronze, aluminum, and stainless steel. They are obtainable in several wall
thicknesses defined by the Birmingham Wire Gauge (B.W.G.), which is
usually referred to as the B.W.G. or gauge of the tube. Table 2-1 shows
tube outside diameter and B.W.G. gauge commonly used.

Tube Pitch

Tube holes cannot be drilled very close together, since this may struc-
tually weaken the tube sheet. The shortest distance between two adjacent
tube holes is called the "clearance." Tubes are laid out in either square or
triangular patterns as shown in Figure 3-5. The advantage of square pitch
is that the tubes are accessible for external cleaning and cause a lower
pressure drop when shell-side fluid flows perpendicularly to the tube
axis. The tube pitch is the shortest center-to-center distance between
adjacent tubes. The common pitches for square patterns are %-in. OD on
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I -in. and 1-in. OD on l!4-in. For triangular patterns these are %-in. OD on
%-in., M-in. OD on 1-in., and 1-in. OD on 1/4-in,

In Figure 3-5c the square-pitch layout has been rotated 45°, yel it is
essentially the same as Figure 3-5a. In Figure 3-Sd a mechanically clean-
able modification of triangular pitch is shown. If the tubes are spread
wide enough, it is possible to allow the cleaning lanes indicated,

Shells

Shells up to 24-in. OD are fabricated from pipe using standard pipe
nominal diameters. Standard pipe diameters and wall thicknesses are
given in Volume 1, Tables 9-5 and 9-9 (1st edition: 9-4 and 9-7), Shells
larger than 24-in. in diameter are fabricated by rolling steel plate.

The wall thickness of the pipe or plate used for the shell is normally
determined from the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, TEMA standards also specify
some minimum wall thicknesses for the shell.

Options

There are many different arrangements of the shells, tubes and baffles
in heat exchangers. Figure 3-6 is a list of TEMA standard classifications
for heat exchangers, which helps to describe the various options. These

Figure 3-5. Common tube layouts for shell-and-tube heat exchangers.
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Figure 3-6. Heat exchanger nomenclature. (From Tubular Exchanger Manufacturers
Association,© 1978.)
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are best understood in conjunction with the example configurations given
in Figures 3-7 through 3-9.

The first letter designates the front end of the heat exchanger, the sec-
ond letter designates the shell type, or the middle of the heat exchanger,
and the third letter designates the back, or the rear, of the heat exchanger.

An AES classification for a heat exchanger means that the heat
exchanger has a channel and removable cover type front end. The cover
can be unbolted to perform maintenance and the channel can be unbolted
without pulling the tube sheet. The "E" designates a one-pass shell. The
shell fluid comes in one end and goes out the other. The rear of the heat
exchanger is an internal floating head. The head can move back and forth
as the tubesheet expands and contracts.

L Stationary Head—Channel 20. Slip-on Backing Flange
2. Stationary Head—Bonnet 21. Floating Head Cover—External
3. Stationary Head Flange—Channel or Bonnet 22. Floating Tubesheet Skirt
4. Channel Cover 23. Packing Box
5. Stationary Head Nozzle 24. Packing
6. Stationary Tubesheet 25. Packing Gland
7. Tubes 26. Lantern Ring
8. Shell 27, Tierods and Spacers
9. Shell Cover 28. Transverse Baffles or Support Plates

10. Shell Flange—Stationary Head End 29. Impingement Ptate
11. Shell Flange—Rear Head End 30. Longitudinal Baffle
12. Shell Nozzle 31. Pass Partition
13. Shell Cover Flange 32. Vent Connection
14. Expansion Joint 33. Drain Connection
15. Floating Tubesheet 34. Instrument Connection
16. Floating Head Cover 35. Support Saddle
17. Floating Head Flange 36. Lifting Lug
18. Floating Head Backing Device 37. Support Bracket
19. Split Shear Ring 38. Weir

39. Liquid Level Connection

Figure 3-7. Heat exchanger components. (From Tubular Exchanger Manufacturers
Association,© 1978.)
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Figure 3-8. Heat exchanger components (continued). (From Tubular Exchanger
Manufacturers Association, © 1978.)

If there were no removable cover on the front end of the exchanger, it
would be designated "BBS." The second nozzle and pass partition in the
front end are discretionary depending upon the shell type. Types A and B
bolt onto the shell. In type C, the head cannot be unbolted for maintenance.

The shell types are E, F, G, H, J, and K. E is a one-pass shell. The fluid
comes in on one side and goes out the other side. F is a two-pass shell
with a longitudinal plate in it. The fluid in the shell makes two passes.
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Figure 3-9. Heat exchanger components (continued). (From Tubular Exchanger
Manufacturers Association, © 1978.)

G is a split flow. The fluid comes in and goes both ways around the lon-
gitudinal baffle and then exits. H is very rare; a double split flow. J is a
divided flow. K is a kettle type reboiler, which is a special type and is
best explained by looking at the example "AKT" in Figure 3-9. Kettle
types are common where there is a boiling liquid or where gas is liberat-
ed from shell fluid as it is heated. The weir controls the liquid, making
sure the tubes are always immersed in liquid. Gas that flashes from the
liquid can exit the top nozzle.

Many of the rear end types allow the head to "float" as the tube bundle
expands and contracts.
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Type S is a floating head type. As the tubes heat up, they expand. As
they expand, the floating head moves back and forth, but the pressure
seal is not at the sliding joint. The pressure seal is at the fixed shell joint
in the outer head, which contains the pressure. The floating head floats
free inside the pressure vessel as the tubes move. Types P and W are
floating heads where the movement of the head effects the seal between
either the shell-side or tube-side fluid and atmosphere.

Type U indicates the tubes are in a U-shaped bundle and no special
closure is needed for the rear end, other than the shell itself. The tubes
are free to expand or contract. This is by far the least expensive type of
floating head.

Classification

In addition to the type description code there is also a shorthand that is
used for classifying heat exchangers. The first element of the shorthand
is the nominal diameter, which is the inside diameter of the shell in inch-
es, rounded off to the nearest integer. For kettle reboilers and chillers
(remember the kettle has a narrow end and a fat end), the nominal diame-
ter is the port diameter (the narrow end) followed by the shell diameter,
each rounded off to the nearest integer.

The second element is the nominal tube length in inches. Tube length for
straight tubes is taken as the actual overall length. For U-tubes the length is
taken as the straight length from the end of the tube to the bend tangent.

The third element is a three-letter code indicating the type of front end,
shell, and rear end, in that order. For example, a fixed tubesheet exchang-
er (the tubesheet does not expand and contract as it heats and cools) with
removable channel and cover, single-pass shell, 23M-in, inside diameter
with tubes 16 ft long is denoted as SIZE 23-192 TYPE AEL.

A pull-through, floating head, kettle-type reboiler having stationary head
integral with the tubesheet, 23-in. port diameter and 37-in. inside shell
diameter with tubes 16 ft long is denoted as SIZE 23/37-192 TYPE CKT.

Selection of Types

In selecting an exchanger, one must know the advantages and disad-
vantages of each type. The three basic types of shell-and-tube exchangers
are fixed tube sheet, floating head, and U-tube. Table 3-1 summarizes the
comparison between these three exchangers.



Table 3-1
Heat Exchange Summary

Heat Exchanger
Type

Fixed Tube

Floating Head

U-Tube

Advantages

• Least expensive
• Fewer gaskets
• Individual tubes are

replaceable

• Ability to handle dirty fluids
and high differential temperatures

s Head and tubes can be mech-
anically cleaned

• Individual tubes are replaceable

« Fairly low cost may be lower
than fixed tube

* Can handle thermal expansion
• No internal gasketed joint
* Bundle is replaceable

Disadvantages

• Cannot clean or inspect shell
* Bundle is replaceable
• Limited to temperature difference

of 2QO°F without costly shell
expansion joint

9 Higher cost than fixed tube
« Internal gaskets can leak

* Tube cannot be cleaned mechanically
• Fewer tubes can be installed in a

given diameter shell
* Difficult to unbolt the flange from

the end of U-tube
8 Individual tubes are not replaceable

Remarks

• For clean shell fluids and low differential
temperature, most comonly used

* Types A and L heads are most common
9 Types B and M are for large diameter

and high pressure
8 Types T and W are least expensive but

have possibilities of shell fluids leakage
* Type P head is most expensive; type S is

intermediate in cost

* Commonly used for high differential
temperature

* Minimizes possibility for contamination
of tube fluids with pressure shell fluids

8 Types B and U are the most common
on U-tube
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Placement of Fluid

The question always comes up of which fluid to put in the tubes and
which fluid to put in the shell. Consider placing a fluid through the
tubes when:

1. Special alloy materials are required for corrosion control and high
temperatures.

2. Fluid is at high pressures.
3. Fluid contains vapors and non-condensable gases.
4. Fluid is scale forming.

Consider placing a fluid through the shell when:

1. Small pressure drops are desired.
2. Fluid is viscous.
3. Fluid is non-fouling.
4. Boiling service is desired.
5. Fluid has low film rate and is non-fouling (finned tubes can be used).

Placing the fluid through the tubes is a consideration when special
alloy materials are needed for corrosion control, because the materials
would be needed only on the tubes. If the corrosive material is in the
shell, both the tubes and the shell would need to be protected with special
alloy. If the fluid is at high pressure, it should be put in tubes because
tubes can contain high pressure much more cheaply as they are much
smaller in diameter than the shell. The low-pressure fluid would be in the
shell. If the fluid contains vapor and non-condensable gases, heat transfer
will be greater if it is placed in the tubes. If the fluid is scale forming it
should be in the tubes, which can be reamed out.

Similarly, the fluid should be put in the shell when small pressure
drops are desired. There is less of a pressure drop going through the shell
than there is in going through the tubes. If the fluid is very viscous, pres-
sure drop will be less and heat transfer improved if it is placed in the
shell. It is harder to clean the shell than it is the tubes, so the non-fouling
fluid should be put in the shell. If boiling service is desired, a kettle
design should be used and the boiling fluid should be put in the shell, not
inside the tubes. If the fluid has a low film rate and is non-fouling, it can
be put in the shell, and finned tubes can be used to add to the U-value. In
this case, the fluid would have to be a non-fouling fluid; otherwise, it
would plug the fins.
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TEMA Glasses and Tube Materials

TEMA standards provide for two classes of shell and tube exchanger
qualities. Class C is the less stringent and is typically used in onshore
applications and where the temperature is above ~20°F. Class R is nor-
mally used offshore and in cold temperature service. Table 3-2 shows the
most important differences between a Class R and a Class C TEMA
exchanger.

Table 3-3 is a tube materials selection chart (the common tube materi-
als to use for different kinds of services). Standard tube lengths are either
20 ft or 40 ft..

Table 3-2
TEMA Classes

Major Features

Corrosion allowance
Tube diameters
Square pitch cleaning lane
Min. shell thickness
Transverse baffle and support

plate thickness
Min. thickness longitudinal

baffles

Impingement protection
required

Cross-over area for multi-pass
floating heads or channels

Stress relieving of fabricated
floating covers, or channels

Gaskets in contact with oil
or gas

Minimum gasket width
Minimum tube sheet thickness

Edges of tubesheet holes
Pressure gauge and thermo-

wells on flange nozzles
Min. bolt diameter

R

%-inch
3A, 1, 114, I1/?
54-inch

R greai

In some cases

14-inch

22v ~>
P1/2

1.3 times flow area
through tubes of
one pass

Required

Metal jacketed or
solid metal

^-inch
Tube diameter plus

twice corrosion
allowance

Chamfered
Required for certain

sizes
34-inch

C

Mfi-inch
14, -M, 14, -X %, I, 1J4, I!/;
M&~inch

ter than C

R greater than C

1^-inch

v > 3 9

p"2

1.0 times flow area
through tubes of
one pass

Only if required by
ASME

Metal jacketed or
solid material

14-inch
Factor less than tube

diameter plus twice
corrosion allowance

Deburred
Must be specified

/i-inch to /4-inch
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Table 3-3
Tube Materials

Sweer Senice Glycol, MEA, and Sulfinol
Temperatures above ~20°F, A-2 14 ERW or A- 1 79 (seamless)

-50°F to -21°F, A-334 Grade 1
- 1 50°F to -5 1 °F, A334 Grade 3

Sour ami Low Temperature
304 SS

Brackish Water
90/10Cu-Ni
70/30 Cu-Ni Use higher nickel content the more brackish the water

Sizing

The required heat duty, film coefficients, conductivity, etc. for a shell-
and-tube heat exchanger can be calculated using the procedures in Chap-
ter 2, Approximate U-values are given in Table 2-8.

In the basic heat transfer equation it is necessary to use the log mean
temperature difference. In Equation 2-4 it was assumed that the two flu-
ids are flowing counter-current to each other. Depending upon the con-
figuration of the exchanger, this may not be true. That is, the way in
which the fluid flows through the exchanger affects LMTD. The correc-
tion factor is a function of the number of tube passes and the number of
shell passes.

Figures 3-10 and 3-11 can be used to calculate a corrected LMTD
from the formula.

where Tj = hot fluid inlet temperature, °F
T2 = hot fluid outlet temperature, °F
T3 = cold fluid inlet temperature, °F
T4 = cold fluid outlet temperature, °F

AT] = larger temperature difference, °F
AT2 = smaller temperature difference, °F

LMTD = log mean temperature difference, °F
F = correction factor

(text continued on page 64)
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Figure 3-10. LMTD correction factors. (From Gas Processors Suppliers Association,
Engineering Data Book, 9th Edition.)
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Figure 3-11. LMTD correction factors. (From Gas Processors Suppliers Association,
Engineering Data Book, 9th Edition.)
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(text continued from page 61)

To size a shell-and-tube exchanger, first the duty is calculated. Then it
is determined which fluid will be in the shell and which in the tube, and a
heat* transfer coefficient assumed or calculated. A choice is made of the
number of shell and tube passes to get a reasonable LMTD correction
factor (F), and a corrected LMTD as calculated from Equation 3-1.

Next, a tube diameter and tube length are chosen. The number of tubes
required is calculated by:

where N = required number of tubes
q = heat duty, Btu/hr
U = overall heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr-ft2-°F

LMTD = corrected log mean temperature difference, °F
L = tube length, ft

A' = tube external surface area per foot of length, ft2/ft
(Table 2-1)

From Table 3-4 it is then possible to pick a shell diameter that can
accommodate the number of tubes required. Please note that Equation 3-
2 calculates the total number of tubes required and not the number of
tubes per pass. Similarly, Table 3-4 lists the total number of tubes and not
the number per pass. There are fewer total tubes in the same diameter
exchanger for more passes of the tube fluid because of the need for parti-
tion plates. There are fewer tubes for floating head than fixed head
designs because the heads and seals restrict the use of space. U-tubes
have the lowest number of tubes because of the space required for the
tightest radius bend in the U-tube bundle.

Once the number of tubes is determined, the flow velocity of fluid
inside the tubes should be checked, using the criteria set forth for flow in
pipes in Chapter 8 of Volume 1.
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DOUBLE-PIPE EXCHANGERS

A double-pipe exchanger is made up of one pipe containing the tube
fluid concentric with another pipe, which serves as the shell. The tube is
often finned to give additional surface area. The double-pipe exchanger
was developed to fit applications that are too small to economically
apply the requirements of TEMA for shell and tube exchangers.

Double-pipe exchangers can be arranged as in Figure 3-12 such that
two shells are joined at one end through a "return bonnet," which causes
the shell-side fluid to flow in series through each of the two shells. In this
configuration, the central tube is bent or welded into a "U" shape, with
the U-bend inside the return bonnet, The principal advantage to this con-
figuration is that a more compact exchanger can be designed, thus sim-
plifying installation.

A variation of the U-tube exchanger is the hairpin style of exchanger.
In the hairpin exchanger, multiple small tubes are bent into a "U" shape
in place of the single central tube. This variation allows for more surface
area to be provided in the exchanger than would be obtained with a sin-
gle tube. U-tube exchangers may be designed with or without fins.

The advantages of double-pipe exchangers are that they are cheap and
readily available, and because of the U-tube type of construction, thermal
expansion is not a problem. Double-pipe exchangers are normally
designed and built in accordance with the applicable requirements of
TEMA. Thus, they can be applied to most services encountered in oil and
gas production facilities as long as the required surface area can be fit
into the physical configuration of the exchanger. Although they can be
built in almost any size, double-pipe exchangers are most frequently used
when the required surface area is 1,000 ft2 or less.

PLATE-AND-FRAME EXCHANGERS

Plate-and-frame exchangers are an arrangement of gasketed, pressed
metal plates aligned on carrying bars and secured between two covers by
compression bolts. The pressed metal plates are corrugated in patterns to
provide increased surface area, to direct the flow in specific directions,
and to promote turbulence. The plates are gasketed such that each of the

(text continued on page 72)
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Table 3-4 (Continued)
Heat Exchanger Tube Count

1

Shdl
I.D.

(Inches)

5.047
6.065
7.981

10.02
12.00
13.25

15.25
17.25
19.25

21.25
23.25
25.00

! 27.00
29.00

; 3i.oo
33.00
35.00
37.00

39.00
42.00
45,00

48.00
5 1 ,00
54.00

60,00

3/4" O.D. Tubes on 1 5/ 1 6" A Piteh 3/4- O.D. Tubes on ! " A Pilch

Fixed T

Tube Sheet
No. of Passes

1

19
25
52

85
126
147

206
268
335

416
499
576

675
790
806

1018
1166
1307

1464
1688
1943

2229
2513
2823

2

14
20
48

76
114
140

196
252
326

397
480
558

661
773
875

ton
1137
1277

1425
1669
1912

2189
2489

4

12
16
36

68
100
128

176
234
302

376
460
530

632
736
858

976
1098
1242

1386
1618
1878

2134
2432

2792 2752

3527 1 3477 3414

Outside Packed
Floating Head
No. of Passes

1

10
19
38

70
109
130

187
241
313

384
469
544

643
744
859

973
1118
1253

1392
1616
1870

2145
2411
2733

3400

2

10
18
36

66
98
126

176
236
298

368
449
529

616
732
835

959
1093
1224

1359
1602
1833

2107
2395
2683

3359

4

4
12
28

56
92
112

160
220
276

344
430
500

600
704
812

926
1054
1184

1318
1552
1800

2060
2344
2642

3294

1 — ' '

"U"-Tube
No. of Passes
2

3
7
16

28
56
57

83
110
145

180
220
253

307
360
415

477
538
609

683
800
927

1061
1205
1366

1699 j

4

2
4
12

26
40
52

74
102
134

170

1 Shell

210
244

290
342
402

458
520
592

662
776
900

1032
1178
1334

1668

l.D,
(Inches)

5.047
6.065
7.981

10.02
12.00
13.25

15.25
17.25
19.25

21.25
23.25
25.00

27.00
29.00
31.00

33.00
35.00
37.00

39.00
42.00
45.00

48,00
51,00
54.00

60.00

Fixed
Tube Sheet
No. of Passes
!

14
22
42

71
106
130

184
237
296

361
434
507

596
689
790

906
1031
1152

1273
1485
1721

1968
2221
2502

3099

2

14
19
38

68
102
124

169
228
290

354
420
489

585
679
775

891
1003
1134

1259
1461
1693

1941
2187
2465

3069

4

8
16
36

60
92
114

160
212
272

336
408
476

562
660
756

860
976
1090

1222
1434
1650

1902
2134
2414

3010

Outside Packed
Floating Head
No. of Passes

]

10
19
37

61
92
121

163
212
268

335
416
475

556
653
756

859
978
1106

1218
1426
1652

1894
2142
2417

2990

2

6
14
30

56
90
110

152
202
262

330
395
466

554
642
734

848
959
1081

1208
1399
1620

1861
2101
2379

2957
.

4

4
12
28

48
76
100

140
188
244

308
380
452

528
620
720

818
932
1054

1174
1376
1586

1820
2060
2326

2906

"U"-Tube
No, of Passes
2

3
5
14

28
43
53

74
100
127

157
194
226

269
316
366

419
475
537

600
703
816

935
1061

4

2
4
12

22
36
48

68
92
120

150
184
216

262
306
354

404
458
520

582
682
792

916
1038

1198 1170 |

1496 1468 |

(table continued on next page)



Table 3-4 (Continued)
Heat Exchanger Tube Count

(table on ne\l fmsffi

3/4" O.D. Tubes on 1 " C Pilch 3/4" O,D. Tubes on 1 " Pilch

Shell
I.D.

(Inches)

5.047
6.065
7.981

10.02
12.00
13.25

15.25
17.25
19.25

21.25
23.25
25.00

27.00
29.00
31.00

33.00
35.00
37,00

39.00
42.00
45.00

4X00
51 00
M HO

nOOO

Fixed
Tube Sheet
No. of Passes

1

12
21
37

61
97
112

156
208
250

316
378
442

518
602
686

782
896
1004

1102
12X3
1484

1701
1928
"•154

2683

2

12
16
34

60
88
112

148
196
249

307
370
432

509
596
676

768
868
978

1096
1285
1472

169!

4

12
16
32

52
88
112

148
188
244

296
370
428

496
580
676

768
868
964

1076
1270
1456

1670
1904 ! 1888
•̂ Px j 2106

i
2650 2o^6

Outside Packed
Floating Head
No. of Passes

1

12
16
32

52
81
97

140
188
241

296
356
414

482
570
658

742
846
952

1062
1232
1424

1636
1845

2

6
16
28

52
78
94

132
178
224

280
344
406

476
562
640

732
831
931

1045
1222
1415

1634
1832

2080 | 206f

4

4
12
24

52
76
88

124
172
216

276
332
392

468
548
640

732
820
928

1026
1218
1386

1602
1818
2(W4

i i
25X2 :56(- i J55n

"U"-Tube
No. of Passes
2

3
4
12

22
34
45

64
88
112

138
170
200

236
277
320

362
418
470

524
till
710

812
«26
1042

1298

4

2
4
10

20
34
44

60
84
108

134
166
194

230
272
312

360
406
462

520
602
700

802
910

Shell
! l.D.
(Inches)

5.047
6.065
7.981

10.02
12.00
13.25

15.25
17.25
19.25

21.25
23.25
25,00

27.00
29.00
31.00

33.00
35.00
37.00

39.00
42.00
4500

48 OT
51 00

HH2 1 i MOO
i 1

1282 \ J W.OO

Fixed
Tube Sheet
No. of Passes

1

12
21
37

61
97
113

156
208
256

314
379
448

522
603
688

788
897
1009

1118
1298
1500

1714

2

10
18
32

54
90
108

146
1%
244

299
363
432

504
583
667

770
873
983

1092
1269
1470

lh81

4

8
16
28

48
84
104

136
184
236

294
352
416

486
568
654

756
850
958

1066
1250
1440

1650
1Q« j i<)03 1 1868
217- .135 2'Wn

l
2692 2»ol j 2h\2

Outside Packed
Floating Head
No, of Passes

1

12
16
32

52
81
97

140
188
241

300
359
421

489
575
660

749
849
952

1068
1238
1432

1644
1864
209X

2600

2

10
12
28

46
74
92

134
178
228

286
343
404

472
556
639

728
826
928

1041
1216
1407

1611
183"
1062

4

8
8
24

40
68
84

128
168
216

272
328
392

456
540
624

708
804
908

1016
1196
1378

1580
1804
2026

i
Ii60 ; 2520

"U"-Tube
No. of Passes
2

2
5
12

21
33
43

62
87
109

136
167
195

234
275
313

360
409
464

518
610
706

804

4

2
4
10

18
32
40

58
82
104

130
160
190

226
266
304

350
398
452

508
596
692

788
917 [ i)02

' 1018
i

)2t)2 j !2"2



Table 3-4 (Continued)
Heat Exchanger Tube Count

1" O.D. Tubes on 1-1/4" A Pitch ]» O,D» Tubes on M/4" a Pitch

Shell
I.D,

(inches)

5.047
6.065
7.981

10.02
12.00
13,25

15.25
17.25
19.25

21.25
23.25
25.00

27.00
29.00
31.00

33.00
35.00
37.00

39.00
42.00
45.00

48.00
51.00
54.00

60.00

Fixed
„ Tube Sheer

No. of Passes
1

8
14
26

42
64
85

110
147
184

227
280
316

371
434
503

576
643
738

804
946
1087

1240
1397
1592

1969

2

6
14
26

40
61
76

106
138
175

220
265
313

370
424
489

558
634
709

787
928
1069

1230
1389
1561

1945

4

4
8
16

36
56
72

100
128
168

212
252
294

358
408
468

534
604
684

772
898
1042

1198
1354
1530

1 904

Outside Packed
Floating Head
No. of Passes

1

7
10
22

38
56
73

100
130
170

212
258
296

355
416
475

544
619
696

768
908
1041

1189
1348
1531

1906

2

4
10
18

36
52
72

98
126
162

201
250
294

346
408
466

529
604
679

753
891
1017

1182
1337
1503

1879

4

4
4
16

28
48
60

88
116
148

188
232
276

328
392
446

510
582
660

730
860
990

1152
1300
1462

1842

"U"-Tube
No. of Passes
2

0
2
7

13
22
28

43
57
76

96
116
135

161
189
222

254
289
330

370
436
505

578
661
748

933
.„._,„..,. IL..̂

4

0
2
4

12
18
26

38
52
68

88
no
128

152
182
212

246
280
316

356
418
490

562
642
726

914

Shell
1,0.

(Inches!

5.047
6.065
7.981

10.02
12.00
13.25

15.25
17.25
19.25

21.25
23.25
25.00

27.00
29.00
31.00

33.00
35.00
37.00

39.00
42.00
45.00

48.00
51.00
54.00

60.00

Fixed
Tube Sheet
No. of Passes

1

9
12
22

38
56
69

97
129
164

202
234
272

328
378
434

496
554
628

708
811
940

1076
1218
1370

170!

2

6
12
20

38
56
66

90
124
158

191
234
267

317
370
428

484
553
621

682
811
931

1061
1202
1354

4

4
12
16

32
52
66

88
120
148

184
222
264

310
370
428

484
532
608

682
804
918

1040
1192
1350

1699 1 1684

Outside Packed
Floating Head
No. of Passes

1

5
12
21

32
52
61

89
113
148

178
216
258

302
356
414

476
542
602

676
782
904

1034
1178
1322

1654

2

4
6
16

32
52
60

84
112
144

178
216
256

300
353
406

460
530
596

649
780
894

1027
1155
1307

1640

4

4
4
16

32
44
52

80
112
140

172
208
256

296
338
392

460
518
580

648
768
874

1012
1150
1284

1632

__^

"IP-Tube
No. of Passes 1
2

0
2
6

12
19
25

36
49
64

83
100
120

142
166
145

221
254
287

322
379
436

501
573
650

810
L.- „, ,_

4

0
2
4

10
18
24

34
48
62

78
98
116

138
166
192

218
248
280

314
374
434

494
570
644

802

(table continued on next page)



Table 3-4 (Continued)
Heat Exchanger Tube Count

1 " O.D. Tubes on ! - 1 /4* O Pitch 1 - 1 /4" O,D. Tubes on 1 -9/16" A

Shell
I.D.

(Inches)

5.047
6.065
7.981

10.02
12.00
13.25

15.25
17.25
19.25

21.25
23.25
25.00

27.00
29.00
31.00

33.00
35.00
37.00

39.00
42.00
4500

48,00
5100
34.00

hOOO

Fixed
Tube Sheet

No. erf Passes
I

8
12
24

37
57
70

97
129
162

205
238
275

330
379
435

495
556
632

705
822
946

2

6
10
20

32
53
70

90
120
152

193
228
264

315
363
422

478
552
613

685
799
Q22

1079 ; 1061

4

4
8
16

28
48
64

84
112
142

184
220
256

300
360
410

472
538
598

672
786
9J2

1052
1220 j 119') i tl/6
1389 j B59 [mo

1714 1 !69i ! 1064

Outside Packed
Floating, Head
No. of Passes

1

5
12
21

32
52
61

89
113
148

180
221
261

308
359
418

477
540
608

674
788
<JIO

1037
1181
]4T7

2

4
10
18

32
46
58

82
112
138

174
210
248

296
345
401

460
526
588

654
765
885

1018
1160

4

4
8
16

28
40
56

76
104
128

168
200
236

286
336
388

448
508
568

640
756
866

1000
1142

1107 j 1292

1658 ! 162A j l:W4

"U"-Tube
No. of Passes
2

0
2
5

12
18
25

35
48
62

78
100
116

141
165
191

220
249
281

315
372
436

501
%9

4

0
2
4

10
16
22

32
44
60

76
94
110

134
160
184

212
242
274

310
364
426

490

She!!
I.D.

(Inches)

5.047
6.065
7.981

10.02
12.00
13.25

15.25
17.25
19.25

21.25
23.25
25.00

27.00
29.00
31.00

33.00
3500
37.00

39.00
4200
45.00

-iS.OO
558 J , 51.QO

646 | 632 1 i 54.00

802 i 788 1 ' ftOM

Fixed
Tube Sheet
No. of Passes

1

7
8
19

29
42
52

69
92
121

147
174
196

237
280
313

357
416
461

511
596
687

790
896
1008

1241

2

4
6
14

26
38
48

68
84
110

138
165
196

226
269
313

346
401
453

493
579
673

4

4
4
12

20
34
44

60
78
104

128
156
184

224
256
294

332
386
432

478
570
662

782 1 758
S"7! j 860
494 [ 968

C'4* 1210

Outside Packed
Floating Head
No. of Passes

]

0
7
14

22
37
44

64
85
109

130
163
184

221
262
302

345
392
442

493
576
657

7%
859

2

0
6
14

20
36
44

62
78
102

130
152
184

216
252
302

332
183
429

479
557
640

745
Kit,

4

0
4
8

16
28
36

48
72
96

116
144
172

208
242
280

318
364
412

460
544
828

~2«
^2

0̂ 4 j ysg j «j4(,

l!9M 1 195 1 > '?H
I

"U"-Tube
No. of Passes
2

0
0
3

7
11
16

24
32
43

57
69
81

98
116
134

155
17K
202

226
267
313

560
41 1

46̂

SB,-.

4

0
0
2

6
10
14

22
30
40

52
66
76

92
110
128

148
172
194

220
260
*06

3*»()
400 !
4*a I

1
-TO i



Table 3-4 (Continued)
Heat Exchanger Tube Count

1 - ! /4" O.D. Tubes on 1 -9/ 1 6" D Pitch ! - 1 14" O.D, Tubes on 1 -9/ 1 6" O Pitch

!
Shell
i.D.

(Inches)

5.047
6.065
7.981

10.02
' 12.00
13.25

15.25
17.25
19.25

21.25
23.25
25.00

27.00
29.00
31.00

33.00
35.00
37.00

39.00
42.00
45.00

48.00
51.00
54.00

60.00

Fixed
Tube Sheet
No. of Passes

1

4
6
12

24
37
45

61
80
97

124
145
172

210
241
272

310
356
396

442
518
602

682
770
862

1084

2

4
6
12

22
34
42

60
76
95

124
145
168

202
234
268

306
353
387

438
518
602

681
760
860

4

4
4
12

16
32
42

52
76
88

120
144
164

202
230
268

302
338
384

434
502
588

676
756
856

1070 j 1054

Outside Packed
Floating Head
No. of Passes

1

0
6
12

21
32
38

52
70
89

112
138
164

193
224
258

296
336
378

428
492
570

658
742
838

1042

2

0
6
12

16
32
38

52
70
88

112
138
164

184
224
256

296
332
370

426
492
566

648
729
823

1034

4

0
4
12

16
32
32

52
68
88

112
130
156

i84
216
256

282
332
370

414
484
556

648
722
810

1026

"U"-T«be
No, of Passes
2

0
0
3

6
10
14

21
28
37

49
62
70

88
100
116

136
156
174

198
236
276

314
356
404

506

4

0
0
2

4
10
14

18
28
34

48
60
68

88
98
116

134
148
174

196
228
268

310
354
402

she!!

1 1ST
(inches)

5.047
6.065
7.981

10.02
12.00
13.25

15.25
17.25
19.25

21.25
23.25
25.00

27.00
29.00
31.00

33.00
35.00
37.00

39.00
42.00
45.00

48.00
51.00
54.00

496 j 1 60.00

Fixed
Tube Sheet
No. of Passes

1

5
6
13

24
37
45

60
79
97

124
148
174

209
238
275

314
359
401

442
522
603

682
777
875

1088

2

4
6
10

20
32
40

56
76
94

116
142
166

202
232
264

307
345
387

427
506
583

669
762
857

1080

4

4
4
8

16
28
40

56
76
94

112
136
160

192
232
264

300
334
380

424
500
572

660
756
850

1058

Outside Packed
Floating Head
No. of Passes

1

0
5
12

21
32
37

52
70
90

112
140
162

191
221
261

300
341
384

428
497
575

660
743
843

1049

2

0
4
10

18
28
34

52
70
90

108
138
162

188
215
249

286
330
372

412
484
562

648
728
822

4

0
4
8

16
28
32

48
64
84

104
128
156

184
208
244

280
320
360

404
472
552

640
716
812

1029 j 1016

'

"U"-Tube
No. of Passes
2

0
0
2

6
10
13

20
28
37

48
60
71

85
100
114

134
153
173

195
228
271

309
354
401

505

4

0
0
2

6
10
12

18
26
34

44
56
68

82
96
110

128
148
168

190
224
264

302
346
392

492
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Figure 3-12. Double pipe exchanger.

(text continued from page 65)

two fluid streams flow in parallel between alternate pairs of plates. In
addition to directing the flow patterns, the plate gasket keeps the fluids
retained within the plate pack. Figure 3-13 shows a plate-and-frame
exchanger.

Major advantages of plate-and-frame exchangers include the follow-
ing: They have a low cost (especially for corrosive service), they are
lighter and smaller than comparable shell-and-tube heat exchangers, full
counter current flow and an LMTD correction factor are not required,
and a close temperature approach is possible. Standard components allow
simple stocking of spare parts, low maintenance, easy accessibility, and
easy expansion by adding more plates. Metal plate-and-frame exchangers
are particularly attractive for seawater and brackish water services. How-
ever, because of the design of plate-and-frame exchangers, wherein flu-
ids are separated and retained across gasketed surfaces, they are limited
to moderate temperature and pressure applications. In addition, some
operators do not allow the use of plate-and-frame exchangers in hydro-
carbon service or limit their use to pressures below 150 psig to 300 psig
and temperatures less than 300°F. Plate-and-frame exchangers cannot be
used for high viscosity liquids and slurry/suspended solids.

Because the plates are made of thin pressed metal, materials resistant to
corrosive attack can be easily selected. Plates are standard and mass-pro-
duced. Specific applications are dealt with by changing plate arrangements.
Stainless steels, monel, titanium, aluminum bronze, and other exotic metals
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Figure 3-13. Pfote-and-frame exchanger. (Courtesy of Tranter, Inc.)
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may be used if desired. It is important to select the gasket materials to be
compatible with the fluids and temperatures being handled.

AERIAL COOLERS

Aerial coolers are often used to cool a hot fluid to near ambient tem-
perature. They are mechanically simple and flexible, and they eliminate
the nuisance and cost of a cold source. In warm climates, aerial coolers
may not be capable of providing as low a temperature as shell-and-tube
exchangers, which use a cool medium. In aerial coolers the tube bundle
is on the discharge or suction side of a fan, depending on whether the fan
is blowing air across the tubes or sucking air through them. This type of
exchanger can be used to cool a hot fluid to something near ambient tem-
perature as in a compressor interstage cooler, or it can be used to heat the
air as in a space heater.

When the tube bundle is on the discharge of the fan, the exchanger is
referred to as "forced draft.'1 When the tube bundle is on the suction of
the fan it is referred to as an "induced draft" exchanger. Figure 3-14
shows a typical air cooled exchanger, and Figure 3-15 shows a detail of
the headers and tube bundle. In Figure 3-15 the process fluid enters one
of the nozzles on the fixed end and the pass partition plate forces it to
flow through the tubes to the floating end (tie plate). Here it crosses over
to the remainder of the tubes and flows back to the fixed end and out the
other nozzle. Air is blown vertically across the finned section to cool the
process fluid. Plugs are provided opposite each tube on both ends so that
the tubes can be cleaned or individually plugged if they develop leaks,
The tube bundle could also be mounted in a vertical plane, in which case
air would be blown horizontally through the cooler.

Forced-air exchangers have tube lengths of 6 to 50 ft and tube diame-
ters of % to IM-in. The tubes have fins on them since air is non-fouling and
it has a very low heat transfer efficiency. The fins increase efficiency by
effectively adding surface area to the outside surface of the tubes. Some of
the typical sizes of air cooled exchangers are shown in Table 3-5.

In a single aerial cooler there may be several fans and several tube
bundles as shown in Figure 3-16, which defines bay width, tube length,
and number of fans. Typically, on a compressor cooler there may be
many tube bundles—one for cooling the gas after each stage, one for
engine cooling water, one for lube oil, etc.
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Figure 3-14. Aerial cooler,

Process outlet temperature in an aerial cooler can be controlled by lou-
vers, fan variable speed drives, blade pitch or recirculation of process
fluid. As the process flow rate and heat duties change, and as the temper-
ature of the air changes from season to season and night to day, some
adjustment must be made to assure adequate cooling while assuring that
the process fluid is not over cooled. Too cool a gas temperature could
lead to hydrates forming (Chapter 4) and developing ice plugs in the
cooler. Too cool a lube oil temperature could lead to high viscosities,
resulting in high pressure drops and inadequate lubrication.

Louvers are probably the most common type of temperature control
device on aerial coolers. They may be either automatically adjusted by
sensing the process temperature or manually adjusted. Blade pitch is
probably second most common, and variable speed drive is third.

The procedure for calculating the number of tubes required for an aerial
cooler is similar to that for a shell- and-tube exchanger. Table 3-6 shows
approximate overall heat transfer coefficients. Ub should be used when the
outside surface area of the bare tube (neglecting fins) is used in the heat
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Figure 3-15. Side elevations of air coolers. (From Gas Processors Suppliers
Association, Engineering Data Book, 9th Edition.)

transfer equation. Ux is used when the extended surface area including
fins is used for the area term in the general heat transfer equation.

Figures 3-17 and 3-18 are LMTD correction charts. In using these fig-
ures the exit air temperature is needed. This can be approximated by:
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Table 3-5
Typical Sizes of Air-Cooled Exchangers

Tube Lengths
Tube Diameter
Fins

Depth

Bay Widths
Fan Diameters

— 6 ft to 50 ft
— % in. to 1 H in.

- ]A in. to 1 in. height
7 to 1 1 per in.

— 3 to 8 rows of fin tubes
Triangular pitch with fins separated by Me, in. to !4 in.

— 4 ft to 30 ft
--3 ft to 16ft

Figure 3*16. Plan views of air coolers with bays and bundles (From Gas Processors
Suppliers Association, Engineering Data Book, 9th Edition.)
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Table 3-6
Typical Overall Heat-Transfer Coefficients for Air Coolers

Service

Water & Water Solutions

Engine jacket water (rf = .001)
Process water (rt- = .002)
50-50 ethyl glycol-water (rf = .001 )
50-50 ethyl glycol-water (rf = .002)

Hydrocarbon Liquid Coolers
Viscosity Cp

0.2
0.5
1.0
2.5
4.0
6.0

10.0

Hydrocarbon Gas Coolers
Temperature, CF

50
100
300
500
750

1000

Air and Flue-Gas Coolers
Use one-half of value given for hydrocarbon \

Steam Condensers
(Atmospheric pressure & above)

Pure steam (rf = 0.005)
Steam with non-condensable s

HC Condensers
Pressure, psig

0° range
10° range
25° range
60° range

100° & over range

Other Condensers

Ammonia
Freon 12

!6in.

Ub

1 10 -
95-
90-
80 -

Ub

85-
75-
65-
45-
30-
20-
10-

Ub

30-
35-
45-
55 -
65-
75-

gas coolers

Ub
125-
60-

Ub

85-
80-
75-
65-
60-

Ub

110-
65-

by9

Ux

- 7.5
-6.5
- 6.2
-5.5

Ux

- 5.9
-5,2
- 4.5
-3.1
-2.1
- 1 .4
-0.7

Ux

-2.1
-2.4
-3.1
- 3.8
-4.5
- 5.2

Ux
-8.6
-4,1

Ux

-5.9
-5.5
-5.2
-4.5
-4.1

Us

- 7.6
-4.5

Fintube
% in. by

Ub

130 —
110 —
105 —
95

Ub

100 —
90 _
7«5
55
^<j

25 —
I ^ __

Ub
35 —
40 —
55 —
65 —
75 —
90 _

ub
145 —
70/ \J ~

ub
100 —
95
90 —
•75
70 _

ub
130 —

^5

10

Us

6.1
5.2
4.9
4.4

u*
4.7
4.2
3.5
2,6
1.6
1.2
0.6

u,
1.6
1.9
2.6
3.0
3.5
4.2

us
6.8
3.3

ux
4.7
4.4
4.2
3.5
.3.3

ux
6.1
3.5

Note: Uf, is overall rate based on bare tube area and Ux is overall rate based on extended surface.
Source: Gas Processors Suppliers Association, Engineering Data Book, 9th Edition.
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where ATa = air temperature rise, °F
Ux = overall heat transfer coefficient based on extended area,

Btu/hr-ft2-°F
TI = process fluid inlet temperature, °F
T2 = process fluid outlet temperature, °F

tj = ambient air temperature, °F

Table 3-7 gives the external area of fin tubes per square foot of bundle
surface area. From this data the area of bundle surface area can be calcu-
lated from:

where A = required area of bundle face, ft2

q = heat duty, Btu/hr
Ux = overall heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr-ft2-°F

LMTD = log mean temperature difference corrected by Figures
3-17 and 3-18, °F

APSF = tube expanded area per square foot of bundle face

(text continued on page 82)

Table 3-7
External Area of Fin Tube Per Ft2

of Bundle Surface Area (APSF) for 1 -in. OD Tubes

Tube Pilch

3 rows
4 rows
5 rows
6 rows

H in. Height
by 9 fins/in.

2 in. A 2'/4 in. A

68.4 60.6
91.2 80.8

114.0 101.0
136.8 121.2

% in. Height
by 10 fins/in.

21A in. A 2'/£ in. A

89.1 80.4
118.8 107.2
148.5 134.0
178.2 160.8



3-17, 1-pass? cross-flow; Gas
Engineering Book, 9rti Idifioji.)



Figyre 3-18, LMTD correction factors; 2-pass, cross-flow; both fluids unmixed. (From Gas Processors Suppliers Association,
Sngineering Data Book, 9th Edition.)
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(lex'i continued from page 79}

FIRED HEATER

Direct-fired combustion equipment is that in which the flame and/or
products of combustion are used to achieve the desired result by radiation
and convection. Common examples include rotary kilns and open-hearth
furnaces. Indirect-fired combustion equipment is that in which the flame
and products of combustion are separated from any contact with the prin-
cipal material in the process by metallic or refractory walls. Examples are
steam boilers, vaporizers, heat exchangers, and melting pots.

The heat exchangers previously discussed rely on convection and con-
duction for heat transfer. In a fired heater, such as shown in Figure 3-J9.
radiation plays a major role in heat transfer. The process fluid flows
through tubes around a flame. These tubes receive most of the heat
directly by radiation from the flame. A small amount of heat is also
received by convection from the air between the tubes and flame. Heaters
are not common in most field installations but are much more commonly
used in plant situations in which competent operators routinely main tain
and inspect the equipment.

Figure 3-19. Furnace and heating elements.
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For safety reasons, heaters are most often used to heat a heat medium
system (water, steam, or heat transfer fluid) rather than to heat the gas or
oil stream directly. If the fluid to be heated contains hydrocarbons, the
heater can be located safely away from other equipment. If it catches on
fire, damage can be limited.

The tubes that are around the flame get most of their heat energy from
radiation. The tubes in the top of the chamber get their heat from convec-
tion as the hot exhaust gases rise up through the heater and heat the
process fluid in the tubes. The principal classification of fired heaters
relates to the orientation of the heating coil in the radiant section. The
tube coils of vertical fired heaters are placed vertically along the walls of
the combustion chamber. Firing also occurs vertically from the floor of
the heater. All the tubes are subjected to radiant energy.

These heaters represent a low-cost, low-efficiency design that requires
a minimum of plot area. Typical duties run from 0.5 to 200 MMBtu/hr.
Six types of vertical-tube-fired heaters are shown in Figure 3-20.

The radiant section tube coils of horizontal fired heaters are arranged
horizontally so as to line the sidewalls and the roof of the combustion
chamber. In addition, there is a convection section of tube coils, which
are positioned as a horizontal bank of tubes above the combustion cham-
ber. Normally the tubes are fired vertically from the floor, but they can
also be fired horizontally by side wall mounted burners located below the
tube coil. This economical, high efficiency design currently represents
the majority of new horizontal-tube-fired heater installations. Duties run
from 5 to 250 MMBtu/hr. Six types of horizontal-tube-fired heaters are
shown in Figure 3-21.

HEAT RECOVERY UNITS

In the interest of energy conversion, process heat can be obtained from
a heat recovery unit in which heat is recovered from turbine or reciprocat-
ing engine exhaust. In a heat recovery unit, an exhaust gas flows over
finned tubes carrying the fluid to be heated. The hot exhaust gas (900°F to
1,200°F) heats the fluid in the tubes in a manner similar to that in which
air cools the fluid in an aerial cooler. It is also possible to recover heat
from exhausts by routing the exhaust duct directly through a fluid bath.
The latter option is relatively inefficient but easy to install and control.

(text continued on page 86}
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Figure 3-20. Vertical-tube-fired heaters can be identified by the vertical
arrangement of the radiant-section coil, (a) Vertical-cylindrical; all radiant, (b)
Vertical-cylindrical; helical coil, (c) Vertical-cylindrical, wiih cross-flow-convection
section, (a) Vertical-cylindrical, with integral-convection section, (e) Arbor or wicket
type, (f) Vertical-tube, single-row, double-fired. [From Chem. Eng., 100-101 (June
19, 1978).]
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Figure 3-21. Six bask designs used in horizontal-fube-fired heaters.
Radiant-section coil is horizontal, (a) Cabin, (b) Two-cell box. (c) Cabin wifh
dividing bridgewall. (d) End-fired box. (e) End-fired box, with side-mounted
convection section, (f) Horizontal-tube, single-row, double-fired. [From Chem. fng.,
102-103 (June 19, 1978).]
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[text continued from page 83)

Generally, the following design criteria should be provided to the man-
ufacturers or vendors for sizing an exhaust heat recovery unit.

1. Total heat duty required to heat the fluid
2. Properties of the fluid to be heated
3. The outlet temperature of the heated fluid
4. Operational relationships between heat sources and users (e.g.,

which users continue to operate when sources shut down?)
5. Exhaust gas flow rates at anticipated ambient and at various loads

from maximum to minimum
6. Exhaust gas temperature at anticipated ambient and at various loads
7. Maximum exhaust back pressure
8. Ambient temperature range

The design of heaters and waste heat recovery units is beyond the
scope of this book. Sizing and design are best left to manufacturers,
However, the concepts discussed in this chapter and in Chapter 2 can be
used to verify the manufacturer's proposals.

HEAT EXCHANGER EXAMPLE PROBLEM

Design a seawater cooler to cool the total stream from the example
field in its later stages of life from a flowing temperature of 175°F to a
temperature of 100°F to allow further treating.

Given:
Inlet 100 MMscfd at 0.67 SG (from Table 2-10)

6,000 bopd at 0.77 SG
15 bbl water/MMscf
T, = 175°F
P, = 1,000 psig
Water vapor in gas = 60 Ib/MMscf (See Chapter 4.)

Outlet T2=100°F
P2 = 990 psig
Water vapor in gas = 28 Ib/MMscf (See Chapter 4.)
Seawater T3 = 75°F

Limit temperature rise to 10°F
Use 1-in. OD 10 BWG Tubes on iM-in. Pitch
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PlpJMejQi
1. Calculate water flow rate in outlet and water vapor condensed.
2. Calculate heat duty.
3. Determine seawater circulation rate.
4. Pick a type of exchanger and number of tubes required.

Solution:
1. Calculate free water and water vapor flow rates.

Water flow rate in inlet:

Free water = (100 MMscfd)(15 bbl/MMscfd) = 1,500 bwpd

Water flow rate in outlet:

Free water = 1,500 bwpd

Water vapor condensed:

Water flow rate in outlet:

2. Calculate heat duty
a. Gas duty

T, = 635°R
T2 = 560°R
Tav=597.5°R
Pc = 680 psia (Table 2-10)
PR = P/PC=1.47
Tr = 375°R (Table 2-10)
TR = Tav/Tc = 1.59
qg = 41.7(AT)CgQg

Cg = 2.64 [29 x S x C -f ACpj
C - 0.528 Btu/lb°F (Figure 2-14)



b. Condensate duty

c. Free water duty

d. Water latent heat duty

e. Total heat duty

3. Water circulation rate

Limit AT for water to 10°F to limit scale.

4. Heat exchanger type and number of tubes
Choose TEMA R because of large size.
Select type AFL because of low temperature change and LMTD
correction factor.
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The water is corrosive and may deposit solids. Therefore, flow
water through tubes and make the tubes 70/30 Cu/Ni. Flow the
gas through the shell.

Calculate LMTD:

Correction factor (Figure 3-10):

Calculate number of tubes:
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From Table 3-4 for 1-in. OD, IM-in, square pitch, fixed tube
sheet, four passes, shell ID = 29 in.

Use 39-in. ID x 20 ft Lg w/682 1-in. OD, 10 BWG tubes VA-'m.,
square pitch with four tube passes:

Check the water velocity in tubes. From Volume 1:

u

There are four passes. Thus, 682/4 tubes are used in each pass,

Comments About Example

Once a specific heat exchanger is chosen, the flow per tube is known,
so it is possible to use the correlations of Chapter 2 to calculate a more
precise overall heat transfer coefficient (U). An example of calculation of
U is given in Chapter 5.

Note that more than 30% of the heat duty was required to cool the water
and condensate. If the liquids had first been separated, a smaller exchanger
and lower seawater flow rate could have been used. In most gas facilities,
where cooling is required, the cooler is placed downstream of the first sep-
arator for this reason. Often an aerial cooler is used for this service.
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In this example we selected a final outlet temperature of 100°F. This
would be sufficiently low if the gas were only going to be compressed
and dehydrated. For our case, we must also treat the gas for H2S and CO2

removal (Chapter 7). If we chose an amine unit, which we will in all like-
lihood, the heat of the reaction could heat the gas more than 10° to 20°F,
making the next step, glycol dehydration, difficult (Chapter 8). In such a
case, it may be better to cool the gas initially to a lower temperature so
that it is still below 110°F at the glycol dehydrator. Often this is not pos-
sible, since cooling water is not available and ambient air conditions are
in the 95 °F to 100°F range. If this is so, it may be necessary to use an
aerial cooler to cool the gas before treating, and another one to cool it
before dehydration.



CHAPTER

4

Hydrates *

Resembling dirty ice, hydrates consist of a water lattice in which light
hydrocarbon molecules are embedded. They are a loosely-linked crys-
talline chemical compound of hydrocarbon and water called cathrates, a
term denoting compounds that may exist in stable form but do not result
from true chemical combination of all the molecules involved. Hydrates
normally form when a gas stream is cooled below its hydrate formation
temperature. At high pressure these solids may form at temperatures well
above 32°F. Hydrate formation is almost always undesirable because the
crystals may cause plugging of flow lines, chokes, valves, and instrumen-
tation; reduce line capacities; or cause physical damage. This is especially
true in chokes and control valves where there are large pressure drops and
small orifices. The pressure drops cause the temperature to decrease, and
the small orifices are susceptible to plugging if hydrates form. Hydrate
formation leading to flow restrictions is referred to as "freezing."

The two major conditions that promote hydrate formation are (1) the gas
being at the appropriate temperature and pressure, and (2) the gas being at
or below its water dew point with "free water" present. For any particular
composition of gas at a given pressure there is a temperature below which
hydrates will form and above which hydrates will not form. As the pressure
increases, the hydrate formation temperature also increases. If there is no

*Reviewed for the 1999 edition by Dennis A. Crupper of Paragon Engineering Services, Inc.
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free water, that is, liquid water, hydrates cannot form. Secondary condi-
tions such as high gas velocities, agitation of any type, and the formation
of a nucleation site may also help form hydrates. These secondary condi-
tions are almost always present in the process piping stream.

Methods of preventing hydrate formation include adding heat to assure
that the temperature is always above the hydrate formation temperature,
lowering the hydrate formation temperature with chemical inhibition, or
dehydrating the gas so that water vapor will not condense into free water.
It is also feasible to design the process so that if hydrates form they can
be melted before they plug equipment.

Before choosing a method of hydrate prevention or dehydration, the
operating system should be optimized so as to minimize the necessary
treating. Some general factors to consider include the following: (1) reduce
pressure drops by minimizing line lengths and restrictions, (2) take
required pressure drops at the warmest conditions possible, and (3) check
the economics of insulating pipe in cold areas.

This chapter discusses the procedures used to calculate the temperature
at which hydrates will form for a given pressure (or the pressure at which
hydrates will form for a given temperature), the amount of dehydration
required to assure that water vapor does not condense from a natural gas
stream, and the amount of chemical inhibitor that must be added to lower
the hydrate formation temperature. It also discusses the temperature drop
that occurs as gas is expanded across a choke. This latter calculation is
vital to the calculation of whether hydrates will form in a given stream.

The next chapter discusses the use of LTX units to melt the hydrates as
they form, and the use of indirect fired heaters to keep the gas temperature
above the hydrate formation temperature. Chapter 8 describes processes
and equipment to dehydrate the gas and keep free water from forming.

DETERMINATION OF HYDRATE FORMATION
TEMPERATURE OR PRESSURE

Knowledge of the temperature and pressure of a gas stream at the well-
head is important for determining whether hydrate formation can be
expected when the gas is expanded into the flow lines. The temperature at
the wellhead can change as the reservoir conditions or production rate
changes over the producing life of the well. Thus, wells that initially
flowed at conditions at which hydrate formation in downstream equipment
was not expected may eventually require hydrate prevention, or vice versa.
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If the composition of the stream is known, the hydrate temperature can
be predicted using vapor-solid (hydrate) equilibrium constants. The basic
equation for this prediction is:

where Yn = mol fraction of hydrocarbon component n in gas on a
water-free basis

Kn = vapor-solid equilibrium constant for hydrocarbon
component n

The vapor-solid equilibrium constant is determined experimentally and
is defined as the ratio of the mol fraction of the hydrocarbon component
in gas on a water-free basis to the mol fraction of the hydrocarbon com-
ponent in the solid on a water-free basis. That is:

where xn = mol fraction of hydrocarbon component in the solid on a
water-free basis

Graphs giving the vapor-solid equilibrium constants at various temper-
atures and pressures are given in Figures 4-1 through 4-4. For nitrogen
and components heavier than butane, the equilibrium constant is taken as
infinity.

The steps for determining the hydrate temperature at a given system
pressure are as follows:

1. Assume a hydrate formation temperature.
2. Determine Kn for each component.

y3. Calculate -~ for each component.
Kn

yn
4. Sum the values of ——.

Kn

5. Repeat steps 1-4 for additional assumed temperatures until the sum-
y

mation of — — is equal to 1.0
Kn
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Figure 4-1. Vapor-solid equilibrium constant for (a) methane, (b) ethane, and n-
butane. (From Gas Processors Suppliers Association, Engineering Data Book.}
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Figure 4-2, Vapor-solid equilibrium constant for propane, (from Gas Processors
Suppliers Association, Engineering Data Book, 10th Edition.)
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Figure 4-3. Vapor-solid equilibrium constants for isobutane. (From Gas Processors
Suppliers Association, Engineering Data Book, 10th Edition.)

The presence of H2S should not be overlooked in the determination of
susceptibility of a gas to form hydrates. At concentrations of 30% or
greater, hydrates will form in hydrocarbon gases at about the same tem-
perature as in pure H2S.

Table 4-1 is an example calculation of the temperature below which
hydrates will form at the 4,000 psia flowing temperature for the example
gas composition of Table 1-1. From this calculation, hydrates will form
at temperatures below 74°F.

If the gas composition is not known, this procedure cannot be used to
develop the hydrate formation point. Figure 4-5 gives approximate
hydrate formation temperatures as a function of gas gravity and pressure.
For example, for the 0.67 specific gravity gas of our example field (Table
2-10), Figure 4-5 predicts a hydrate formation temperature at 4,000 psia
at 76°F.
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Figure 4*4. Vapor-solid equilibrium constants (a) for carbon dioxide, (b) for
hydrogen sulfide. (From Gas Processors Suppliers Association, Engineering Data
Book 10th Edition.)

CONDENSATION OF WATER VAPOR

One method of assuring that hydrates do not form is to assure that the
amount of water vapor in the gas is always less than the amount required
to fully saturate the gas. Typically, but not always, the gas will be saturat-
ed with water in the reservoir. As the gas is cooled from reservoir tem-
perature, the amount of water vapor contained in the gas will decrease.
That is, water will condense.

The temperature at which water condenses from natural gas is called
its dew point. If the gas is saturated with water vapor, it is by definition
at its dew point. The amount of water vapor saturated in the gas is given
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Table 4-1
Calculation of Temperature for Hydrate Formation at 4,000 psia

Component

Nitrogen
Carbon dioxide
Hydrogen sulfide
Methane
Ethane
Propane
Isobutane
n-Butane
Pentane"1"

Total
Interpolating linearly,

yn, Mole
Fraction
in Gas

0.0144
0.0403
0.000019
0.8555
0.0574
0.0179
0.0041
0.0041
0.0063
1.0000

Y/K=1.0at740]

At 70
Kn

Infinity
Infinity

0.3
0.95
0.72
0.25
0.15
0.72

Infinity

F

°F
yn/i<n

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.90
0.08
0.07
0.03
0.00
0.00
J.08

At 80°
Kn

Infinity
Infinity

0.5
1. 05
1.22

Infinity
0.6
1.22

Infinity

F
Yn/Sn

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.81
0.05
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.87

Figure 4-5. Approximate hydrate temperature formation. (Courtesy of Smith
Industries, Inc.)
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by Figure 4-6. The graph shows the water content in pounds of water per
MMscf of saturated gas at any pressure and temperature. For example, at
150°F and 3,000 psi, saturated gas will contain approximately 105 Ib of
water vapor per MMscf of gas. If there is less water vapor, the gas is not
saturated and its temperature can be reduced without water condensing.
If the gas is saturated at a higher temperature and then cooled to L50°R
water will condense until there are only 105 Ib of water vapor left in the
gas. The dotted line crossing the family of curves shows the approximate
temperature at which hydrates will probably form at any given pressure.
Note the hydrates form more easily at higher pressures.

To keep water from condensing as the gas is processed, it is necessary
to dehydrate the gas (that is, remove water vapor) until the amount of
water vapor remaining in the gas is less than that required to fully satu-
rate the gas at all conditions of temperature and pressure. Since the dehy-
drated gas will have a lower dew point, dehydration is sometimes called
dew point depression. For example, if the amount of water vapor in the
3,000 psig gas stream referred to earlier were reduced from 105
Ib/MMscf to 50 Ib/MMscf, the dew point would be reduced from 150°F
to 127°F. That is, its dew point will be depressed by 23°F.

Figure 4-6 contains an approximate hydrate formation line. This
should be used with care, as the position of the line depends on the gas
composition. It is better to calculate the hydrate formation temperature or
use Figure 4-5 for approximation.

TEMPERATURE DROP DUE TO GAS EXPANSION

Choking, or expansion of gas from a high pressure to a lower pressure,
is generally required for control of gas flow rates. Choking is achieved
by the use of a choke or a control valve. The pressure drop causes a
decrease in the gas temperature, thus hydrates can form at the choke or
control valve. The best way to calculate the temperature drop is to use a
simulation computer program. The program will perform a flash calcula-
tion, internally balancing enthalpy. It will calculate the temperature
downstream of the choke, which assures that the enthalpy of the mixture
of gas and liquid upstream of the choke equals the enthalpy of the new
mixture of more gas and less liquid downstream of the choke.

For a single component fluid, such as methane, a Mollier diagram.
such as Figure 4-7, can be used to calculate temperature drop directly.
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Figure 4-6. Dew point of natural gas. {From Gas Processors Suppliers Association,
Engineering Data Book, 10th Edition.}



4-7, Typical Gas Association, ICHh
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Natural gas is not a single component and a Mollier diagram will proba-
bly not be available.

Figure 4-8 can be used to get a quick approximate solution for the
temperature drop of a natural gas stream. For example, if the initial pres-
sure is 4,000 psi and the final pressure is 1,000 psi, AP is 3,000 psi and
the change in temperature is 80°F. This curve is based on a liquid con-
centration of 20 bbl/MMscf. The greater the amount of liquid in the gas
the lower the temperature drop, that is, the higher the calculated final
temperature. For each increment of 10 bbl/MMscf there is a correction of
5°F. For example, if there is no liquid, the final temperature is 10°F cool-
er (the temperature drop is 10°F more) than indicated by Figure 4-8.

Another technique that can be used to account for the presence of liq-
uids is to assume that the water and oil in the stream pass through the
choke with no phase change or loss of temperature. The gas is assumed to
cool to a temperature given in Figure 4-8. The heat capacity of the liquids
is then used to heat the gas to determine a new equilibrium temperature.

THERMODYNAMIC INHIBITORS

1. Chemicals can be injected into the production stream to depress the
likelihood of significant hydrate formation.

2. A therrnodynamic inhibitor alters the chemical potential of the
hydrate phase such that the hydrate formation point is displaced to a
lower temperature and/or a higher pressure.

3. Generally, an alcohol or one of the glycols—usually methanol, eth-
yiene glycol (EG), or diethylene glycol (DEG)—is injected as an
inhibitor. All may be recovered and recirculated, but the economics
of methanol recovery will not be favorable in most cases.

The most common inhibitor in field gas situations, where the inhibitor
will not be recovered and reused, is methanol. It is a relatively inexpen-
sive inhibitor. Methanol is soluble in liquid hydrocarbons, about 0.5% by
weight. If there is condensate in the stream, additional methanol is
required because some of that methanol will dissolve in the condensate,
Also, some of the methanol vaporizes and goes into the gas state.

Ethylene glycol is the most common recoverable inhibitor. It is less
soluble in hydrocarbons and has less vaporization loss than methanol.
This is common on the inlet to gas processing plants.



4-8, for gas Gas
Oato Boole, 9lh Edition.}
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The Hammerschmidt equation may be used in calculating the amount
of inhibitor required in the water phase to lower the hydrate temperature:

Table 4-2
Inhibitors and Constants

Inhibitor

Methanol
Ethanol
Isopropanol
Ethylene glycol
Propylene glycol
Diethylene glycol

MW

32.04
46,07
60.10
62.07
76.10

106.10

K

2,335
2,335
2,335
2,200
3,590
4,370

where AT = depression of hydrate formation temperature, °F
MW = molecular weight of inhibitor (Table 4-2)

K = constant (Table 4-2)
W = weight percent of inhibitor in final water phase

The amount of inhibitor required to treat the free water, as given by
Equation 4-3, plus the amount of inhibitor lost to the vapor phase and the
amount that is soluble in the hydrocarbon liquid will be the total amount
required. Figure 4-9 is a chart for determining the amount of methanol
that will be lost to the vapor phase. Approximately 0.5% will be soluble
in the hydrocarbon liquid.

The procedure for calculating methanol usage can best be explained by
an example. Given a flowing temperature for one well of our example
field of 65 °F (as could occur with a remote well and subsea flow line),
calculate the methanol required to prevent hydrates from forming.
Assume that at the high flowing pressure there is no free water, but the
gas is saturated.

First the amount of water that will be condensed will be determined
from Figure 4-6, assuming the gas is saturated at reservoir conditions.
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Water content (8,000 psig and 224°F)= 230 Ib/MMscf
Water content (4,000 psig and 65°F) = JK) Ib/MMscf
Water condensed = 220 Ib/MMscf

From. Table 4-1 the hydrate temperature is 74°F. The required dew-
point depression then will be 74-65 = 9°F.

The concentration of methanol required in the liquid phase from Equa-
tion 4-3 is:

Desired methanol in liquid phase = 0.11 x 220 Ib/MMscf = 24.2 lb/
MMscf

Figure 4-9. Ratio of methanol vapor to liquid composition vs. pressure at various
temperatures.
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From Figure 4-9 the methanol that will flash to the vapor at 4,000 psig
and 65°F is:

Methanol in vapor state = 1.0 x 11.0 = 11.0 Ib/MMscf

Since a barrel of hydrocarbon weighs about 300 Ib, the amount of
methanol soluble in the hydrocarbon liquid phase will be:

0.005 x 300 Ib/bbl x 60 bbl/MMscf = 90.0 Ib/MMscf

Thus, the total amount of methanol required:

Water liquid phase — 24.21b/MMscf
Vapor phase — 11.0 Ib/MMscf
Hydrocarbon liquid phase — 90.0 Ib/MMscf

125.2 Ib/MMscf

Note that the amount of methanol soluble in the condensate is crucial to
determining the amount needed. Approximately 125 Ib of methanol must
be added so that approximately 25 Ib will be dissolved in the water phase.

Since the specific gravity of methanol is 0,8, this is equivalent to:

For this case it is impractical to lower the dew point with methanol. A
more practical solution would be to separate the condensate first. At
1,000 psia the dew point is 68.4°F (see example in Chapter 5). Assuming
a separator temperature of 75°F the amount of methanol needed to lower
the dew point of gas to 65°F is 9.7 Ib/MMscf. Using a surge factor of 1.4,
the required injection rate is only 13.6 Ib/MMscf or 2.0 gal/MMscf.

KINETIC INHIBITORS AND ANTI-AGGLOMERATORS

A kinetic inhibitor is a polymeric chemical that, when added to a pro-
duction stream, will not change the hydrate formation temperature but
will delay the growth of hydrate crystals. These chemicals are polymeric
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and include N-vinylpyrrolidone (5 ring), saccharides (6 ring}, and N-
vinylcaprolactam (7 ring).

An anti-agglomerator is an alkyl aromatic sulphonate, a quaternary
ammonium salt, or an alkyl glycoside surfactant. When added to a pro
duction stream with a continuous oil phase, this chemical will minimise
hydrate crystals from agglomerating or growing in size. The continuous
oil phase provides a medium to transport the hydrate crystals through the
piping system while crystal growth is delayed. This chemical and i t s
physical reaction with hydrate crystals is not dependent upon the amount
of subcooling and therefore has a wide range of pressure-temperature
applications.

The use of kinetic inhibitors and/or anti-agglomerators in actual field
operations is a new and evolving technology. These are various formula-
tions of chemicals that can be used in a mixture of one or more kinetic-
inhibitors and/or anti-agglomerators. At the current time, to get an "opti-
mum" mixture for a specific application it is necessary to set up a con-
trolled bench test using the actual fluids to be inhibited and determine the
resulting equilibrium phase line. As the mixture of chemicals is changed,
a family of equilibrium phase lines will develop. This will result in an
initial determination of a near "optimum" mixture of chemicals.

To determine the appropriate injection rate, a field test should first be
performed at one of the industry-sponsored full-scale loop test facilities.
The "optimum" mixture, its injection rate, and location of injection
points will be a function of flow geometry, fluid properties, pressure-
temperature relationships, etc., that will be encountered in the actual field
application. The appropriate injection rate and location of injection
points can be determined from this test by observing pressure increases,
which indicate that hydrate plugs are forming.

Application of this "optimum mixture of chemicals" in the actual field
installation would begin with the design injection rate of the mixture and
by adding a sufficient concentration of a thermodynamic inhibitor to
inhibit the free water that may exist in low spots in the piping system.
After the system has reached an operating equilibrium, the volume of the
thermodynamic inhibitor is then decreased in stages with a time period
between each stage to ensure that no hydrate plug is formed. Some small
amount of thermodynamic inhibitor will continue to be used to inhibit
free water in low spots. In this manner the lowest chemical cost that will
provide the necessary flow assurance is eventually reached.



CHAPTER

5

LTX Units and
Line Heaters *

Chapter 4 discussed the need to prevent hydrates, the techniques nec-
essary to predict hydrate formation, and the use of chemical inhibitors.
This chapter covers two types of equipment for handling hydrates.

Low-temperature exchange (LTX) units use the high flowing tempera-
ture of the well stream to melt the hydrates after they are formed. Since
they operate at low temperatures, they also stabilize the condensate and
recover more of the intermediate hydrocarbon components than would be
recovered in a straight multistage flash separation process.

Indirect fired heaters (sometimes called line heaters) heat the gas
stream before and/or after the choke so that the gas is maintained above
the hydrate temperature. Indirect fired heaters can also be used to heat
crude oil for treating, heat a hot fluid circulating medium (heat medium)
that is used to provide process heat, etc.

There are many other types of heat exchanger devices that can be used
to heat the gas above the hydrate temperature. These could include shell
and tube heat exchangers, electrical immersion heaters, furnaces, etc.
However, the most common equipment type used to heat a well stream Is
the indirect fired water bath heater.

* Reviewed for the 1999 edition by Kevin R. Mara of Paragon Engineering Services, Inc.
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LTX UNITS

These units are designed to allow hydrates to form and to melt them
with the heat of the incoming gas stream before they can plug down-
stream equipment. In addition, the low-temperature separation that
occurs in an LTX unit results in stabilizing the liquids as discussed in
Chapter 6. This results in an increase in liquids recovered and a corre-
sponding decrease in the heating value of the gas over what would be the
case with separation at normal temperatures.

Figure 5-1 shows a typical LTX process. The inlet gas stream is
choked at the well to 2,000 to 3,000 psi or until the temperature declines
to approximately 120°F, which is well above the hydrate formation tem-
perature. The inlet stream next enters a coil in the bottom of the low tem-
perature separator. The stream is then cooled to just above the hydrate
formation temperature with the outlet gas coming off the low tempera-
ture separator. This assures the lowest possible temperature for the inlet
stream when it enters the vessel after the choke. This choke is mounted
in the vessel itself. When the pressure drop is taken, the temperature will

Figure 5-1. Typical low-temperature exchange unit (LTX).
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decrease to well below the hydrate point. Hydrates form, but they fall
into the bottom of the separator and are melted by the heating coil. The
hydrates do not plug the choke because the choke is inside the separator.

The gas, condensate, and free water are then discharged from the ves-
sel through backpressure and liquid dump valves. The gas leaving the
separator is saturated with water vapor at the temperature and pressure of
the top of the low temperature separator. If this temperature is low
enough, the gas may be sufficiently dehydrated to meet sales specifica-
tions. Dehydration is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 8.

The low-temperature separator acts as a cold feed condensate stabiliz-
er. A natural cold reflux action exists between the rising warmed gases
liberated from the liquid phase and cold condensed liquid falling from
the stream inlet. The lighter hydrocarbons rejoin the departing gas stream
and the heavier components recondense and are drawn from the vessel as
a stable stock tank product. This process is discussed in more detail in
Chapter 6. The colder the temperature of the gas entering the separator
downstream of the choke, the more intermediate hydrocarbons will be
recovered as liquid. The hotter the gas in the heating coil, the less
methane and ethane there will be in the condensate, and the lower its
vapor pressure. In some cases, it may be necessary to heat the inlet gas
stream upstream of the coil, or provide supplemental heating to the liquid
to lower the vapor pressure of the liquid.

In summary, a colder separation temperature removes more liquid from
the gas stream; adequate bottom heating melts the hydrates and revaporizes
the lighter components so they may rejoin the sales gas instead of remain-
ing in liquid form to be flashed off at lower pressure; and cold refluxing
recondenses the heavy components that may also have been vaporized in
the warming process and prevents their loss to the gas stream.

LTX units are not as popular as they once were. The process is diffi-
cult to control, as it is dependent on the well flowing-tubing pressure and
flowing-tubing temperature. If it is being used to increase liquid recov-
ery, as the flowing temperature and pressure change with time, controls
have to be reset to assure that the inlet is cold enough and the coil hot
enough. If the coil is not hot enough, it is possible to destabilize the con-
densate by increasing the fraction of light components in the liquid
stream. This will lower the partial pressure of the intermediate compo-
nents in the stock tank and more of them will flash to vapor. If the inlet
stream is not cold enough, more of the intermediate components will be
lost to the gas stream.
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From a hydrate melting standpoint it is possible in the winter time to
have too cold a liquid temperature and thus plug the liquid outlet of the
low temperature separator. It is easier for field personnel to understand
and operate a line heater for hydrate control and a multistage flash or
condensate stabilizer system to maximize liquids recovery.

LINE HEATERS

As shown in Figure 5-2, the wellstream enters the first coil at its flow-
ing-tubing temperature and pressure. Alternatively, it could be choked at
the wellhead to a lower pressure, as long as its temperature remains
above hydrate temperature.

There is typically a high-pressure coil of length Lj, which heats the
wellstream to temperature, T\. The wellstream at this point is at the same
pressure as the inlet pressure, that is Pj = Pin. The wellstream is choked
and pressure drops to P2. When the pressure drops there is a cooling
effect and the wellstream temperature decreases to T2. This temperature
is usually below the hydrate temperature at P2. Hydrates begin to form,
but are melted as the wellstream is heated in the lower pressure coil of
length L2. This coil is long enough so that the outlet temperature is above
the hydrate point at pressure, P2. Typically, a safety factor of 10°F higher
than the hydrate temperature is used to set Tout.

In fire tube type heaters, the coils are immersed in a bath of water. The
water is heated by a fire tube that is in the bath below the coils. That is,
the fire tube provides a heat flux that heats the water bath. The water bath

Figure 5-2. Schematic of line healer.
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exchanges heat by convection and conduction to the process fluid.
Instead of a fire tube, it is possible to use engine exhaust or electrical
immersion heaters to heat the water bath. Fire tubes are by far the most
common source of heat.

Since the bath fluid is normally water, it is desirable to limit the bath
temperature to 190°F to 200°F to avoid evaporating the water. If higher
bath temperatures are needed, glycol can be added to the water.

In order to adequately describe the size of a heater, the heat duty, the
size of the fire tubes, the coil diameters and wall thicknesses, and the coil
lengths must be specified. To determine the heat duty required, the maxi-
mum amounts of gas, water, and oil or condensate expected in the heater
and the pressures and temperatures of the heater inlet and outlet must be
known. Since the purpose of the heater is to prevent hydrates from form-
ing downstream of the heater, the outlet temperature will depend on the
hydrate formation temperature of the gas. The coil size of a heater
depends on the volume of fluid flowing through the coil and the required
heat duly.

Special operating conditions such as start up of a shut-in well must be
considered in sizing the heater. The temperature and pressure conditions
found in a shut-in well may require additional heater capacity over the
steady state requirements. It may be necessary to temporarily install a
heater until the flowing wellhead temperature increases as the hot reser-
voir fluids heat up the tubing, casing, and surrounding material.

It is perfectly acceptable for a line heater to have an L} equal to 0. In
this ease all the heat is added downstream of the choke. It is also possible
to have L2 equal to 0 and do all the heating before the choke. Most fre-
quently it is found that it is better to do some of the heating before the
choke, take the pressure drop, and do the rest of the heating at the lower
temperature that exists downstream of the choke.

HEAT DUTY

To calculate the heat duty it must be remembered that the pressure
drop through the choke is instantaneous. That is, no heat is absorbed or
lost, but there is a temperature change. This is an adiabatic expansion of
the gas with no change in enthalpy. Flow through the coils is a constant
pressure process, except for the small amount of pressure drop due to
friction. Thus, the change in enthalpy of the gas is equal to the heat
absorbed.
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The heat duty is best calculated with a process simulation program.
This will account for phase changes as the fluid passes through the
choke. It will balance the enthalpies and accurately predict the change in
temperature across the choke. Heat duty should be checked for various
combinations of inlet temperature, pressure, flow rate, and outlet temper-
ature and pressure, so as to determine the most critical combination,

The heat duty can be approximately calculated using the techniques
described in Chapter 2 once the required change in temperature is
known. The change in temperature due lo pressure drop through the
choke can be approximated from Figure 4-8, The hydrate temperature
can be calculated as described in Chapter 4, and the outlet weilstream
temperature selected at approximately 10 °F above the hydrate tempera-
ture. The total temperature change for calculating gas, oil and water heat
duties is then:

Recalling from Chapter 2, the general heat duty for multi-phase streams
is expressed as:

where q = overall heat duty required, Btu/hr
qg = gas heat duty, Btu/hr
q0 = oil heat duty, Btu/hr
qw = water heat duty, Btu/hr
q j = heat loss to the atmosphere, Btu/hr

The amount of heat required to heat the gas produced from the well-
stream is calculated using the following equation:

where qg = gas heat duty, Btu/hr
Cg = gas heat capacity, Btu/Mscf °F
Qg = gas flow rate, MMscfd
TI = inlet temperature, °F
T2 = outlet temperature, °F
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The amount of heat required to heat any condensate or oil produced with
the gas is calculated using the following equation:

where q0 = oil heat, Btu/hr
C = oil specific heat, Btu/lb °F (Figure 2-13)

Q0 = oil flow rate, bbl/day
SG = oil specific gravity
T[ = inlet temperature, °F
T2 = outlet temperature, °F

The amount of heat required to heat any free water produced with the gas
is calculated using the following equation:

where qw = water heat duty, Btu/hr
Qw = water flow rate, bbl/day
Tj = inlet temperature, °F
T2 = outlet temperature, °F

Heat loss varies greatly with weather conditions and is usually the
greatest in heavy rain and extreme cold. As an approximation it can be
assumed that the heat lost from the heater to the atmosphere is less than
10% of the process heat duty. Therefore:

The heat duty may have to be checked for various combinations of inlet
temperature and pressure, flow rate, and outlet temperature and pressure
to determine the most critical combinations.

FIRE-TUBE SIZE

The area of the fire tube is normally calculated based on a heat flux
rate of 10,000 Btu/hr-ft2. The fire-tube length can be determined from:
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where L = fire tube length, ft
q = total heat duty, Btu/hr
d = fire tube diameter, in,

A burner must be chosen from the standard sizes in Table 2-12, For
example, if the heat duty is calculated to be 2.3 MMBtu/hr, then a stan-
dard 2,5 MMBtu/hr fire tube should be selected.

Any combination of fire tube lengths and diameters that satisfies
Equation 5-7 and is larger in diameter than those shown in Table 2-12
will be satisfactory. Manufacturers normally have standard diameters and
lengths for different size fire tube ratings.

COIL SIZING

Choose Temperatures

In order to choose the coil length and diameter, a temperature must
first be chosen upstream of the choke; the higher Th the longer the coil
L] and the shorter the coil L2. In Chapter 2 we showed that the greater the
LMTD between the gas and the bath temperature, the greater the heat
transfer per unit area, that is, the greater the LMTD, the smaller the coil
surface area needed for the same heat transfer. The bath temperature is
constant, and the gas will be coldest downstream of the choke. Therefore,
the shortest total coil length (Lt + L2) will occur when LI is as small as
possible (that is, Tj is as low as possible).

Although the total coil length is always smaller when there is no
upstream coil (Lj = 0), the temperature could be so low at the outlet of
the choke under these conditions that hydrates will form quickly and will
partially plug the choke. In addition, the steel temperature in the choke
body may become so cold that special steels are required. Therefore,
some guidelines are necessary to choose T{ for an economical design.

It is preferable to keep T2 above 50°F to minimize plugging and above
-20°F to avoid more costly steel. With this in mind the following guide-
lines have proven useful. For a water bath temperature of 190°F:

1. Set T2 = 50°F. Solve for AT and calculate T,. If T, is greater than
130°F, L] will become long. Consider going to the next step.

2. Set T! = 130°F. Solve for T2. If T2 is less than -20°F special steel will
be needed. Consider lengthening Lj instead and go to the next step.
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3. Set T2 = -20°F. Increase Tj as needed.
4. If L! becomes too long, consider using glycol/water mixture or

another heat medium liquid and raise the bath temperature above
!9()°E

Choose Coil Diameter

Volume 1, Chapter 9 explains the criteria for choosing a diameter and
wall thickness of pipe. This procedure can be applied to choosing a coil
diameter in an indirect fired heater. Erosional flow criteria will almost
always govern in choosing the diameter. Sometimes it is necessary to
check for pressure drop in the coil. Typically, pressure drop will not be
important since the whole purpose of the line heater is to allow a large
pressure drop that must be taken. The allowable erosional velocity is
given by:

where Ve = fluid erosional velocity, ft/sec
c = empirical constant (dimensionless); 125 for intermittent

service, 100 for continuous service
pm = fluid density at flowing temperature and pressure, lb/ft3

The fluid density must be for the combined stream of oil and gas and
should be calculated at the average gas temperature.

where (SG) = specific gravity of liquid relative to water
P = operating pressure, psia
R = gas/liquid ratio, ft3/bbl
S = specific gravity of gas at standard conditions
T = operating temperature, °R
Z = gas compressibility factor (from Volume 1, Chapter 3)

The required pipe internal diameter can be calculated based on the vol-
umetric flow rate and a maximum velocity. The maximum velocity may
be the erosional velocity or a limiting value based on noise or inability to
use corrosion inhibitors. In gas lines it is recommended that the maximum
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allowable velocity would be 60 ft/sec, 50 ft/sec if CO2 is present, or the
erosional velocity, whichever is lower. (Please note that API Spec 12 K
Indirect Type Oil Field Heaters uses 80 ft/sec as a limit.) In liquid lines a
maximum velocity of 15 ft/sec should be used. A minimum velocity of 3
ft/sec should also be considered to keep liquids moving and to keep sand
or other solids from settling and becoming a plugging problem.

The equation used for determining the pipe diameter is:

where d = pipe inside diameter, in.
Z = gas compressibility factor
R = gas/liquid ratio, ft3/bbl
T = operating temperature, °R
P = pressure, psia

Qj = liquid flow rate, bbl/day
V = maximum allowable velocity, ft/sec

Choose Wall Thickness

Before choosing a wall thickness it is necessary to choose a pressure
rating for the coil. Typically, the high-pressure coil (Lj) is rated for the
shut-in pressure of the well, and the low-pressure coil (L2) is rated for the
maximum working pressure of the downstream equipment. There are
many exceptions to this rule and reasons to deviate from it. If designing
LI to withstand the well shut-in tubing pressure is too costly, it is com-
mon practice to design the coil above the normal operating pressure of
the flow line and install a relief valve set at the maximum allowable
operating pressure of the coil. If flow is accidentally shut-in by a hydrate
plug or other blockage at the choke, Lj could be subjected to total well-
head shut-in pressure unless it is protected by a relief valve.

The wall thickness of the coil can be chosen by using any number of
recognized codes and standards. In the United States, the most common-
ly recognized are American National Standard Institute (ANSI) B31.3
and B31.8, or American Petroleum Institute (API) Specification 12 K.
Volume 1 has the tables for ANSI B31.3 and ANSI B31.8. Table 5-1
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illustrates the ratings from API Spec 12 K, which uses the calculation
procedure from ANSI B31.3, but assumes no corrosion allowance.

After the minimum inside diameter and the required wall thickness, a
coil diameter and wall thickness may be selected. Very often, the coil
length downstream of the choke (L2) is of a different diameter and wall
thickness than the length upstream of the choke (Lj).

Coil Lengths

With the known temperatures on each end of the coil, the heat duty for
each coil can be calculated from the heat transfer theory in Chapter 2.
Since the bath is at a constant temperature, LMTD can be calculated as:

Table 5-1
Maximum Coil Working Pressure from API 1 2K

Maximum Working Maximum Working
Nominal Pressure* Pressure*

Pipe Nominal Grade B Grade C
Size Wall Thickness S = 20,000 5 = 23,300
in. in. psig psig

1XS 0.179 5,270
2Std 0.154 2,380 —
2XS 0.218 3,440 —
2XXS 0.436 7,340 8,560
2J4Std 0.203 2,600 —
2!4XS 0.276 3,610 —
2I4XXS 0.552 7,770 9,050
21A 0.750 10,720 12,490
21A 0.875 12,530 14,600
3Std 0.216 2,260 —
3XS 0.300 3,200 —
3XXS 0.600 6,820 7,940
4Std 0.237 1,920 —
4XS 0.337 2,770 —
4XXS 0.674 5,860 6,830
6Std 0.280 1,530 —
6XS 0.432 2,400 —
6XXS 0.864 5,030 5,860
8Std 0.322 1,350 —
8XS 0.500 2,120 —
8XXS 0.875 3,830 4,460

*Maximum working pressure has been rounded up to the next higher unit of 10 psig.
No corrosion allowance is assumed; same formula as ANSI B31.3
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where AT] = temperature difference between coil inlet and bath
AT2 = temperature difference between coil outlet and bath

The overall film coefficient, U, for the coil can be calculated or read
from the charts and tables in Chapter 2. Since U, LMTD, q, and the
diameter of the pipe are known, the length of the coil can be solved from
the following equation:

where d = coil outside diameter, in.

Equation 5-12 describes an overall length required for the coil. Since
the shell length of the heater will probably be much less, several passes
of the coil through the length of the shell may be required, as shown in
Figure 5-3, to develop this length. For a given shell diameter there is a
limit to the number of passes of coil. Therefore, the correct selection of
coil length also requires determining the length of the shell and number
of passes. As the shell length decreases, the number of passes increases,
and a larger shell diameter is required.

For a given shell length the number of passes for each coil can be
determined. Since the number of passes both upstream and downstream
of the choke must be an even integer, actual Tj and T2 may differ slightly
from that assumed in the calculation. The actual values of Tj and T2 can
be calculated from actual coil lengths LI and L2.

Once the total number of passes is known, the coil can be laid out geo-
metrically assuming that the center-line minimum radius of bends is 11A
times nominal pipe size. The required shell diameter is then determined.

Other selections of shell length, number of passes and required diame-
ters can then be made to obtain an optimum solution.

STANDARD SIZE LINE HEATERS

The previous procedure is very helpful for reviewing existing designs
or proposals from vendors. In most situations, however, it will be eco-
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nomically advantageous to select a standard size line heater. Figure 5-4
shows dimensions of standard line heaters available from one manufac-
turer. It is possible to mix and match coil sizes. In Figure 5-4 a standard
250 MBtu/hr line heater is available with either eight 2-in. XH coils or
eight 2-in. XXH coils. For a given situation, it may be necessary to use
six 3-in. XXH coils instead.

Other Uses for Indirect Fired Heaters

The previous discussion focused on the use of indirect fired heaters as
line heaters to provide the necessary heat to avoid hydrate formation at
wellstream chokes. Indirect fired heaters have many other potential uses
in production facilities. For example, indirect fired heaters can be used to
provide heat to emulsions prior to treating, as reboilers on distillation
towers, and to heat liquids that are circulated to several heat users. The
sizing of indirect fired heaters for these uses relies on the same principles
and techniques discussed for wellstream line heaters.
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Figure 5-4. Dimensions of standard line heaters. (From Smith Industries, Inc.}

LINE HEATER DESIGN EXAMPLE PROBLEM

Design a line heater for each of the 10 wells that make up the total 100
MMscfd field rate. That is, each well flows at 10 MMscfd.

Determine:

1. Temperature for hydrate formation at 1,000 psia,
2. Heat duty for a single pass coil downstream of choke.
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3. Coil length for a 3-in. XX coil.
a. Calculate LMTD
b. Calculate U
c. Choose the coil length

4, Fire tube area required and heater size (shell diameter, shell length,
fire tube rating, coil length and number of passes).

Solution;

1, Determine the temperature for hydrate formation at 1,000 psia
a. From equilibrium values

N,
CO,
H,S
C,
C2

C3
iC4
nC,
1C,
nC.,
(V
C7+

Mole Fraction

0.0144
0.0403
0.000019
0.8555
0.0574
0.0179
0.0041
0.0041
0.0020
0.0013
0.0015
0.0015

Kv.s Values at 1 ,000 psia
50°F

0.60
0.07
1.04
0.145
0.03
0.013
0.145

—
—

—
—

70°F

—
0.38
1.26
1.25
0.70
0.21
1.25
__

—__

—

b. From Figure 4-5
Specific gravity from Table 2-10 is 0.67
At 0.6 gravity hydrate temperature is 60°F
At 0.7 gravity hydrate temperature is 64°F
By interpolation, hydrate temperature at S = 0.67 is 62.8°F

2. Determine the process heat duty
Temperature at outlet of heater should be about 5 to 15°F above
hydrate temperature. Choose temperature at heater outlet as 75°F.
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a. Temperature drop through choke
Flow tubing pressure, psig 4,000
Heater inlet pressure, psig 1.000
Pressure drop through choke, psia 3,000
Temperature drop from Figure 4-8 79°F

Gas has 60.0 bbl/MMscf condensate for which temperature cor-
rection is 20°F.

Corrected temperature drop = 79 - 20 = 59°F
Heater inlet temperature = 120 - 59 = 61 °F

b. Gas duty
Flowing pressure, P, psia 1,015
Pc, psia (Table 2-10) 680
Reduced pressure, PR = P/PC 1.49
Heater inlet temperature, °F 61
Heater outlet temperature, °F 75
Average temperature, °F 68
Average temperature, °R 528
Tc,°R(Table2-10) 375
TR = T/TC 1.41

where qg = gas heat duty, Btu/hr
AT"1 _ T T
ii i — i out J in

Since flow through coil is a constant pressure process, we have:

Calculation of Cg

where C = gas specific heat, Btu/lb0F

From Figure 2-14, C at 68°F is = 0.50

ACp from Figure 2-15, (at TR = 1.41, PR = 1.49) = 2.6



c. Oil duty:

d. Water duty:

Gas is saturated with water at 8,000 psig and 224°F. From Figure
4-6, we have:

From Figure 2-13 at 68°F (52.3°API)

where SG = 0.77
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lb water/MMscf of wet gas at reservoir conditions
(8,000 psig and 224°F) = 260

lb water/MMscf of wet gas at 1,000 psig and 75 °F = __2£
Water to be heated, Ib/MMscf 232

Water quantity = Qw

e. Total process duty

3. Calculation of coil length

a. Calculate LMTD

Temperature of bath is 190°F

b. Calculate U
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For 3-in. XX Pipe A-106-B

D = 2.30 in. = 0.192 ft (Table 2-2)
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Estimated U from Figure 2-11
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U= I06Btu/hr-ft2-°F

Use U = 96.4 Btu/hr-ft2-°F

c. Calculate Coil Length

4. Calculate fire tube area required
For heat transfer to water use 10,000 Btu/hr-ft2 flux rate:

Estimate shell size:
Assuming a 10-ft shell, then four passes of 3-in, XXH are required.
This will require a 30-in. OD shell for the coils and fire tube.

5. Summary of line heater size

Heater duty 250 MBtu/hr
Coil size 3-in. XXH
Minimum coil length 22.0 ft
Minimum fire tube area 23.7 ft2

Shell size 30-in. OD x 10-ft F/F



CHAPTER

6

Condensate
Stabilization *

The liquids that are separated from the gas stream in the first separator
may be flowed directly to a tank or may be "stabilized" in some fashion.
As was discussed in Chapter 2 of Volume 1, these liquids contain a large
percentage of methane and ethane, which will flash to gas in the tank.
This lowers the partial pressure of all other components in the tank and
increases their tendency to flash to vapors. The process of increasing the
amount of intermediate (C3 to C5) and heavy (C6 + ) components in the
liquid phase is called "stabilization." In a gas field this process is called
condensate stabilization and in an oil field it is called crude stabilization.

In almost all cases the molecules have a higher value as liquid than as
gas. Crude oil streams typically contain a low percentage of intermediate
components. Thus, it is not normally economically attractive to consider
other alternatives to multistage separation to stabilize the crude. In addi-
tion, the requirement to treat the oil at high temperature is more impor-
tant than stabilizing the liquid and may require the flashing of both inter-
mediate and heavy components to the gas stream.

*Reviewed for the 1999 edition by Conrad F. Anderson of Paragon Engineering
Services, Inc.
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Gas condensate, on the other hand, may contain a relatively high per-
centage of intermediate components and can be easily separated from
entrained water due to its lower viscosity and greater density difference
with water. Thus, some sort of condensate stabilization should be consid-
ered for each gas well production facility.

PARTIAL PRESSURES

As pointed out in Volume 1, the fraction of any one component that
flashes to gas at any stage in a process is a function of the temperature,
pressure, and composition of the fluid at that stage. For a given tempera-
ture this tendency to flash can be visualized by the partial pressure of the
component in the gas phase that is in equilibrium with the liquid. Partial
pressure is defined as:

The partial pressure at a given pressure and temperature is lower when
there are more moles of other components in the gas phase. The lower
the partial pressure the greater the tendency of the component to flash to
gas. Thus, the higher the fraction of light components in the inlet fluid to
any separator, the lower the partial pressure of intermediate components
in the gas phase of the separator, and the greater the number of interme-
diate component molecules that flash to gas.

MULTISTAGE SEPARATION

Figure 6-1 shows a multistage separation process. By removing mole-
cules of the light components in the first separator they are not available
to flash to gas from the liquid in the second separator, and the partial
pressure of intermediate components in the second separator is higher
than it would have been if the first separator did not exist. The second
separator serves the same function of increasing the partial pressure of
the intermediate components in the third separator and so forth.

The simplest form of condensate stabilization is to install a low-pres-
sure separator downstream of an initial high-pressure separator. Unless
the gas well produces at low pressure (less than 500 psi) and the gas con-
tains very little condensate (less than 100 bpd), the additional expendi-
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Figure 6-1. Multistage separation process.

ture for this stage of separation is almost always economical when bal-
anced against increased liquid production. If vapor recovery from the
tank is required by environmental regulations, the flash separator will
significantly reduce the horsepower required. If vapor recovery is not
required, the gas from the flash separator may be economically feasible
to be recovered and recompressed for sales even if it is not feasible to
recover stock tank vapors.

MULTIPLE FLASHES AT CONSTANT PRESSURE
AND INCREASING TEMPERATURE

It is possible to stabilize a liquid at a constant pressure by successively
flashing it at increasing temperatures as shown in Figure 6-2. At each
successive stage the partial pressure of the intermediate components is
higher than it could have been at that temperature if some of the lighter
components had not been removed by the previous stage. It would be
very costly to arrange a process as shown in Figure 6-2, and this is never
done. Instead, the same effect is obtained in a tall, vertical pressure ves-
sel with a cold temperature at the top and a hot temperature at the bot-
tom. This is called a "condensate stabilizer."

Figure 6-3 shows a condensate stabilizer system. The well stream
flows to a high pressure, three-phase separator. Liquids containing a high
fraction of light ends are cooled and enter the stabilizer tower at approxi-
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Figure 6-3. Condensate stabilization system.

Figure 6-2. Multiple flashes at constant pressure and increasing temperature.

mately 200 psi. In the tower the liquid falls downward in a process that
results in many flashes at ever-increasing temperatures. At the bottom of
the tower, some of the liquids are cycled to a reboiler where they receive
heat to provide the necessary bottoms temperature (200°F to 400°F). The
reboiler could be either a direct-fired bath, an indirect-fired bath, or a
heat medium exchanger.
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The liquids leaving the bottom of the tower have undergone a series of
stage flashes at ever-increasing temperatures, driving off the light com-
ponents, which exit the top of the tower. These liquids must be cooled to
a sufficiently low temperature to keep vapors from flashing to atmos-
phere in the storage tank.

COLD FEED DISTILLATION TOWER

Figure 6-4 shows the cold feed distillation tower of Figure 6-3. The inlet
stream enters the top of the tower. It is heated by the hot gases bubbling up
through it as it falls from tray to tray through the downcomers. A flash
occurs on each tray so that the liquid is in near-equilibrium with the gas
above it at the tower pressure and the temperature of that particular tray.

As the liquid falls, it becomes leaner and leaner in light ends, and rich-
er and richer in heavy ends. At the bottom of the tower some of the liquid
is circulated through a reboiler to add heat to the tower. As the gas goes
up from tray to tray, more and more of the heavy ends get stripped out of
the gas at each tray and the gas becomes richer and richer in the light

Figure 6-4. Cold-feed distillation tower of condensate stabilization system.
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ends and leaner and leaner in the heavy ends (just the opposite of the liq-
uid). The gas exits the top of the tower,

The lower the temperature of the inlet liquid, the lower the fraction of
intermediate components that flash to vapor on the top trays and the
greater the recovery of these components in the liquid bottoms. However,
the colder the feed, the more heat is required from the reboiler to remove
light components from the liquid bottoms. If too many light components
remain in the liquid, the vapor pressure limitations for the liquid may be
exceeded. Light components may also encourage flashing of intermedi-
ate components (by lowering their partial pressure) in the storage tank.
There is a balance between the amount of inlet cooling and the amount of
reboiling required.

Typically, the liquid out the bottom of the tower must meet a specified
vapor pressure. The tower must be designed to maximize the molecules
of intermediate components in the liquid without exceeding the vapor
pressure specification. This is accomplished by driving the maximum
number of molecules of methane and ethane out of the liquid and keep-
ing as much of the heavier ends as possible from going out with the gas.

Given inlet composition, pressure, and temperature, a tower tempera-
ture and the number of trays that produce a liquid with a specified vapor
pressure can be chosen as follows:

1. Assume an initial split of components in the inlet that yields the
desired vapor pressure. That is, assume a split of each component
between the tower overhead (gas) and bottoms (liquid). There are
various rules of thumb that can be used to estimate this split in order
to give a desired vapor pressure. Once the split is made, both the
assumed composition of the liquid and the assumed composition of
the gas are known.

2. Calculate the temperature required at the base of the tower to devel-
op this liquid. This is the temperature at the bubble point for the
tower pressure and for the assumed outlet composition. Since the
composition and pressure are known, the temperature at its bubble
point can be calculated.

3. Calculate the composition of the gas in equilibrium with the liquid.
The composition, pressure, and temperature of the liquid are known,
and the composition of the gas that is in equilibrium with this liquid
can be calculated.

4. Calculate the composition of the inlet liquid falling from Tray 1.
Since the composition of the bottom liquid and gas in equilibrium
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with the liquid is known, the composition of the feed to this tray is
also known. This is the composition of the liquid falling from Tray 1.

5. Calculate the temperature of Tray 1. From an enthalpy balance, the
temperature of the liquid falling from Tray 1, and thus the tempera-
ture of the flash on Tray 1, can.be calculated. The composition is
known, the enthalpy can be calculated. Enthalpy must be main-
tained, so the enthalpy of the liquid of known composition falling
fom Tray 1 must equal the sum of the enthalpies of the liquid and
gas flashing from it at known temperature.

6. This procedure can then be carried on up the tower to Tray N, which
establishes the temperature of the inlet and the gas outlet composition.

7. From the composition of the inlet and gas outlet the liquid outlet, com-
position can be calculated and compared to that assumed in step 1.

8. The temperature or number of trays can then be varied until the cal-
culated outlet liquid composition equals the assumed composition,
and the vapor pressure of the liquid is equal to or less than that
assumed. If the vapor pressure of the liquid is too high, the bottoms
temperature must be increased.

DISTILLATION TOWER WITH REFLUX

Figure 6-5 shows a stabilizer with reflux. The well fluid is heated with
the bottoms product and injected into the tower, below the top, where the
temperature in the tower is equal to the temperature of the feed. This
minimizes the amount of flashing. In the tower, the action is the same as
in a cold-feed stabilizer or any other distillation tower. As the liquid falls

Figure 6-5. Stabilizer with reflux and feed/bottoms heat exchanger.
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through the tower, it goes from tray to tray, and gets increasingly richer
in the heavy components and increasingly leaner in the light components.
The stabilized liquid is cooled in the heat exchanger by the feed stream
before flowing to the stock tank.

At the top of the tower any intermediate components going out with
the gas are condensed, separated, pumped back to the tower, and sprayed
down on the top tray. This liquid is called "reflux," and the two-phase
separator that separates it from the gas is called a "reflux tank" or "reflux
dram," The reflux performs the same function as the cold feed in a cold-
feed stabilizer. Cold liquids strip out the intermediate components from
the gas as the gas rises.

The heat required at the reboiler depends upon the amount of cooling
done in the condenser. The colder the condenser, the purer the product
and the larger the percentage of the intermediate components that will be
recovered in the separator and kept from going out with the gas. The hot-
ter the bottoms, the greater the percentage of light components will be
boiled out of the bottoms liquid and the lower the vapor pressure of the
bottoms liquid,

A condensate stabilizer with reflux will recover more intermediate
components from the gas than a cold-feed stabilizer. However, it requires
more equipment to purchase, install, and operate. This additional cost
must be justified by the net benefit of the incremental liquid recovery;
less the cost of natural gas shrinkage and loss of heating value, over that
obtained from a cold-feed stabilizer.

CONDENSATE STABILIZER DESIGN

It can be seen from the previous description that the design of both a
cold-feed stabilizer and a stabilizer with reflux is a rather complex and
involved procedure. Distillation computer simulations are available that
can be used to optimize the design of any stabilizer if the properties of
the feed stream and desired vapor pressure of the bottoms product are
known. Cases should be run of both a cold-feed stabilizer and one with
reflux before a selection is made. Because of the large number of calcula-
tions required, it is not advisable to use hand calculation techniques to
design a distillation process. There is too much opportunity for computa-
tional error.

Normally, the crude or condensate sales contract will specify a maxi-
mum Reid Vapor Pressure (RVP). This pressure is measured according to
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a specific ASTM testing procedure. A sample is placed in an evacuated
container such that the ratio of the vapor volume to the liquid volume is 4
to 1. The sample is then immersed in a !00°F liquid bath. The absolute
pressure then measured is the RVP of the mixture.

Since a portion of the liquid was vaporized to the vapor space, the liq-
uid will have lost some of its lighter components. This effectively
changes the composition of the liquid and yields a slightly lower vapor
pressure than the true vapor pressure of the liquid at 100°F. Figure 6-6
can be used to estimate true vapor pressure at any temperature from a
known RVP.

The inherent error between true vapor pressure and RVP means that a
stabilizer designed to produce a bottoms liquid with a true vapor pressure
equal to the specified RVP will be conservatively designed. The vapor
pressures of various hydrocarbon components at 100°F are given in
Table 6-1.

The bottoms temperature of the tower can be approximated if the
desired vapor pressure of the liquid is known. The vapor pressure of a
mixture is given by:

where VP = vapor pressure of mixture, psia
VPn = vapor pressure of component n, psia
MFn = mole fraction of component n in liquid

To estimate the desired composition of the bottom liquid, the vapor
pressures of the different components at 100°F can be assumed to be a
measure of the volatility of the component. Thus, if a split of n~C4 is
assumed, the mole fraction of each component in the liquid can be esti-
mated from:

(equation continued on page 140)
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Figure 6-6. Relationship between Reid vapor pressure and actual vapor pressure.
{From Gas Processors Suppliers Association, Engineering Data Book, 9th Edition.)
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Table 6-1
Vapor Pressure and Relative Volatility of Various Components

Component

C,
c>
C3

i-C4

n-C4

i-C5

n-C5Q "

C7
+

CO2

N,
H7S

Vapor Pressure
At !00°F

psia

5000
800
190
72.2
51,6
20.4
15.6
5.0

-~0.1

—
—

394

Relative
Volatility

96,9
15.5
3.68
1.40
1.00
0.40
0.30
0.10
0.00

Infinite
Infinite

7.64

(equation continued from page 138)

where Fn = total number of moles of component n in feed
Ln = total number of moles of component n in the bottom

liquid
(fl-C4 split) = assumed moles of component n-C4 in bottom liquid

divided by moles of n-C4 in feed
RVn = relative volatility of component n from Table 6-1

To determine the compositon of the bottom liquid, assume a split of n-
C4 and compute MFn from Equations 6-2 and 6-3. The vapor pressure
can then be computed from Equation 6-1. If the vapor pressure is higher
than the desired RVP choose a lower number for the n-C4 split. If the cal-
culated vapor pressure is lower than the desired RVP, choose a higher
number for the n~C4 split. Iterate until the calculated vapor pressure
equals the desired RVP.

The bottoms temperature can then be determined by calculating the
bubble point of the liquid described by the previous iteration at the cho-
sen operating pressure in the tower. This is done by choosing a tempera-
ture, determining equilibrium constants from Chapter 3, Volume I , and
computing:
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If C is greater than 1,0, the assumed temperature is too high. If C is
lower than 1.0, the assumed temperature is too low. By iteration a tem-
perature can be determined where C = 1.0.

Typically, bottoms temperatures will range from 200~4QO°F depending
on operating pressure, bottoms composition, and vapor pressure require-
ments. Temperatures should be kept to a minimum to decrease the heat
requirements, limit salt build-up, and prevent corrosion problems,

When stabilizer operating pressures are kept below 200 psig the
reboiler temperatures will normally be below 300°R A water glycol heat-
ing medium can then be used to provide the heat. Higher stabilizer oper-
ating pressures require the use of steam- or hydrocarbon-based heating
mediums. Operating at higher pressures, however, decreases the flashing
of the feed on entering the column, which decreases the amount of feed
cooling required. In general, a crude stabilizer should be designed to
operate between 100 and 200 psig.

TRAYS AND PACKING

The number of actual equilibrium stages determines the number of
flashes that will occur. The more stages, the more complete the split, but
the taller and more costly the tower. Most condensate stabilizers will nor-
mally contain approximately five theoretical stages. In a refluxed tower,
the section above the feed is known as the rectification section, while the
section below the feed is known as the stripping section. The rectification
section normally contains about two equilibrium stages above the feed,
and the stripping section normally contains three equilibrium stages.

Theoretical stages within a tower are provided by actual stage devices
(typically either trays or packings). The actual diameter and height of the
tower can be derived using manufacturer's data for the particular device.
The height of the tower is a function of the number of theoretical stages
and of the efficiency of the actual stages. The diameter of the tower is a
function of the hydraulic capacity of the actual stages.

frays

For most trays, liquid flows across an "active area" of the tray and
then into a "downcomer" to the next tray below, etc. Inlet and/or outlet
weirs control the liquid distribution across the tray. Vapor flows up the
tower and passes through the tray active area, bubbling up through (and
thus contacting) the liquid flowing across the tray. The vapor distribution
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is controlled by (1) perforations in the tray deck (sieve trays), (2) bubble
caps (bubble cap trays), or (3) valves (valve trays),

Trays operate within a hydraulic envelope. At excessively high vapor
rates, liquid is carried upward from one tray to the next (essentially back-
mixing the liquid phase in the tower). For valve trays and sieve trays, a
capacity limit can be reached at low vapor rates when liquid falls through
the tray floor rather than being forced across the active area into the
downcomers. Because the liquid does not flow across the trays, it misses
contact with the vapor, and the separation efficiency drops dramatically.

Trays are generally divided into four categories: (1) sieve trays, (2) valve
trays, (3) bubble cap trays, and (4) high capacity/high efficiency trays.

Sieve Trays

Sieve trays are the least expensive tray option. In sieve trays, vapor
flowing up through the tower contacts the liquid by passing through
small perforations in the tray floor (Figure 6-7b). Sieve trays rely on
vapor velocity to exclude liquid from falling through the perforations in
the tray floor. If the vapor velocity is much lower than design, liquid will
begin to flow through the perforations rather than into the downcomer.
This condition is known as weeping. Where weeping is severe, the equi-
librium efficiency will be very low. For this reason, sieve trays have a
very small turndown ratio.

Valve Trays

Valve trays are essentially modified sieve trays. Like sieve trays, holes
are punched in the tray floor. However, these holes are much larger than
those in sieve trays. Each of these holes is fitted with a device called a
"valve." Vapor flowing up through the tower contacts the liquid by pass-
ing through valves in the tray floor (Figure 6-1 c). Valves can be fixed or
moving. Fixed valves are permanently open and operate as deflector
plates for the vapor coming up through the holes in the tray floor. For
moving valves, vapor passing through the tray floor lifts the valves and
contacts the liquid. Moving valves come in a variety of designs, depend-
ing on the manufacturer and the application. At low vapor rates, valves
will close, helping to keep liquid from falling through the holes in the
deck. At sufficiently low vapor rates, a valve tray will begin to weep.
That is, some liquid will leak through the valves rather than flowing to
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the tray downcomers. At very low vapor rates, it is possible that all the
liquid will fall through the valves and no liquid will reach the downcom-
ers. This severe weeping is known as "dumping." At this point, the effi-
ciency of the tray is nearly zero.

Bubble Cap Trays

In bubble cap trays, vapor flowing up through the tower contacts the
liquid by passing through bubble caps (Figure 6-7a). Each bubble cap
assembly consists of a riser and a cap. The vapor rising through the col-
umn passes up through the riser in the tray floor and then is turned down-
ward to bubble into the liquid surrounding the cap. Because of their
design, bubble cap trays cannot weep. However bubble cap trays are also
more expensive and have a lower capacity/higher pressure drop than
valve trays or sieve trays.

Figure 6-7. Vapor flow through trays,
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High Capacity/High Efficiency Trays

High capacity/high efficiency trays have valves or sieve holes or both.
They typically achieve higher efficiencies and capacities by taking
advantage of the active area under the downcomer. At this time, each of
the major vendors has its own version of these trays, and the designs are
proprietary.

Bubble Cap Trays vs. Valve Trays

At low vapor rates, valve trays will weep. Bubble cap trays cannot
weep (unless they are damaged). For this reason, it is generally assumed
that bubble cap trays have nearly an infinite turndown ratio. This is true
in absorption processes (e.g., glycol dehydration), in which it is more
important to contact the vapor with liquid than the liquid with vapor,
However, this is not true of distillation processes (e.g., stabilization), in
which it is more important to contact the liquid with the vapor.

As vapor rates decrease, the tray activity also decreases. There eventual-
ly comes a point at which some of the active devices (valves or bubble
caps) become inactive. Liquid passing these inactive devices gets very lit-
tle contact with vapor. At very low vapor rates, the vapor activity will con-
centrate only in certain sections of the tray (or, in the limit, one bubble cap
or one valve). At this point, it is possible that liquid may flow across the
entire active area without ever contacting a significant amount of vapor.
This will result in very low tray efficiencies for a distillation process. Noth-
ing can be done with a bubble cap tray to compensate for this.

However, a valve tray can be designed with heavy valves and light
valves. At high vapor rates, all the valves will be open. As the vapor rate
decreases, the valves will begin to close. With light and heavy valves on
the tray, the heavy valves will close first, and some or all of the light
valves will remain open. If the light valves are properly distributed over
the active area, even though the tray activity is diminished at low vapor
rates, what activity remains will be distributed across the tray. All liquid
flowing across the tray will contact some vapor, and mass transfer will
continue. Of course, even with weighted valves, if the vapor rate is
reduced enough, the tray will weep and eventually become inoperable.
However, with a properly designed valve tray this point may be reached
after the loss in efficiency of a comparable bubble cap tray. So, in distil-
lation applications, valve trays can have a greater vapor turndown ratio
than bubble cap trays.
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Tray Efficiency and Tower Height

In condensate stabilizers, trays generally have 70% equilibrium stage
efficiency. That is, 1.4 actual trays are required to provide one theoretical
stage. The spacing between trays is a function of the spray height and the
downcomer backup (the height of clear liquid established in the down-
corner). The tray spacing will typically range from 20 to 30 in. (with 24
in. being the most common), depending on the specific design and the
internal vapor and liquid traffic. The tray spacing may increase at higher
operating pressures (greater than 165 psia) because of the difficulty in
disengaging vapor from liquid on both the active areas and in the down-
comers,

Packing

Packing typically comes in two types: random and structured.
Liquid distribution in a packed bed is a function of the internal

vapor/liquid traffic, the type of packing employed, and the quality of the
liquid distributors mounted above the packed bed. Vapor distribution is
controlled by the internal vapor/liquid traffic, by the type of packing
employed, and by the quality of the vapor distributors located below the
packed beds.

Packing material can be plastic, metal, or ceramic. Packing efficien-
cies can be expressed as HETP (height equivalent to a theoretical plate),

Random Packing

A bed of random packing typically consists of a bed support (typically
a gas injection support plate) upon which pieces of packing material are
randomly arranged (they are usually poured or dumped onto this support
plate). Bed limiters, or hold-downs, are sometimes set above random
beds to prevent the pieces of packing from migrating or entraining
upward. Random packing comes in a variety of shapes and sizes. For a
given shape (design) of packing, small sizes have higher efficiencies and
lower capacities than large sizes.

Figure 6-8 shows a variety of random packing designs. An early
design is known as a Raschig ring. Raschig rings are short sections of
tubing and are low-capacity, low-efficiency, high-pressure drop devices.
Today's industry standard is the slotted metal (Pall) ring. A packed bed
made of 1-in. slotted metal rings will have a higher mass transfer effi-
ciency and a higher capacity than will a bed of 1-in. Raschig rings. The
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Figure 6-8. Various types of packing.

HETP for a 2-in, slotted metal ring in a condensate stabilizer is about 36
in. This is slightly more than a typical tray design, which would require
34 in. (1.4 trays x 24-in. tray spacing) for one theoretical plate or stage.

Structured Packing

A bed of structured packing consists of a bed support upon which ele-
ments of structured packing are placed. Beds of structured packing typi-
cally have lower pressure drops than beds of random packing of compa-
rable mass transfer efficiency. Structured packing elements are composed
of grids (metal or plastic) or woven mesh (metal or plastic) or of thin ver-
tical crimped sheets (metal, plastic, or ceramic) stacked parallel to each
other. Figure 6-9 shows examples of the vertical crimped sheet style of
structured packing.
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Figure 6-9. Structured packing can offer better mass transfer than trays. (Courtesy
of Koch Engineering Co., Inc.]

The grid types of structured packing have very high capacities and very
low efficiencies, and are typically used for heat transfer or for vapor scrub-
bing. The wire mesh and the crimped sheet types of structured packing typ-
ically have lower capacities and higher efficiencies than the grid type.
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Trays or Packing

There is no umbrella answer. The choice is dictated by project scope
(new tower or retrofit), current economics, operating pressures, anticipat-
ed operating flexibility, and physical properties.

'Distillation Service

For distillation services, as in condensate stabilization, tray design is
well understood, and many engineers are more comfortable with trays
than with packing. In the past, bubble cap trays were the standard. How-
ever, they are not commonly used in this service anymore. Sieve trays are
inexpensive but offer a very narrow operating range when compared with
valve trays. Although valve trays offer a wider operating range than sieve
trays, they have moving parts and so may require more maintenance.
High capacity/high efficiency trays can be more expensive than standard
valve trays. However, high capacity/high efficiency trays require smaller
diameter towers, so they can offer significant savings in the overall cost
of the distillation tower. The high capacity/high efficiency tray can also
be an ideal candidate for tower retrofits in which increased throughputs
are required for existing towers.

Random packing has traditionally been used in small diameter (<20
in.) towers. This is because it is easier and less expensive to pack these
small diameter towers. However, random packed beds are prone to chan-
neling and have poor turndown characteristics when compared with
trays. For these reasons, trays were preferred for tower diameters greater
than 20 in. In recent years an improved understanding of the impact of
high pressure on packing performance has been gained. Improved vapor
and liquid distributor designs and modified bed heights have made the
application of packing to large-diameter, high-pressure distillation towers
more common. A properly designed packed bed system (packing, liquid
distributors, vapor distributors) can be an excellent choice for debottle-
necking existing distillation towers.

Stripping Service

For stripping service, as in a glycol or amine contactor (see Chapters 7
and 8), bubble cap trays are the most common. In recent years, there has
been a growing movement toward crimped sheet structured packing.
Improved vapor and liquid distributor design in conjunction with struc-
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tured packing can lead to smaller-diameter and shorter stripping towers
than can be obtained with trays.

CONDENSATE STABILIZER
AS A GAS PROCESSING PLANT

A gas-processing plant, as described in Chapter 9, is designed to
recover ethane, propane, butane, and other natural gas liquids from the
gas stream. A condensate stabilizer also recovers some portion of these
liquids. The colder the temperature of the gas leaving the overhead con-
denser in a reflux stabilizer, or the colder the feed stream in a cold-feed
stabilizer, and the higher the pressure in the tower, the greater the recov-
ery of these components as liquids. Indeed, any stabilization process that
leads to recovery of more molecules in the final liquid product is remov-
ing those molecules from the gas stream. In this sense, a stabilizer may
be considered as a simple form of a gas-processing plant.

It is difficult to determine the point at which a condensate stabilizer
becomes a gas plant. Typically, if the liquid product is sold as a conden-
sate, the device would be considered a condensate stabilizer. If the prod-
uct is sold as a mixed natural gas liquid stream (NGL) or is fractionated
into its various components, the same process would be considered a gas
plant. The least volatile NGL stream has an RVP between 10 and 14 and
has sufficient light hydrocarbons such that 25% of the total volume is
vaporized at 140°F.

LTX UNIT AS A CONDENSATE STABILIZER

It should be clear from the description of LTX units in Chapter 5 that
the lower pressure separator in an LTX unit is a simple form of cold-feed
condensate stabilizer. In the cold, upper portion of the separator some of
the intermediate hydrocarbon components condense. In the hot, lower
portion some of the lighter components flash.

An LTX unit is not a very efficient stabilizer because the absence of
trays or packing keeps the two phases from approaching equilibrium at
the various temperatures that exist in the vessel. In addition, it is difficult
to control the process. Typically, for a 100-psi to 200-psi operating pres-
sure, a 300°F to 400°F bottoms temperature is required to stabilize com-
pletely the condensate. The heating coil in an LTX separator is more like-
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ly to be in the range of 125°F to 175°F, and thus complete stabilization
will not occur even if the flash were capable of reaching equilibrium.

There may be some additional recovery from an LTX unit than would
be realized from a straight two-stage flash separation process, but this
increment is normally small and may not justify the increased equipment
cost and operating complexity associated with an LTX unit.



CHAPTER

7

Acid Gas
Treating *

In addition to heavy hydrocarbons and water vapor, natural gas often
contains other contaminants that may have to be removed. Carbon diox-
ide (CO2), hydrogen sulfide (H2S), and other sulfur compounds such as
mercaptans are compounds that may require complete or partial removal
for acceptance by a gas purchaser. These compounds are known as "acid
gases." H2S combined with water forms a weak form of sulfuric acid,
while CO2 and water forms carbonic acid, thus the term "acid gas."

Natural gas with H2S or other sulfur compounds present is called "sour
gas," while gas with only CO2 is called "sweet." Both H2S and CO2 are
undesirable, as they cause corrosion and reduce the heating value and
thus the sales value of the gas. In addition, H2S may be lethal in very
small quantities. Table 7-1 shows physiological effects of H2S concentra-
tions in air.

At 0.13 ppm by volume, H2S can be sensed by smell. At 4.6 ppm the
smell is quite noticeable. As the concentration increases beyond 200 ppm,
the sense of smell fatigues, and the gas can no longer be detected by odor.
Thus, H2S cannot always be detected by smell. Even if H2S cannot be
smelled, it is possible that there is sufficient H2S present to be life threat-

*Reviewed for the 1999 edition by K. S. Chiou of Paragon Engineering Services, Inc.
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Table 7-1
Physiological Effects of H2S Concentrations in Air

Concentrations in Air

Percent Parts per Grains
by Million per

Volume by Volume lOOscf*

0.00013 0.13 0.008

0,001 10 0.63

0,005 50 3.15

0.01 100 6.30

0.02 200 12.59

0.05 500 31.49

0.07 700 44.08

0.10+ 1000+ 62.98

Milligrams
per m3*

0.18

14.41

72.07

144.14

288.06

720.49

1008.55

1440.98+

Physiological
Effects

Obvious and unpleasant odor
generally perceptible at 0.13 ppm
and quite noticeable at 4.6 ppm.
As the concentration increases, the
sense of smell fatigues and the gas
can no longer be detected by odor.
Acceptable ceiling concentration
permitted by federal OSHA
standards.
Acceptable maximum peak above
the OSHA acceptable ceiling
concentrations permitted once for
10 minutes per 8-hour shift, if no
other measurable exposure occurs.
Coughing, eye irritation, loss of
sense of smell after 3 to 15
minutes. Altered respiration, pain
in eyes, and drowsiness after 1 5 to
30 minutes, followed by throat
irritation after one hour. Prolonged
exposure results in a gradual
increase in the severity of these
symptoms.
Kills sense of smell rapidly, burns
eyes and throat.
Dizziness, loss of sense of
reasoning and balance. Breathing
problems in a few minutes.
Victims need prompt artificial
resuscitation.
Unconscious quickly. Breathing
will stop and deaths will result if
not rescued promptly. Artificial
resuscitation is needed.
Unconsciousness at once.
Permanent brain damage or death
may result unless rescued
promptly and given artificial
resuscitation.

*Based on 1% hydrogen sulfide = 629.77 gr/100 scfat 14.696 psia and 59°F, or 101,325 kPa
and 75°C.
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ening. At 500 ppm, H2S can no longer be smelled, but breathing problems
and then death can be expected within minutes. At concentrations above
700 to 1,000 ppm, death can be immediate and without warning. General-
ly, a concentration of 100 ppm H2S or more in a process stream is cause
for concern and the taking of proper operating precautions.

Gas sales contracts for natural gases will limit the concentration of acid
compounds. In the United States, typically, gas sales contracts will permit
up to 2 to 3% carbon dioxide and 1A grain per 100 scf (approximately 4
ppm) of hydrogen sulfide. The actual requirement for any sales contract
may vary, depending upon negotiations between seller and purchaser.

Next to sales contract specifications, corrosion protection ranks high-
est among the reasons for the removal of acid gases. The partial pressure
of the acid gases may be used as a measure to determine whether treat-
ment is required. The partial pressure of a gas is defined as the total pres-
sure of the system times the mole % of the gaseous component. Where
CO2 is present with free water, a partial pressure of 30 psia or greater
would indicate that CO2 corrosion should be expected. If CO2 is not
removed, inhibition and special metallurgy may be required. Below 15
psia, CO2 corrosion is not normally a problem, although inhibition may
be required.

H2S may cause hydrogen embrittlement in certain metals. Figures 7-1
and 7-2 show the H2S concentration at which the National Association of
Corrosion Engineers (NACE) recommends special metallurgy to guard
against H2S corrosion.

In the sulfide stress cracking region, appropriate metallurgy is
required in line piping, pressure vessels, etc. There is a listing of accept-
able steels in the NACE standard. Steels with a hardness of less than 22
Rockwell C hardness should be used in areas where sulfide-stress crack-
ing is a problem.

The concentration of H2S required for sulfide-stress cracking in a mul-
tiphase gas/liquid system (Figure 7-2) is somewhat higher than in pure
gas streams (Figure 7-1). The liquid acts as an inhibitor.

This chapter discusses the different processes that are commonly used
in field gas treating of acid gases and presents a method that can be used
to select from among the various processes. Design procedures for deter-
mining critical sizing parameters for iron sponge and amine systems are
presented, as these are the most common field gas treating processes cur-
rently employed and they are not proprietary in nature.

(text continued on page .156)



Figure 7-1, H2S concentration required for sulfide-sfress cracking in a pure gas system. (Courtesy of National Association t
Corrosion Engineers,}



Figure 7-2, H2S concentration required for suifide-siress cracking in a multiphase gas/liquid system. (Courtesy of Notional
Association of Corrosion Engineers.)
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(text continued from page 153)

GAS SWEETENING PROCESSES

Numerous processes have been developed for gas sweetening based on
a variety of chemical and physical principles. These processes can be cat-
egorized by the principles used in the process to separate the acid gas and
the natural gases as follows:

Process Licensor

1. Solid bed absorption
Iron Sponge
SulfaTreat® The SulfaTreat Company
Zinc Oxide
Molecular Sieves Union Carbide Corporation

2. Chemical solvents
Monoethanol amine (MEA)
Diethanol amine (DBA)
Methyldiethanol amine (MDEA)
Diglycol amine (DG A)
Diisopropanol amine (DIPA)
Hot potassium carbonate
Proprietary carbonate systems

3. Physical solvents
Fluor Flexsorb® Fluor Daniel Corporation
Shell Sulfmol®
Selexol® Norton Co., Chemical Process

Products
Rectisol® Lurg, Kohle & Mineraloltechnik

GmbH & Linde A.G.
4. Direct conversion of H2S to sulfur

Claus
LOCAT ARI Technologies
Stretford Ralph M. Parsons Co.
IFP Institute Fran^ais du Petrole
Sulfa-check Exxon Chemical Co.

5. Sulfide scavenger
6. Distillation

Amine-aldehyde condensates
7. Gas permeation
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The list, although not complete, does represent many of the commonly
available commercial processes. New proprietary processes are being
developed. The design engineer is cautioned to consult with vendors and
experts in acid gas treating before making a selection for any large plant,

Solid Bed Absorption

A fixed bed of solid particles can be used to remove acid gases either
through chemical reactions or ionic bonding. Typically, in solid bed
absorption processes the gas stream must flow through a fixed bed of
solid particles that remove the acid gases and hold them in the bed. When
the bed is saturated with acid gases, the vessel must be removed from ser-
vice and the bed regenerated or replaced. Since the bed must be removed
from service to be regenerated, some spare capacity must be provided.
There are three commonly used processes under this category: the iron
oxide process, the zinc oxide process, and the molecular sieve process,

Iron Sponge

The iron sponge process uses the chemical reaction of ferric oxide
with H2S to sweeten gas streams. This process is applied to gases with
low H2S concentrations (300 ppm) operating at low to moderate pres-
sures (50-500 psig). Carbon dioxide is not removed by this process.

The reaction of H2S and ferric oxide produces water and ferric sulfide
as follows:

2Fe2O3 + 6H2S -> 2Fe2S3 + 6H20 (7-1)

The reaction requires the presence of slightly alkaline water and a tem-
perature below 110°F. If the gas does not contain sufficient water vapor,
water may need to be injected into the inlet gas stream. Additionally, bed
alkalinity should be checked daily. A pH level of 8-10 should be main-
tained through the injection of caustic soda with the water.

The ferric oxide is impregnated on wood chips, which produces a solid
bed with a large ferric oxide surface area. Several grades of treated wood
chips are available, based on iron oxide content. The most common grades
are 6.5-, 9.0-, 15.0-, and 20-lb iron oxide/bushel. The chips are contained
in a vessel, and sour gas flows through the bed and reacts with the ferric
oxide. Figure 7-3 shows a typical vessel for the iron sponge process.
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Figure 7-3. Iron oxide acid treating unit.

The ferric sulfide can be oxidized with air to produce sulfur and regener-
ate the ferric oxide. The reaction for ferric oxide regeneration is as follows:

The regeneration step must be performed with great care as the reac-
tion with oxygen is exothermic (that is, gives off heat). Air must be intro-
duced slowly so the heat of reaction can be dissipated. If air is introduced
quickly the heat of reaction may ignite the bed.
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Some of the elemental sulfur produced in the regeneration step
remains in the bed. After several cycles this sulfur will cake over the fer-
ric oxide, decreasing the reactivity of the bed. Typically, after 10 cycles
the bed must be removed from the vessel and replaced with a new bed.

In some designs the iron sponge may be operated with continuous
regeneration by injecting a small amount of air into the sour gas feed.
The air regenerates ferric sulflde while H/>S is being removed by ferric
oxide. This process is not as effective at regenerating the bed as the batch
process. It requires a higher pressure air stream, and if not properly con-
trolled may create an explosive mixture of air and gas.

Hydrocarbon liquids in the gas tend to coat the iron sponge media,
inhibiting the reactions. The use of an adequately designed gas scrubber
or filter separator upstream of the iron sponge unit will minimize the
amount of liquids that condense on the bed. Sometimes the process can
be arranged so that the scrubber operates at a lower temperature or higher
pressure than the iron sponge unit, so that there is no possibility of
hydrocarbon liquids condensing in the iron sponge unit.

Due to the difficulty of controlling the regeneration step, the eventual
coating of the bed with elemental sulfur, the low cost of iron sponge mate-
rial, and the possibility of hydrocarbon liquids coating the bed, iron
sponge units are normally operated in the batch mode. The spent bed is
removed from the unit and trucked to a disposal site. It is replaced with a
new bed and the unit put back in service. The spent bed will react with the
oxygen in air as shown in Equations 7-2 and 7-3 unless it is kept moist. In
areas where iron sponge units are installed, service companies exist that
can replace iron sponge beds and properly dispose of the waste material.

SulfaTreat®

SulfaTreat® process is similar to the iron sponge process. It uses a
patented proprietary mixture of ferric oxide and triferric oxide to react
with H2O to sweeten gas streams. In SulfaTreat® process the iron oxides
are supported on the surface of an inert, inorganic substrate forming a
granular material, while in the iron sponge process the ferric oxide is
impregnated on wood chips. The SulfaTreat® starting material and the
spent product are safe and stable. The spent product can be recycled or
disposed in a landfill.

Two vessels arranged in series, a lead/lag arrangement, will allow the
SulfaTreat® material to be used more efficiently with no interruption in
unit service and greater process reliability. The first vessel, the "lead"
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unit, acts as the "working" unit to remove all the H2S at the beginning of
a treatment period with its outlet H2S increasing over time. The exit gas
from the first vessel can go to the second vessel, the "lag" unit, for fur-
ther polishing or bypass the second vessel as though the first vessel is
operating in a single vessel arrangement. The second vessel is to be
placed in operation as the lag unit to polish the H2S remaining in the gas
when the lead unit outlet H^S starts to approach the specification.

Once the lead unit inlet and outlet concentrations are equal, the Sulfa-
Treat® material is considered spent or exhausted. Then, the gas flow is
directed to the second vessel, which becomes the lead unit. The spent
material is removed from the first vessel and the fresh SulfaTreat® mater-
ial reloaded to be placed into operation as the lag unit without gas flow
interruption. Removal of the spent SulfaTreat® material and the reload of
the fresh material could be conveniently scheduled using the change-out
"window" available without exceeding maximum outlet H2S concentra-
tions when operating in this lead/lag mode.

Zinc Oxide

The zinc oxide process is similar to the iron sponge process. It uses a
solid bed of granular zinc oxide to react with the H2S to form water and
zinc sulfide:

The rate of reaction is controlled by the diffusion process, as the sulfide
ion must first diffuse to the surface of the zinc oxide to react. High tem-
perature (>250°F) increases the diffusion rate and is normally used to
promote the reaction rate.

Zinc oxide is usually contained in long, thin beds to lessen the chances
of channeling. Pressure drop through the beds is low. Bed life is a func-
tion of gas H2S content and can vary from 6 months to in excess of 10
years. The spent catalyst is discharged by gravity flow and contains up to
20 weight percent of sulfur.

The process has seen decreasing use due to increasing disposal prob-
lems with the spent catalyst, which is classified as a heavy metal salt.

Molecular Sieves

The molecular sieve process uses synthetically manufactured solid
crystalline zeolite in a dry bed to remove gas impurities. The crystalline
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structure of the solids provides a very porous solid material with all the
pores exactly the same size. Within the pores the crystal structure creates
a large number of localized polar charges called active sites. Polar gas
molecules, such as H2S and water, that enter the pores form weak ionic
bonds at the active sites. Nonpolar molecules such as paraffin hydrocar-
bons will not bond to the active sites. Thus, molecular sieve units will
"dehydrate" the gas (remove water vapor) as well as sweeten it.

Molecular sieves are available with a variety of pore sizes. A molecu-
lar sieve should be selected with a pore size that will admit H2S and
water while preventing heavy hydrocarbons and aromatic compounds
from entering the pores. However, carbon dioxide molecules are about
the same size as H2S molecules and present problems. Even though the
CO2 is non-polar and will not bond to the active sites, the CO2 will enter
the pores. Small quantities of CO2 will become trapped in the pores. In
this way small portions of CO2 are removed. More importantly, CO2 will
obstruct the access of H2S and water to active sites and decrease the
effectiveness of the pores. Beds must be sized to remove all water and to
provide for interference from other molecules in order to remove all H2S.

The absorption process usually occurs at moderate pressure. Ionic
bonds tend to achieve an optimum performance near 450 psig, but the
process can be used for a wide range of pressures. The molecular sieve
bed is regenerated by flowing hot sweet gas through the bed. Typical
regeneration temperatures are in the range of 300-40()°F.

Molecular sieve beds do not suffer any chemical degradation and can
be regenerated indefinitely. Care should be taken to minimize mechanical
damage to the solid crystals as this may decrease the bed's effectiveness.
The main causes of mechanical damage are sudden pressure and/or tem-
perature changes when switching from absorption to regeneration cycles.

Molecular sieves for acid gas treatment are generally limited to small
gas streams operating at moderate pressures. Due to these operating limi-
tations, molecular sieve units have seen limited use for gas sweetening
operations. They are generally used for polishing applications following
one of the other processes and for dehydration of sweet gas streams
where very low water vapor concentrations are required. Techniques for
sizing molecular sieve units are discussed in Chapter 8.

Chemical Solvents

Chemical solvent processes use an aqueous solution of a weak base to
chemically react with and absorb the acid gases in the natural gas stream.
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The absorption occurs as a result of the driving force of the partial pres-
sure from the gas to the liquid. The reactions involved are reversible by
changing the system temperature or pressure, or both. Therefore, the
aqueous base solution can be regenerated and thus circulated in a contin-
uous cycle. The majority of chemical solvent processes use either an
atnine or carbonate solution.

Amine Processes

Several processes are available that use the basic action of various
amines. These amines can be categorized as primary, secondary, or ter-
tiary according to the number of organic groups bonded to the central
nitrogen atom.

Primary amines are stronger bases than secondary amines, which are
stronger than tertiary amines. Amines with stronger base properties will
be more reactive toward CO2 and H2S gases and will form stronger
chemical bonds.

A typical amine system is shown in Figure 7-4. The sour gas enters the
system through an inlet separator to remove any entrained water or
hydrocarbon liquids. Then the gas enters the bottom of the amine
absorber and flows counter-current to the amine solution. The absorber
can be either a trayed or packed tower. Conventional packing is usually
used for 20-in. or smaller diameter towers, and trays or structured pack-
ing for larger towers. An optional outlet separator may be included to
recover entrained amines from the sweet gas.

The amine solution leaves the bottom of the absorber carrying with it
the acid gases. This solution containing the CC>2 and IH^S is referred to as
the rich amine. From the absorber the rich amine is flashed to a flash
tank to remove almost all the dissolved hydrocarbon gases and entrained
hydrocarbon condensates. A small percentage of the acid gases will also
flash to the vapor phase in this vessel. From the flash tank the rich amine
proceeds to the rich/lean amine exchanger. This exchanger recovers some
of the sensible heat from the lean amine stream to decrease the heat duty
on the amine reboiler. The heated rich amine then enters the amine strip-
ping tower where heat from the reboiler breaks the bonds between the
amines and acid gases. The acid gases are removed overhead and lean
amine is removed from the bottom of the stripper.

The hot lean amine proceeds to the rich/lean amine exchanger and
then to additional coolers to lower its temperature to no less than LO°F
above the inlet gas temperature. This prevents hydrocarbons from con-
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Figure 7-4. Amine system for gas sweetening.

densing in the amine solution when the amine contacts the sour gas. The
cooled lean amine is then pumped up to the absorber pressure and enters
the top of the absorber. As the amine solution flows down the absorber it
absorbs the acid gases. The rich amine is then removed at the bottom of
the tower and the cycle is repeated.

Of the following amine systems that are discussed, diethanol amine
(DBA) is the most common. Even though a DBA system may not be as
efficient as some of the other chemical solvents, it may be less expensive
to install because standard packaged systems are readily available. In
addition, it may be less expensive to operate and maintain because field
personnel are likely to be more familiar with it.

Monoethanolamine Systems. Monoethanolarnine (MBA) is a primary
amine that can meet nominal pipeline specifications for removing both
H2S and CO2. MBA is a stable compound and in the absence of other
chemicals suffers no degradation or decomposition at temperatures up to
its normal boiling point. ME A reacts with CC>2 and H2S as follows:
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These reactions are reversible by changing the system temperature.
MEA also reacts with carbonyl sulflde (COS) and carbon disulfide (CS2)
to form heat-stable salts that cannot be regenerated. At temperateres
above 245 °F a side reaction with CO2 exists that produces oxazolidone-2,
a heat-stable salt, and consumes MEA from the process.

The reactions with CO2 and H2S shown are reversed in the stripping
column by heating the rich MEA to approximately 245°F at 10 psig. The
acid gases evolve into the vapor and are removed from the still overhead.
Thus, the MEA is regenerated,

The normal regeneration temperature in the still will not regenerate
heat-stable salts or oxazolidone-2. Therefore, a reclaimer is usually
included to remove these contaminants. A side stream of from 1 to 3% of
the MEA circulation is drawn from the bottom of the stripping column.
This stream is then heated to boil the water and MEA overhead while the
heat-stable salts and oxazolidone-2 are retained in the reclaimer. The
reclaimer is periodically shut in and the collected contaminants are
cleaned out and removed from the system. However, any MEA bonded to
them is also lost.

MEA is usually circulated in a solution of 15-20% MEA by weight in
water. From operating experience the solution loading should be between
0.3-0.4 moles of acid gas removed per mole of MEA. Both the solution
strength and the solution loading are limited to avoid excessive corro-
sion. The higher the concentration of H2S relative to CO2, the higher the
amine concentration and allowable loading. This is due to the reaction of
H2S and iron (Fe) to form iron sulfide (Fe2S3), which forms a protective
barrier on the steel surface.

The acid gases in the rich amine are extremely corrosive. The corro-
sion commonly shows up on areas of carbon steel that have been
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stressed, such as heat-affected zones near welds, in areas of high acid-gas
concentration, or at a hot gas-liquid interface. Therefore, stress-relieving
all equipment after manufacturing is necessary to reduce corrosion, and
special metallurgy in specific areas such as the still overhead or the
reboiler tubes may be required.

MEA systems foam rather easily resulting in excessive amine carry-
over from the absorber. Foaming can be caused by a number of foreign
materials such as condensed hydrocarbons, degradation products, solids
such as carbon or iron sulfide, excess corrosion inhibitor, valve grease,
etc. Solids can be removed with cartridge filters. Hydrocarbon liquids are
usually removed in the flash tank. Degradation products are removed in a
reclaimer as previously described.

Storage tanks and surge vessels for MEA must have inert blanket-gas
systems. Sweet natural gas or nitrogen can be used as the blanket gas. This
is required because MEA will oxidize when exposed to the oxygen in air.

As the smallest of the ethanolamine compounds, MEA has a relatively
high vapor pressure. Thus, MEA losses of 1 to 3 Ib/MMscf are common.

In summation, MEA systems can efficiently sweeten sour gas to
pipeline specifications; however, great care in designing the system is
required to limit equipment corrosion and MEA losses,

Diethanolamine Systems. Diethanolamine (DBA) is a secondary
arnine that has in recent years replaced MEA as the most common chemi-
cal solvent. As a secondary amine, DEA is a weaker base than MEA, and
therefore DEA systems do not typically suffer the same corrosion prob-
lems, In addition, DEA has lower vapor loss, requires less heat for regen-
eration per mole of acid gas removed, and does not require a reclaimer,
DEA reacts with H2S and CO2 as follows:
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These reactions are reversible. DBA reacts with carbonyl sulfide (COS)
and carbon disulfide (CS2) to form compounds that can be regenerated in
the stripping column. Therefore, COS and CS2 are removed without a
loss of DEA. Typically, DBA systems include a carbon filter but do not
include a reclaimer.

The stoichiometry of the reactions of DEA and MEA with CO2 and H2S
is the same. The molecular weight of DEA is 105, compared to 61 for
MEA, The combination of molecular weights and reaction stoichiometry
means that approximately 1.7 Ib of DEA must be circulated to react with
the same amount of acid gas as 1.0 Ib of MEA. However, because of its
lower corrosivity, the solution strength of DEA ranges up to 35% by
weight compared to only 20% for MEA. Loadings for DEA systems range
to 0.65 mole of acid gas per mole of DEA compared to a maximum of 0.4
mole of acid gas per mole of MEA. The result of this is that the circulation
rate of a DEA solution is slightly less than for a comparable MEA system.

The vapor pressure of DEA is approximately l/30th of the vapor pres-
sure of MEA; therefore, amine losses as low as {A-{A Ib/MMscf can be
expected.

Diglycolamine Systems. The Fluor Econamine® process uses diglyco-
lamine (DGA) to sweeten natural gas. The active DGA reagent is 2-(2-
amino-ethoxy) ethanol, which is a primary amine. The reactions of DGA
with acid gases are the same as for MEA. Degradation products from
reactions with COS and CS2 can be regenerated in a reclaimer.

DGA systems typically circulate a solution of 50-70% DGA by weight
in water. At these solution strengths and a loading of up to 0.3 mole of
acid gas per mole of DGA, corrosion in DGA systems is slightly less
than in MEA systems, and the advantages of a DGA system are that the
low vapor pressure decreases amine losses, and the high solution strength
decreases circulation rates and heat required.

Diisopropanolamine Systems. Diisopropanolamine (DIPA) is a sec-
ondary amine used in the Shell ADIP® process to sweeten natural gas.
DIPA systems are similar to MEA systems but offer the following advan-
tages: carbonyl sulfide (COS) can be removed and regenerated easily and
the system is generally noncorrosive and requires less heat input.

One feature of this process is that at low pressures DIPA will preferen-
tially remove H2S. As pressure increases the selectivity of the process
decreases. The DIPA removes increasing amounts of CO2 as well as the
H2S. Therefore, this system can be used either selectively to remove H2S
or to remove both CO2 and H2S.
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Hot Potassium Carbonate Process

The hot potassium carbonate (K2CO3) process uses hot potassium car-
bonate to remove both CO2 and H2S. It works best on a gas with CO2

partial pressures in the range of 30-90 psi. The main reactions involved
in this process are:

It can be seen from Equation 7-12 that H2S alone cannot be removed
unless there is sufficient CO2 present to provide KHCO3, which is need-
ed to regenerate potassium carbonate. Since these equations are driven
by partial pressures, it is difficult to treat H2S to the very low require-
ments usually demanded (J4 grain per 100 scf). Thus, final polishing to
H2S treatment may be required.

The reactions are reversible based on the partial pressures of the acid
gases. Potassium carbonate also reacts reversibly with COS and CS2.

Figure 7-5 shows a typical hot carbonate system for gas sweetening.
The sour gas enters the bottom of the absorber and flows counter-current
to the potassium carbonate. The sweet gas then exits the top of the
absorber. The absorber is typically operated at 230°F; therefore, a sour/
sweet gas exchanger may be included to recover sensible heat and
decrease the system heat requirements.

The acid-rich potassium carbonate solution from the bottom of the
absorber is flashed to a flash drum, where much of the acid gas is
removed. The solution then proceeds to the stripping column, which
operates at approximately 245°F and near-atmospheric pressure. The low
pressure, combined with a small amount of heat input, drives off the
remaining acid gases. The lean potassium carbonate from the stripper is
pumped back to the absorber. The lean solution may or may not be
cooled slightly before entering the absorber. The heat of reaction from
the absorption of the acid gases causes a slight temperature rise in the
absorber.

The solution concentration for a potassium carbonate system is limited
by the solubility of the potassium bicarbonate (KHCO3) in the rich
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Figure 7-5. Hot carbonate system for gas sweetening.

stream. The high temperature of the system increases the solubility of
KHCC>3, but the reaction with CO2 produces two moles of KHCO3 per
mole of K2CO3 reacted. For this reason the KHCO3 in the rich stream
limits the lean solution K2CO3 concentration to 20-35% by weight.

The entire system is operated at high temperatures to increase the solu-
bility of potassium carbonate. Therefore, the designer must be careful to
avoid dead spots in the system where the solution could cool and precipi-
tate solids. If solids do precipitate, the system may suffer from plugging,
erosion, or foaming.

The hot potassium carbonate solutions are extremely corrosive. All
carbon steel must be stress-relieved to limit corrosion. A variety of corro-
sion inhibitors are available to decrease corrosion.

Proprietary Carbonate Systems

Several proprietary processes have been developed based on the hot
carbonate system with an activator or catalyst. These activators increase
the performance of the hot PC system by increasing the reaction rates
both in the absorber and the stripper. In general, these processes also
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decrease corrosion in the system. The following are some of the propri-
etary processes for hot potassium carbonate:

Benfield: Several activators
Girdler: Alkanolamine activators
Catacarb; Alkanolamine and/or borate activators
Giammarco-Vetrocoke: Arsenic and other activators

Physical Solvent Processes

These processes are based on the solubility of the H2S and/or CO2

within the solvent, instead of on chemical reactions between the acid gas
and the solvent. Solubility depends first and foremost on partial pressure
and secondarily on temperature. Higher acid-gas partial pressures and
lower temperatures increase the solubility of H2S and CO2 in the solvent
and thus decrease the acid-gas components.

Various organic solvents are used to absorb the acid gases. Regenera-
tion of the solvent is accomplished by flashing to lower pressures and/or
stripping with solvent vapor or inert gas. Some solvents can be regenerat-
ed by flashing only and require no heat. Other solvents require stripping
and some heat, but typically the heat requirements are small compared to
chemical solvents.

Physical solvent processes have a high affinity for heavy hydrocar-
bons, if the natural gas stream is rich in C3+ hydrocarbons, then the use
of a physical solvent process may result in a significant loss of the heav-
ier molecular weight hydrocarbons. These hydrocarbons are lost because
they are released from the solvent with the acid gases and cannot be eco-
nomically recovered.

Under the following circumstances physical solvent processes should
be considered for gas sweetening:

1. The partial pressure of the acid gases in the feed is 50 psi or higher.
2. The concentration of heavy hydrocarbons in the feed is low. That is,

the gas stream is lean in propane-plus.
3. Only bulk removal of acid gases is required.
4. Selective H2S removal is required.

A physical solvent process is shown in Figure 7-6. The sour gas con-
tacts the solvent using counter-current flow in the absorber. Rich solvent
from the absorber bottom is flashed in stages to a pressure near atmos-
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pherie. This causes the acid-gas partial pressures to decrease; the acid
gases evolve to the vapor phase and are removed. The regenerated sol-
vent is then pumped back to the absorber.

The example in Figure 7-6 is a simple one in that flashing is sufficient
to regenerate the solvent. Some solvents require a stripping column just
prior to the circulation pump.

Most physical solvent processes are proprietary and are licensed by the
company that developed the process.

Fluor Solvent Process®

This process uses propylene carbonate as a physical solvent to remove
CO2 and H2S. Propylene carbonate also removes C2+ hydrocarbons,
COS, SO2, CS2, and H2O from the natural gas stream. Thus, in one step
the natural gas can be sweetened and dehydrated to pipeline quality. In
general, this process is used for bulk removal of CO2 and is not used to
treat to less than 3% CO2, as may be required for pipeline quality gas,
The system requires special design features, larger absorbers, and higher
circulation rates to obtain pipeline quality and usually is not economical-
ly applicable for these outlet requirements.

Figure 7-6. Physical solvent process.
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Propylene carbonate has the following characteristics, which make it
suitable as a solvent for acid gas treating:

1. High degree of solubility for CO2 and other gases.
2. Low heat of solution for CO2.
3. Low vapor pressure at operating temperature.
4. Low solubility for light hydrocarbons (Cl5 C2).
5. Chemically nonreactive toward all natural gas components.
6. Low viscosity.
7. Noncorrosive toward common metals.

These characteristics combine to yield a system that has low heat and
pumping requirements, is relatively noncorrosive, and suffers only mini-
mal solvent losses (less than 1 Ib/MMscf).

Solvent temperatures below ambient are usually used to increase the
solubility of acid gas components and therefore decrease circulation rates.

Sulfinol® Process

Licensed by Shell the Sulfinol® process combines the properties of a
physical and a chemical solvent. The Sulfinol® solution consists of a
mixture of sulfolane (tetrahydrothiophene 1-1 dioxide), which is a physi-
cal solvent, diisopropanolamine (DIPA), and water. DIPA is a chemical
solvent that was discussed under the amines.

The physical solvent sulfolane provides the system with bulk removal
capacity. Sulfolane is an excellent solvent of sulfur compounds such as
H2S, COS, and CS2. Aromatic and heavy hydrocarbons and CO2 are sol-
uble in sulfolane to a lesser degree. The relative amounts of DIPA and
sulfolane are adjusted for each gas stream to custom fit each application.
Sulfinol® is usually used for streams with an H2S to CO2 ratio greater
than 1:1 or where it is not necessary to remove the CO2 to the same lev-
els as is required for H2S removal. The physical solvent allows much
greater solution loadings of acid gas than for pure amine-based systems.
Typically, a Sulfinol® solution of 40% sulfolane, 40% DIPA and 20%
water can remove 1.5 moles of acid gas per mole of Sulfinol® solution.

The chemical solvent DIPA acts as secondary treatment to remove H2S
and CO2. The DIPA allows pipeline quality residual levels of acid gas to
be achieved easily. A stripper is required to reverse the reactions of the
DIPA with CO2 and H2S. This adds to the cost and complexity of the sys-
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tern compared to other physical solvents, but the heat requirements are
much lower than for amine systems,

A reclaimer is also required to remove oxazolidones produced in a side
reaction of DIPA and CO2.

Selexol® Process

Developed by Allied Chemical Company, this process is selective
toward removing sulfur compounds. Levels of CO2 can be reduced by
approximately 85%. This process may be used economically when there
are high acid-gas partial pressures and the absence of heavy ends in the
gas, but it will not normally meet pipeline gas requirements. This process
also removes water to less than 1 Ib/MMscf. DIPA can be added to the
solution to remove CO2 down to pipeline specifications. This system
then functions much like the Sulfinol® process discussed earlier. The
addition of DIPA will increase the stripper heat duty; however, this duty
is relatively low.

Rectisol® Process

The German Lurgi Company and Linde A. G. developed the Rectisol®
process to use methanol to sweeten natural gas. Due to the high vapor
pressure of methanol this process is usually operated at temperatures of
-30 to ~100°F. It has been applied to the purification of gas for LNG
plants and in coal gasification plants, but is not used commonly to treat
natural gas streams.

Direct Conversion of H2S to Sulfur

The chemical and solvent processes previously discussed remove acid
gases from the gas stream but result in a release of H2S and CO2 when
the solvent is regenerated. The release of H2S to the atmosphere may be
limited by environmental regulations. The acid gases could be routed to
an incinerator or flare, which would convert the H2S to SO2. The allow-
able rate of SO2 release to the atmosphere may also be limited by envi-
ronmental regulations. For example, currently the Texas Air Control
Board generally limits H2S emissions to 4 Ib/hr (17.5 tons/year) and SO2

emissions to 25 tons/year. There are many specific restrictions on these
limits, and the allowable limits are revised periodically. In any case,
environmental regulations severely restrict the amount of H2S that can be
vented or flared in the regeneration cycle.
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Direct conversion processes use chemical reactions to oxidize H2S and
produce elemental sulfur. These processes are generally based either on
the reaction of H2S and O2 or H2S and SO2. Both reactions yield water
and elemental sulfur. These processes are licensed and involve special-
ized catalysts and/or solvents. A direct conversion process can be used
directly on the produced gas stream. Where large flow rates are encoun-
tered, it is more common to contact the produced gas stream with a
chemical or physical solvent and use a direct conversion process on the
acid gas liberated in the regeneration step.

Claus® Process

This process is used to treat gas streams containing high concentra-
tions of H2S. The chemistry of the units involves partial oxidation of
hydrogen sulfide to sulfur dioxide and the catalyticaily promoted reac-
tion of H2S and SO2 to produce elemental sulfur. The reactions are staged
and are as follows:

Figure 7-7 shows a simplified process flow diagram of the Claus®
process. The first stage of the process converts H2S to sulfur dioxide and

Figure 7-7. Two-stage Claus process plant.
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to sulfur by burning the acid-gas stream with air in the reaction furnace,
This stage provides SO2 for the next catalytic phase of the reaction. Mul-
tiple catalytic stages are provided to achieve a more complete conversion
of the H2S. Condensors are provided after each stage to condense the sul-
fur vapor and separate it from the main stream. Conversion efficiencies
of 94-95% can be attained with two catalytic stages, while up to 97%
conversion can be attained with three catalytic stages. The effluent gas is
incinerated or sent to another treating unit for "tail-gas treating" before it
is exhausted to atmosphere.

There are many processes used in tail-gas treating. The Sulfreen® and
the Cold Bed Absorption® (CBA) processes use two parallel reactors in a
cycle, where one reactor operates below the sulfur dew point to absorb
the sulfur while the second is regenerated with heat to recover molten
sulfur. Even though sulfur recoveries with the additional reactors are nor-
mally 99-99.5% of the inlet stream to the Claus unit, incineration of the
outlet gas may still be required.

The SCOTT® process uses an arnine to remove the H2S. The acid gas
off the amine still is recycled back to the Claus plant. Other types of
processes oxidize the sulfur compounds to SO2 and then convert the SO2

to a secondary product such as ammonium thiosulfate, a fertilizer. These
plants can remove more than 99.5% of the sulfur in the inlet stream to
the Claus plant and may eliminate the need for incineration. Costs of
achieving this removal are high.

LOCAT® Process

The LOCAT® process is a liquid phase oxidation process based on a
dilute solution of a proprietary, organically chelated iron in water that
converts the hydrogen sulfide to water and elemental sulfur. The process
is not reactive to CO2. A small portion of the chelating agent degrades in
some side reactions and is lost with the precipitated sulfur. Normally, sul-
fur is separated by gravity, centrifuging, or melting.

Figure 7-8 represents a process flow diagram of the LOCAT® process.
The H2S is contacted with the reagent in an absorber; it reacts with the
dissolved iron to form elemental sulfur. The reactions involved are the
following:
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Figure 7-8. LOCAT® process.

The iron, now in a reduced ferrous form, is not consumed; instead, it is
continuously regenerated by bubbling air through the solution. The sulfur
precipitates out of the solution and is removed from the reactor with a
portion of the reagent. The sulfur slurry is pumped to a melter requiring a
small amount of heat and then to a sulfur separator where the reagent in
the vapor phase is recovered, condensed, and recycled back to the reactor.

LOCAT® units can be used for tail-gas clean-up from chemical or
physical solvent processes. They can also be used directly as a gas sweet-
ening unit by separating the absdrber/oxidizer into two vessels. The
regenerated solution is pumped to a high-pressure absorber to contact the
gas. A light slurry of rich solution comes off the bottom of the absorber
and flows to an atmospheric oxidizer tank where it is regenerated. A
dense slurry is pumped off the base of the oxidizer to the melter and sul-
fur separator.

Stretford® Process

An example of a process using O2 to oxidize H2S is the Stretford®
process, which is licensed by the British Gas Corporation. In this process
the gas stream is washed with an aqueous solution of sodium carbonate,
sodium vanadate, and anthraquinone disulfonic acid. Figure 7-9 shows a
simplified process diagram of the process.
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Figure 7-9. Strefford® process.

Oxidized solution is delivered from the pumping tank to the top of the
absorber tower, where it contacts the gas stream in a counter-current
flow. The reduced solution flows from the contactor to the solution flash
drum. Hydrocarbon gases that have been dissolved in the solution are
flashed and the solution flows to the base of the oxidizer vessel. Air is
blown into the oxidizer, and the solution, now re-oxidized, flows to the
pumping tank.

The sulfur is carried to the top of the oxidizer by a froth created by the
aeration of the solution and passes into the thickener. The function of the
thickener is to increase the weight percent of sulfur, which is pumped to
one of the alternate sulfur recovery methods.

IFP Process

The Institute Francais du Petrole has developed a process for reacting
H2S with SO2 to produce water and sulfur. The overall reaction is 2H2S +
862 -» 2H2O + 3S. Figure 7-10 is a simplified diagram of the process.
This process involves mixing the H2S and SO2 gases and then contacting
them with a liquid catalyst in a packed tower. Elemental sulfur is recov-
ered in the bottom of the tower. A portion of this must be burned to pro-
duce the SO2 required to remove the H2S. The most important variable is
the ratio of H2S to SO2 in the feed. This is controlled by analyzer equip-
ment to maintain the system performance.

Sulfa-Check®

Sulfa-Check® process uses sodium nitrite (NaNO2) in aqueous solu-
tion to oxidize H2S to sulfur. This process was developed and patented
by NL Treating Chemicals and is now a product of Exxon Energy Chem-
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Figure 7-10. IFF process.

icals. It will generate NOX in presence of CO2 and O2. Therefore, local
air quality emission standard should be consulted. This process is most
suited for small gas streams, generally 0.1 to 10 MMscfd and containing
100ppmto< 1%H2S.

Sulfa-Check® gas sweetening process is generally carried out in a con-
tact tower. The sour gas flows into the bottom of the tower and through a
sparging system to disperse the gas throughout the chemical solution.
The maximum linear gas velocity should be < 0.12 ft/sec. The sweetened
gas exits the contact tower at the top and goes to a gas/liquid separator to
catch any liquids that may be carried over. An inverted U with a syphon
breaker on top should be designed into the gas inlet line to prevent the
liquid from being siphoned back. When the chemical is spent, the system
is shut down to remove the spent chemical and recharged with a fresh
solution to resume the operation.

Sulfide Scavengers

Sour gas sweetening may also be carried out continuously in the flow-
line by continuous injection of H^S scavengers, such as amine-aldehyde
condensates. Contact time between the scavenger and the sour gas is the
most critical factor in the design of the scavenger treatment process.
Contact times shorter than 30 sec can be accommodated with faster
reacting and higher volatility formulations. The arnine-aldehyde conden-
sates process is best suited for wet gas streams of 0.5-15 MMscfd con-
taining less than 100 ppm H2S.
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The advantages of amine-aldehyde condensates are water (or oil) solu-
ble reaction products, lower operating temperatures, low corrosiveness to
steel, and no reactivity with hydrocarbons,

Distillation

The Ryan-Holmes distillation process uses cryogenic distillation to
remove acid gases from a gas stream. This process is applied to remove
CO2 for LPG separation or where it is desired to produce CO2 at high
pressure for reservoir injection. This complicated process is beyond the
scope of this book.

Gas Permeation

Gas permeation is based on the mass transfer principles of gas diffusion
through a permeable membrane. In its most basic form, a membrane sepa-
ration system consists of a vessel divided by a single flat membrane into a
high- and a low-pressure section. Feed entering the high-pressure side
selectively loses the fast-permeating components to the low-pressure side.
Flat plate designs are not used commercially, as they do not have enough
surface area. In the hollow-fiber design, the separation modules contain
anywhere from 10,000 to 100,000 capillaries, each less than 1 mm diame-
ter, bound to a tube sheet surrounded by a metal shell. Feed gas is intro-
duced into either the shell or the tube side. Where gas permeability rates
of the components are close, or where high product purity is required, the
membrane modules can be arranged in series or streams recycled.

The driving force for the separation is differential pressure. CO2 tends
to diffuse quickly through membranes and thus can be removed from the
bulk gas stream. The low pressure side of the membrane that is rich in
CO2 is normally operated at 10 to 20% of the feed pressure.

It is difficult to remove H2S to pipeline quality with a membrane sys-
tem. Membrane systems have effectively been used as a first step to
remove the CO2 and most of the H2S. An iron sponge or other H2S treat-
ing process is then used to remove the remainder of the H2S.

Membranes will also remove some of the water vapor. Depending
upon the stream properties, a membrane designed to treat CO2 to pipeline
specifications may also reduce water vapor to less than 7 Ib/MMscf.
Often, however, it is necessary to dehydrate the gas downstream of the
membrane to attain final pipeline water vapor requirements.
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Membranes are a relatively new technology. They are an attractive
economic alternative for treating CO2 from small streams (up to 10
MMscfd). With time they may become common on even larger streams,

PROCISS SELECTION

Each of the previous treating processes has advantages relative to the
others for certain applications; therefore, in selection of the appropriate
process, the following facts should be considered:

1. The type of acid contaminants present in the gas stream.
2. The concentrations of each contaminant and degree of removal

desired.
3. The volume of gas to be treated and temperature and pressure at

which the gas is available.
4. The feasibility of recovering sulfur.
5. The desirability of selectively removing one or more of the contami-

nants without removing the others.
6. The presence and amount of heavy hydrocarbons and aromati.cs in

the gas,

Figures 7-11 to 7-14 can be used as screening tools to make an initial
selection of potential process choices. These graphs are not meant to sup-
plant engineering judgment. New processes are continuously being
developed. Modifications to existing proprietary products will change
their range of applicability and relative cost. The graphs do enable a first
choice of several potential candidates that could be investigated to deter-
mine which is the most economical for a given set of conditions.

To select a process, determine flow rate, temperature, pressure, con-
centration of the acid gases in the inlet gas, and allowed concentration of
acid gases in the outlet stream. With this information, calculate the par-
tial pressure of the acid gas components.

where PPj = partial pressure of component i, psia
Pt = systems pressure, psia
Xj = mole fraction of component i
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Figure 7-11. H2S removal, no CQ&

Next, determine if one of the four following situations is required and
use the appropriate guide:

Removal of H2S with no CO2 present (Figure 7-11)
Removal of H2S and CO2 (Figure 7-12)
Removal of CO2 with no H2S present (Figure 7-13)
Selective removal of H2S with CO2 present (Figure 7-14)

DESIGN PROCEDURES FOR IRON-SPONGE UNITS

The iron-sponge process generally uses a single vessel to contain the
hydrated ferric oxide wood shavings. A drawing of an iron-sponge unit
showing typical provisions for internal and external design requirements
was presented in Figure 7-3.

The inlet gas line should have taps for gas sampling, temperature mea-
surement, pressure measurement, and for an injection nozzle for
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Figure 7-12. Removal of H2S and C€>2.

methanol, water, or inhibitors. The gas is carried into the top section of
the vessel in a distributor and discharged upward. This causes the gas to
reverse flow downward and provides for more uniform flow through the
bed, minimizing the potential for channeling.

Supporting the hydrated ferric oxide chips is a combination of a perfo-
rated, heavy metal support plate and a coarse support packing material.
This material may consist of scrap pipe thread protectors and 2-3-in. sec-
tions of small diameter pipe. This provides support for the bed, while
offering some protection against detrimental pressure surges.

Gas exits the vessel at the bottom through the vessel sidewall. This
arrangement minimizes entrainment of fines. Additionally, a cone strain-
er should be included in the exit line. This line should also have a pres-
sure tap and sample test tap.

The vessel is generally constructed of carbon steel that has been heat
treated. Control of metal hardness is required because of the potential of
sulfide-stress cracking. The iron-sponge vessel is either internally coated
or clad with stainless steel.
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Figure 7-13. CO2 removal, no h^S.

The superficial gas velocity (that is, gas flow rate divided by vessel
cross-sectional area) through the iron-sponge bed is normally limited to a
maximum of 10 ft/min at actual flow conditions to promote proper con-
tact with the bed and to guard against excessive pressure drop. Thus, the
vessel minimum diameter is given by:

where dmin = minimum required vessel diameter, in.
Qg = gas flow rate, MMscfd
T = operating temperature, °R
Z = compressibility factor
P = operating pressure, psia

A maximum rate of deposition of 15 grains of H2S/min/ft2 of bed
cross-sectional area is also recommended to allow for the dissipation of
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Figure 7-14. Selective removal of H2S in presence of CO2.

the heat of reaction. This requirement also establishes a minimum
required diameter, which is given by:

where dmin = minimum required vessel diameter, in.
Qg = gas flow rate, MMscfd

MF = mole fraction of H2S

The larger of the diameters calculated by Equation 7-18 or 7-19 will set
the minimum vessel diameter. Any choice of diameter equal to or larger
than this diameter will be an acceptable choice.

At very low superficial gas velocities (less than 2 ft/min) channeling
of the gas through the bed may occur. Thus, it is preferred to limit the
vessel diameter to:
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where dmax = maximum recommended vessel diameter, in.

A contact time of 60 seconds is considered a minimum in choosing a bed
volume. A larger volume may be considered, as it will extend the bed liie
and thus extend the cycle time between bed change outs. Assuming a
minimum contact time of 60 seconds, any combination of vessel diame-
ter and bed height that satisfies the following is acceptable:

j.

where d = vessel diameter, in.
H = bed height, ft

In selecting acceptable combinations, the bed height should be at least
10 ft for H2S removal and 20 ft for mercaptan removal. This height will
produce sufficient pressure drop to assure proper flow distribution over
the entire cross-section. Thus, the correct vessel size will be one that has
a bed height of at least 10 ft (20 ft if mercaptans must be removed) and a
vessel diameter between dmin and dmax.

Iron sponge is normally sold in the U.S. by the bushel. The volume in
bushels can be determined from the following equation once the bed
dimensions of diameter and height are known:

where Bu = volume, bushels

The amount of iron oxide that is impregnated on the wood chips is nor-
mally specified in units of pounds of iron oxide (Fe2O3) per bushel.
Common grades are 9, 15 or 20 Ib Fe2O3/bushel.

Bed life for the iron sponge between change outs is determined from:

where tc = cycle time, days
Fe = iron-sponge content, Ib Fe2O3/bushel

e = efficiency (0.65 to 0.8)
MF = mole fraction H2S
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The iron-sponge material is normally specified to have a size distribution
with 0% retained on 16 mesh, 80% between 30 and 60 mesh, and 100%
retained on 325 mesh. It is purchased with a moisture content of 20% by
weight and buffering to meet a flood pH of 10. Because it is necessary to
maintain a moist alkaline condition, provisions should be included in the
design to add water and caustic.

DESIGN PROCEDURES FOR AMINE SYSTEMS

The types of equipment and the methods for designing the equipment
are similar for both MEA and DBA systems. For other amine systems
such as SNPA-DEA, Fluor Econamine (DGA), and Shell ADIP (DIPA)
the licensee should be contacted for detailed design information.

Amine Absorber

Amine absorbers use counter-current flow through a trayed or packed
tower to provide intimate mixing between the amine solution and the
sour gas. Typically, small diameter towers use stainless steel packing,
while larger towers use stainless steel trays. For systems using the rec-
ommended solution concentrations and loadings, a tower with 20 to 24
actual trays is normal. Variations in solution concentrations and loadings
may require further investigation to determine the number of trays.

In a trayed absorber the amine falls from one tray to the one below in
the same manner as the liquid in a condensate stabilizer (Chapter 6, Fig-
ure 6-4). It flows across the tray and over a weir before flowing into the
next downcomer. The gas bubbles up through the liquid and creates a
froth that must be separated from the gas before it reaches the underside
of the next tray. For preliminary design, a tray spacing of 24 in. and a
minimum diameter capable of separating 150 to 200 micron droplets
(using the equations developed in Volume 1 for gas capacity of a vertical
separator) can be assumed. The size of packed towers must be obtained
from manufacturer's published literature.

Commonly, amine absorbers include an integral gas scrubber section
in the bottom of the tower. This scrubber would be the same diameter as
required for the tower. The gas entering the tower would have to pass
through a mist eliminator and then a chimney tray. The purpose of this
scrubber is to remove entrained water and hydrocarbon liquids from the
gas to protect the amine solution from contamination.
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Alternately, a separate scrubber vessel can be provided so that the tower
height can be decreased. This vessel should be designed in accordance
with the procedures in Volume 1 for design of two-phase separators,

For ME A systems with a large gas flow rate, a scrubber should be con-
sidered for the outlet sweet gas. The vapor pressure of MEA is such that
the separator may be helpful in reducing MEA losses in the overhead
sweet gas. DEA systems do not require this scrubber because the vapor
pressure of DEA is very low.

Amine Circulation Rates

The circulation rates for amine systems can be determined from the
acid gas flow rates by selecting a solution concentration and an acid gas
loading.

The following equations can be used:

where LMEA = MEA circulation rate, gpm
LDEA — DEA circulation rate, gpm

Qg = gas flow rate, MMscfd
ME = total acid-gas fraction in inlet gas, moles acid gas/mole

inlet gas
c = amine weight fraction, Ib amine/lb solution
p = solution density, Ib/gal at 60°F

AL = acid-gas loading, mole acid-gas/mole amine

For design, the following solution strengths and loadings are recom-
mended to provide an effective system without an excess of corrosion;

MEA: c = 20 wt. %
AL = 0.33 mole acid gas/mole MEA

DEA: c = 35 wt. %
AL = 0.5 mole acid gas/mole DEA
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For the recommended concentrations the densities at 60°F are:

20% MEA= 8.41 Ib/gal = 0.028 mole MEA/gal
35 % DBA = 8.71 Ib/gal = 0.029 mole DEA/gal

Using these design limits, Equations 7-24 and 7-25 can be simplified to:

The circulation rate determined with these equations should be increased
by 10-15% to supply an excess of amine.

Flash Drum

The rich arnine solution from the absorber is flashed to a separator to
remove any hydrocarbons. A small percentage of acid gases will also
flash when the pressure is reduced. The dissolved hydrocarbons should
flash to the vapor phase and be removed. However, a small amount of
hydrocarbon liquid may begin to collect in this separator. Therefore, a
provision should be made to remove these liquid hydrocarbons.

Typically the flash tanks are designed for 2 to 3 minutes of retention
time for the amine solution while operating half full.

Amine Reboiler

The reboiler provides the heat input to an amine stripper, which revers-
es the chemical reactions and drives off the acid gases. Amine reboilers
may be either a kettle reboiler (see Chapter 3) or an indirect fired heater
(see Chapter5).

The heat duty of amine reboilers varies with the system design. The
higher the reboiler duty, the higher the overhead condenser duty, the
higher the reflux ratio, and thus the lower the number of trays required.
The lower the reboiler duty, the lower the reflux ratio will be and the
more trays the tower must have.

Typically for a stripper with 20 trays, the reboiler duties will be as
follows:

ME A system—1,000 to 1,200 Btu/gal lean solution
DBA system—900 to 1,000 Btu/gal lean solution
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For design, reboiler temperatures in a stripper operating at 10 psig can be
assumed to be 245°F for 20% MEA and 250°F for 35% DBA.

Amirie Stripper

Amine strippers use heat and steam to reverse the chemical reactions
with CO2 and H2S, The steam acts as a stripping gas to remove the CO2

and H2S from the liquid solution and to carry these gases to the overhead.
To promote mixing of the solution and the steam, the stripper is a trayed
or packed tower with packing normally used for small diameter columns.

The typical stripper consists of a tower operating at 10-20 psig with 20
trays, a reboiler, and an overhead condenser. The rich amine feed is intro-
duced on the third or fourth tray from the top. The lean amine is removed
at the bottom of the stripper and acid gases are removed from the top,

Liquid flow rates are greatest near the bottom tray of the tower where
the liquid from the bottom tray must provide the lean-amine flow rate
from the tower plus enough water to provide the steam generated by the
reboiler. The lean-amine circulation rate is known, and from the reboiler
duty, pressure, and temperature, the amount of steam generated and thus
the amount of water can be calculated.

The vapor flow rate within the tower must be studied at both ends of
the stripper. The higher of these vapor rates should be used to size the
tower for vapor. At the bottom of the tower the vapor rate equals the
amount of steam generated in the reboiler. Near the top of the tower the
vapor rate equals the steam rate overhead plus the acid-gas rate. The
steam overhead can be calculated from the steam generated in the reboil-
er by subtracting the amount of steam condensed by raising the lean
amine from its inlet temperature to the reboiler temperature and the
amount of steam condensed by vaporizing the acid gases.

For most field gas units it is not necessary to specify a stripper size.
Vendors have standard design amine circulation packages for a given
amine circulation rate, acid-gas loading, and reboiler. These concepts can
be used in a preliminary check of the vendor's design. However, for
detailed design and specification of large units, a process simulation
computer model should be used.

Overhead Condenser and Reflux Accumulator

Amine-stripper overhead condensers are typically air-cooled, fin-fan
exchangers. Their duty can be determined from the concepts in Chapter 3
as required to cool the overhead gases and condense the overhead steam
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to water. The inlet temperature to the cooler can be found using the par-
tial pressure of the overhead steam to determine the temperature from
steam tables. The cooler outlet temperature is typically 130 to 145°F
depending on the ambient temperature.

The reflux accumulator is a separator used to separate the acid gases
from the condensed water. The water is accumulated and pumped back to
the top of the stripper as reflux. With the vapor and liquid rates known,
the accumulator can be sized using the procedures in Volume 1 for two-
phase separators.

Rich/lean Amine Exchanger

Rich/lean amine exchangers are usually shell-and-tube exchangers
with the corrosive rich amine flowing through the tubes. The purpose of
these exchangers is to reduce the reboiler duty by recovering some of the
sensible heat from the lean amine.

The flow rates and inlet temperatures are typically known. Therefore,
the outlet temperatures and duty can be determined by assuming an
approach temperature for one outlet. The closer the approach temperature
selected, the greater the duty and heat recovered, but the larger and more
costly the exchanger. For design, an approach temperature of about 30°F
provides an economic design balancing the cost of the rich/lean exchang-
er and the reboiler. The reboiler duties recommended above assume a
30°F approach.

Amine Cooler

The amine cooler is typically an air-cooled, fin-fan cooler, which low-
ers the lean amine temperature before it enters the absorber. The lean
amine entering the absorber should be approximately 10°F warmer than
the sour gas entering the absorber. Lower amine temperatures may cause
the gas to cool in the absorber and thus condense hydrocarbon liquids.
Higher temperatures would increase the amine vapor pressure and thus
increase amine losses to the gas. The duty for the cooler can be calculat-
ed from the lean-amine flow rate, the lean-amine temperature leaving the
rich/lean exchanger and the sour-gas inlet temperature.

Amine Solution Purification

Due to side reactions and/or degradation, a variety of contaminants
will begin to accumulate in an amine system. The method of removing
these depends on the amine involved.
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When MEA is used in the presence of COS and CS2, they react to form
heat-stable salts. Therefore, MEA systems usually include a reclaimer,
The reclaimer is a kettle-type reboiler operating on a small side stream of
lean solution. The temperature in the reclaimer is maintained such that the
water and MEA boil to the overhead and are piped back to the stripper,
The heat-stable salts remain in the reclaimer until the reclaimer is full,
Then the reclaimer is shut-in and dumped to a waste disposal. Thus, the
impurities are removed but the MEA bonded to the salts is also lost.

For DEA systems a reclaimer is not required because the reactions
with COS and CS2 are reversed in the stripper. The small amount of
degradation products from COo can be removed by a carbon filter on a
side stream of lean solution.

Materials of Construction

Amine systems are extremely corrosive due to the acid-gas concentra-
tions and the high temperatures. It is important that all carbon steel
exposed to the amine be stress-relieved after the completion of welding
on the particular piece. A system fabricated from stress-relieved carbon
steel for DEA solutions, as recommended, will not suffer excessive cor-
rosion. For MEA systems, corrosion-resistant metals (304 SS) should be
used in the following areas:

1. Absorber trays or packing
2. Stripper trays or packing
3. Rich/Lean amine exchanger tubes
4. Any part of the reboiler tube bundle that may be exposed to the

vapor phase
5. Reclaimer tube bundle
6. Pressure-reduction valve and pipe leading to the flash tank
7. Pipe from the rich/lean exchange to the stripper inlet

EXAMPLE PROBLEMS

Example No. 7-1: Iron-Sponge Unit
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Problem: Design an Iron-Sponge Unit

Solution:

I . Minimum diameter for gas velocity:

2. Minimum diameter for deposition:

3. Minimum diameter to prevent channeling:

Therefore, any diameter from 16.8 in. to 37.6 in. is acceptable.

4. Choose a cycle time for one month:

Assume Fe = 9 Ib/Bu and rearrange:
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ci H
in. _ft_
18 1.9.2
20 15,5
22 12.8
24 10.8
30 6.9
36 4.8

An acceptable choice is a 30-in. OD vessel. The wall thickness
can be calculated from Chapter 12 and a value of bed height deter-
mined. However, since tc and e are arbitrary, a 10-ft bed seems
appropriate.

5. Calculate volume of iron sponge to purchase:

Example No. 7-2: Specify Major Parameters for DEA

Required:

1. Show that a DEA unit is an acceptable process selection.
2. Determine DEA circulation rate using 35 wt. % DEA and an acid-

gas loading of 0.50 mole acid gas/mole DEA.
3. Determine preliminary diameter and height for DEA contact tower.
4. Calculate approximate reboiler duty with 250°F reboiler temperature.
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Solution;

1. Process selection
Total acid gas inlet = 4.03 + 0.0019

= 4.032%
Pacidin = 1.015 x (4.032/100) = 40.9 psia
Total acid gas outlet = 2.0%
Pa«d. out = 1,015 x (2.0/100) = 20.3 psia
From Figure 7-12 for removing CO2 and H2S, possible processes
are amines, Sulfinol, or carbonates.
The most common selection for this application is a DEA unit.

2. DEA circulation rate

Note: In order to meet the H2S outlet, virtually all the CO2 must
be removed, as DEA is not selective for H2S.

3. Tower size

From Volume 1:
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Use 72-in. ID tower w/24 trays,

4. Determine reboiler duty:

Using 1,000 Btu/gal lean solution

q=l,000(508)(60 min/hr)
q = 30.5 MMBtu/hr



CHAPTER

8

Gas Dehydration *

Gas dehydration is the process of removing water vapor from a gas
stream to lower the temperature at which water will condense from the
stream. This temperature is called the "dew point" of the gas. Most gas
sales contracts specify a maximum value for the amount of water vapor
allowable in the gas. Typical values are 7 Ib/MMscf in the Southern U.S.,
4 Ib/MMscf in the Northern U.S. and 2 to 4 Ib/MMscf in Canada. These
values correspond to dew points of approximately 32°F for 7 lb/ MMscf,
20°F for 4 lb MMscf, and 0°F for 2 Ib/MMscf in a 1,000 psi gas line.

Dehydration to dew points below the temperature to which the gas will
be subjected will prevent hydrate formation and corrosion from con-
densed water. The latter consideration is especially important in gas
streams containing CO2 or H2S where the acid gas components will form
an acid with the condensed water.

The capacity of a gas stream for holding water vapor is reduced as the
stream is compressed or cooled. Thus, water can be removed from the
gas stream by compressing or cooling the stream. However, the gas
stream is still saturated with water so that further reduction in tempera-
ture or increase in pressure can result in water condensation.

This chapter discusses the design of liquid glycol and solid bed dehy-
dration systems that are the most common methods of dehydration used

*Reviewed for the 1999 edition by Lindsey S. Stinson of Paragon Engineering Services, Inc.
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for natural gas. In producing operations gas is most often dehydrated by
contact with triethylene glycol. Solid bed adsorption units are used wheie
very low dew points are required, such as on the inlet stream to a crvo-
genic gas plant where water contents of less than 0.05 Ib/MMscf may bt
neiessat)

WATER CONTENT DETERMINATION

The first step in evaluating and/or designing a gas dehydration system
is to determine the water content of the gas. The water content of a gas is
dependent upon gas composition, temperature, and pressure. For sweet
natural gases containing over 70% methane and small amounts of "heavy
ends," the McKetta-Wehe pressure-temperature correlation, as shown in
Figure 8-1, may be used. As an example, assume it is desired to deter-
mine the water content for a natural gas with a molecular weight of 26
that is in equilibrium with a 3% brine at a pressure of 3,000 psia and a
temperature of 150°R From Figure 8-1 at a temperature of 150°F and
pressure of 3,000 psia there is 104 Ib of water per MMscf of wet gas. The
correction for salinity is 0.93 and for molecular weight is 0.98. There-
fore, the total water content is 104 x 0.93 x 0.98 = 94.8 Ib/MMscf.

A correction for acid gas should be made when the gas stream contains
more than 5% CO2 and/or H2S. Figures 8-2 and 8-3 may be used to
determine the water content of a gas containing less than 40% total con-
centration of acid gas. As an example, assume the example gas from the
previous paragraph contains 15% H2S. The water content of the hydro-
carbon gas is 94.8 Ib/MMscf. From Figure 8-3, the water content of H2S
is 400 Ib/MMscf. The effective water content of the stream is equal to
(0.85X94.8)+ (0.15)(400) or 141 Ib/MMscf.

GLYCOL DEHYDRATION

By far the most common process for dehydrating natural gas is to con-
tact the gas with a hygroscopic liquid such as one of the glycois. This is
an absorption process, where the water vapor in the gas stream becomes
dissolved in a relatively pure glycol liquid solvent stream. Glycol dehy-
dration is relatively inexpensive, as the water can be easily "boiled" out
of the glycol by the addition of heat. This step is called "regeneration" or
"reconcentration" and enables the glycol to be recovered for reuse in
absorbing additional water with minimal loss of glycol.
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Water Content of Hydrocarbon Gas

Figure 8-1. McKetta-Wehe pressure-temperature correlation. (From Gas Processors
Suppliers Association, Engineering Data Book, 10th Edition.)
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Figure 8*2. Effective water content of CO2. (From Gas Processors Suppliers
Association, engineering Data Book, 10th Edition.)

Process Description

Most glycol dehydration processes are continuous. That is, gas and
glycol flow continuously through a vessel (the "contactor" or
"absorber") where they come in contact and the glycol absorbs the water.
The glycol flows from the contactor to a "reboiler" (sometimes called
"reconcentrator" or "regenerator"1) where the water is removed or
"stripped" from the glycol and is then pumped back to the contactor to
complete the cycle.

Figure 8-4 shows a typical trayed contactor in which the gas and liquid
are in counter-current flow. The wet gas enters the bottom of the contac-
tor and contacts the "richest" glycol (glycol containing water in solution)
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Figure 8-3. Effective water content of H2S. (From Gas Processors Suppliers
Association, Engineering Data Book, I Oth Edition.)

just before the glycol leaves the column. The gas encounters leaner and
leaner glycol (that is, giycol containing less and less water in solution),
as it rises through the contactor. At each successive tray the leaner glycol
is able to absorb additional amounts of water vapor from the gas. The
counter-current flow in the contactor makes it possible for the gas to
transfer a significant amount of water to the glycol and still approach
equilibrium with the leanest glycol concentration.

The contactor works in the same manner as a condensate stabilizer
tower described in Chapter 6. As the glycol falls from tray to tray it
becomes richer and richer in water. As the gas rises it becomes leaner and
leaner in water vapor. Glycol contactors will typically have between 6
and 12 trays, depending upon the water dew point required. To obtain a 7
Ib/MMscf specification, 6 to 8 trays are common.
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Figure 8-4. Typical glycol contactor in which gas and liquid are in counter-current flow.

As with a condensate stabilizer, glycol contactors may have bubble
cap trays as shown in Figure 8-4, or they may have valve trays, perforat-
ed trays, regular packing or structured packing. Contactors that are 12%
in. and less in diameter usually use regular packing, while larger contac-
tors usually use bubble cap trays to provide adequate contact at gas flow
rates much lower than design. Structured packing is becoming more
common for very large contactors.

It is possible to inject glycol in a gas line and have it absorb the water
vapor in co-current flow. Such a process is not as efficient as countercur-
rent flow, since the best that can occur is that the gas reaches near equi-
librium with the rich glycol as opposed to reaching near equilibrium with
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the lean glycol as occurs in counter-current flow. Partial co-current flow
can be used to reduce the height of the glycol contactor by eliminating
the need for some of the bottom trays.

The glycol will absorb heavy hydrocarbon liquids present in the gas
stream. Thus, before the gas enters the contactor il should pass through a
separate inlet gas scrubber to remove liquid and solid impurities that may
carry over from upstream vessels or condense in lines leading from ihe
vessels. The inlet scrubber should be located as close as possible to the
contactor,

On larger streams filter separators (Volume 1, Chapter 4) are used as
inlet scrubbers to further reduce glyco! contamination and thus increase
the life of the glycol charge. Due to their cost, filter separators are not
normally used on streams less than approximately 50 MMscfd. Often on
these smaller units a section in the bottom of the contactor is used as a
vertical inlet scrubber as shown in Figure 8-5.

Dry gas from the top of the gas/glycol contactor flows through an
external gas/glycol heat exchanger. This cools the incoming dry glycol to
increase its absorption capacity and decrease its tendency to flash in the
contactor and be lost to the dry gas. In some systems, the gas passes over
a glycol cooling coil inside the contactor instead of the external gas/gly-
col heat exchanger.

The glycol reconcentration system is shown in Figure 8-6. The rich or
"wet" glycol from the base of the contactor passes through a reflux con-
denser to the glycol/glycol preheater where the rich glycol is heated by the
hot lean glycol to approximately 170°F to 200°F. After heating, the glycol
flows to a low pressure separator operating at 35 to 50 psig, where the
entrained gas and any liquid hydrocarbons present are removed. The gly-
col/condensate separator is a standard three-phase vessel designed for at
least 15-30 minutes retention time and may be either horizontal or vertical.
It is important to heat the glycol before flowing to this vessel to reduce its
viscosity and encourage easier separation of condensate and gas.

The gas from the glycol/condensate separator can be used for fuel gas,
In many small field gas packaged units this gas is routed directly to fire
lubes in the reboiler, and provides the heat for reconcentrating the glycol.
This separator is sometimes referred to as a gas/glycol separator or
"pump gits" separator.

The wel glycol from the separator flows through a sock filter to
remove solids and a charcoal filter to absorb small amounts of hydrocar-
bons that may build up in the circulating glycol. Sock filters are normally
designed for the removal of 5-micron solids. On units larger than 10 gpm
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Figure 8-5. The bottom of the contactor is often used as a vertical inlet scrubber.

it is common to route only a sidestream of 10 to 50% of total glycol flow
through the charcoal filter. The filters help minimize foaming and sludge
build-up in the reconcentrator.

The glycol then flows through the glycol/glycol heat exchanger to the
still column mounted on the reconcentrator, which operates at essentially
atmospheric pressure. As the glycol falls through the packing in the still
column, it is heated by the vapors being boiled off the liquids in the
reboiler. The still works in the same manner as a condensate stabilizer.
The falling liquid gets hotter and hotter. The gas flashing from this liquid
is mostly water vapor with a small amount of glycol. Thus, as the liquid
falls through the packing it becomes leaner and leaner in water. Before
the vapors leave the still, they encounter the reflux condenser. The cold
rich glycol from the contactor cools them, condensing the glycoi vapors
and approximately 25 to 50% of the rising water vapor. The result is a
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Figure 8-6. Glycol reconcentration system.

reflux liquid stream, which reduces the glycol losses to atmosphere to
almost zero. The water vapor exiting the top of the still contains a small
amount of volatile hydrocarbons and is normally vented to atmosphere at
a safe location. If necessary, the water vapor can be condensed in an aeri-
al cooler and routed to the produced water treating system to eliminate
any potential atmospheric hydrocarbon emission.

Since there is a large difference between the boiling point of triethyl-
ene glycol (546°F) and water (212°F), the still column can be relatively
short (10 to 12 ft of packing). The glycol liquid in the reboiler is heated
to 340°F to 400°F to provide the heat necessary for the still column to
operate. Higher temperatures would vaporize more water, but may
degrade the glycol.

If a very lean glycol is required, it may be necessary to use stripping
gas. A small amount of wet natural gas can be taken from the fuel stream
or contactor inlet stream and injected into the reboiler. The stripping gas
can be taken from the fuel stream or the contactor inlet stream and inject-
ed into the reboiler. The "leaness" of the gas depends on the purity of the
wet glycol and the number of stages below the reconcentrator. The strip-
ping gas is saturated with water at the inlet temperature and pressure con-
ditions, but adsorbs water at the reboiler conditions of atmospheric pres-
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sure and high temperatures. The gas will adsorb the waler from the gly-
col by lowering the partial pressure of the water vapor in the reboiler.
Stripping gas exits in the still column with the water vapor. If necessary.
I he gas can be recovered by condensing the water and routing the gas to a
vapor recovery compressor.

The lean glycol flows from the reboiler to a surge tank which could be
constructed as an integral part of the reboiler as in Figure 8-6. The surge
tank must be large enough to allow for thermal expansion of the glycol
and to allow for reasonable time between additions of glycol. A well
designed and operated unit will have glycol losses to the dry gas from the
contactor and the water vapor from the still of between 0.01 and 0,05
gal/MMscf of gas processed.

The lean glycol from the atmospheric surge tank is then pumped back
to the contactor to complete the cycle. Depending upon the pump design,
the lean glycol must be cooled by the heat exchangers to less than 200UF
to 25()CF before reaching the pumps. There are many variations to the
basic glycol process described above. For higher "wet" gas flow rates
greater than 500 MMscfd, the "cold finger" condenser process as shown
in Figure 8-7 is often attractive. A cold finger condenser tube bundle with
cold rich gas from the contactor is inserted either into the vapor space at
the reboiler or into a separate separator. This creates a "cold finger" in
the vapor space. The hydrocarbon liquid and vapor phases along with the
glycol/water phase are separated in a three-phase separator. The lean gly-
col from the bottom of the condenser is cooled, pumped, cooled again,
and fed to the contactor.

Choice of Glycol

The commonly available glycols and their uses are:

1. Ethylene glycol—High vapor equilibrium with gas so tend to lose to
gas phase in contactor. Use as hydrate inhibitor where it can be
recovered from gas by separation at temperatures below 50° F.

2. Diethylene glycol—High vapor pressure leads to high losses in con-
tactor. Low decomposition temperature requires low reconcentrator
temperature (315°F to 340°F) and thus cannot get pure enough for
most applications.

3. Triethylene glycol—Most common. Reconcentrate at 340°F to
4()0°F for high purity. At contactor temperatures in excess of 120°F
tends to have high vapor losses to gas. Dew point depressions up to
150°F are possible with stripping gas.
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Figure 8*7. Cold finger condenser process.

4. Tetraethylene glycol—More expensive than triethylene but less
losses at high gas contact temperatures. Reconcentrate at 400°F to
430°F.

Almost all field gas dehydration units use triethylene glycol for the
reasons indicated. Normally when field personnel refer to "glycol" they
mean triethylene glycol and we will use that convention in the remainder
of this chapter.

Design Considerations

Inlet Gas Temperature

At constant pressure, the water content of the inlet gas increases as the
inlet gas temperature increases. For example, at 1,000 psia and 80°F gas
holds about 34 Ib/MMscf, while at 1,000 psia and 120°F it will hold
about 104 Ib/MMscf. At the higher temperature, the glycol will have to
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remove over three times as much water to meet a pipeline specification
of 7 lb/MMscf.

An increase in gas temperature may result in an increase in the
required diameter of the contact tower. As was shown in separator si/ing
(Volume 1, Chapter 4), an increase in temperature increases the actual
gas velocity, which in turn increases the diameter of the vessel.

inlet gas temperatures above 120°F result in high triethylene glycol
losses. At higher gas temperatures tetraethylene glycol can be used, but it
is more common to cool the gas below 120°F before entering the contac-
tor. The more the gas is cooled, while staying above the hydrate forma-
tion temperature, the smaller the glycol unit required.

The minimum inlet gas temperature is normally above the hydrate for-
mation temperature and should always be above 50°F. Below 50°F gly-
col becomes too viscous. Below 60°F to 70°F glycol can form a stable
emulsion with liquid hydrocarbons in the gas and cause foaming in the
contactor.

There is an economic trade-off between the heat exchanger system
used to cool the gas and the size of the glycol unit. A larger cooler pro-
vides for a smaller glycol unit, and vice versa. Typically, triethylene gly-
col. units are designed to operate with inlet gas temperatures between
80°F and 110°F.

Contactor Pressure

Contactor pressures have little effect on the glycol absorption process
as long as the pressures remain below 3,000 psig. At a constant tempera-
ture the water content of the inlet gas decreases with increasing pressure,
thus less water must be removed if the gas is dehydrated at a higher pres-
sure. In addition, a smaller contactor can be used at high pressure as the
actual velocity of the gas is lower, which decreases the required diameter
of the contactor.

At lower pressure less wall thickness is required to contain the pres-
sure in a given diameter contactor, therefore, an economic trade-off
exists between operating presssure and contactor cost. Typically, dehy-
dration pressures of 500 to 1,200 psi are most economical.

Number of Contactor Trays

The glycol and the gas do not reach equilibrium on each tray. A tray
efficiency of 25% is commonly used for design. That is, if one theoretical
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equilibrium tray is needed, four actual trays are specified. In bubble cap
towers, tray spacing is normally 24 in.

The more trays the greater the dew-point depression for a constant gly-
col circulation rate and lean glycol concentration. By specifying more
trays, fuel savings can be realized because the heat duty of the reboiler is
directly related to the glycol circulation rate. Figure 8-8 shows how the
number of trays can have a much greater effect on dew-point depression
than the circulation rate.

The additional investment for a taller contactor is often easily justified
by the resultant fuel savings. Most contactors designed for 1 Ib/MMscf
gas are sized for 6 to 8 trays.

Lean Giycol Temperatures

The temperature of the lean glycol entering the contactor has an effect
on the gas dew-point depression and should be held low to minimize
required circulation rate. High glycol losses to the gas exiting the contac-

Figure 8-8. The number of trays can have a greater effect on dew-point depression
than the circulation rate.
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tor may occur when the lean glycol temperature gets too hot. On the
other hand, the lean glycol temperature should be kept slightly above the
contactor gas temperature to prevent hydrocarbon condensation in the
contactor and subsequent foaming of the glycol. Most designs call for a
lean glycol temperature 10°F hotter than the gas exiting the contactor.

Glycol Concentration

The higher the concentration of the lean glycol the greater the dew-
point depression for a given glycol circulation rate and number of trays,

Figure 8-9 shows the equilibrium water dew point at different temper-
atures for gases in contact with various concentrations of glycoJ. At
100°F contact temperature there is an equilibrium water dew point of
25°F for 98% glycol and 10°F for 99% glycol. Actual dew points of gas
leaving the contactor will be 10°F to 20°F higher than equilibrium.

Figure 8-10 shows that increasing the lean glycol concentration can
have a much greater effect on dew-point depression than increasing the
circulation rate. To obtain a 70°F dew-point depression a circulation rate

Figure 8-9. Equilibrium water dew points at different temperatures for gases.
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Figure 840. increasing gr/eof concentration has a greater effect on dew-point
depression than increasing the circulation rate.

of 6.2 gaVlb at 99.95%, 8.2 gal/lb at 99.5% or in excess of 12 gal/lb at
99% is required.

The lean glycol concentration is determined by the temperature of the
reboiler. the gas stripping rate, and the pressure of the reboiler. Glycol
concentrations between 98 and 99% are common for most field gas units.

Glycol Reboiler Temperature

The reboiler temperature controls the concentration of the water in the
lean glycol. The higher the temperature the higher the concentration, as
shown in Figure 8-11. Reboiler temperatures for triethylene glycol are lim-
ited to 400°F, which limits the maximum lean glycol concentration without
stripping gas. It is good practice to limit reboiler temperatures to between
370°F and 390°F to minimize degradation of the glycol. This effectively
limits the lean glycol concentration to between 98.5% and 98.9%.
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Figure 8-11. The higher the temperature the greater the lean glycol concentration,

When higher lean glycol concentrations are required, stripping gas can
be added to the reboiler, or the reboiler and still column can be operated
at a vacuum,

Reboiler Pressure

Pressures above atmospheric in the reboiler can significantly reduce
lean glycol concentration and dehydration efficiency. The still column
should be adequately vented and the packing replaced periodically to
prevent excess back pressure on the reboiler.

At pressures below atmospheric the boiling temperature of the rich
glycol/water mixture decreases, and a greater lean glycol concentration is
possible at the same reboiler temperature. Reboilers are rarely operated
at a vacuum in field gas installations, because of the added complexity
and the fact that any air leaks will result in glycol degradation. In addi-
tion, it is normally less expensive to use stripping gas. However, if lean
glycol concentrations in the range of 99.5% are required, consider using
a reboiler pressure of 500 mm Hg absolute (approximately 10 psia) as
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well as using stripping gas. Sometimes the addition of a vacuum will
help extend the range of an existing glycol system.

Figure 8-11 can be used to estimate the effect of vacuum on lean gly-
col. concentration,

Stripping Gas

The lean glycol concentration leaving the reboiler can be lowered by
contacting the glycol with stripping gas. Often, wet gas that is saturated
with water vapor at ambient temperature and 25 to 100 psig is used. At
25 psig and 100°F this gas is saturated with 1,500 Ib/MMscf of water
vapor. At atmospheric pressure and the temperatures in the reboiler the
gas can absorb over 100,000 Ib/MMscf.

In most situations the additional fuel gas required to heat the reboiler
to increase lean glycol concentration is less than the stripping gas
required for the same effect. Thus, it is normally desirable to use strip-
ping gas only to increase lean glycol concentration above 98.5 to 98.9%,
which can be reached with normal reboiler temperatures and normal back
pressure on the still column. If the glycol circulation rate must be
increased above design on an existing unit and the reboiler cannot reach
desired temperature, it is often possible to use stripping gas to achieve
the desired lean glycol concentration.

Figure 8-12 shows the effects on the glycol purity of stripping gas
flow rate for various reboiler temperatures, assuming the gas is injected
directly into the reboiler. Greater purities are possible if stripping gas
contacts the lean glycol in a column containing one or more stages of
packing before entering the reboiler.

Glycol Circulation Rate

When the number of absorber trays and lean glycol concentration are
fixed, the dew-point depression of a saturated gas is a function of the gly-
col circulation rate. The more glycol that comes in contact with the gas,
the more water vapor is stripped out of the gas. Whereas the glycol con-
centration mainly affects the dew point of the dry gas, the glycol rate
controls the total amount of water that can be removed. The minimum
circulation rate to assure good glycol-gas contact is about two gallons of
glycol for each pound of water to be removed. Seven gallons of glycol
per pound of water removed is about the maximum rate. Most standard
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Figure 8-12. Effect of stripping gas on glyco! concentration.

dehydrators are designed for approximately three gallons of glycol per
pound of water removed.

An excessive circulation rate may overload the reboiler and prevent
good glycol regeneration. The heat required by the reboiler is directly
proportional to the circulation rate. Thus, an increase in circulation rate
may decrease reboiler temperature, decreasing lean glycol concentration,
and actually decrease the amount of water that is removed by the glycol
from the gas. Only if the reboiler temperature remains constant will an
increase in circulation rate lower the dew point of the gas.

Stripping Still Temperature

A higher temperature in the top of the still column can increase glycol
losses due to excessive vaporization. The boiling point of water is 212°F
and the boiling point of TEG is 546°R The recommended temperature in
the top of the still column is approximately 225°F. When the temperature
exceeds 250°F the glycol vaporization losses may become substantial.
The still top temperature can be lowered by increasing the amount of gly-
col flowing through the reflux coil.

If the temperature in the top of the still column gets too low, too much
water can be condensed and increase the reboiler heat load. Too much
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cool glycoi circulation in the reflux coil can sometimes lower the still top
temperature below 220°F. Thus, most reflux coils have a bypass to allow
manual or automatic control of the stripping still temperature.

Stripping gas will have the effect of requiring reduced top still temper-
ature to produce the same reflux rate.

System Sizing

Glycoi system sizing involves specifying the correct contactor diame-
ter and number of trays, which establishes its overall height; selecting a
glycol circulation rate and lean glycoi concentration; and calculating the
reboiler heat duty. As previously explained, the number of trays, glycoi
circulation rate and lean glycol concentration are all interrelated. For
example, the greater the number of trays the lower the circulation rate or
lean glycol concentration required. Figures 8-13, 8-16, and 8-17 can be
used to relate these three parameters.

Figure 8-13. Glycoi concentration vs. glycoi circulation when n = 1 theoretical tray.
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Figure 8-14. Structured (matrix) packing, (from Koch Industries.)

Contactor Sizing

Bubble cap contactors are the most common. The minimum diameter
can be determined using the equation derived for gas separation in verti-
cal separators (Volume 1, Chapter 4). This is:
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Figure 8-15. Various types of packing. (Courtesy: McGraw-Hill Book Company.}
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Figure 8-16. Glycol concentration vs. glycol circulation when n = 1.5 theoretical trays.

where d = column inside diameter, in.
dm = drop size, micron
T = contactor operating temperature, °R

Qg = design gas rate, MMscfd
P = contactor operating presssure, psia

CD = drag coefficent
pg = gas density, lb/ft3

pg = 2.7 SP/TZ (Volume 1, Chapter 3)
p! = density of glycol, lb/ft3

Z = compressibility factor (Volume 1, Chapter 3)
S = specific gravity of gas relative to air

Reasonable choices of contactor diameter are obtained when the con-
tactor is sized to separate 120-150 micron droplets of glycol in the gas.
The density of glycol can be estimated as 70 lb/ft3.

The diameter of packed towers may differ depending upon parameters
developed by the packing manufacturers and random packing. Conven-
tional packing will require approximately the same diameter as bubble
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Figure 8-17. Glycol concentration vs. glycol circulation when n = 2 theoretical trays.

cap towers. Structured packing can handle higher gas flow rates than
bubble cap trays in the same diameter contactor. (See Table 8-1.)

Conventional and random packing will require approximately the same
diameter as bubble caps. Structured packing can handle higher gas flow
rates than bubble caps in the same diameter contactor while requiring half
the height. The height per equivalent theoretical tray normally ranges
from 8 ft for low dewpoints to 4 ft for moderate dewpoints. Adequate mist
eliminator and glycol distribution is needed for high gas flow rates.

Reboiler Heat Duty

The reboiler heat duty can be calculated using the techniques in Chap-
ter 2, by sizing the reflux coil and heat exchangers and calculating the
temperature at which the wet glycol enters the still. The reboiler duty is
then the sum of the sensible heat required to raise the wet glycol to reboil-
er temperature, the heat required to vaporize the water in the glycol, the
heat required for the reflux (which is estimated at 25 to 50% of the heat
required to vaporize the water in the glycol) and losses to atmosphere.
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Table 8-1
Example Contactor Sizes for Dehydrating 50 MMscfd

at 1,000 psig and 100°F

Tower
Tower Diameter
Internals (inch)

A. Tray
Bubble Cap

B. Structural Packing (Figures 6-9,
B 1-300
B 1-100
Flexipac#l
Flexipac #2

C. Random Packing (Figure 8-15)
2" Pall Ring

48
8-14)
36
30
42
30

48

Troy/Pocking
Height
ffeet)

16

8
8
6
8

16

In sizing the various heat exchangers it is common to assume a 10°F
loss of rich glycol temperature in the reflux coil, a desired temperature of
175°F to 200°F for the rich glycol after the preheater and a rich glycol
temperature after the glycol/glycol heat exchanger of 275°F to 300°F It is
necessary to make sure that the lean glycol temperature to the pumps
does not exceed 200°F for glycol powered pumps and 250°F for plunger
pumps. The temperature of lean glycol after the glycol/gas exhanger
should be approximately 10°F above the temperature of the gas in the
contactor. The water vapor boiled from the rich glycol plus the reflux
water vapor must be cooled from approximately 320°F to 220°F by the
reflux coil.

Exchanger heat transfer factors, "U," can be approximated as 10 to 12
Btu/hr-ft2-°F for glycol/glycol exchangers, 45 Btu/hr-ft2-°F for the gas/
glycol exchanger, and 100 Btu/hr-ft2-°F for the reflux coil. The specific
heat of triethylene glycol is given in Figure 8-15.

Table 8-2 can be used for an initial approximation of reboiler duties. If
the reboiler is heated with a fire tube, the fire tube should be sized for a
maximum flux rate of 8,000 Btu/hr-ft2.

Glycol Powered Pumps

The process flow schematic in Figure 8-6 shows electric motor driven
glycol pumps. On smaller systems it is common to use glycol powered
pumps. These pumps use the energy contained in the rich (wet) glycol to
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Figure 8-18. Specific heat of triethylene glycol. (Courtesy of Union Carbide, Gas
Treating Chemicals.)

Table 8-2
Approximate Reboiler Heat Duty

Design Gallons of Glycol Circulated
/Ib H2O Removed

2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5
6.0

Reboiler Heat Duty
Btu/Gal of

Glycol Circulated

1066
943
862
805
762
729
701
680
659

Size at 150% of above to allow for start-up, increased circulation, fouling.

pump the lean (dry) glycol to the contactor. The action of this type pump
is shown in Figures 8-19 and 8-20. With the main piston moving to the
left (Figure 8-19), dry glycol is drawn into the left cylinder and dis-
charged from the one at the right. Wet glycol is drawn into the right
cylinder and discharged from the left cylinder. As the piston completes
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Figure 8-19. Glycol-powered pump—piston moving to left. (Source: Kimroy, Inc.)

its movement to the left, it moves the "D" slide to the position shown in
Figure 8-19. This reverses the pilot slide position, which reverses the
action of the piston.

Even though the wet glycol drops in pressure from contactor pressure
to condensate/separator pressure, it has enough energy to pump the dry
glycol from atmospheric pressure to contactor pressure. This is because it
contains more water and gas in solution, but also because gas from the
contactor flows out with the wet glycol. There is no level control valve
on the contactor when using a glycol powered pump. Sufficient contactor
gas is automatically drawn into the wet glycol line to power the pump at
the rate set by the speed control valves. This gas, as well as the approxi-
mately 1 scf/gal gas in solution in the glycol, is separated in the conden-
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Figure 8-20. Glycol-powered pump—piston moving to right. (Source: Kimray, Inc.)

sate separator giving it an alternative designation as "pump gas separa-
tor." The free gas consumption of the glyeol pump is given in Table 8-3.

The pump gas can be used to fuel the reboiler. The amount of pump
gas is normally close to balancing the reboiler fuel gas requirements. The
pump gas can also be routed to the facility fuel gas system or to a low-
pressure system for compression and sales. If it is not recovered in one of
these ways and is just vented locally, the cost of using this type of pump
can be very high.

Glyeol powered pumps are inexpensive and easy to repair in the field.
They have many moving parts and because of their slamming reciprocat-
ing motion require constant attention. One spare pump should always be
installed.
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Table 8-3
Gas Consumption by Glycol Powered Pump

Contactor
Operating
Pressure

psig

300
400
500
600
700
800
900

1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500

Pump
Gas

Consumption
sc f/gal

1.7
2.3
2.8
3.4
3.9
4.5
5.0
5.6
6.1
6.7
7.2
7.9
8.3

EXAMPLE 8-1: GLYCOL DEHYDRATION

Problem:

1. Calculate contactor diameter.
2. Determine glycol circulation rate and estimate reboiler duty.
3. Calculate duties for gas/glycol exchanger and glycol/glycol ex-

changers.
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Calculate Contactor Diameter

Use 72-in. ID contactor.

Determine Glycol Circulation Rate and Reboiler Duty

Wj = 63 Ib/MMscf
W0 = 7 Ib/MMscf

AW = 63 - 7 = 56 Ib/MMscf
AW/Wj = 56/63 = .889

Assume 8 actual trays or 2 theoretical trays. From Figure 8-17 the gly-
col circulation rate is 2.8 gal TEG/lb H20. Size for 3.0 gal/lb.
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Estimate reboiler duty:

Use a 750 MBtu/hr reboiler to allow for startup heat loads.

Calculate Duties of Heat Exchangers



Rich glycol composition

Rich glycol flow rate (Wrich)

Rich glycol heat doty (g^cb)

* GtycoJ/glycol exchanger
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Rich glycol heat duty

Lean glycol flow rate (W]ean)

Calculation of T4
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* Glycol/glycol preheater—calculate lean side

Temperature

* Gas/glycol exchanger duty
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It is possible to recover more heat from the lean glycol and reduce the
lean glycol temperature to the pumps to 180°F to 200°F by making the
glycol/glycol exchanger larger, but this is not required in this case. This
would also increase the temperature of the rich glycol flowing on the still
to more than 300°F and would decrease the reboiler heat duty.

SOLID BED DEHYDRATION

Solid bed dehydration systems work on the principle of adsorption.
Adsorption involves a form of adhesion between the surface of the solid
desiccant and the water vapor in the gas. The water forms an extremely
thin film that is held to the desiccant surface by forces of attraction, but
there is no chemical reaction. The desiccant is a solid, granulated drying
or dehydrating medium with an extremely large effective surface area per
unit weight because of a multitude of microscopic pores and capillary
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openings. A typical desiccant might have as much as 4 million square
feet of surface area per pound.

The initial cost for a solid bed dehydration unit generally exceeds that
of a glycol unit. However, the dry bed has the advantage of producing
very low dew points, which are required for cryogenic gas plants (see
Chapter 9), and is adaptable to very large changes in flow rates. A dry
bed can handle high contact temperatures. Disadvantages are that it is a
batch process, there is a relatively high pressure drop through the system,
and the desiccants are sensitive to poisoning with liquids or other impuri-
ties in the gas.

Process Description

Multiple desiccant beds are used in cyclic operation to dry the gas on a
continuous basis. The number and arrangement of the desiccant beds
may vary from two towers, adsorbing alternately, to many towers. Three
separate functions or cycles must alternately be performed in each deny-
drator. They are an adsorbing or gas drying cycle, a heating or regenera-
tion cycle, and a cooling cycle.

Figure 8-21 is a flow diagram for a typical two-tower solid desiccant
dehydration unit. The essential components of any solid desiccant dehy-
dration system are:

1, Inlet gas separator.
2, Two or more adsorption towers (contactors) filled with a solid des-

iccant,
3, A high-temperature heater to provide hot regeneration gas to reacti-

vate the desiccant in the towers.
4, A regeneration gas cooler to condense water from the hot regenera-

tion gas.
5, A regeneration gas separator to remove the condensed water from

the regeneration gas.
6, Piping, manifolds, switching valves and controls to direct and con-

trol the flow of gases according to the process requirements.

In the drying cycle, the wet inlet gas first passes through an inlet sepa-
rator where free liquids, entrained mist, and solid particles are removed,
This is a very important part of the system because free liquids can dam-
age or destroy the desiccant bed and solids may plug it. If the adsorption
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Figure 8-21. Simplified flow diagram of a solid bed dehydrator,

unit is downstream from an amine unit, glycol unit or compressors, a fil-
ter separator is preferred.

In the adsorption cycle, the wet inlet gas flows downward through the
tower. The adsorbable components are adsorbed at rates dependent on
their chemical nature, the size of their molecules, and the size of the
pores. The water molecules are adsorbed first in the top layers of the des-
iccant bed. Dry hydrocarbon gases are adsorbed throughout the bed. As
the upper layers of desiccant become saturated with water, the water in
the wet gas stream begins displacing the previously adsorbed hydrocar-
bons in the lower desiccant layers. Liquid hydrocarbons will also be
absorbed and will fill pore spaces that would otherwise be available for
water molecules.

For each component in the inlet gas stream, there will be a section of
bed depth, from top to bottom, where the desiccant is saturated with that
component and where the desiccant below is just starting to adsorb that
component. The depth of bed from saturation to initial adsorption is
known as the mass transfer zone. This is simply a zone or section of the
bed where a component is transferring its mass from the gas stream to
the surface of the desiccant.

As the flow of gas continues, the mass transfer zones move downward
through the bed and water displaces the previously adsorbed gases until
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finally the entire bed is saturated with water vapor. If the entire bed
becomes completely saturated with water vapor, the outlet gas is just as
wet as the inlet gas. Obviously, the towers must be switched from the
adsorption cycle to the regeneration cycle (heating and cooling) before
the desiccant bed is completely saturated with water.

At any given time, at least one of the towers will be adsorbing while
the other towers will be in the process of being heated or cooled to regen-
erate the desiccant. When a tower is switched to the regeneration cycle
some wet gas (that is, the inlet gas downstream of the inlet gas separator)
is heated to temperatures of 450°F to 600°F in the high-temperature
heater and routed to the tower to remove the previously adsorbed water.
As the temperature within the tower is increased, the water captured
within the pores of the desiccant turns to steam and is absorbed by the
natural gas. This gas leaves the top of the tower and is cooled by the
regeneration gas cooler. When the gas is cooled the saturation level of
water vapor is lowered significantly and water is condensed. The water is
separated in the regeneration gas separator and the cool, saturated regen-
eration gas is recycled to be dehydrated. This can be done by operating
the dehydration tower at a lower pressure than the tower being regenerat-
ed or by recompressing the regeneration gas.

Once the bed has been "dried" in this manner, it is necessary to flow
cool gas through the tower to return it to normal operating temperatures
(about 100°F to 120°F) before placing it back in service to dehydrate gas.
The cooling gas could either be wet gas or gas that has already been
dehydrated. If wet gas is used, it must be dehydrated after being used as
cooling gas. A, hot tower will not sufficiently dehydrate the gas.

The switching of the beds is controlled by a time controller that per-
forms switching operations at specified times in the cycle. The length of
the different phases can vary considerably. Longer cycle times will
require larger beds, but will increase the bed life. A typical two-bed cycle
might have an eight-hour adsorption period with six hours of heating and
two hours of cooling for regeneration. Adsorption units with three beds
typically have one bed being regenerated, one fresh bed adsorbing, and
one bed in the middle of the drying cycle.

Internal or external insulation for the adsorbers may be used. The main
purpose of internal insulation is to reduce the total regeneration gas
requirements and costs. Internal insulation eliminates the need to heat
and cool the steel walls of the adsorber vessel. Normally, a castable
re factory lining is used for internal insulation. The refractory must be
applied and properly cured to prevent liner cracks. Liner cracks will per-
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mit some of the wet gas to bypass the desiccant bed. Only a small
amount of wet, bypassed gas is needed to cause freezeups in cryogenic
plants. Ledges installed every few feet along the vessel wall can help
eliminate this problem.

Design Considerations

Tempe ratu re

Adsorption plant operation is very sensitive to the temperature of the
incoming gas. Generally, the adsorption efficiency decreases as the tem-
perature increases.

The temperature of the regeneration gas that commingles with the
incoming wet gas ahead of the dehydrators is also important. If the tem-
perature of these two gas streams differs more than 15°F to 20°F, liquid
water and hydrocarbons will condense as the hotter gas stream cools. The
condensed liquids can shorten the solid desiccant life.

The temperature of the hot gas entering and leaving a desiccant tower
during the heating cycle affects both the plant efficiency and the desic-
cant life. To assure good removal of the water and other contaminants
from the bed, a high regeneration gas temperature is needed. The maxi-
mum hot gas temperature depends on the type of contaminants and the
"holding power" or affinity of the dessicant for the contaminants, A tem-
perature of 450°F to 60G°F is normally used.

The desiccant bed temperature attained during the cooling cycle is
important. If wet gas is used to cool the desiccant, the cooling cycle
should be terminated when the desiccant bed reaches a temperature of
approximately 215°F. Additional cooling may cause water to be adsorbed
from the wet gas stream and presaturate or preload the desiccant bed
before the next adsorption cycle begins. If dry gas is used for cooling, the
desiccant bed should be cooled within 10°F~20°F of the incoming gas
temperature during the adsorption cycle, thereby maximizing the adsorp-
tion capacity of the bed.

The temperature of the regeneration gas in the regeneration gas scrub-
ber should be low enough to condense and remove the water and hydro-
carbons from the regeneration gas without causing hydrate problems.
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Pressure

Generally, the adsorption capacity of a dry bed unit decreases as the
pressure is lowered. If the dehydrators are operated well below the design
pressure, the desiccant will have to work harder to remove the water and
to maintain the desired effluent dew point. With the same volume of
incoming gas, the increased gas velocity, occurring at the lower pressures,
could also affect the effluent moisture content and damage the desiccant,

Cycle Time

Most adsorbers operate on a fixed drying cycle time and, frequently,
the cycle time is set for the worst conditions. However, the adsorbent
capacity is not a fixed value; it declines with usage. For the first few
months of operation, a new desiccant has a very high capacity for water
removal. If a moisture analyzer is used on the effluent gas, a much longer
initial drying cycle can be achieved. As the desiccant ages, the cycle time
will be automatically shortened. This will save regeneration fuel costs
and improve the desiccant life.

Gas Velocities

Generally, as the gas velocity during the drying cycle decreases, the
ability of the desiccant to dehydrate the gas increases. At lower actual
velocities, drier effluent gases will be obtained. Consequently, it would
seem desirable to operate at minimum velocities to fully use the desiccant.

However, low velocities require towers with large cross-sectional
areas to handle a given gas flow, and allow the wet gas to channel
through the desiccant bed and not be properly dehydrated. In selecting
the design velocity therefore, a compromise must be made between the
tower diameter and the maximum use of the desiccant. Figure 8-22
shows a maximum design velocity. Smaller velocities may be required
due to pressure drop considerations.

The minimum vessel internal diameter for a specified superficial
velocity is given by:
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Figure 8-22. Maximum design velocity for solid bed adsorbers.

where d = vessel internal diameter, in.

Bed Height to Diameter Ratio

In its simplest form, an adsorber is normally a cylindrical tower filled
with a solid desiccant. The depth of the desiccant may vary from a few
feet to 30 ft or more. The vessel diameter may be from a few inches to 10
or 15 ft. A bed height to diameter (L/D) ratio of higher than 2.5 is desir-
able. Ratios as low as 1:1 are sometimes used; however, poor gas dehy-
dration, caused by non-uniform flow, channeling and an inadequate con-
tact time between the wet gas and the desiccant sometimes result.
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Pressure Drop

Towers are sized for a design pressure drop of about 5 psi through the
desiccant. The pressure drop can be estimated by:

where AP = pressure drop, psi
L = length of bed, ft
jj, = gas viscosity, cp
p = gas density, lb/ft3

Vm = gas superficial velocity, ft/min

B and C are constants given by:

Particle Type

^-in. bead
%-in. extradate
Mfi-in. bead
!4-in, extradate

B

0.0560
0.0722
0.152
0.238

C

0.0000889
0.000124
0.000136
0.000210

Pressure drops of greater than approximately 8 psi are not recommended.

Moisture Content of Inlet Gas

An important variable that determines the size of a given desiccant bed
is the relative saturation of the inlet gas. This variable is the driving force
that affects the transfer of water to the adsorbent. If saturated gas (100%
relative humidity) is being dried, higher useful capacities can be expect-
ed for most desiccants than when drying partially saturated gases. How-
ever, in most field gas dehydration installations the inlet gas is saturated
with water vapor and this is not a variable that must be considered.

Desiccant Selection

No desiccant is perfect or best for all applications. In some applica-
tions the desiccant choice is determined primarily by economics. Some-
times the process conditions control the desiccant choice. Many times the
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Table 8-4
Properties of Solid Desiccants

Desiccant

Activated Alumina
Mobil SOR Beads
Fluorite
Alumina Gel (H- 151)
Silica Gel
Molecular Sieves (4A)

Bulk
Density
(Jb/fc3)

51
49
50
52
45
45

Specific
Heat

(Btu/ib/*F)

0.24
0.25
0.24
0.24
0.22
0.25

Normal Sizes
Used

Xi in. -8 mesh
4-8 mesh
4-8 mesh
V^/4 inch
4-8 mesh

Vv, inch

Design
Adsorprive
Capacity

(WT%)

7
6

4-5
7
7
14

Regeneration
Temperature

IT)

3SO dOO
M) S(K)

<*»{)+
«0 KM)

< V l
4*>{» \X)

Source: API.

desiccants are interchangeable and the equipment designed for one desk-
cant can often be operated effectively with another product. Table 8-4
illustrates the most common desiccants used for gas dehydration and
some conservative parameters to use for initial design. Desiccant suppli-
ers' information should be consulted for detail design.

All desiccants exhibit a decrease in capacity (design loading) with
increase in temperature. Molecular sieves tend to be the less severely
affected and aluminas the most affected by temperature.

Aluminas and molecular sieves act as a catalyst with I-^S to form
COS. When the bed is regenerated, sulfur remains and plugs up the
spaces. Liquid hydrocarbons also present a plugging problem to all des-
iccants, but molecular sieves are less susceptible to contamination with
liquid hydrocarbons.

Silica gels will shatter in the presence of free water and are chemically
attacked by many corrosion inhibitors. The chemical attack permanently
destroys the silica gels. The other desiccants are not as sensitive to free
water and are not chemically attacked by most corrosion inhibitors.
However, unless the regeneration temperature is high enough to desorb
the inhibitor, the inhibitor may adhere to the desiccants and possibly
cause coking.

The alumina gels, activated aluminas, and molecular sieves are all
chemically attacked by strong mineral acids and their adsorptive capacity
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will quickly decline. Special acid resistant molecular sieve desiccants are
available.

EXAMPLE 8-2: DRY DESICCANT DESIGN

The detailed design of solid bed dehydrators should be left to experts.
The general "rules of thumb" presented in this chapter can be used for
preliminary design as shown in the following example:

Design Basis

Feed rate 50 MMscfd
Molecular weight of gas 17.4
Gas density 1.701b/ft3

Operating temperature 110°F
Operating pressure 600 psia
Inlet dew point 1 QO°F (equivalent to 90 Ib of H2O/MMcf)
Desired outlet dew point 1 ppm H2O

Water Adsorbed

For this example, an 8-hour on-stream cycle with 6 hours of regenera-
tion and cooling will be assumed. On this basis, the amount of water to
be adsorbed per cycle is:

8/24 x 50 MMcf x 90 Ib/MMcf = 1,500 Ib H2O/cycle

Loading

Because of the relative cost, use Sorbeads as the desiccant and design
on the basis of 6% loading. Sorbeads weigh approximately 49 lb/ft3 (bulk
density). The required weight and volume of desiccant per bed would be:
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Tower Sizing

Recommended maximum superficial velocity at 600 psia is about 55
ft/min. From Equation 8-2, assuming Z = 1.0:

The pressure drop from Equation 8-3, assuming ]A-w. bead and ji = 0.01
cp, is:

The bed height is:

This is higher than the recommended 8 psi. Choose a diameter of 5 ft 6 in.

Leaving 6 ft above and below the bed, the total tower length including
space to remove the desiccant and refill would be about 28 ft. This yields
an L/D of 28/5.5 = 5.0.

Regeneration Heat Requirement

Assume the bed (and tower) is heated to 350°F. The average tempera-
ture will be (350 + 110)°F/2 = 230°F. The approximate weight of the 5 ft
6 in. ID x 28 ft x 700 psig tower is 53,000 Ib including the shell, heads,
nozzles and supports for the desiccant.

The heating and cooling requirement can be calculated using
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Heating Requirement/Cycle

*Specific heat of steel.
**The number "1100 Btu/lb" is the heat of water desorption, a value supplied by the

desiccant manufacturer,
***The majority of the water will desorb at the average temperature. This heat require-

ment represents the sensible heat required to raise the temperature of the water to the
desorption temperature.

Cooling Requirement/Cycle

These methods for calculating the heating and cooling requirements
are conservative estimates assuming that the insulation is on the outside
of the towers. The requirements will be less if the towers are insulated
internally.

Regeneration Gas Heater

Assume the inlet temperature of regeneration gas is 4QO°F. In the
beginning the initial outlet temperature of the bed will be the bed temper-
ature of 110°F; at the end of the heating cycle, the outlet temperature will
be the design value of 350°F. So the average outlet temperature is (350 +
110)/2 or 230°F, Then the volume of gas required for heating will be
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The regeneration gas heater load QH is then:

For design, add 25% for heat losses and non-uniform flow. Assuming a
3-hour heating cycle, the regenerator gas heater must be sized for

Regeneration Gas Cooler

The regeneration gas cooling load is calculated using the assumption
that all of the desorbed water is condensed during a half hour of the 3-hour
cycle. The regeneration gas cooler load Qc would be:

Cooling Cycle

For the cooling cycle the initial outlet temperature is 350°F and at the
end of the cooling cycle, it is approximately 110°F. So the average outlet
temperature is (350 + 110)72 = 230°F. Assuming the cooling gas is at
110°F, the volume of gas required for cooling will be

* Steam tables.
** Specific heat of gas at the average temperature.
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9

Gas Processing*

The term "gas processing" is used to refer to the removing of ethane,
propane, butane, and heavier components from a gas stream. They may
be fractionated and sold as "pure" components, or they may be combined
and sold as a natural gas liquids mix, or NGL.

The first step in a gas processing plant is to separate the components
that are to be recovered from the gas into an NGL stream. It may then be
desirable to fractionate the NGL stream into various liquefied petroleum
gas (LPG) components of ethane, propane, iso-butane, or normal-butane.
The LPG products are defined by their vapor pressure and must meet cer-
tain criteria as shown in Table 9-1. The unfractionated natural gas liquids
product (NGL) is defined by the properties in Table 9-2. NGL is made up
principally of pentanes and heavier hydrocarbons although it may con-
tain some butanes and very small amounts of propane. It cannot contain
heavy components that boil at more than 375°F.

In most instances gas processing plants are installed because it is more
economical to extract and sell the liquid products even though this low-
ers the heating value of gas. The value of the increased volume of liquids
sales may be significantly higher than the loss in gas sales revenue
because of a decrease in heating value of the gas.

*Reviewed for the 1999 edition by Douglas L. Erwin of Paragon Engineering Services, Inc.
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Product Designation

Product Characteristics

Composition

Vapor pressure at 100°F,* psig, max.
Volatile residue:

temperature at 95% evaporation.
deg. F, max.

or
butane and heavier, liquid volume
percent max.
pentane and heavier, liquid volume
percent max.

Residual matter:
residue on evaporation of 100 ml,
max. oil stain observation

Corrosion, copper strip, max.
Total sulfur, ppmw
Moisture content

Free water content

Commercial
Propane

Predominantly
propane and/or
propylene.

208*

-37*

2.5

—

0.05ml
pass (1)
No, 1
185
pass

_

Commercial
Butane

Predominantly
butanes and/or
butylenes.

70*

36*

—

2.0

—
—

No. 1
140
_

none

Commercial
B-P

Mixtures

Predominantly
mixtures of butanes
and/or butylenes
with propane and/or
propylene.

208*

36*

—

2.0

——
No. 1
140

—

none

Propane
HD-5

Not less than 90
liquid volume percent
propane; not more
than 5 liquid volume
percent propylene.

208*

-37*

2,5

—

0.05ml
pass (1)

No. 1
123
pass

_.

Test
Methods

ASTMD-2 163-82

ASTMD- 1267-84

ASTMD- 1837-81

ASTMD-2 163-82

ASTM D-2 163-82

ASTMD-2 158-80
ASTM D-21 58-80
ASTMD- 1838-84
ASTM D-2784-80I
GPA Propane
Dryness Test
(Cobalt Bromide)
or
D-27 13-81
—

Table 9-1
GPA Liquefied Petroleum Gas Specifications

(from GPA Standard 2140-86)

(I) An acceptable product shall not -field a persistent oil ring when 0.3 ml of solvent residue mixture is added to a filter paper in (l-1 itu'remento ana examined in davlixht after 2 minutes ax
described in ASTM D-2158.

*Metric Equivalents 208psig = 1434 kPa gauge 70psig = 483 kPa gauge - 37"F = -38JCC 36*F - 2.2*C KXrF = 37.8SC
Courtesy: Gas Processing Suppliers Association, Tenth Edilion, Engineering Data Book
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Table 9-2
GPA Natural Gasoline Specifications

Product
Characteristic

Reid Vapor Pressure
Percentage evaporated

at 140°F
Percentage evaporated

at 275 °F
End point
Corrosion

Color

Reactive Sulfur

Specification

10-34 pounds

25-85

Not less than 90
Not more than 375°F

Not more than
classification 1

Not less than plus 25
(Saybolt)

Negative, "sweet"

Test
Method

ASTM D-323

ASTMD-2J6

ASTMD-216
ASTMD-216
ASTM D- 130

(modified)
ASTM D- 156

GPA 11 38

In addition to the above general specifications, natural gasoline shall be divided
into 24 possible grades on the basis of Reid vapor pressure and percentage
evaporated at 140°F. Each grade shall have a range in vapor pressure of four
pounds, and a range in the percentage evaporated at 140°F of 15%. The
maximum Reid vapor pressure of the various grades shall be 14,18, 22, 26, 30,
and 34 pounds respectively. The minimum percentage evaporated at 140°F shall
be 25, 40, 55, and 70 respectively. Each grade shall be designated by its
maximum vapor pressure and its minimum percentage evaporated at 140°F, as
shown in the following:

Grades of Natural Gasoline
Percentage Evaporated at 140°F

R
ei

d 
V

ap
or

 P
re

ss
ur

e

34

30
26

22
18

14
10

25
!

Grade 34-25
Grade 30-25
Grade 26-25
Grade 22-25
Grade 18-25
Grade 14-25

40i

Grade 34-40
Grade 30-40
Grade 26-40
Grade 22-40
Grade 18-40
Grade 14-40

55
i

Grade 34-55
Grade 30-55
Grade 26-55
Grade 22-55
Grade 18-55
Grade 14-55

70 85
i i

Grade 34-70
Grade 30-70
Grade 26-70
Grade 22-70
Grade 18-70
Grade 14-70

""Courtesy: Gas Processing Suppliers Association, Tenth Edition, Engineering Data Book
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In deciding whether it is economical to remove liquids from a natural
gas stream, it is necessary to evaluate the decrease in gas value after
extraction of the liquid. Table 9-3 shows the break-even value for various
liquids. Below these values the molecules will be more valuable as gas.

The difference between the actual sales price of the liquid and the
break-even price of the liquid in Table 9-3 provides the income to pay out
the capital cost, fuel cost, and other operating and maintenance expenses
necessary to make the recovery of the gas economically attractive.

Another objective of gas processing is to lower the Btu content of the
gas by extracting heavier components to meet a maximum allowable
heating limit set by a gas sales contract. If the gas is too rich in heavier
components, the gas will not work properly in burners that are designed
for lower heating values. A common maximum limit is 1100 Btu per
SCE Thus, if the gas is rich in propane and heavier components it may
have to be processed to lower the heating value, even in cases where it
may not be economical to do so.

This chapter briefly describes the basic processes used to separate
LPG and NGL liquids from the gas and to fractionate them into their var-
ious components. It is beyond the scope of this text to discuss detailed
design of gas processing plants.

ABSORPTION/LEAN OIL

The oldest kind of gas plants are absorption/lean oil plants, where a
kerosene type oil is circulated through the plant as shown in Figure 9-1.
The "lean oil" is used to absorb light hydrocarbon components from the
gas. The light components are separated from the rich oil and the lean oil
is recycled.

Typically the inlet gas is cooled by a heat exchanger with the outlet
gas and a cooler before entering the absorber. The absorber is a contact
tower, similar in design to the glycol contact tower explained in Chapter
8. The lean absorber oil trickles down over trays or packing while the gas
flows upward countercurrent to the absorber oil. The gas leaves the top
of the absorber while the absorber oil, now rich in light hydrocarbons
from the gas, leaves the bottom of the absorber. The cooler the inlet gas
stream the higher the percentage of hydrocarbons which will be removed
by the oil.

Rich oil flows to the rich oil de-ethanizer (or de-methanizer) to reject
the methane and ethane (or the methane alone) as flash gas. In most lean
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Figure 9-1. Simplified flow diagram of an absorption plant.

oil plants the ROD unit rejects both methane and ethane since very little
ethane is recovered by the lean oil. If only methane were rejected in the
ROD unit, then it may be necessary to install a de-ethanizer column
downstream of the still to make a separate ethane product and keep
ethane from contaminating (i.e., increasing the vapor pressure of) the
other liquid products made by the plant.

The ROD is similar to a cold feed stabilizing tower for the rich oil.
Heat is added at the bottom to drive off almost all the methane (and most
likely ethane) from the bottoms product by exchanging heat with the hot
lean oil coming from the still. A reflux is provided by a small stream of
cold lean oil injected at the top of the ROD. Gas off the tower overhead
is used as plant fuel and/or is compressed. The amount of intermediate
components flashed with this gas can be controlled by adjusting the cold
lean oil reflux rate.

Absorber oil then flows to a still where it is heated to a high enough
temperature to drive the propanes, butanes, pentanes and other natural
gas liquid components to the overhead. The still is similar to a crude oil
stabilizer with reflux. The closer the bottom temperature approaches the
boiling temperature of the lean oil the purer the lean oil which will be
recirculated to the absorber. Temperature control on the condenser keeps
lean oil from being lost with the overhead.
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Thus the lean oil, in completing a cycle, goes through a recovery stage
where it recovers light and intermediate components from the gas, a rejec-
tion stage where the light ends are eliminated from the rich oil and a sepa-
ration stage where the natural gas liquids are separated from the rich oil.

These plants are not as popular as they once were and are rarely, if
ever, constructed anymore. They are very difficult to operate, and it Is
difficult to predict their efficiency at removing liquids from the gas as the
lean oil deteriorates with time. Typical liquid recovery levels are:

REFRIGERATION

In a refrigeration plant the inlet gas is cooled to a low enough tempera-
ture to condense the desired fraction of LPG and NGL. Either freon or
propane is used as the refrigerant. Figure 9-2 shows a typical refrigera-
tion plant.

The free water must be separated and the dew point of the gas lowered
before cooling the feed to keep hydrates from forming. It is possible to

Figure 9*2. Simplified flow diagram of a refrigeration plant.
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dehydrate the gas with TEG or mole sieves to the required dew point. It
is more common to lower the hydrate temperature by injecting glycol in
the gas after separation of free water. The glycol and water separate in
the cold separator where they are routed to a regenerator, the water is
boiled off and the glycol is circulated back to be injected into the inlet
stream. Some glycol will be lost with time and will have to be made up,
The most common glycol used for this service is ethylene glycol because
of its low cost and the fact that at the low temperatures it is not lost to the
gas phase.

The chiller is usually a kettle type exchanger. Freon (which is cooled
in a refrigeration cycle to -20°F) is able to cool the gas to approximately
-15°F. Propane, which can be cooled to ~40°F, is sometimes used if
lower gas temperatures and greater recovery efficiences are desired.

The gas and liquid are separated in the cold separator, which is a three-
phase separator. Water and glycol come off the bottom, hydrocarbon liq-
uids are routed to the distillation tower and gas flows out the top. If it is
desirable to recover ethane, this still is called a de-methanizer. If only
propane and heavier components are to be recovered it is called a de-etha-
nizer. The gas is called "plant residue" and is the outlet gas from the plant.

The tower operates in the same manner as a condensate stabilizer with
reflux. The inlet liquid stream is heated by exchange with the gas to
approximately 30°F and is injected in the tower at about the point in the
tower where the temperature is 30°F. By adjusting the pressure, number
of trays, and the amount of reboiler duty, the composition of the bottoms
liquid can be determined.

By decreasing the pressure and increasing the bottoms temperature
more methane and ethane can be boiled off the bottoms liquid and the
RVP of the liquid stream decreased to meet requirements for sales or fur-
ther processing. Typical liquid recovery levels are:

These are higher than for a lean oil plant. It is possible to recover a small
percentage of ethane in a refrigeration plant. This is limited by the ability
to cool the inlet stream to no lower than -40°F with normal refrigerants.
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Most refrigeration plants use freon as the refrigerant and limit the low-
est temperature to ~20°F. This is because the ANSI piping codes require
special metallurgy considerations below -20°F to assure ductility.

Cryogenic Plants

Figure 9-3 shows a typical cryogenic plant where the gas is cooled to
-100°F to ~150°F by expansion through a turbine or Joule-Thompson
(J-T) valve. In this example liquids are separated from the inlet gas at
100°F and 1,000 psig. It is then dehydrated to less than 1 ppm water
vapor to assure that hydrates will not form at the low temperatures
encountered in the plant. Typically, a rnole sieve dehydrator is used.

The gas is routed through heat exchangers where it is cooled by the
residue gas, and condensed liquids are recovered in a cold separator at
approximately -90°F. These liquids are injected into the de-methanizer at
a level where the temperature is approximately -90°F. The gas is then
expanded (its pressure is decreased from inlet pressure to 225 psig)
through an expansion valve or a turboexpander. The turboexpander uses
the energy removed from the gas due to the pressure drop to drive a com-
pressor, which helps recompress the gas to sales pressure. The cold gas
{-150°F) then enters the de-methanizer column at a pressure and temper-
ature condition where most of the ethanes-plus are in the liquid state.

Figure 9-3. Simplified flow diagram of a cryogenic plant.
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The de-methanizer is analogous to a cold feed condensate stabilizer.
As the liquid falls and is heated, the methane is boiled off and the liquid
becomes leaner and leaner in methane. Heat is added to the bottom of the
tower using the hot discharge residue gas from the compressors to assure
that the bottom liquids have an acceptable RVP or methane content,

The gas turbine driven compressor is required since there are energy
losses in the system. The energy generated by expanding the gas from
600 psig to 225 psig in the turbo-expander cannot be 100% recovered
and used to recompress the residue gas from 225 psig to 600 psig. In this
particular plant it is only capable of recompressing the gas to 400 psig,
Thus, even if the inlet gas and sales gas were at the same pressure, it
would be necessary to provide some energy in the form of a compressor
to recompress the gas.

Because of the lower temperatures that are possible, cryogenic plants
have the highest liquid recovery levels of the plants discussed. Typical
levels are:

C 2 > 60%
C3 > 90%

C4+ = 100%

CHOICE OF PROCESS

Because of the greater liquid recoveries, cryogenic plants are the most
common designs currently being installed. They are simple to operate
and easy to package, although somewhat more expensive than refrigera-
tion plants. Refrigeration plants may be economical for rich gas streams
where it is not desired to recover ethane. Lean oil plants are expensive
and hard to operate. They are rarely designed as new plants anymore.
Existing lean oil plants are sometimes salvaged, refurbished and moved
to new locations.

Fractionation

The bottoms liquid from any gas plant may be sold as a mixed prod-
uct. This is common for small, isolated plants where there is insufficient
local demand. The mixed product is transported by truck, rail, barge or
pipeline to a central location for further processing. Often it is more eco-
nomical to separate the liquid into its various components and sell it as
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Figure 9-4. Simplified flow diagram of a fractionation plant.

ethane, propane, butane, and natural gasoline. The process of separating
the liquids into these components is called fractionation.

Figure 9-4 shows a typical fractionation system for a refrigeration or
lean oil plant. The liquid is cascaded through a series of distillation tow-
ers where successively heavier and heavier components (fractions) are
separated as overhead gas. In this figure the liquid from the still of an
absorption plant or the de-methanizer (or de-ethanizer) tower of an
expansion or refrigeration plant is routed to a de-propanizer. If there is
too high a fraction of butanes-plus in the propane, this can be reduced by
adjusting the de-propanizer pressure upward or reflux condensing tem-
perature downward. If the vapor pressure of the propane exceeds the
required specification this means that the fraction of methane and ethane
in the inlet stream is too high. This fraction can be adjusted downward by
increasing the temperature or decreasing the operating pressure of the
still or tower that feeds liquid to the de-propanizer.

The de-butanizer works in a similar manner. The upstream tower (de-
propanizer) determines the maximum vapor pressure of the butane prod-
uct. If the concentration of propane-minus is too large in the inlet stream,
the vapor pressure of the butane overheads will be too high. Similarly,
the concentration of pentanes-plus in the butane will depend upon the
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reflux condensing temperature and tower operating pressure. If the pen-
tanes-plus exceed specifications, further reflux cooling or a higher oper-
ating pressure will be needed to condense pentanes-plus from the butane
overheads.

The temperature at the base of the de-butanizer determines the vapor
pressure of the gasoline product. If its vapor pressure is too high, the
temperature must be increased or the tower pressure decreased to drive
more butanes-minus out of the bottoms liquids.

If the feed to the fractionator contains recoverable ethane, such as is
likely to be the case with a cryogenic plant, then a de-ethanizer tower
would be installed upstream of the de-propanizer.

Design Considerations

The design of any of the distillation processes discussed requires
choosing an operating pressure, bottoms temperature, reflux condenser
temperature and number of trays. This is normally done using any one of
several commercially available process simulation programs which can
perform the iterative calculations discussed in Chapter 6.

Some typical parameters for design are shown in Table 9-4. The actual
• optimum to use for any given process will vary depending on actual feed
properties, product specifications, etc.

In Table 9-4 the actual number of trays are included. This is because
complete equilibrium between vapor and liquid is normally not reached
on each tray. For calculation purposes the number of theoretical flashes
may be quite a bit less than the number of trays. For smaller diameter

Table 9-3
Gas Caloric Heating Cost Basis Evaluation for Liquids Recovery

Assumed Value of Gas >»

Gas
Component

Ethane
Propane
Butane
Pentane

Net
Heating
Value

Btu/SCF

1618
2316
3010
3708

SCF/Gallon

37.5
36.4
31.8
27.7

52.00/MMBtu

Equivalent
Value

$/Gallon

0.1213
0.1686
0.1915
0.2054

$3.00/MMBtu

Equivalent
Value

$/Gallon

0.1820
0.2529
0.2872
0.3081
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Table 9-4
Typical Fractionator-Absorber/Slripper Design Number of Trays

Approximate Ranges Shown

Tower

Lean Oil Plant
Absorber
Rich Oil

De-methanizer
Rich Oil

De-ethanizer
Rich Oil Still
Refrigeration Plant
De-methanizer
De-ethanizer
De-propanizer
De-butanizer

Pressure
Range
psig

200-1100

450-600

175-300
85-160

550-650
350-500
200-300
70-100

Actual Trays
Above

Main Feed
Number

24-30

20-30

24-30
1 2-60

14-30
10-70
17-70
18-70

Actual Trays
Below

Main Feed
Number

20-50

20-50

20-50
16-60

26-30
20-70
18-70
15-70

towers packing is used instead of trays. Manufacturers supply data for
their packing material which indicates the amount of feet of packing
required to provide the same mass transfer as a standard bubble cap tray,

Some recent advances in structured packing are being used by some
operators in larger diameter towers where they would have normally
used trays. The structured packing is said to allow both smaller diameter
and less height of tower.

Once the operating conditions are established for a tower, its diameter
and height can be chosen using data available from tray and packing
manufacturers. The details of tower diameter selection, tray spacing, and
internal design are beyond the scope of this text.
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10

Compressors *

Compressors are used whenever it is necessary to flow gas from a
lower pressure to a higher pressure system. Flash gas from low-pressure
vessels used for multistage stabilization of liquids, oil treating, water
treating, etc., often exists at too low a pressure to flow into the gas sales
pipeline. Sometimes this gas is used as fuel and the remainder flared or
vented. Often it is more economical or it is necessary for environmental
reasons to compress the gas for sales. In a gas field, a compressor used in
this service is normally called a "flash gas compressor." Flash gas com-
pressors are normally characterized by low throughput rate and high dif-
ferential pressure.

The differential pressure is expressed in terms of overall compressor
ratio, RT, which is defined as:

where RT = overall compressor ratio
Pd = discharge pressure, psia
Ps = suction pressure, psia

Flash gas compressors typically have an overall compressor ratio in the
range of 5 to 20.

* Reviewed for the 1999 edition by John H. Galey of Paragon Engineering Services, Inc,

253
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In some marginal gas fields, and in many larger gas fields that experi-
ence a decline in flowing pressure with time, it may be economical to
allow the wells to flow at surface pressures below that required for gas
sales. In such cases a "booster compressor" may be installed. Booster
compressors are typically characterized by low overall compressor ratio
(on the order of 2 to 5) and relatively high throughput.

Booster compressors are also used on long pipelines to restore pres-
sure drop lost to friction. The design of a long pipeline requires trade-off
studies between the size and distance between booster compressor sta-
tions and the diameter and operating pressure of the line.

The use of large compressors is probably more prevalent in oil field
facilities than in gas field facilities. Oil wells often require low surface
pressure and the gas that flashes off the oil in the separator must be com-
pressed in a flash gas compressor. Often a gas lift system is needed to
help lift the oil to the surface. As described in Volume 1, a "gas lift com-
pressor" must compress not only the formation gas that is produced with
the oil, but also the gas-lift gas that is recirculated down the well. Gas lift
compressors are characterized by both high overall compressor ratios and
relatively high throughputs.

Often, other forms of artificial lift are used to produce oil wells such as
downhole submersible pumps and rod pumps that require that most of
the formation gas be separated downhole and flowed up the annul us

. between the tubing and the casing. When it is economical to recover this
gas, or when the gas must be recovered for environmental reasons, a
"casinghead gas compressor" will be installed. These are sometimes
called "casing vapor recovery (CVR) units" or just "vapor recovery units
(VRU)." Casinghead compressors are typically characterized by low suc-
tion pressure (0 to 25 psig). They often discharge at low pressure (50 to
300 psig) into the suction of a booster or flash gas compressor or into a
low-pressure gas gathering system that gathers gas from several locations
to a central compressor station.

Vapors from tanks and other atmospheric equipment may be recovered
in a "vapor recovery compressor" (VRU). Vapor recovery compressors
have very low suction pressure (0 to 8 ounces gauge) and typically have
low flow rates. They normally discharge into the suction of a flash gas
compressor.

This chapter presents an overview of the types of compressors, consid-
erations for selecting a type of compressor, a procedure for estimating
horsepower and number of stages, and some process considerations for
both reciprocating and centrifugal compressors. Chapter 11 discusses
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reciprocating compressors in more detail, as this Is the most common
type used in oil and gas field compression.

TYPES OF COMPRESSORS

Volume 1 explains that pumps can be classified as either positive-dis-
placement or kinetic. The same is true for compressors. In a positive dis-
placement compressor the gas is transported from low pressure to high
pressure in a device that reduces its volume and thus increases its pres-
sure. The most common type of positive displacement compressors are
reciprocating and rotary (screw or vane) just as was the case for pumps.
Kinetic compressors impart a velocity head to the gas, which is then con-
verted to a pressure head in accordance with Bernoulli's Law as the gas
is slowed down to the velocity in the discharge line. Just as was the case
with pumps, centrifugal compressors are the only form of kinetic com-
pressor commonly used,

Reciprocating Compressors

A reciprocating compressor is a positive-displacement machine in
which the compressing and displacing element is a piston moving linear-
ly within a cylinder. Figure 10-1 shows the action of a reciprocating
compressor.

In Position 1 the piston is moving away from the cylinder head and the
suction valve is open, allowing the cylinder pressure to equal suction
pressure and gas to enter the cylinder. The discharge valve is closed. At
Position 2 the piston has traveled the full stroke within the cylinder and
the cylinder is full of gas at suction pressure. The piston begins to move
to the left, closing the suction valve. In moving from Position 2 to Posi-
tion 3, the piston moves toward the cylinder head and the volume is
reduced. This increases pressure until the cylinder pressure is equal to the
discharge pressure and the discharge valve opens. The piston continues
to move to the end of the stroke near the cylinder head, discharging gas.
Pressure in the cylinder is equal to discharge pressure from Position 3 to
Position 4. As the piston reverses its travel the gas remaining within the
cylinder expands until it equals suction pressure and the piston is again in
Position 1.

Reciprocating compressors are classified as either "high speed" or
"slow speed." Typically, high-speed compressors run at a speed of 900 to
J 200 rpm and slow-speed units at speeds of 200 to 600 rpm.
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Figure 10-1. Reciprocating compressor action.

Figure 10-2 shows a high-speed compressor frame and cylinders. The
upper compressor is called a two throw machine because it has two cylin-
ders attached to the frame and running off the crank shaft. The lower com-
pressor is a four-throw machine because it has four cylinders attached to
the frame. The number of "throws" refers to the number of pistons.

As pointed out in Volume 1, Chapter 3, a compressor may have any
number of stages. Each stage normally contains a suction scrubber to
separate any liquids that carry over or condense in the gas line prior to
the compressor cylinder (or case for centrifugal compressors). When gas
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Figure 10-2. High-speed reciprocating compressor frames and cylinders. (Courtesy
or Dresser-Kara? Company.)

is compressed, its temperature increases. Therefore, after passing through
the cylinder the gas is usually cooled before being routed to another suc-
tion scrubber for another stage of compression. A stage of compression
thus consists of a scrubber, cylinder, and after-cooler. (The discharge
from the final cylinder may not be routed to an after-cooler.)
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The number of throws is not the same as the number of stages of com-
pression. It is possible to have a two-stage, four-throw compressor. In
this case there would be two sets of two cylinders working in parallel.
Each set would have a common suction and discharge.

High-speed units are normally "separable." That is, the compressor
frame and driver are separated by a coupling or gear box. This is opposed
to an "integral" unit where power cylinders are mounted on the same
frame as the compressor cylinders, and the power pistons are attached to
the same drive shaft as the compressor cylinders.

High-speed units are typically engine or electric motor driven,
although turbine drivers have also been used. Engines or turbines can be
either natural gas or diesel fueled. By far the most common driver for a
high-speed compressor is a natural gas driven engine.

Figure 10-3 shows a high-speed engine-driven compressor package.
The unit typically comes complete on one skid with driver, compressor,
suction scrubbers and discharge coolers for each stage of compression
and all necessary piping and controls. On large units (> 1,000 hp plus) the
cooler may be shipped on a separate skid.

The major characteristics of high-speed reciprocating compressors are;

Size

• Numerous sizes from 50 hp to 3000 hp.
• 2, 4, or 6 compressor cylinders are common.

Ady_antages

• Can be skid mounted.
« Self-contained for easy installation and easily moved.
• Low cost compared to low-speed reciprocating units.
»Easily piped for multistage compression.
• Size suitable for field gathering offshore and onshore.
• Flexible capacity limits.
• Low initial cost.

Disadvantages

• High-speed engines are not as fuel efficient as integral engines
(7,500 to 9,000 Btu/bhp-hr).
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Figure 10-3. High-speed reciprocating compressor packages. (Courtesy of Dresser-
Rand Company.}

• Medium range compressor efficiency (higher than centrifugal; lower
than low-speed).

• Short life compared to low-speed.
• Higher maintenance cost than low-speed or centrifugal.

Low-speed units are typically integral in design as shown in Figure
10-4. "Integral" means that the power cylinders that turn the crank shaft
are in the same case (same housing) as the cylinders that do the com-
pressing of the gas. There is one crank shaft. Typically, integrals are con-



Figure 10-4. Sectional view of integral engine compressor. (Courtesy of Dresser-Rand Company,}



1. Fully-enclosed camshaft is built in sections for easy removal. frame top is bored, and the precision-machined cylinder extension is
2. Crosshead guides are cast integrally with engine frame. provided with O-rings.
3. He toil compressor valves for any service selected from the 14, water jackets are provided with removable cover plates for

unmatched Dresser-Rand line, including famous gas-cushioned inspection.
Channel Valves. r1). Pistons are precision-ground for a perfect fit in a honed cylinder

4. Clearance pockets and other types of capacity control devices are liner bore. Long-skirt, lightweight piston reduces wear.
available to suit any application. 1o, For sustained low oil consumption, narrow, deep-groove piston rings

5. Compressor cylinders (dry or water-cooled) of cast iron, nodular conform easily to liner walls. Top compression ring is chrome-plated
iron, or forged steel are engineered to suit required pressures and to condition liners during break-in.
capacities. 17, Fuel gas headers, one for each bank of power cylinders, are

6. Full-floating packing adjusts itself in operation and assures best seal controlled by common automatic valve and safer/ devices. Orifice
with minimum wear. Packing is pressure-lubricated and vented. plates equalize the distribution of gas to each of the cylinders.

7. Oil wiper rings remove excess oil from piston rod and seal the Individual adjustments are eliminated.
frame. 13. Simple fuel injection valves are operated from single camshaft.

8. Crossheads, running in bored guides, have shim-adjusted babbitted 19. Long-life special alloy valves have chromium-plated stems, hardened
shoes at top and bottom and either full-floating or fixed crosshead shrink-f it valve seats, and replaceable guides.
pins. Suitable for addition of balance weights. 20. Common air inlet manifold conducts air from turbochargers to each

9. Simple, low-cost foundation, made possible by the smaller size, power cylinder.
lighter weight, and smooth running blance of the KVSR. 21. Large covers give easy access to valve gear, exclude dust and dirt,

10. Large frame openings give ample and unrestricted access to 22. Water-jacketed exhaust eliminate expansion strains and
crankcase. keep engine room temperature down.

11. Flywheel-mounted ring gear for starting motors permits cranking 23. Fitted with a reliable Altronic II CPU solid slate tow tension
with either air or gas between 150 psi and 225 psi supply pressure. breakerless ignition system,

12. alloy-iron frame and top are well reinforced with cast-in ribs, 24. The engine can be fitted with either hydraulic or electronic governor
Integrally cast bulkheads hold main bearings on both sides of every systems to control engine speed
crankthrow. Keys, double-bolting, ami Me rods are used to secure 25. in recent years, each power head is fitted with a bolt-in pre-
tfie frame ami frame top together as a solid structure. combustion chamber, which allows the engine to burn a very lean

13. To assure oil-tight joints between power cylinders and frame top, the mixture, resulting in very bw exhaust emissions
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Figure 10-5. Integral engine compressor. (Courtesy of Cooper Industries Energy
Services Group.)

sidered low-speed units. They tend to operate at 400-600 rpm, although
some operate as low as 200 rpm.

Figure 10-5 shows a very large integral compressor. This would be
typical of compressors in the 2,000 hp to 13,000 hp size. The size of this
unit can be estimated by the height of the handrails above the compressor
cylinder on the walkway that provides access to the power cylinders,
This particular unit has sixteen power cylinders (eight on each side) and
four compressor cylinders.

It should be obvious that one of these large integrals would require a
very large and expensive foundation and would have to be field erected.
Often, even the compressor cylinders must be shipped separate from the
frame due to weight and size limitations. Large integrals are also much
more expensive than either high-speeds or centrifugals.

For this reason, even though they are the most fuel efficient choice for
large horsepower needs, large integrals are not often installed in oil and
gas fields. They are more common in plants and pipeline booster service
where their fuel efficiency, long life, and steady performance outweigh
their much higher cost.

There are some low horsepower (140 to 360) integrals that are normal-
ly skid mounted as shown in Figure 10-6 and used extensively in small
oil fields for flash gas or gas-lift compressor service. In these units the
power cylinders and compressor cylinders are both mounted horizontally
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Figure 10*6. Small-horsepower skid-mounted integrals. (Courtesy of Cooper
Industries,}

and opposed to each other. There may be one or two compressor cylin-
ders and one to four power cylinders. They operate at very slow speed.
Their cost and weight are more than similar sized high-speed separable
units, but they have lower maintenance cost, greater fuel efficiency, and
longer life than the high speeds.
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The major characteristics of low-speed reciprocating compressors are:

Size

• Some one and two power cylinder field gas compressors rated for
L40 hp to 360 hp.

»Numerous sizes from 2,000 hp to 4,000 hp.
• Large sizes 2,000 hp increments to 12,000 hp.
• 2 to 10 compressor cylinders common.

Ac^antages

• High fuel efficiency (6-8,000 Btu/bhp-hr).
• High efficiency compression over a wide range of conditions.
• Long operating life.
• Low operation and maintenance cost when compared to high speeds.

Disadvantages

• Usually must be field erected except for very small sizes.
• Requires heavy foundation.
• High installation cost.
• Slow speed requires high degree of vibration and pulsation suppression.

Vane-Type Rotary Compressors

Rotary compressors are positive-displacement machines. Figure 10-7
shows a typical vane compressor. The operation is similar to that of a
vane pump shown schematically in Figure 10-10 of Volume 1, 2nd Edi-
tion (Figure 10-9 in 1st Edition). A number of vanes, typically from 8 to
20, fit into slots in a rotating shaft. The vanes slide into and out of the
slots as the shaft rotates and the volume contained between two adjacent
vanes and the wall of the compressor cylinder decreases. Vanes can be
cloth impregnated with a phenolic resin, bronze, or aluminum. The more
vanes the compressor has, the smaller the pressure differential across the
vanes. Thus, high-ratio vane compressors tend to have more vanes than
low-ratio compressors.

A relatively large quantity of oil is injected into the flow stream to
lubricate the vanes. This is normally captured by a discharge cooler and
after-scrubber and recycled to the inlet.
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Figure 10-7. Vane-type rotary compressor. [Courtesy of Dresser-Rand Company,}

Vane compressors tend to be limited to low pressure service, generally
less than 100 to 200 psi discharge. They are used extensively as vapor
recovery compressors and vacuum pumps. Single-stage vane compressors
can develop 27 in. Hg vacuums, two-stage compressors can develop 29,9
in. Hg, and three-stage compressors can develop even higher vacuums.

The major characteristics of vane compressors are:

Size

• Common sizes up to 250 bhp, but mostly used for applications under
125bhp.

• Available in sizes to 500 bhp.
• Discharge pressures to 400 psig.
• Single- or two-stage in tandem on same shaft.

Advantages

• Good in vacuum service.
• No pulsating flow.
• Less space.
• Inexpensive for low hp vapor recovery or vacuum service.
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Disadvantages

• Must have clean air or gas.
«Takes 5 to 20% more horsepower than reciprocating.
* Uses ten times the oil of a reciprocating. Usually install after-cooler

and separator to recycle oil.

Helical-Lobe (Screw) Rotary Compressors

Screw compressors are rotary positive displacement machines. Two
helical rotors are rotated by a series of timing gears as shown in Figure
10-8 so that gas trapped in the space between them is transported from
the suction to the discharge piping. In low-pressure air service, non-lubri-
cated screw compressors can deliver a clean, oil-free air. In hydrocarbon
service most screw compressors require that liquid be injected to help
provide a seal. After-coolers and separators are required to separate the
seal oil and recirculate it to suction.

Screw compressors can handle moderate amounts of liquid. They can
also handle dirty gases because there is no metallic contact within the
casing.

Figure 10-8. Screw-type rotary compressor. {Courtesy of Dresser-Rand Company.)
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It tends to be limited to 250 psig discharge pressures and a maximum of
400 hp in hydrocarbon service, although machines up to 6,000 hp are avail-
able in other service. Screw compressors are not as good as vane compres-
sors in developing a vacuum, although they are used in vacuum service,

Non-lubricated screw compressors have very close clearances and thus
they are designed for limited ranges of discharge temperature, tempera-
ture rise, compression ratio, etc., all of which can cause changes in these
clearances. Lubricated compressors have a somewhat broader tolerance
to changes in operating conditions, but they are still more limited than
reciprocating compressors.

The major characteristics of screw compressors are:

Size

« Up to 6,000 hp in air service, but more common below 800 hp,
• Up to 400 hp in hydrocarbon service,
• Discharge pressures to 250 psig.
« Single- or two-stage in tandern on same shaft.

Advantages

«Available as non-lubricated especially for air service.
• Can handle dirty gas.
• Can handle moderate amounts of liquids, but no slugs.
• No pulsating flow.
• At low discharge pressure (<50 psig) can be more efficient than reci-

procating.

Disadvantages

• In hydrocarbon service needs seal oil with after-cooler and separator
to recycle oil.

• At discharge pressure over 50 psig takes 10 to 20% more horsepower
than reciprocating.

• Low tolerance to change in operating conditions of temperature,
pressure, and ratio.

Centrifugal Compressors

Similar to multistage centrifugal pumps, centrifugal compressors, as
shown in Figure 10-9, use a series of rotating impellers to impart velocity
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Figure TO-9. Centrifugal compressor. {Courtesy of Dresser-Rand Company,!

head to the gas. This is then converted to pressure head as the gas is
slowed in the compressor case. They are either turbine or electric motor
driven and range in size from 1,000 hp to over 20,000 hp. Most larger
compressors (greater than 4,000 hp) tend to be turbine-driven centrifugal
compressors because there is such a first cost advantage in that size range
over integrals. Centrifugal compressors have high ratios of horsepower
per unit of space and weight, which makes them very popular for off-
shore applications.

As shown in Figure 10-10 they can be either horizontally split case or
vertically split case (barrel). To develop the required gas velocities and
head they must rotate at very high speeds (20,000 to 30,000 rprn), making
the design of driver, gear, and compressor extremely important. Turbine
drives are also high speed and a natural match for centrifugal compressors.

There is a disadvantage in centrifugal machines in that they are low
efficiency. This means it requires more brake horsepower (bhp) to com-
press the same flow rate than would be required for a reciprocating com-
pressor. If the compressor is driven with a turbine, there is even a greater
disadvantage because the turbines are low in fuel efficiency. The net
result is that turbine-driven centrifugal machines do not use fuel very
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Figure 10-10. Horizontally split centrifugal compressor (top) and vertically split
centrifugal compressor, barrel (bottom). {Courtesy of Dresser-Rand Company.)
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efficiently. This fuel penalty can be overcome if process heat is needed.
Waste heat can be recovered from the turbine exhaust, decreasing or
eliminating the need to burn gas to create process heat.

As with electric motor and engine-driven high-speeds, turbine and elec-
tric motor-driven centrifugals can be easily packaged for use in oil and
gas fields. They are very common in booster compressor service (high
volume, low ratio) and for very high flow rate gas-lift service. Centrifugal
compressors cannot be used for high ratio, low-volume applications.

The major characteristics of centrifugal compressors are:

Size

« Starts about 500 hp.
* 1,000 hp increments to 20,000 hp.

Advantages

* High horsepower per unit of space and weight.
* Turbine drive easily adapted to waste-heat recovery for high fuel

efficiency.
* Easily automated for remote operations.
* Can be skid mounted, self-contained.
* Low initial cost.
» Low maintenance and operating cost.
* High availability factor.
» Large capacity available per unit.

Disadvantages

* Lower compressor efficiency.
* Limited flexibility for capacity.
* Turbine drives have higher fuel rate than reciprocating units.
* Large horsepower units mean that outage has large effect on process

or pipeline capabilities.

SPECIFYING A COMPRESSOR

In specifying a compressor it is necessary to choose the basic type, the
number of stages of compression, and the horsepower required. In order
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to do this the volume of gas, suction and discharge pressure, suction tem-
perature, and gas specific gravity must be known.

The detailed calculation of horsepower and number of stages depends
upon the choice of type of compressor, and the type of compressor
depends in part upon horsepower and number of stages. A first approxi-
mation of the number of stages can be made by assuming a maximum
compressor ratio per stage of 3,0 to 4.0 and choosing the number of
stages such that:

where R = ratio per stage
n = number of stages

P(j = discharge pressure, psia
Ps = suction pressure, psia

A first approximation for horsepower can be made from Figure 10-11 or
from the following equation:

where BHP = approximate brake horsepower
R = ratio per stage
n = number of stages
F = an allowance for interstage pressure drop

= LOO for single-stage compression
1.08 for two-stage compression
1.10 for three-stage compression

Qg = flow rate, MMscfd

Once the required horsepower and number of stages are estimated, a
choice of compressor type can be made from the considerations included
earlier. Some example selections are included in Table 10-1. The selec-
tions listed in this table are meant as common types that would normally
be specified for the given conditions. It must be emphasized that these are
not recommendations that should be accepted without consideration of the
advantages and disadvantages listed earlier. In addition, local foundation
conditions, type of drivers available, cost of fuel, availability of spare
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Figure 10-11. Curve for estimating compression horsepower. (Reprinted wirfi
permission from GPSA Engineering Data Book, Wth Ed.)

parts and personnel familiar with operating and maintenance, waste heat
requirements, etc., could influence the selection for a specific installation.

Procedure for More Accurate Determination of Horsepower
and Number of Stages

There are economic and operational reasons for considering an addi-
tional stage of compression. The addition of a stage of compression
requires an additional scrubber, additional cylinder or case, and more
complex piping and controls. In addition, there are some horsepower
losses due to additional mechanical friction of the cylinder or rotating
element and the increased pressure drop in the piping. This horsepower
loss and additional equipment cost may be more than offset by the
increased efficiency of compression.
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Table 10-1
Example Compressor Type Selections

Service

Booster

Gas Lift

Flash Gas

Vapor
Recovery

Flow
Rate

MMscfd

100

10
5

20

100
2
2
4

0.1
1.0
2.0

R

2.0

2.0
2.7
2,7

2.7
2.0
2.0
2.0

4.0
3.0
3.0

n

1

!
3
3

.3
1
2
2

1
2
2

Approx.
bhp

4,400

440
980

3,920

19,602
88

190
380

9
143
286

Most
Likely

Centrifugal

High Speed
High Speed
Centrifugal

Centrifugal
Screw
High Speed
High Speed

Vane
Screw
High Speed

Selection
Alternate

Integral
(onshore only)

Integral
(onshore only)

High Speed
Screw

Screw
Vane
Screw

Figure 10-12 shows the pressure-volume curve for both single stage
compression and two stage compression (neglecting interstage losses).
By adding the second stage and cooling the gas from A to D before
beginning the compression cycle in the second stage, the area under the
curve is reduced by an amount equal to A-B-C-D. This represents the
power saved by adding the second stage.

It is often even more important to add an additional stage in order to
limit the discharge temperature of any one stage. It is clear from Figure
10-12 that because of the cooling that occured in the interstage (A to D)
the gas at C is cooler than it would have been at point B.

The discharge temperature for any single stage of compression can be
calculated from:

where Td = stage discharge temperature, °R
Ts = stage suction temperature, °R
Pd = stage discharge pressure, psia
Ps = stage suction pressure, psia
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Figure 10-12. Horsepower reduction by multistaging (neglects interstage losses).

k = ratio of gas specific heats, Cp/Cv

T| = polytropic efficiency
= 1.0 for reciprocating, 0.8 for centrifugal

It is desirable to limit discharge temperatures to below 250°F to 275°F to
ensure adequate packing life for reciprocating compressors and to avoid
lube oil degradation. At temperatures above 300°F eventual lube oil
degradation is likely, and if oxygen is present ignition is even possible.
Under no circumstances should the discharge temperature be allowed to
exceed 350°F.

The discharge temperature can be lowered by cooling the suction gas
and reducing the value of P</PS, that is, by adding more stages of com-
pression.

The brake horsepower per stage can be determined from:
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where BHP = brake horsepower per stage
Qg = volume of gas, MMscfd
Ts == suction temperature, °R
Zs = suction compressibility factor
ZD = discharge compressibility factor

E = efficiency
high-speed reciprocating units — use 0.82
low-speed reciprocating units — use 0.85
centrifugal units — use 0.72

Tj = polytropic efficiency
k = ratio of gas specific heats, Cp/Cv

Ps = suction pressure of stage, psia
Pd = discharge pressure of stage, psia

Zav = (Zs + ZD)/2

The total horsepower for the compressor is the sum of the horsepower
required for each stage and an allowance for interstage pressure losses. It
is assumed that there is a 3% loss of pressure in going through the cooler,
scrubbers, piping, etc., between the actual discharge 6f the cylinder and
the actual suction of the next cylinder. For example, if the discharge pres-
sure of the first stage is 100 psia, the pressure loss is assumed to be 3
psia and the suction pressure of the next stage is 97 psia. That is, second
stage suction pressure is not equal to the first stage discharge pressure.

The following procedure can now be used to calculate the number of
stages of compression and the horsepower of the unit:

• First, calculate the overall compression ratio (Rt = Pd/Ps)- If the com-
pressor ratio is under 5, consider using one stage. If it is not, select an
initial number of stages so that R < 5. For initial calculations it can
be assumed that ratio per stage is equal for each stage.

• Next, calculate the discharge gas temperature for the first stage. If the
discharge temperature is too high (more than 300°F), a large enough
number of stages has not been selected or additional cooling of the
suction gas is required. If the suction gas temperature to each stage
cannot be decreased, increase the number of stages by one and recal-
culate the discharge temperature.

• Once the discharge temperature is acceptable, calculate the horse-
power required, and calculate suction pressure, discharge tempera-
ture, and horsepower for each succeeding stage.
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»If R > 3, recalculate, adding an additional stage to determine if this
could result in a substantial savings on horsepower,

RECIPROCATING COMPRESSORS—PROCESS
CONSIDERATIONS

Figure 10-13 is a generalized process flow diagram of a single stage
reciprocating compressor. The following items should be considered in
developing a process flow:

Recycle Valve

Most gas lift, flash gas, and vapor recovery compressors require a
recycle valve because of the unsteady and sometimes unpredictable
nature of the flow rate. Indeed there may be periods of time when there is
no flow at all to the compressor.

At a constant speed, a constant volume of gas (at suction conditions of
pressure and temperature) will be drawn into the cylinder. As the flow rate
to the compressor decreases, the suction pressure decreases until the gas
available expands to satisfy the actual volume required by the cylinder.
When the suction pressure decreases, the ratio per stage increases and
therefore the discharge temperature increases. In order to keep from having
too high a discharge temperature, the recycle valve opens to help fill the
compressor cylinder volume and maintain a minimum suction pressure,

Flare Valve

As flow rate to the compressor increases, the suction pressure rises
until the volume of gas at actual conditions of temperature and pressure
compressed by the cylinder equals the volume required by the cylinder. A
flare valve is needed to keep the suction pressure from rising too high
and overpressuring the suction cylinder, creating too high a rod load or
increasing the horsepower requirements beyond the capability of the dri-
ver (see Chapter 11 for further discussion).

The flare valve also allows production to continue momentarily if a
compressor shuts down automatically. Even in booster service it may be
beneficial to allow an operator to assess the cause of the compressor
shutdown before shutting in the wells. In flash gas or gas-lift service, it is
almost always beneficial to continue to produce the liquids while the



Figure 10-13. Example process flow diagram of reciprocating compressor.
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cause of the compressor shutdown is investigated. The flare valve must
always be installed upstream of the suction shutdown valve,

Suction Pressure Throttle Valve

A suction pressure throttling valve can also be installed to protect the
compressor from too high a suction pressure. This is typically a butterfly
valve that is placed in the suction piping. As flow rate to the compressor
increases, the valve will close slightly and maintain a constant suction
pressure. This will automatically limit the flow rate to exactly that rate
where the actual volume of gas equals that required by the cylinder at the
chosen suction pressure setting. It will not allow the suction pressure to
increase and the compressor cylinder to thus handle more flow rate.

The pressure upstream of the suction valve will increase until sufficient
back-pressure is established on the wells or equipment feeding the com-
pressor to reduce the flow to a new rate in equilibrium with that being
handled by the cylinder or until a flare valve or relief valve is actuated.

Suction throttle valves are common in gas-lift service to minimize the
action of the flare valve. Flow from gas-lift wells decreases with
increased back-pressure. If there were no suction valve, the flare valve
may have to be set at a low pressure to protect the compressor. With a
suction valve it may be possible to set the flare valve at a much higher
pressure slightly below the working pressure of the low-pressure separa-
tor. The difference between the suction valve set pressure and the flare
valve set pressure provides a surge volume for gas and helps even the
flow to the compressor.

Speed Controller

A speed controller can help extend the operating range and efficiency
of the compressor. As the flow rate increases, the compressor speed can be
increased to handle the additional gas. Compressor speed will stabilize
when the actual flow rate to be compressed equals the required flow rate
for the cylinder at the preset suction pressure. As the flow rate decreases,
the compressor slows until the preset suction pressure is maintained.

A speed controller does not eh'minate the need for a recycle valve, flare
valve, or suction throttling valve, but it will minimize their use. The recycle
valve and suction throttling valve add arbitrary loads to the compressor and
thus increase fuel usage. The flare valve leads to a direct waste of reservoir
fluids and thus loss of income. For this reason, engine speed control is rec-
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ommended for most medium to large size (>500 hp) reciprocating compres-
sors where a constant flow rate cannot be ensured by the process.

Slowdown Valve

A blowdown valve relieves trapped pressure when the compressor is
shut down due to a malfunction or for maintenance. The flowsheet shows
an automatic blowdown valve.

Most operators require automatic blowdown valves so that if the com-
pressor shuts down due to a malfunction, the trapped gas will not become
a potential hazard. On some small onshore compressors some operators
prefer manual valves to make it easier to restart the compressor. The
compressor is only blown down for maintenance.

Often, the blowdown valve is routed to a closed flare system, which
services other relief valves in the facility to ensure that all the gas is vent-
ed or flared at a safe location. In such instances, a separate manual blow-
down valve piped directly to atmosphere, with nothing else tied in, is
also needed. After the compressor is shut down and safely blown down
through the flare system, the normal blowdown valve must be closed to
block any gas that may enter the flare system from other relief valves.
The manual blowdown valve to atmosphere protects the operators from
small leaks into the compressor during maintenance operations.

Suction and Discharge Shut-down Valves, Discharge Check

These valves isolate the compressor. Most operators require both shut-
down valves to be automatic. Some operators use manual valves on small
onshore compressors. If the compressor is in a building it is preferable to
locate the valves outside the building.

Relief Valve on Each Cylinder Discharge

Each cylinder discharge line should have a relief valve located
upstream of the cooler. Like all reciprocating devices, the piston will
continue to increase pressure if flow is blocked. The relief valve assures
that nothing is overpressured. It must be located upstream of the coolers
as ice can form in the coolers, blocking flow.

Pulsation Bottles

Each cylinder should have suction and discharge pulsation bottles to
dampen the acoustical vibrations caused by the reciprocating flow.
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Discharge Coolers

These cool the interstage gas. They may also be required to cool the
discharge gas prior to gas treating or dehydration or to meet pipeline
specifications. Typically, aerial coolers are used in these situations.

Suction Scrubbers

Suction scrubbers are required on the unit suction to catch any liquid
carry-overs from the upstream equipment and any condensation caused
by cooling in the lines leading to the compressor. They are also required
on all the other stages to remove any condensation after cooling. On each
suction scrubber a high level shut-down is required so that if any liquids
do accumulate in the suction scrubber, the compressor will automatically
shut down before liquids carry-over to the compressor cylinders.

CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS—SURGE CONTROL
AND STONEWALLING

Surge is the most important process design consideration for centrifu-
gal compressors. The surge condition occurs when the compressor does
not have enough flow to produce sufficient head. At this point, the gas in
the discharge piping flows back into the compressor momentarily. This
lowers the back-pressure of the system, establishing forward flow at a
temporarily low head. The cycling from zero, or even backward flow to
forward flow, is called "surge" and is very detrimental to the compressor
bearings and seals. Most compressors can only sustain a very few cycles
of surge before severe mechanical problems develop.

Surge may be caused by an increase in head requirement or a loss in
throughput. Figure 10-14 shows the capacity curves for a typical com-
pressor. The surge line for this particular compressor is shown. Any com-
bination of speed, pressure, and flow rate to the right of the surge line is
acceptable. Typically, a surge control line offsetting the theoretical surge
limit given by the manufacturer is used to establish set points for a con-
trol system adjusting speed and recycle as shown in Figure 10-16.

A stonewall or choked flow condition occurs when sonic velocity is
reached at the exit of a compressor wheel. When this point is reached,
flow through the compressor cannot be increased even with further
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Figure 10-14. Typical centrifugal compressor curve showing surge.

increase in suction pressure. If this occurs, the suction pressure will rise,
Operation in this region will cause excessive use of horsepower, occa-
sionally to the point of overload, and frequent flaring.

If higher flow rates are desired, modifications to the impeller must be
made, as shown in Figure 10-15.

CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS PROCESS
CONSIDERATIONS

Figure 10-16 is a generalized process flow diagram of a single-stage
centrifugal compressor. The following items should be considered in
developing a process flow:

Recycle (Surge Control) Valve

A recycle valve is needed for surge control as well as for the condi-
tions listed above for reciprocating compressors. At constant speed the
head-capacity relationship will vary in accordance with the performance
curve. For a constant compressor speed:
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Figure 10-15. Graphic illustration of a "stonewall/' or a choked flow condition.

«If the flow rate to the compressor decreases, the compressor
approaches the surge point and a recycle valve is needed.

• If the suction pressure decreases, and discharge pressure remains
constant, the compressor head must increase, approaching the surge
point in the process.

Flare Valve

As suction pressure increases or discharge pressure decreases, the
compressor head requirement will decrease and the flow rate will
increase. A flare valve will avoid stonewalling or overranging driver
horsepower.

Suction Pressure Throttle Valve

A throttling device can also be placed in the suction piping to protect
against overpressure or to limit the horsepower demand to the maximum
available from the driver.



Figure 10-16. Example process flow diagram of centrifugal compressor.
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Speed Controller

A speed controller is needed in conjunction with the surge control sys-
tem. A new head-capacity curve is established for each speed, as shown
in Figure 10-14.

inlet Guide Vanes

The performance curve can also be shifted to match the process
requirements by variable inlet guide vanes. Located at the compressor
inlet, these vanes change the direction of the velocity entering the first-
stage impeller. By changing the angle at which these vanes direct the flow
at the impeller, the shape of the head capacity curve can be changed.

As more velocity change is added to the inlet gas, the performance
curve steepens with very little efficiency loss. Extreme changes in
process conditions cannot be accommodated. The high cost of inlet guide
vanes limits use to very large compressors where small improvements in
efficiency can bring large rewards.

Slowdown Valve

Slowdown valves must be installed in centrifugal compressors for the
same reasons as in reciprocating compressors. They must be designed
with more care than those on reciprocating units, since centrifugal com-
pressors have oil film seals where the shaft goes through the case. These
seals only work if the shaft is rotating. If the compressor shuts down,
pressure must be relieved from the case before the shaft speed decreases
to the point where the seal no longer will contain pressure. This requires
careful attention to manufacturer furnished data as well as overall flare
system design.

Suction and Discharge Shutdown Valves and
Discharge Check Valves

These devices are required to isolate the compressor for the same rea-
sons they are required for reciprocating compressors.

Discharge Check Valve (Each Stage)

In reciprocating compressors the compressor valves themselves act as
check valves, preventing backflow from high-pressure stages to lower
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pressure stages. Multistage centrifugal compressors require check valves
on each stage to isolate each surge loop, as well as to prevent backflow
during unusual operating conditions.

SRelief Valves

The compressor can operate at any point on the performance curve,
For the maximum value of suction pressure, the pressure rise across the
machine at the surge control point must be less than the system pressure
rating. If not, a relief valve should be installed.

Suction Shut-down Bypass (Purge) Valve

The suction shut-down bypass valve is used to purge the piping system
of air prior to compressor start-up. This valve is small to prevent high gas
purge rates from spinning the impellers.

Discharge Coolers and Suction Scrubbers

These items are required for the reasons discussed under reciprocating
compressors.



CHAPTER

11

Reciprocating
Compressors *

The previous section discussed the various types of compressors, their
selection, and process flow. This chapter presents greater detail concern-
ing the major components, performance, operational and installation con-
siderations, and standard specifications for reciprocating compressors.

For normal production facilities, reciprocating compressors far out-
number the other types, and it is necessary for the facility engineer to
understand the details of reciprocating compressor design. In very large
horsepower ranges or booster compressor situations, centrifugal com-
pressors are common. These are not discussed in more detail in this
book, because these large installations are normally the responsibility of
rotating machinery experts.

COMPONENTS

Figure 11-1 is a cutaway that shows the various components of a recip-
rocating compressor. To understand how to specify and maintain a com-
pressor properly, it is necessary to have a better understanding of the con-
struction of the major components.

*Reviewed for the 1999 edition by Lonnie W. Shelton of Paragon Engineering Services, Inc.
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Figure 11-1. Cutaway view of typical reciprocating compressor.

Frame

The compressor frame, shown in Figure 11-2, is a heavy, ragged cast-
ing containing all the rotating parts and on which the cylinders and
crossheads are mounted. All frames are rated by the compressor rnanu-

Figure 11-2. The compressor frame is the rugged casting that contains the rotating
parts and on which the cylinders and crossheads are mounted. (Courtesy of
Dresser-Rand Company.)
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facturers for a maximum continuous horsepower, speed (rpm), and rod
load. The rated horsepower is determined by the maximum horsepower
that can be transmitted through the crankshaft to the compressor cylin-
ders. The rod load is the force imposed on the piston rod by the pressure
differential between the two ends of the piston.

Each frame is designed for a maximum number of cylinders. The
frame itself does not indicate the number of stages or the duty of the
compressor. An individual frame can be used for many different sizes of
compressor cylinders and for a wide range of applications. Frames are
typically classified as separable (balanced-opposed) or integral-type, as
shown in Figure 11-3.

Separable (balanced-opposed) frames are characterized by an adjacent
pair of crank throws 180° out of phase. The frame is separate from the

Figure 11-3. Separable (balanced-opposed) compressor (top) and integral-type gas
engine compressor (bottom).
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driver. Integral-type frames are characterized by having compressor
cylinders and power cylinders mounted on the same frame and driven by
the same crankshaft.

Cylinder

A cylinder is a pressure vessel that holds the gas during the compres-
sion cycle. There are two basic types:

1. Single-acting cylinders are those where compression occurs only
once per crankshaft revolution,

2. Double-acting cylinders are those where compression occurs twice
per cranksheet revolution.

Figure 11-4 is a cut-away drawing of a compressor with single-acting
cylinders. True single-acting cylinders are typical of low horsepower air
compressors. Single-acting process compressors are typically double-act-

Figure 11-4. Single acting cylinders. (Courtesy of Dresser-Rand.)
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Figure 11-5. Typical double-acting compressor cylinder. (Courtesy of Dresser-Rand
Company.}

ing cylinders with the outer end suction valves removed. Figure 11-5 is a
cut-away of a double-acting cylinder.

Cylinders are made of different kinds of materials. Generally, cast iron
is used for cylinder operating pressures up to 1,000 to 1,200 psig, nodu-
lar iron or cast steel for operating pressure in the 1,000 to 2,500-psig
range, and forged steel for pressures greater than 2,500 psig.

Like all pressure vessels, the cylinder has a maximum allowable work-
ing pressure (MAWP). The maximum allowable working pressure of the
cylinder determines the setting of the relief valve that is downstream of
the cylinder. The MAWP of the cylinder should be a minimum of 10% or
50 psi greater than its operating pressure.
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Figure 11 -6. Cut-away view showing cylinder liner. (Courtesy of Dresser-Rand
Company.}

A cylinder liner such as that shown in Figure 11-6 may be used to help
prolong the life of the cylinder and improve operating flexibility. Any
damage caused by the action of the piston or heat generated by compres-
sion will affect the cylinder liner, which may be removed and replaced.
As the surface of the liner wears, it is much easier and quicker to repair it
than to repair the cylinder itself. In addition, liners enable the diameter of
the piston to be varied without changing the cylinder and thus provide
flexibility to respond to different conditions of pressure and flow rate.

The disadvantages of liners are that they increase the clearance (dis-
cussed in more detail below) by increasing the distance between the pis-
ton and the valve, and they decrease the bore of the cylinder. Therefore,
the cylinder will have less capacity and lower efficiency (at high ratios)
than if there were no liner.

Special Compressor Cylinder Construction

Many variations and combinations of cylinder types and arrangements
are available from the compressor manufacturers. The compressor manu-
facturer will generally make its selection based on the most economical
combination it has available.



Figure 11 -7. Steeple cylinder. (Courtesy of Dresser-Rand Company.)
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Figure 11-7 is a cut-away of a steeple cylinder. This cylinder design is
actually two single-acting cylinders coupled together with different-size
pistons on the same piston rod. This arrangement allows two stages of
compression on the same compressor throw and is usually used in low
capacity, low rod load applications.

Another variation is the tandem cylinder. The tandem cylinder
arrangement again allows two stages of compression on the same com-
pressor throw but uses two double-acting cylinders separated by a second
distance piece. This arrangement is usually used in low rod load applica-
tions where higher capacity is required.

Figure 11-8 is a cut-away of the latest innovation in compressor cylin-
der design. In this design, the two suction valves and the two discharge
valves are installed inside the compressor cylinder bore. The suction
valves are stationary and located at each end of the cylinder. The dis-
charge valves are connected to the piston rod to form the piston; thus the
name valve-in-piston design. This design offers the advantages of lower
clearances (thus higher efficiencies), reduced sources of fugitive emis-
sions, fewer replacement parts, simpler maintenance procedures, and
reduced weight.

Distance Pieces

A distance piece provides the separation of the compressor cylinder
from the compressor frame as shown in Figure 11-9. At the top of the fig-
ure is a standard distance piece.

The piston rod moves back and forth through packing that is contained
within the distance piece. The packing keeps the compressed gas from
leaking out of the cylinder through the piston rod opening. As the rod
passes through the packing it is lubricated. As it goes back and forth, the
rod is in contact with the frame lube oil and with the cylinder lube oil
and gas. Thus, oil carry-over may occur on the rod from the cylinder to
the crankcase. Impurities picked up by the oil from the gas being com-
pressed could contaminate crankcase oil.

In a single-compartment distance piece, the frame end and the cylinder
end contain packing. The space between the cylinder packing and the
frame diaphragm and packing is sufficiently long to assure that no part of
the rod enters both the cylinder and the frame. This minimizes contami-
nation between the gas being compressed and the oil that is used to lubri-
cate the crankcase. There are drains and vents off the distance piece and
off the packing, so if there is a packing failure, the high-pressure gas has
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Figure 11-8. Valve-in-piston double-acting compressor cylinder, (Courtesy of
Dresser-Rand Company.)

a place to vent and not build up pressure that could leak through the
frame packing into the crankcase. An oil slinger as shown in Figure 11 -9
may be added to further reduce the amount of cylinder lube oil migrating
down the rod into the crankcase.

A two-compartment distance piece may be used for toxic gases, but it
is not very common. In this configuration, no part of the rod enters both
the crankcase and the compartment adjacent to the compressor cylinder.
That is, even if there were one failure, the crankcase oil cannot be conta-
minated with the toxic gas.

Crosshead, Rods, and Crankshaft

The crosshead converts the rotating motion of the connecting rod to a
linear, reciprocating motion, which drives the piston as shown in Figure
11-10. The crosshead is provided with top and bottom guide shoes, which
ride on lubricated bearing surfaces atached to he compressor frame. In
addition, balance weights may be attached to the crosshead to reduce
unbalanced forces and moments. The connecting rod connects the crank-
shaft to the crosshead. The piston rod connects the crosshead to the piston.

The crankshaft rotates about the frame axis, driving the connecting
rod, crosshead, piston rod, and piston.
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Figure 11-9. API type distance pieces. (Reprinted with permission from API, Std.
618, 3rd Ed., Feb. 1986.)
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Figure 11-10. The crosshead converts the rotating motion of the connecting rod to
a linear, reciprocating motion, which drives the piston. (Courtesy of Dresser-Rand
Company.)

Piston

The piston is located at the end of the piston rod and acts as a movable
barrier in the compressor cylinder. It is generally made from materials
such as aluminum or cast iron and has a hollow center. Small-diameter
high-pressure cylinders may be provided with a combined piston and rod
machined from a single piece of bar stock.

To reduce friction and improve compression efficiency, the piston will
be provided with segmented compression rings as shown in Figure 11 -1 i.
To prevent piston-to-bore contact, the piston may also be provided with
removable wear bands that are in continuous contact with the cylinder
wall. The compression rings and wear bands are replaced at regular inter-
vals and typically made from soft materials such as brass, Micarta,
Teflon, and the newer thermoplastics.

Bearings

Most field compressors use hydrodynamic type or "journal" bearings.
As shown in Figure 11-12, oil enters into the bearing from supply holes
strategically placed along the bearing circumference and builds up an oil
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Figure 11-11. Piston rings and wear bands are made of material that is softer than
the cylinder wall with which they are in constant contact, so they must be replaced
regularly. (Courtesy of Dresser-Rand Company.}

Figure 11-12. Journal bearings allow axial and circumferential oil flow abng the
bearing.
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film between the stationary and rotating parts of the bearing. The oil
flows axially and circumferentially along the bearing, then out the ends,
As the oil flows through the bearing, the load compresses the oil film,
generating the high pressure within the bearing that supports the load
while allowing for rotation.

In a reciprocating compressor the bearing locations are:

* Main bearings—between crankshaft and frame
* Crank pin bearing—between crankshaft and connecting rod
* Wrist pin bearing—between connecting rod and crosshead
* Crosshead bearing (shoe)—underneath the crosshead

Packing

Packing provides the dynamic seal between the cylinder and the piston
rod. It consists of a series of Teflon rings mounted in a packing case, which
is bolted to the cylinder. The piston rod moves in a reciprocating motion
through this case. Figure 11-13 shows a typical packing case. The packing
case is constructed of a number of pairs of rings, as shown in Figure 11-14.

The gas pressure is higher on one side of each ring. This compresses
the rings against the sealing area. Each pair of rings consists of one radial

Figure 11-13. Cut-away view of packing case. (Courtesy of C. Lee Cook, a Dover
Resources Company.)
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Figure 11-14. Compressor rod packing.

cut ring and one tangential cut ring. The radial cut ring is installed toward
the cylinder (pressure) side. Gas flows around the front face of the radial
cut ring and then around the outside of both rings. Since the ring outside
diameter is greater than the ring inside diameter, a squeezing force is
exerted on the rod. This seals the path between the rings and the rod. The
radial cuts are positioned in the ring assembly so that they do not line up
with the tangential cuts. Cylinder pressure will force the ring assembly
against the packing case lip, thus preventing flow around the rings.

The amount of pressure differential one set of rings can withstand is
limited. Therefore, several pairs must be installed to handle typical field
gas compression applications. The basic design of the packing is left up
to the manufacturer.

Lubrication is needed to reduce friction and provide cooling. Lubricat-
ing oil, which must be finely filtered to prevent grit from entering the
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case, is generally injected in the second ring assembly. The pressure dif-
ferential moves the oil along the shaft.

A separate cooling system may be required for high-pressure service
(5,000 psi) or where high compression ratios and long packing cases are
installed.

Compressor Valves

The compressor valves control the flow of gas into and out of the com-
pressor cylinder. All valves are similar in that the differential pressure
across the seat must be greater than the balance spring force before gas
may flow through the valve. The lift characteristics, seat area, and flow
areas determine the advantages of each design. In older compressor sta-
tions, channel valves (Figure 11-15) were commonly used. Channel valves
are now considered obsolete and used only in small air compressors In
today's market, there are three common types of valves—poppet valves
(Figure 11-16), ring valves (Figure 11-17), and plate valves (Figure 11-18).

Poppet valves are typically used for low compression ratio applica-
tions, such as pipeline booster compressors. As the pressure differential
increases across each of the individual poppets, they lift and allow gas to
pass through the flow openings in the stop plate.

Ring valves are typically used for slow speed, high pressure process
compressors. Instead of individual poppets, these valves use concentric
rings, which open and close the valve ports.

Plate valves are typically used for high speed separable compressors.
Plate valves are similar to ring valves with the rings connected by ribs.
Instead of individual elements opening and closing, all valve ports open
and close at the same time.

Valve type and size should be specified by the compressor manufactur-
er. Normally, the manufacturer will quote a valve velocity, which can be
calculated from:

where V = average gas velocity, ft/min
D = cylinder displacement, ft3/min
A = product of the actual lift, the valve opening periphery, and

the number of inlet or discharge valves per cylinder, in.2

At lower velocities the valve has less pressure drop and thus has less
maintenance associated with it. Velocities calculated from this equation
can be used to compare valve designs.
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Figure 11-15. Channel valves. (Courtesy of Ingersoll-Rand Company.)

In addition to valve velocity, the manufacturer can furnish the effective
flow area of the valve. This area is determined by measuring the pressure
drop across the valve with a known flow rate and then calculating an
equivalent orifice area that provides the same pressure drop. Valves with
larger effective flow areas have less pressure drop and better efficiencies,
The effects of the seat area, the lift area, and the flow paths are automati-
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Figyre 11-16. Cut-away view of poppet valve. {Courtesy of 0resser-Roncf Company,)

cally included when the effective flow area is used to compare compres-
sor valves. This in turn provides a better comparison of valve perfor-
mance than just looking at valve velocity.

In addition to valve efficiency, the following should be considered in
valve selection: ease of maintenance, durability, and spare parts required.

Capacity Control Devices

Reciprocating compressor capacity may easily be adjusted by chang-
ing compressor speed, changing compressor cylinder clearance, unload-
ing compressor cylinder inlet valves, recycling gas from unit discharge to
unit suction, or a combination of these methods. All these methods may
be accomplished either manually by the operator or automatically by the
control panel.

The use of speed control and/or a recycle valve is covered in Chapter
10. Our discussion in this chapter will concentrate on cylinder inlet valve
unloaders and changing cylinder clearance.
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Figure 11-17. Cut-away view of ring valve. (Courtesy of Dresser-Rand Company.)

Valve Unloaders

Inlet valve unloaders are used to deactivate a cylinder end and reduce
its capacity to zero. Two of the more common types of unloaders are
depressor-type unloaders and plug-type unloaders. Depressor-type
unloaders hold the inlet valve open during both the suction and discharge
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Figure 11-18. Cut*away view of plate valve. (Courtesy of Dresser-tend Company.}

strokes so that all the gas is pushed back through the inlet valves on the
discharge stroke. Plug-type unloaders open a port to bypass the iniel
valve and connect the cylinder bore directly with the inlet gas passage.

Compressors may be set up with inlet valve unloaders to be used for
both capacity control and reducing the compression load during starting
and up-set conditions. For example, the capacity of a single stage com-
pressor with two compressor cylinders may be reduced by 25% by
unloading the outer end of one cylinder and by another 25% by unload-
ing the outer end of the second cylinder. Unloading the frame ends of the
cylinders at the same time that the outer ends are unloaded will reduce
the flow to zero and is recommended only for start-up due to excessive
heat build-up inside the cylinder after extended operation.

The compressor manufacturer must be consulted if the cylinder is to
be run single acting with the frame end unloaded. Many times rod load
reversal and proper lubrication may not be achieved while running single
acting with the frame end unloaded.

When a cylinder end is deactivated, the pulsation levels in the piping
system can increase significantly. If a cylinder may be operated with
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unloaders, it needs to be analoged in both its operating mode and its
unloaded mode,

Cylinder Clearance

Clearance is the volume remaining in a cylinder end when the piston is
at the end of its stroke. This is the sum of the volume between the head
of the cylinder and the piston, and the volume under the valve seats. The
total clearance is expressed in percent of the total piston displacement,
normally between 4 and 30%.

As the piston starts its suction stroke, the gas that remains in the cylin-
der in the fixed and added clearance areas expands until the pressure in
the cylinder is equal to the pressure in the line outside of the cylinder.
The greater the clearance, the longer it takes for the suction valves to
open and the less new gas enters the cylinder. Therefore, less gas will be
compressed as cylinder clearance is increased.

End clearance is required to keep the piston from striking the compres-
sor head or crank end. Some small clearance is also required under suc-

Figure 11-19, Fixed volume clearance pocket. (Courtesy of Dresser-Rand Company.)
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tlon and discharge valves so that the valves can be removed and rein-
stalled.

These clearances are called fixed clearances and can be adjusted by:

» Removing a small portion of the end of the compressor piston
* Shortening the projection of the cylinder heads into the cylinder
* Installing spacer rings between cylinder head and body or under the

valves

Variable clearance that can be changed very readily can be built into
the cylinder. Figure 11-19 is an example of a fixed volume clearance
pocket mounted on the cylinder. This type is separated from the cylinder
by a valve that can be opened and closed from the outside.

Fixed clearance can also be added to the outer end of the cylinder by
adding a fabricated clearance bottle with the desired volume. To change
the performance of the cylinder the clearance can be changed by shutting
down the compressor, unbolting one bottle, and installing another bottle
with a different volume. It is very easy in that respect to add clearance
and subtract clearance from a cylinder if the cylinder is set up to receive
clearance bottles.

Figure 11-20. Variable volume clearance pocket. (Courtesy of Dresser-Rand
Company.}
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More flexibility can be obtained with a variable volume clearance
pocket such as that shown in Figure 11 -20. This is a plug built into the
outer cylinder head. When moved, the clearance volume of the outer end
of the cylinder changes.

Clearance is normally expressed as a percent or fraction of cylinder
displacement. It is given by:

Single acting cylinder (head end clearance)

Double acting cylinder (average clearance)

where % C = cylinder clearance, fraction
dc = cylinder diameter, in.
dr = rod diameter, in.

CHE
 = head end clearance, in3

CCE = crank end clearance, in3

s = stroke length, in.

Note: CHE
 and CCE can be obtained from the manufacturer.

CYLINDER SIZING

Typically, in specifying a unit, the suction and discharge pressures, capac-
ity (MMscfd), inlet temperature, and gas properties are given. The actual siz-
ing of the cylinders is left to the manufacturer from his specific combina-
tions of standard cylinders, pistons, and liners. However, once a proposal is
received from a manufacturer, sometimes it is beneficial to check the cylin-
der sizing and make sure that indeed the compressor will perform. Some-
times it is necessary to size a new cylinder for an existing compressor or to
verify that an existing compressor will perform in a different service.

The capacity of the cylinder is a function of piston displacement and
volumetric efficiency. This is in turn a function of cylinder clearance,
compression ratio, and gas properties.
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Piston Displacement

The actual volume of the cylinder that is swept by the piston per
minute is piston displacement. It can be calculated from:

Single acting cylinder (head end displacement)

Single acting cylinder (crank end displacement)

where PD = piston displacement, cfm
s = stroke length, in.

rpm = compressor speed, rpm
dc = diameter of cylinder, in.
d, = diameter of rod, in.

Double acting cylinder (sum of head end and crank end displacement)

Throughput can be changed directly by changing the piston displace-
ment. This can be accomplished by changing the speed, by removing or
deactivating suction valves, or by converting a double acting cylinder to
single acting.

In addition, piston displacement and thus throughput can be changed
by changing cylinder liners, installing sleeves, or boring the cylinder,

Volumetric Efficiency

The flow rate is not directly equal to the piston displacement. Volu-
metric efficiency is the ratio of actual volumetric flow at inlet tempera-
ture and pressure conditions to piston displacement. It is given by:
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where Ev = stage volumetric efficiency, %
R = compression ratio (P<j/Ps) of the compressor stage (based

on absolute pressure)
C = cylinder clearance, percent of piston displacement
Zs = compressibility factor at suction, psia
Zd = compressibility factor at discharge, psia

k = ratio of specific heats, Cp/Cv

It can be seen from Equation 11-7 that as R is increased, and as clearance
is increased, volumetric efficiency is reduced. The relationship of volumet-
ric efficiency and clearance is important, because it allows variable clear-
ances (both fixed volume and adjustable volume pockets) to be used to con-
trol capacity and obtain the maximum use of available driver horsepower.

Cylinder Throughput Capacity

Using a known piston displacement and efficiency, the gas throughput
can be calculated from:

where qa = gas throughput at suction conditions of temperature and
pressure, ft3/min

Ev = volumetric efficiency
PD = piston displacement, fVVmin

or from:

where qg = gas throughput at standard conditions, scfm
Ps = suction pressure, psia
Ts = suction temperature, °R
Zs = compressibility at suction conditions

or from:

where Qg = gas throughput, MMscfd
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Compressor Flexibility

To enhance compressor flexibility it is desirable to design into the
compressor the capability of operating at other than the original design
conditions. If it is desired to provide flexibility to operate at lower suc-
tion pressures:

* Add the ability to increase speed or
* Add variable clearance initially, when the suction pressure is high; at

lower suction pressure clearance is removed to increase actual
throughput.

To provide flexibility for an eventually higher suction temperature:

«Add the ability to increase speed or
* Add variable clearance to reduce capacity initially at low temperature;

at high temperature clearance is removed to increase actual throughput.

To provide flexibility for eventually higher discharge pressures:

* Ensure there are enough stages at the outset so that the ratio per stage
can increase and still keep within the discharge temperature limits or

* Use variable clearance to adjust ratio per stage.

To provide flexibility for increased throughput:

* Add the ability to increase speed or
* Add variable clearance to reduce capacity initially when the through-

put is low; clearance is removed to increase throughput.

ROD LOAD

The allowable rod load depends on rod diameter and material, and will
be quoted by the manufacturer. The actual load can be calculated from
the following equations if the geometry is known:

Single-acting cylinder, head end
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Single-acting cylinder, crank end

Double-acting cylinder

where RLC = rod load in compression, ib
RL, = rod load in tension, Ib

ap = cross-sectional area of piston, in.2

Pd = discharge pressure, psia
Ps = suction pressure, psia
Pu = pressure in unloaded area, psia
ar = cross-sectional area of rod, in,2

The calculations shown above provide the gas load imposed on the rod
(and crosshead bushing) by the compressor cylinder piston. To provide a
reasonable crosshead pin bushing life, the rod loading at the crosshead
bushing must change from compression to tension during each revolu-
tion. This is commonly referred to as "rod reversal" and allows oil to
lubricate and cool one side of the bushing while load is being applied to
the other side of the bushing.

A single-acting, head end cylinder will not have load reversal if suc-
tion pressure is applied to the crank end. Similarly, if discharge pressure
is applied to the head end of a single-acting, crank end cylinder, load
reversal will not occur.

In addition to the gas load, the rod and crosshead pin bushing is sub-
ject to the inertia forces created by the acceleration and deceleration of
the compressor reciprocating mass. The inertia load is a direct function
of crank radius, the reciprocating weight, and speed squared. The total
load imposed on the crosshead pin and bushing is the sum of the gas load
and the inertia load and is referred to as the "combined rod load."

The combined rod load should be checked anytime the gas loads are
approaching the maximum rating of the compressor frame or anytime rod
reversal is marginal or questionable.
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COOLING AND LUBRICATION SYSTEMS

Compressor Cylinder Cooling

Traditional compressor cylinder designs require cooling water jackets
to promote uniform distribution of heat created by gas compression and
friction. Some of the perceived advantages of water-cooled cylinders are
reduced suction gas preheat, better cylinder lubrication, prolonged parts
life, and reduced maintenance.

Operating experience during the last 30 years has proven that com-
pressor cylinders designed without cooling water jackts (non-cooled) can
successfully operate in most natural gas compession applications. Some
of the perceived advantgaes of non-cooled cylinders are simplified cylin-
der designs that reduce cost and improve efficiency, reduced initial sys-
tem costs due to reductions in the cooling water system, improved valve
accessibility, and reduced weight.

Many manufacturers, users, and compressor applications still require
that compressor cylinders be supplied with liquid-cooled cylinders. Fig-
ure 11-21 includes schematics of several types of liquid coolant systems.

In static systems, the cooling jackets are normally filled with a glycol
and water mixture to provide for uniform heat distribution within the
cylinder. This system may be used where the AT of the gas is less than
150°F and discharge gas temperature is less than 190°F.

Thermal siphons use the density differences between the hot and the
cold coolants to establish flow. This system may be used where the AT of
the gas is less than 150°F and discharge gas temperature is less than 210°F.

Forced coolant systems using a mixture of glycol and water are the
most common for natural gas compressors. Normally, the compressor
cylinder cooling system and compressor frame lube oil cooling system is
combined. A single pump is used to circulate the coolant through the
cylinders and the lube oil heat exchanger and then to an aerial cooler
where the heat is dissipated.

When forced coolant systems are used, care must be taken to provide
the coolant at the proper temperature. If the cylinder is too cool, liquids
could condense from the suction gas stream. Thus, it is desirable to keep
the coolant temperature 10°F higher than that of the suction gas. If the
cylinder is too hot, gas throughput capacity is lost due to the gas heating
and expanding. Therefore, it is desirable to limit the coolant temperature
to less than 30°F above that of the suction gas.
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Figure 11-21. Cylinder cooling systems. (Reprinted with permission from API, Sid.
618, 3rd id., Feb. 1986.)

Frame Lubrication System

The frame lubrication system circulates oil to the frame bearings, con-
necting rod bearings, crosshead shoes, and can also supply oil to the
packing and cylinder lubrication system. Splash lubrication systems are
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the least expensive and are used in small air compressors. Forced-feed
systems are used for almost all oilfield gas compression applications.

Figure 11-22 shows a splash lubrication system where an oil ring rides
loosely and freely on the rotating shaft, dipping into the oil sump as it
rotates. The ring rotates because of its contact with the shaft, but at a
slower speed. The oil adheres to the ring until it reaches the top of the
journal when it flows onto the shaft.

Figure 11-22. Splash lubrication system (oil stinger).
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lo a forced-feed lubrication system, a pump circulates lubricating oil
through a cooler and filter to a distribution system that directs the oil to all
the bearings and crosshead shoes. Figure 11 -23 is a schematic of a typical
system. The details of any one system will vary greatly. Major components
and considerations of a forced feed lubrication system are as follows:

* Main oil pump
- Driven from crankshaft.
- Should be sized to deliver 110% of the maximum anticipated flow rate.

* Auxiliary pump
- Backup for the main oil pump.
- Electric motor driven.

Figure 11-23. Forced-feed lubrication system.
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- Should start automatically when supply pressure falls below a cer-
tain level.

• Pre-lube pump
- Manual or automatic.
- Prevents running bearings dry at start.

• Oil cooler
- Keeps oil temperature below 165°F.
- Can use shell-and-tube exchanger with jacket cooling water or air-

cooled exchanger.
- Sized for 110% of the maximum anticipated duty.

• Oil filter
- Dual, full flow, with isolation valves arranged so switching can

occur without causing a low-pressure shutdown.
- Size should be determined by vendor; in lieu of other information

use API 618 requirements.
»Overhead day tank

- Sized to handle one month of oil consumption.
- Should be equipped with a level indicator,

• Piping
- Stainless steel downstream of filters.
- No galvanizing.
- No socket welding or other pockets that can accumulate dirt down-

stream of filter.
- Carbon steel lines should be pickled, passivated, and coated with

rust inhibitor.
- Lube oil system from pump discharge to the distribution system

should be flushed with lube oil at 160°F-180°R Oil should flow
across a 200 mesh screen and flushing should cease when no more
dirt or grit is found on the screen.

Packing/cylinder lubrication can be provided from a forced feed com-
pressor lube oil system. For very cold installations, immersion heaters and
special lube oils must be considered. If the lube oil temperature gets too
cold, the oil becomes too viscous and does not flow and lubricate properly.

Cylinder/Packing Lubrication System

The flow required to lubricate the packing and cylinders is quite small,
and the pressure necessary to inject the lubricant at these locations is
quite high. Therefore, small plunger pump (force-feed lubricators) sys-
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terns are used. The force-feed lubricators are usually driven by the com-
pressor crankshaft,

The two basic types of cylinder lubrication systems are the pump-to-
point system and the divider-block system. The pump-to-point system
provides each lubrication point with its own lubricator pump. Thus, if the
compressor cylinders and packing require six lubrication points, the lubri-
cator box would be supplied with six cam driven pumps. The divider-
block system uses one or more lubricator pumps to supply a divider block,
which then distributes the flow to each of the lubrication points. The two
systems are sometimes combined such that each stage of compression is
provided with its own pump and a divider block to distribute the flow
between the cylinders and packing of that particular stage.

Oil is supplied to this system from the frame lube oil system or from
an overhead tank. This oil comes in contact with and thus contaminates
the gas being compressed. Gas/oil compatibility should be checked.

PIPE SIZING CONSIDERATIONS

Because of the reciprocating action of the piston, care must be exer-
cised to size the piping to minimize acoustical pulsations and mechanical
vibrations. As a rule of thumb, suction and discharge lines should be
sized for a maximum actual velocity of 30 ft/sec (1,800 ft/min) to 42
ft/sec (2,500 ft/min). Volume 1 contains the necessary formulas for deter-
mining pressure drop and velocity in gas piping.

Analog or digital simulators can be used to establish the pulsation per-
formance of any compressor piping system in detail. API 618 Section
3.9.2 provides guidelines for piping pulsation and vibration control based
on compressor discharge pressure and horsepower. In practice, many
operators do not "analog" compressors of 1,000 horsepower or lower, but
rather rely on extrapolations from proven designs. For larger horsepower
sizes or where unusual conditions (e.g., unloading and loading cylinders)
exist, an analog is recommended.

For smaller, high-speed compressors the piping sizing rules of thumb
discussed above, in conjunction with pulsation bottles sized from Figure
11 -24, should be sufficient for individual field compressors. These rules
of thumb can also be used for preliminary sizing of piping and bottles in
preparation for an analog study.

To minimize pipe vibrations it is necessary to design pipe runs so that
the "acoustic length" of the pipe run does not create a standing wave that
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Figure 11 -24. Pulsation bottle sizing chart (approximation). (Reprinted wilh
permission from GPSA Engineering Data Book, 10th Ed.)

amplifies the pressure pulsations in the system. The acoustic length is the
total overall length from end point to end point including all elbows,
bends, and straight pipe runs. Typical pipe runs with respect to acoustic
length are considered to be:

* Pipe length from suction pipeline to suction scrubber
* Pipe length from scrubber to suction pulsation dampeners
» Pipe length from discharge pulsation dampeners to cooler
« Pipe length from cooler to scrubber
* Pipe length from discharge scrubber to pipeline

The end of a pipe ran can be classified as either "open" or "closed."
Typically, closed ends are where the pipe size is dramatically reduced, as
at orifice plates and at short length flow nozzles. A typical open end is
where the pipe size is dramatically increased.

Where the pipe run contains similar ends (closed-closed or open-
open), prohibited pipe lengths are:

0.5X,X 1 .5A, ,2X. . .

where X = acoustic wave length, ft

Where the pipe ran contains dissimilar ends (closed-open or open-closed),
prohibited pipe lengths are:

0.25X 0.75X, 1.25X, 1.75X.. .

The wave length may be calculated from:
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where A, = acoustic wavelength, ft
k = ratio of specific heats, dimensionless
T = gas temperature, °R

MW = molecular weight of gas
RC = compressor speed, rpm

Mechanical vibration of pipe is handled in the same manner as for recip-
rocating pumps (Volume 1, Chapter 12). Normally, if the pipe support
spacing is kept short, the pipe is securely tied down, the support spans are
not uniform in length, and fluid pulsations have been adequately damp-
ened, mechanical pipe vibrations will not be a problem. It is good practice
to ensure that the natural frequency of all pipe spans is higher than the cal-
culated pulsation frequency. The pulsation frequency is given by:

where fp = cylinder pulsation frequency, cps
n = 1 for single-acting cylinders and n = 2 for double-acting

Rc = speed of compressor, rpm

Refer to Volume 1, Chapters 8 and 9 for the calculations of natural fre-
quency of pipe.

Foundation Design Considerations

Satisafactory compressor installations many times depend on how well
the foundation or support structure was designed. An inadequate founda-
tion design can result in equipment damage due to excessive vibration. The
money saved by cutting corners on foundation design effort may be spent
many times in costs associated with high maintenance and lost production.

Due to the basic design of the compressor, its rotating and reciprocating
masses produce inertia forces and moments tha cannot be completely elim-
inated and must be absorbed by the foundation. The manufacturer has the
ability to rninimize the magnitude of these forces and moments by adding
counterweights to the crossheads but cannot totally eliminate them.
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In addition to the unbalanced forces and moments, the foundation
must absorb the moments produced by the gas torque. This is the torque
created by the gas pressure forces as the compressor goes through a revo-
lution. The compressor manufacturer must provide the magnitude of the
resulting forces and moments and the gas torques,

Typically foundation design engineers have only used the compressor
unbalanced forces and moments in their design calculations. Recent
experience has found that the moments created by the gas torque can
have a significant impact on foundation design. Detailed information and
good design practices for compressor support structures and foundations
may be found in Design of Structures and Foundations for Vibrating
Machines by Suresh Arya, Michael O'Neill, and George Pincus.

For complex offshore structures or where foundations may be critical,
finite-element analysis computer programs with dynamic simulation
capability can be used to evaluate foundation natural frequency and the
forced vibration response.

Industry Standard Specifications

As previously discussed in this chapter and in Chapter 10, reciprocat-
ing compressors are generally classified as either low-speed (integral)
compressors or high-speed (separable) compressors. API has provided a
standard and specification for each type of compressor to help the user
and the facility engineer provide reliable compressor installations.

API Standard 618 "Reciprocating Compressors for Petroleum, Chemi-
cal, and Gas Industry Services" covers moderate- to low-speed compres-
sors in critical services. Integral compressors and low-speed, long stroke
balanced-opposed compressors with speeds from 200 to 600 rpm gener-
ally fall into this type of construction. The use of this standard with high-
speed packaged separable compressors generally results in pages of
exceptions by the compressor packager,

API Specification IIP "Specification for Packaged Reciprocating
Compressors for Oil and Gas Production Services" covers packaged
high-speed separable compressors with speeds from 600 to 1,200 rpm.
The majority of reciprocating compressors sold in today's market fall
into this category.

The user and facilitiy engineer must determine the critical nature of each
installation and determine the type of construction desired. He or she must
consider such things as intended service, compressor location, the conse-
quences of downtime, and frequency of up-set or abnormal conditions.
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When specifying compressor packages to API IIP, it may be necessary
to specify certain sections of API 618 to ensure satisfactory installations,
An example of this would be the supply of multiple compressors to be
located in pipeline booster stations. In this case, an analog or digital pul-
sation and vibration study per API 618 Section 3.9 would be advisable to
improve reliability and to minimize system problems and potential dam-
age caused by gas pulsations and interaction between the individual com-
pressor packages.

Fugitive Emissions Control

One of the growing environmental concerns for both new and existing
reciprocating compressor installations is fugitive emissions. Fugitive emis-
sions are the leakage of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) into the atmos-
phere. The local environmental regulations should be checked at the begin-
ning of the compression project to avoid delays and field modifications.

The major source of fugitive emissions from a gas compressor cylin-
der is the piston rod packing. Other sources of fugitive emissions are
around the cylinder valve covers, unloader covers, unloader actuator
packing, and clearance pocket gasket and actuator packing.

Fugitive emissions can be reduced by supplying improved O-ring seal
designs along with piston rod packing cases and actuator stem seal

. designs that utilize an inert buffer gas purge. The purge gas and VOCs
can then be collected and sent to either a flare or vapor recovery system.
The compressor manufacturer must advise the maximum allowable back--
pressure on the compressor components. A typical compressor cylinder
inert buffer gas arrangement is shown in Figure 11-25.

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

Grveo:

Late in the field life it is desirable to compress the 100 MMscfd for the
example field downstream of the separator from 800 psig at 100°F to
1,000 psig. An engine-driven separable compressor is available from sur-
plus. The engine is rated for 1,600 hp at 900 rpm. Horsepower is propor-
tional to speed. The compressor frame has six 7-in. bore by 6.0-in. stroke
double-acting cylinders with a minimum clearance of 17.92%, a rod load
limit of 25,000 Ib, and rod diameter of 1.75 in. Assume k = 1.26, Zs =
0.88, and Zd = 0.85.



Figure 11-25. Typical compressor cylinder inert buffer gas arrangement. (Courtesy
ofDresser-Rana Company.)

Compute discharge temperature, volumetric efficiency, required clear-
ance, rod load, and required horsepower for the given conditions. Also
calculate the lowest suction pressure at which this unit can compress
100 MMscfd.

Spjujioji:

I . Calculate the gas discharge temperature
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2. Calculate the volumetric efficiency

3. Calculate the required clearance

Convert to standard conditions:

At the present operating condition, the throughput is too high. One
can decrease throughput by reducing speed, increasing clearance,
which will reduce volumetric efficiency, using a thicker cylinder
liner to reduce cylinder volume, or lowering suction pressure.
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(a) Calculate required rpm to give desired throughput:

(b) Calculate the clearance that would be needed to reduce the
throughput from 106.9 MMscfd to 100 MMscfd:

Keep PDtot constant, but lower the efficiency.

Now back calculate for the clearance that must be added to pro-
duce this volumetric efficiency.

(c) Calculate the size liner required to reduce piston displacement:
Assume Ev remains constant. This may have to be determined
once a drawing of the specific cylinder and liner is available.
However, it should not vary greatly. The PD required is:
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4. Calculate the rod load

The calculated rod load for both the compression and tension modes
are within the 25,000-Ib maximum rod load limit,

5. Calculate the required horsepower needed for the given conditions:
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This is less than is available from our engine.

6, Calculate the lowest suction pressure.

If we use the minimum clearance,

It would be possible to recalculate this by choosing a new value for
Zs and calculating a new Ev for this condition, but the results will
not change materially. By inspection, neither horsepower, rod load,
nor discharge temperature will limit this suction pressure.



CHAPTIR

12

Mechanical
Design of

Pressure Vessels*

Previous chapters of this book, as well as Volume 1, discuss concepts for
determining the diameter and length of various pressure vessels. Volume 1
examined the various codes and equations for choosing the wall thickness
of piping. This chapter addresses the selection of design pressure rating
and wall thickness of pressure vessels. It also presents a procedure for esti-
mating vessel weight and includes some example design details.

The purpose of this chapter is to present an overview of simple con-
cepts of mechanical design of pressure vessels that must be understood
by a project engineer specifying and purchasing this equipment. Most
pressure vessels in the U.S. and many in other parts of the world are
designed and inspected according to the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers' Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME Code). Because the
ASME Code contains much more detail than can be covered in a single
chapter of a general textbook such as this one, the project engineer
should have access to a copy of the ASME Code and should become

*Reviewed for the 1999 edition by K. S. Chiou of Paragon Engineering Services, Inc.
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familiar with its general contents. In particular, Section VIII of the code,
"Pressure Vessels," is particularly important. Countries that do not use
the ASME Code have similar documents and requirements. The proce-
dures used in this chapter that refer specifically to the ASME Code are
generally applicable in other countries, but should be checked against the
applicable code.

In federal water of the U.S. and in a few states, all pressure vessels
must be designed and inspected in accordance with the ASME Code. In
many states, however, there is no such requirement. It is possible to pur-
chase "non-code" vessels in these states at a small savings in cost. Non-
code vessels are normally designed to code requirements (although there
is no certainty that this is true), but they are not inspected by a qualified
code inspector nor are they necessarily inspected to the quality standards
dictated by the code. For this reason, the use of non-code vessels should
be discouraged to assure vessel integrity.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Design Temperature

The maximum and minimum design temperatures for a vessel will
determine the maximum allowable stress value permitted for the material
to be used in the fabrication of the vessel. The maximum temperature
used in the design should not be less than the mean metal temperature
expected under the design operating conditions. The minimum tempera-
ture used in the design should be the lowest expected in service except
when lower temepratures are permitted by the rules of the ASME Code,
In determining the minimum temperature, such factors as the lowest
operating temperature, operational upset, auto-refrigeration, ambient
temperature, and any other source of cooling should all be considered. If
necessary, the metal temperature should be determined by computation
using accepted heat transfer procedures or by measurement from equip-
ment in service under equivalent operating conditions.

Design Pressure

The design pressure for a vessel is called its "Maximum Allowable
Working Pressure" (MAWP). In conversation this is sometimes referred
to simply as the vessel's "working pressure." The MAWP determines the
setting of the relief valve and must be higher than the normal pressure of
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the process contained in the vessel, which is called the "operating pres-
sure" of the vessel. The operating pressure is fixed by process conditions.
Table 12-1 recommends a minimum differential between operating pres-
sure and MAWP so that the difference between the operating pressure
and the relief valve set pressure provides a sufficient cushion. If the oper-
ating pressure is too close to the relief valve setting, small surges in oper-
ating pressure could cause the relief valve to activate prematurely.

Some vessels have high-pressure safety sensors (PSH) that shut in the
inflow if a higher-than-normal pressure is detected. The use of safety
sensors is discussed in more detail in Chapter 14, The differential
between the operating pressure and the PSH sensor set pressure should
be as indicated in Table 12-1, and the relief valve should be set at least
5% or 5 psi, whichever is greater, higher than the PSH sensor set pres-
sure. Thus, the minimum recommended MAWP for a vessel operating at
75 psig with a PSH sensor would be 105 psig (75 + 25 + 5); the PSH sen-
sor is set at 100 psig and the relief valve is set at 105 psig.

Often, especially for small vessels, it is advantageous to use a higher
MAWP than is recommended in Table 12-1. It may be possible to
increase the MAWP at little or no cost and thus have greater future flexi-
bility if process changes (e.g., greater throughput) require an increase in
operating pressure.

The MAWP of the vessel cannot exceed the MAWP of the nozzles,
valves, and pipe connected to the vessel. As discussed in Volume 1,
Chapter 9, pipe flanges, fittings and valves are manufactured in accor-
dance with industry standard pressure rating classes. Table 12-2 is a sum-
mary of the more detailed Table 9-11 in Volume 1 (1st Edition: Table 9-
9) and presents the MAWP of carbon steel fittings manufactured in

Table 12-1
Setting Maximum Allowable Working Pressures

Minimum Differential Between
Operating Pressure Operating and MAWP

Less than 50 psig 10 psi
5 1 psig to 250 psig 25 psi
25 1 psig to 500 psig 10% of maximum operating pressure
501 psig to 1000 psig 50 psi
1001 psig and higher 5% of maximum operating pressure
Vessels with high-pressure safety sensors have an additional 5% or 5 psi,
whichever is greater, added to the minimum differential.
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accordance with American National Standards Institute (ANSI) specifi-
cation B16.5.

If the minimum MAWP calculated from Table 12-1 is close to one of
the ANSI MAWP listed in Table 12-2, it is common to design the pres-
sure vessel to the same MAWP as the ANSI class. For example, the 105-
psig pressure vessel previously discussed will have nozzles, valves and
fittings attached to it that are rated for 285 psig (ANSI Class 150), The
increase in cost of additional vessel wall thickness to meet a MAWP of
285 psig may be small.

Often, a slightly higher MAWP than that calculated from Table 12-1 is
possible at almost no additional cost. Once a preliminary MAWP is
selected from Table 12-1, it is necessary to calculate a wall thickness for
the shell and heads of the pressure vessel. The procedure for doing this is
described in the following section. The actual wall thickness chosen for
the shell and heads will be somewhat higher than that calculated, as the
shells and heads will be formed from readily available plates. Thus, once
the actual wall thickness is determined, a new MAWP can be specified
for essentially no additional cost. (There will be a marginal increase in
cost to test the vessel to the slightly higher pressure.)

This concept can be especially significant for a low-pressure vessel
where a minimum wall thickness is desired. For example, assume the
calculations for a 50-psig MAWP vessel indicate a wall thickness of 0.20
in., and it is decided to use !4-in. plate. This same plate might be used if a
MAWP of 83.3 psig were specified. Thus, by specifying the higher
MAWP (83.3 psig), additional operating flexibility is available at essen-
tially no increase in cost. Many operators specify the MAWP based on

Table 12-2
Summary ANSI Pressure Ratings Material Group 1.1

Class

150
300
400
600
900

1500
2500

~20°FtolOO°

285
740
990

1480
2220
3705
6170

MAWP, psig

F 100°Fto200°F

250
675
900

1350
2025
3375
5625
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process conditions in their bids and ask the vessel manufacturers to state
the maximum MAWP for which the vessel could be tested and approved,

Maximum Allowable Stress Values

The maximum allowable stress values to be used in the calculation of
the vessel's wall thickness are given in the ASME Code for many different
materials. These stress values are a function of temperature. Section VIII
of the ASME Code, which governs the design and construction of all pres-
sure vessels with operating pressures greater than 15 psig, is published in
two divisions. Each sets its own maximum allowable stress values. Divi-
sion 1, governing the design by Rules, is less stringent from the standpoint
of certain design details and inspection procedures, and thus incorporates a
higher safety factor of 4. For example, if a 60,000 psi tensile strength
material is used, the maximum allowable stress value is 15,000 psi. On the
other hand, Division 2 governs the design by Analysis and incorporates a
lower safety factor of 3. Thus, the maximum allowable stress value for a
60,000 psi tensile strength material will become 20,000 psi.

Many companies require that all their pressure vessels be constructed
In accordance with Division 2 because of the more exacting standards.
Others find that they can purchase less expensive vessels by allowing
manufacturers the choice of either Division 1 or Division 2. Normally,
manufacturers will choose Division I for low-pressure vessels and Divi-
sion 2 for high-pressure vessels.

The maximum allowable stress values at normal temperature range for
the steel plates most commonly used in the fabrication of pressure vessels
are given in Table 12-3. For stress values at higher temperatures and for
other materials, the latest edition of the ASME Code should be referenced.

Determining Wall Thickness

The following formulas are used in the ASME Code Section VIII,
Division 1 for determining wall thickness:

Wall thickness—cylindrical shells
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Table 12-3
Maximum Allowable Stress Value for Common Steels

Metal
Temperature

Carbon
Steel
Plates
and
Sheets

Low
Alloy
Steel
Plates

High
Alloy
Steel
Plates

Not Lower Than
Not Exceeding

SA-516 Grade 55
Grade 60
Grade 65
Grade 70

SA-285 Grade A
Grade B
Grade C

SA-36
SA-387 Grade 2, cl. 1

Grade 12, cl.l
Grade 11, cl. 1
Grade 22, cl.l
Grade21,cl.l
Grade 5, cl.l
Grade 2, cl.2
Grade 1.2, cl.2
Grade 11, cl.2
Grade 22, cl.2
Grade 21, cl.2
Grade 5, cl.2

SA-203 Grade A
Grade B
Grade D
Grade E

SA-240 Grade 304
Grade 304L
Grade 3 16
Grade316L

ASME Section Vili
Div. 1 Div, 2
-20°F ~20°F
650°F 100°F

1 3,800
15,000
16,300
17,500
11,300
12,500
13,800
12,700
13,800
13,800
15,000
15,000
15,000
13,900
1 7,500
16,300
18,800
17,700
17,700
17,400
16,300
17,500
16,300
17,500
11,200

—
12,300
10,200

18,300
20,000
21 700
23,300
15,000
16,700
18,100
1 6,900
18,300
18,300
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
23,300
21,700
25,000
25,000
25,000
25.000
21.700
23,300
21,700
23,300
20,000
16,700
20,000
16,700

Wall thickness—2:1 ellipsoidal heads

Wall thickness—hemispherical heads
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where S = maximum allowable stress value, psi
t = thickness, excluding corrosion allowance, in.

P = maximum allowable working pressure, psig
r = inside radius before corrosion allowance is added, in.
d = inside diameter before corrosion allowance is added, in,
E = joint efficiency, see Table 12-4 (Most vessels are fabricated

in accordance with Type of Joint No. 1.)
a = 1A the apex of the cone

Figure 12-1 defines the various types of heads. Most production facili-
ty vessels use ellipsoidal heads because they are readily available, nor-
mally less expensive, and take up less room than hemispherical heads.

Cone-bottorn vertical vessels are sometimes used where solids are
anticipated to be a problem. Most cones have either a 90° apex (a = 45°)
or a 60° apex (a = 30°). These are referred to respectively as a "45°" or
"60°" cone because of the angle each makes with the horizontal. Equa-
tion 12-4 is for the thickness of a conical head that contains pressure.
Some operators use internal cones within vertical vessels with standard
ellipsoidal heads as shown in Figure 12-2. The ellipsoidal heads contain
the pressure, and thus the internal cone can be made of very thin steel.

Table 12-4 lists joint efficiencies that should be used in Equations 12-1
to 12-4. This is Table UW-12 in the ASME Code.

Table 12-5 lists some of the common material types used to construct
pressure vessels. Individual operating companies have their own stan-
dards, which differ from those listed in this table.

Corrosion Allowance

Typically, a corrosion allowance of 0.125 in. for non-corrosive service
and 0.250 in. for corrosive service is added to the wall thickness calculat-
ed in Equations 12-1 to 12-4.

INSPECTION PROCEDURES

All ASME Code vessels are inspected by an approved Code inspector.
The manufacturer will supply Code papers signed by the inspector. The
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Figure 12-1. Pressure vessel shapes.

nameplate on the vessel will be stamped to signify it has met the require-
ments of the Code. One of these requirements is that the vessel was tested
to 1.5 times MAWP. However, this is only one of the requirements. The
mere fact that a vessel is tested to 1.5 times MAWP does not signify that it
has met all the design and quality assurance safety aspects of the Code.

It must be pointed out that a Code stamp does not necessarily mean
that the vessel is fabricated in accordance with critical nozzle dimensions
or internal devices as required by the process. The Code inspector is only
interested in those aspects that relate to the pressure-handling integrity of
the vessel. The owner must do his own inspection to assure that nozzle
locations are within tolerance, vessel internals are installed as designed,
coatings are applied properly, etc.
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Figure 12-2. Internal cone vessel.

ESTIMATING VESSEL WEIGHTS

It is important to be able to estimate vessel weights, since most cost
estimating procedures start with the weight of the vessel. The vessel
weight, both empty and full with water, may be necessary to adequately
design a foundation or to assure that the vessel can be lifted or erected
once it gets to the construction site.

The weight of a vessel is made up of the weight of the shell, the
weight of the heads, and the weight of internals, nozzles, pedestals, and
skirts. The last two terms are defined in Figure 12-3.

(text continued on page 339)



Table 12-4
Maximum Allowable Joint Efficiencies for Arc and Gas Welded Joints

No.

1

2

3

4

Type of Joint
Description

Butt joints as attained by double-
welding or by other means that
will obtain the same quality of
deposited weld metal on the in-
side and outside weld surfaces to
agree with the requirements of
UW-35. Welds using metal back-
ing strips that remain in the
place are excluded.

Single- welded butt joint with
backing strip other than those
included under (1).

Single- welded butt joint without
use of backing strip

Double full fillet lap joint.

limitations

None

(a) None except as in
(b) below

(b) Butt weld with one plate
offset — for circumferential
joints only, see UW-13(c)
andFig.UW-13.1(k)

Circumferential joints only, not
over 54-inch thick and not over
24-in. outside diameter.

Longitudinal joints not over
/i-in. thick. Circumferential joints
not over %4n, thick.

(a) Fully (b) Spot (c) Not Spot
Radiographed' Examined Examined3

1.00 0.85 0.70

0.90 0.80 0.65

— 0.60

— — 0.55

on page)



5 Single full fillet lap joints with plug
welds conforming to UW-17.

(a) Circumferential joints4 for — — 0,50
attachment of heads not
over 24-in. outside diameter
to shells not over H in. thick.

(b) Circumferential joints for the
attachment to shells of jackets
not over % in. in nominal
thickness where the distance from
the center of the plug weld to the
edge of the plate is not less than
11A times the diamter of the hole
for the plug.

6 Single full fillet lap joints with- (a) For the attachment of heads — — 0.45
out plug welds. convex to pressure to shells not

over %-in. required thickness,
only with use of fillet weld on
inside of shell; or

(b) For attachment of heads having
pressure on either side to shells
not over 24-in. inside diameter
and not over 54-in. required
thickness with fillet weld on out-
side of head flange only.

'See UW-12(a) and UW-5J.
2See UW-12(b) and UW-52.
-The maximum allowable joint efficiencies shown in this column are the weld joint efficiencies multiplied by 0,80 (and rounded off to the nearest 0.05) to effect the basic
reduction in allowable stress required by the Division for welded vessels that are not spot examined. See (UW-12(c)).

4Joints attaching hemispherical heads to shells are excluded,



Table 12-5
Materials Typically Specified

Plate

Pipe

Flanges and
Fittings

Stud Bolts
Nuts

Low
Pressure

SA-36
SA-285-C
SA-53-B

SA-105

SA-193-B7
SA-194-2H

Common
Steel
T > -20°F

SA-5 16-70

SA-106-B

SA-105
SA-181-1
SA-193-B7
SA-194-2H

NACE
MR-01-75

SA-5 16-70

SA-106-B

SA-105
SA-181-1
SA-193-B7M
SA-194-2M

Low Temp
-50°F<T<-20°F

SA-5 16-70

SA-333-6

SA-350-LF1

SA-320-L7
S A- 194-4

Low Temp
T < -50°F

SA-240-304

SA-312
TP-304
SA-182
F-304
SA-193-B8
SA-194-8A

High
CO2 Service

SA-240-316L

SA-312
TP-316L
SA-182
F-316L
SA-193-B8M
SA-194-8MA
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Figure 12-3. Vessel support devices.

(text continued from page 335)

The shell weight can be estimated from:

where W = weight, Ib
d = ID, in.
t = wall thickness, in.

L = shell length, ft

The weight of one 2:1 ellipsoidal head is approximately:

The weight of a cone is:

a = one half the cone apex angle
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The weight of nozzles and internals can be estimated at 5 to 10% of the
sum of the shell and head weights. The weight of a skirt can be estimated
as the same weight per foot as the shell with a length given by Equation
12-8 for an ellipsoidal head and Equation 12-9 for a conical head.

where L = skirt length, ft

The weight of pedestals for a horizontal vessel can be estimated as 10%
of the total weight of the vessel.

SPECIFICATION AND DESIGN OF PRESSURE VESSELS

Pressure Vessel Specifications

Most companies have a detailed general specification for the construc-
tion of pressure vessels, which defines the overall quality of fabrication
required and addresses specific items such as:

»Code compliance
• Design conditions and materials
• Design details

- Vessel design and tolerances
- Vessel connections (nozzle schedules)
- Vessel internals
- Ladders, cages, platforms, and stairs
- Vessel supports and lifting lugs
- Insulation supports
- Shop drawings

• Fabrication
- General
- Welding
- Painting
- Inspection and testing
- Identification stamping
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- Drawings, final reports, and data sheets
- Preparation for shipment

A copy of this specification is normally attached to a bid request form,
which includes a pressure vessel specification sheet such as the one
shown in Figure 12-4. This sheet contains schematic vessel drawings and
pertinent specifications and thus defines the vessel in enough detail so
the manufacturer can quote a price and so the operator can be sure that
all quotes represent comparable quality. The vessel connections (nozzle
schedules) are developed from mechanical flow diagrams. It is not neces-
sary for the bidder to know the location of the nozzles to submit a quote
or even to order material.

Shop Drawings

Before the vessel fabrication can proceed, the fabricator will develop
complete drawings and have these drawings approved by the representa-
tive of the engineering firm and/or the operating company. These draw-
ings are called shop drawings. They will show detailed vessel design and
fabrication/welding, nozzle schedules and locations, details of vessel
internals, and other accessories. Examples are shown in Figures 12-5
through 12-13. Some typical details are discussed below.

Nozzles

Nozzles should be sized according to pipe sizing criteria, such as those
provided in API RP 14E. The outlet nozzle is generally the same size as
the inlet nozzle. To prevent baffle destruction due to impingement, the
entering fluid velocity is to be limited as:

where V]N = maximum inlet nozzle fluid velocity, ft/sec
pi = density of the entering fluid, lb/ft3

If an interior centrifugal (cyclone) separator is used, the inlet nozzle
size should be the same size as the pipe. If the internal design requires

(text continued on page 346)



Figure 12-4, Example of pressure vessel specification sheet.



Figure 12-5, Example of pressure vessel shop drawing.
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Figure 12-6. Nozzle projections. (Reprinted with permission from Pressure Vesset
Handbook, Publishing, Inc., Tulsa.)

Figure 12-7. Siphon drain.
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Figure 12*8. Example of supports for mist extractors. (Reprinted with permission
from Pressure Vessel Handbook, Publishing, Inc., Tulsa.)

Figure 12-9. Examples of Vortex Breaker Details. (Source: Copyright ©
International Training & Development.)
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(text continued from page 341)

the smallest inlet and exit pressure losses possible, the nozzle size shoulcf
be increased.

Vortex Breaker

As liquid flows out of the exit nozzle, it will swirl and create a vortex.
Vortexing would carry the gas out with the liquid. Therefore, all liquid
outlet nozzles should be equipped with a vortex breaker. Figure 12-9
shows several vortex breaker designs. Additional designs can be found in
the Pressure Vessel Handbook. Most designs depend on baffles around or
above the outlet to prevent swirling.

Manways

Manways are large openings that allow personnel access to the vessel
internals for their maintenance and/or replacement. Vessels 36 in. and
larger should have a minimum of one 18-in. manway. Vessels 30 in. and
smaller should have two 4-in. flanged inspection openings. Manway
cover davit should be provided for 12-in. and larger manways for safe
and easy opening and closing of the cover. Figure 12-10 shows an exam-
ple of a horizontal manway cover davit and sleeve details.

Vessel Supports

Small vertical vessels may be supported by angle support legs, as
shown in Figure 12-11. Larger vertical vessels are generally supported by
a skirt support, as shown in Figure 12-12. At least two (2) vent holes, 180°
apart, should be provided at the uppermost location in the skirt to prevent
the accumulation of gas, which may create explosive conditions. Horizon-
tal vessels are generally supported by a pair of saddle type supports.

Ladder and Platform

Ladder and platform should be provided if operators are required to
climb up to the top of the vessel regularly. An example is shown in Fig-
ure 12-1.3.
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Figure Figure 12-10. Example of horizontal manway cover davit and sleeve detail.
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BASE PLATE SCHEDULE

ANGLE LEG SIZE

6* x 6*
5" x 5"
4" x 4"
3" x 3"

2 1/2" x 2 1/2"

"A"

a*
7*

6"

5*

4*

*&"

3 3/8"
2 7/8*

2*

1 3/4"

1 1/2"

ELEVATION VIEW

Figure 12-11. Angle support legs.

Pressure Relief Devices

All pressure vessels should be equipped with one or more pressure
safety valves (PSVs) to prevent overpressure. This is a requirement of
both the ASME Code and API RP 14C (refer to Chapter 14). The PSV
should be located upstream of the mist extractor. If the PSV is located
downstream of the mist extractor, an overpressure situation could occur
when the mist extractor becomes plugged isolating the PSV from the
high pressure, or the mist extractor could be damaged when the relief
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VENT HOLES

In service of hydrocarbons or other
combustible liquids or gases the
skirts shall be provided with
minimum of two 2 inch vent holes
located as high as possible 180
degrees apart. The vent holes shall
clear head insulation. For sleeve may
be used coupling or pipe.

ACCESS OPENINGS

The shape of access openings may
be circular or any other shapes.
Circular access openings are used
most frequently with pipe or bent
plate sleeves. The projection of
sleeve equals to the thickness of
fireproofing or minimum 2 inches.
The projection of sleeves shall be
increased when necessary for
reinforcing the skirt under certain
loading conditions.

Diameter (0) = 16-24 inches

PIPE OPENINGS

The shape of pipe openings are
circular with a diameter of 1 inch
larger than the diameter of flange.
Sleeves should be provided as tor
access openings.

Figure 12-12. Skirt openings. (Reprinted with permission from Pressure Vessel
Handbook, Publishing, Inc., Tulsa.)

valve opens, Rupture discs are sometimes used as a backup relief device
for the PSV. The disc is designed to break when the internal pressure
exceeds the set point. Unlike the PSV, which is self-closing, the rupture
disc must be replaced if it has been activated.

Corrosion Protection

Pressure vessels handling salt water and fluids containing signficiant
amounts of H2S and CO2 require corrosion protection. Common corro-
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SIDE STEP THROUGH STEP

Figure 12*13. Ladders. (Reprinted with permission from Pressure Vessel
Handbook, Publishing, Inc., Tulsa.)

sion protection methods include internal coatings with synthetic poly-
meric materials and galvanic (sacrificial) anodes. All pressure vessels
that handle corrosive fluids should be monitored periodically. Ultrasonic
surveys can locate discontinuities in the metal structure, which will indi-
cate corrosion damages.
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM 12-1

Determine the weight for the following free-water knockout. It is butt
weld fabricated with spot x-ray and to be built to Division 1. A conical
head (bottom of the vessel) is desired for ease in sand removal. Compare
this weight to that of a vessel without the conical section and that to a
vessel with a !4-in. plate internal cone.

Design pressure = 125 psig
Maximum operating temperature = 200°F
Corrosion allowance = M in.
Material = SA516 Grade 70
Diameter = 1.0ft
Seam-to-seam length

above the cone =12 ft
Cone apex angle = 60°

Solution:

Case I—Cone bottom

Required thickness = 0.507 + 0.250 = 0.757 in.
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(b)Head:

(125) (120)|- == , _ ,— = y 505 in
(2) (17,500) (0.85) - (0.2) (125)

Required thickness = 0.505 + 0.250 = 0.755 in.

Use—-in. head (0.8125)

W = (0.34)(0.8125)(120)2 + (1.9)(0.8125)(120)
= 4,1631b

(c) Cone:

_ Pd

~ 2 cos a (SE - 0.6P)

t (125) (120)
t = • = 0.585 in.

(2 cos 30) (17,500 x 0.85 - 0.6 x 125)

Required thickness = 0.585 + 0.250 = 0.835 in.

Use--in. plate (0.875)

w = (0.23) (0.875X120)1 =

sin 30

(d) Skirt:

Height = —— = 8.66 ft
tan 30

Allow 2 ft for access

Height =11 ft. Assume it is M-in. plate.

W = (11X120X0.5X11) = 7,260

(e) Summary: Shell 12,870
Head 4,163
Cone 5,796
Skirt 7,260

30,089
Misc 5.000

35,089 Ib
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Case II—Ellipsoidal head

(a) Skirt:

I-°^d + 2j_j — " r jL
12

_ (0.25) (120) |
12

= 4.50 ft

W = (11) (120) (0.5) (4.5) = 2,970 Ib

(b)^ELn!aiy: Shdl 12<870

Head 4,163
Head 4,163
Skirt 2,970

24,166
Misc. 5,000

29,1661b

Case III—Internal cone

(a) Internal Cone:

w = (0.23) (0.25) (120)2
 lb

sin 30

(b) Shell:

Height of cone = = 8.7 ft
tan 30

Length of shell = 12 + 8.7 = 20.7 ft

Weight of shell = (11)(120)(0.8125)(20.7)
= 22,200 Ib
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(c) Summary: Shell 22,200
Head 4,163
Head 4,163
Skirt 2,970
Cone __L656

35,152
Misc. _5JQQ

40,152 Ib



CHAPTER

13

Pressure Relief*

The most important safety devices in a production facility are the pres-
sure relief valves, which ensure that pipes, valves, fittings, and pressure
vessels can never be subjected to pressures higher than their design pres-
sures. Relief valves must be designed to open rapidly and fully, and be
adequately sized to handle the total flow of gas and liquids that could
potentially cause an overpressure situation. They relieve the pressure by
routing this stream to a safe location where it can be vented to atmos-
phere or burned.

As long as pressure, level, and temperature control devices are operat-
ing correctly, the safety system is not needed. If the control system mal-
functions, then pressure, level, and temperature safety switches sense the
problem so the inflow can be shut off. If the control system fails and the
safety switches don't work, then relief valves are needed to protect
against overpressure. Relief valves are essential because safety switches
do fail or can be bypassed for operational reasons. Also, even when safe-
ty switches operate correctly, shutdown valves take time to operate, and
there may be pressure stored in upstream vessels that can overpressure
downstream equipment while the system is shutting down. Relief valves
are an essential element in the facility safety system.

*Reviewed for the 1999 edition by Mary E. Thro of Paragon Engineering Services, Inc.

355
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RELIEF REQUIREMENTS

The ASME code requires every pressure vessel that can be blocked In
to have a relief valve to alleviate pressure build up due to thermal expan-
sion of trapped gases or liquids. In addition, the American Petroleum
Institute Recommended Practice (API RP) 14C, "Analysis, Design,
Installation and Testing of Basic Surface Safety Systems on Offshore
Production Platforms," recommends that relief valves be installed at vari-
ous locations in the production system; and API RP 520, "Design and
Installation of Pressure Relieving Systems in Refineries," recommends
various conditions for sizing relief valves.

In production facility design, the most common relieving conditions
are ( I ) blocked discharge, (2) gas blowby, (3) regulator failure, (4) fire,
(5) thermal, and (6) heat exchanger tube rupture. Relief valve design
flow rates are commonly determined as follows.

1. Blocked Discharge. It is assumed that all outlets from the vessel are
shut in and the total inlet flow stream (gas and liquids) must flow
out through the relief valve. This condition could occur, for exam-
ple, if the equipment has been shut in and isolated and the operator
opens the inlet before opening the outlet valves.

2. Gas Blowby. A gas blowby condition is the most critical and some-
times overlooked condition in production facility design. It assumes
that there is a failure of an upstream control valve feeding the pres-
sure vessel and that the relief valve must handle the maximum gas
flow rate into the system during this upset condition. For example,
if the liquid control valve on a high pressure separator were to fail
open, all the liquid would dump to the downstream lower-pressure
vessel. Then the gas from the high pressure separator would start to
flow to the downstream vessel. The lower pressure vessel's relief
valve must be sized to handle the total gas flow rate that will fit
through the liquid dump valve in a full open position. We normally
assume (conservatively) that the upstream vessel pressure is the
PSV set point (or less conservatively at its operating pressure) and
the downstream vessel is at its PSV set point. The resulting gas flow
rate may be larger than the design gas flow rate to the high-pressure
separator inlet. The rate can be reduced by a choke or other restric-
tions in the line. In that case, the rate would be the maximum rate
that would fit through the choke at the appropriate vessel pressures,
Most accidents involving overpressuring of low pressure separators
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are a result of relief valves not being adequately sized to handle the
gas blowby condition.

Note: Liquid dump valves are normally fail closed to prevent gas
blowby. That means that in case of loss of instrument gas or air
pressure, the spring will drive the valve to the closed position. How-
ever, the valve can mechanically fail because the level controller
malfunctions or the seat cuts out due to solids erosion, which would
cause it to fail in an open configuration.

3. Regulator Failure. It is assumed that a pressure control valve or reg-
ulator fails in the full open position. Regulator failure could occur
where a regulator is used to feed gas from a high pressure line to a
fuel gas scrubber. Normally, the regulator only opens enough to keep
the pressure in the scrubber constant. If the valve fails open, the
users can't take the excess gas, so the pressure in the scrubber goes
up until the relief valve opens. The feed to the regulator is assumed
to be (conservatively) at the upstream relief valve set point, and the
downstream vessel will pressurize to its relief valve set point.

4. Fire, The relief valve must be sized to handle the gases evolving
from liquids if the equipment is exposed to an external fire. A proce-
dure for calculating this is presented in API RP 520. This condition
may be critical for large, low-pressure vessels and tanks but does
not normally govern for other pressure vessels.

5. Thermal Thermal relief is needed in a vessel or piping run that is
liquid-packed and can be isolated, for example pig launchers and
meter provers. Liquid is subject to thermal expansion if it is heated.
It is also incompressible. The thermal expansion due to heating by
the sun from a nighttime temperature of 80°F to a sun-heated tem-
perature of 120°F can be enough to rupture piping or a vessel. The
required capacity of thermal relief valves is very small.

6. Tube Rupture. It is common for a heat exhanger to have a high-pres-
sure fluid in the tubes and a lower-pressure rated shell. If there is a
break in one of the tubes, the higher pressure fluid will leak to the
shell, resulting in overpressure. It is conservative to assume a tube is
completely split with choked flow from both sides of the break.

A vessel may be subject to more than one condition under different
failure scenarios. For example, a low pressure separator may be subject
to blocked discharge, gas blowby from the high pressure separator, and
fire. Only one of these failures is assumed to happen at any time. The
relief valve size needs to be calculated for each pertinent relieving rate
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Table 13-1
Maximum Rale Relieving Scenarios

Vessel Relieving Scenarios

Production Separators Blocked Discharge
Test Separators Blocked Discharge
Low Pressure Separators Blocked Discharge or Blowby
Glycol Contact Tower Fire
Oil Treater Gas Blowby or Fire
Utility or Fuel Gas Scrubber Regulator Failure
Heat Exchanger Tube Rupture
Compressor Scrubber Fire
Compressor Discharge Blocked Discharge

and the largest size used. The usual controlling cases for common vessels
and piping are shown in Table 13-1.

A vessel can only be overpressured if the upstream vessel has a higher
pressure than the vessel in question. A compressor scrubber with a
MAWP of 285 that gets flow from a 285 MAWP separator does not need
to have a relief valve sized for blocked discharge. The upstream relief
valve will keep the upstream separator pressure from going higher than
285, so there is no way it can overpressure the downstream scrubber. The
scrubber PSV only needs to be sized for fire.

The same concept applies to a glycol contact tower, except for one
small trick. Contact towers often handle glycol at temperatures above
1QO°F, so the MAWP is reduced for the higher temperature (e.g. 1,440
psig at 130°F rather than 1,480 psig at 100°F). In order to keep from siz-
ing the contact tower relief valve for the full wellstream gas flow, the sep-
arator relief valve is usually set at the glycol tower MAWP (1,440 psig)
even though the separator MAWP may actually be higher (1,480 psig).

Good engineering judgment should be used to determine the relief rate
when the separator MAWP is higher than the well SITP. Unexpected
things can happen with a well. Production reservoirs at different pres-
sures within the well bore can communicate in unexpected ways (for
example, as the result of a poor cement job). Where flow is coming from
a well, it is a good idea to provide an extra margin of safety. If the vessel
MAWP is not significantly higher than the well SITP, the relief valve
should be sized for blocked discharge of the full production rate.

Figure 13-1 shows the various relationships between MAWP and the
relief valve set pressure. The primary relief valve should be set to open at
no more than 100% of MAWP and to relieve the worst case flow rates,
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NOTES:
1. Tile operating pm*u» may be any tower pressure required.
2. The set presaure ami all other values related to it may be moved dcwnwd if ibe operating pressure permits.
3. this figure conforms with the requirements at the ASME Boiltr aid Pnaurt Vtatl Code, Section VIII, "Pressure Vessels," Division I.
4. The pressure condition shown are for safety relief valves installed on a pressure vessel (vapor phase).

Figure 13-1. Various relationships between MAWPs and relief valve set pressure.
I Reprinted wirfi permission from API RP 521.}

not counting fire (i.e., blocked discharge or gas blowby), at a pressure of
1.10 MAWP. If two relief valves are used to handle the worst case flow
rates, the first must be set no higher than 100% MAWP and the second at
1.05 MAWP. They must relieve the worst case flow rates, not counting
fire, at 1.16 MAWP. The maximum pressure for relieving fire relief rates
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is 1.21 MAWP. Thus, under relief conditions, the pressure in the vessel
may actually exceed MAWP. This buildup of pressure in the vessel above
the MAWP as the relief valve opens is called "overpressure." This is
taken into account by the various safety factors in the ASME Code and is
one of the reasons the vessel is originally tested to 1.5 MAWP.

The relief valve must be installed so that gases are routed to a safe
location. In small facilities and remote locations this is accomplished
with a simple "tail pipe," which points the discharge vertically upward
and creates a jet in excess of 500 feet per second. The jet action dilutes
the discharge gases to below the lower flammable limit in approximately
120 pipe diameters. Liquids may fall back on the equipment.

In large facilities and offshore platforms where the escaping gases and
liquids could present a source of pollution or ignition, it is common to
route the relief valve discharges into a common "header" that discharges
at a remote safe location. Often a vent scrubber is installed in this header
to separate the bulk of the liquids and to minimize the possibility of liq-
uid discharges to atmosphere.

TYPE OF DEVICES

Valves that activate automatically to relieve pressure are called "safety
valves," "relief valves," or "safety relief valves." Safety valves are spring
loaded and characterized by a rapid full opening or "pop" action. They
are used primarily for steam or air service. Sometimes they are referred
to as "pop valves." Relief valves are spring loaded and open more slow-
ly. They reach full opening at 25% over set pressure and are used primar-
ily for liquid services. Safety relief valves can be either spring loaded or
pilot operated and are designed to provide full opening with little over-
pressure. Most automatically-actuating relief devices used in production
facilities are actually safety relief valves; however, they are commonly
referred to as relief valves or safety valves. In this book the term "relief
valve" is used in the generic sense of any automatically-actuating pres-
sure relieving device.

There are three types of relief valves: conventional, balanced-bellows,
and spring loaded.

Conventional Relief Valves

Figure 13-2 shows a cross section of a conventional relief valve and
Figure 13-3 is a schematic that shows the valve's operation. Convention-
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Figure 13*2. Conventional
safety-relief valve. (Courtesy
ofAPI.)

al relief valves can be used anywhere that back-pressure in the relief
header is low. They are common onshore where relief valves are fitted
with individual tail pipes. On offshore platforms, they are used mainly as
small threaded valves for fire and thermal relief and for liquid relief
around pumps. In a conventional relief valve, a spring holds a disk closed
against the vessel pressure. A bonnet covers the spring and is vented to
the valve outlet. The outlet pressure P2 acts on both sides of the disk, bal-
ancing the pressure across the disk except for the portion of the disk open
to the vessel pressure Pj. The net opening force is equal to P] times the
area over which Pj acts. The closing force is the spring force F§ plus ?2
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Figure 13-3. Operation of conventional
safety-relief valve. (Reprinted with
permission from API RP 520.1

times the same area where P} acts. When the open area times the differ-
ence in pressures, PI minus P2, equals the spring force, the valve begins
to open. Increasing the pressure on the back of the disk, P2 or the back-
pressure, will hold the valve closed. "Back-pressure" is the pressure that
builds up in the relief piping and at the outlet of the relief valve. It con-
sists of constant back-pressure in the system, back-pressure due to other
relief valves relieving, and self-imposed back-pressure due to the valve
itself relieving. If P2 increases because the valve is installed in a header
system with other valves, then the amount of pressure in the vessel (the
set point) required to overcome the spring force increases.

Conventional relief valves should only be used where the discharge is
routed independently to atmosphere, or if installed in a header system,
the back-pressure build-up when the device is relieving must be kept
below 10% of the set pressure so the set point is not significantly affect-
ed. The set point increases directly with back-pressure.

Conventional relief valves may be equipped with lifting levers or
screwed caps. The lifting lever permits mechanical operations of the
valve for testing or clean-out of foreign material from under the seat.
Screwed caps prevent leakage outside of the valve, but also prevent over-
riding the spring if foreign material or ice become lodged under the disc.
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Balanced-Bel lows Relief Valves

Balanced relief valves are spring-loaded valves that contain a bellows
arrangement to keep back-pressure from affecting the set point. Figure
13-4 shows a cross section of a balanced relief valve, and Figure 13-5 is
a schematic that shows how the valve operates. The bonnet is vented to
atmosphere and a bellows is installed so that the back-pressure acts both
downward and upward on the same area of the disc. Thus, the forces cre-
ated by the back-pressure always cancel and do not affect the set point,

Figure 13-4. Balanced-bellows relief valve. (Courtesy of API.)
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Figure 13-5. Operation of balanced-bellows safety-relief valve. (Reprinted with
permission from API 520.)

Balanced bellows type valves are normally used where the relief
valves are piped to a closed flare system and the back-pressure exceeds
10% of the set pressure, where conventional valves can't be used because
back-pressure is too high. They are also used in flow lines, multiphase
lines, or for paraffinic or asphaltic crude, where pilot-operated valves
can't be used due to possible plugging of the pilot line. An advantage of
this type of relief valve is, for corrosive or dirty service, the bellows pro-
tects the spring from process fluid. A disadvantage is that the bellows can
fatigue, which will allow process fluid to escape through the bonnet. For
H2S service, the bonnet vent must be piped to a safe area.

Pilot-Operated Relief Valves

Pilot-operated relief valves use the pressure in the vessel rather than a
spring to seal the valve and a pilot to activate the mechanism. Figure 13-6
is a schematic of a typical pilot-operated valve. A piece of tubing commu-
nicates pressure between the relief valve inlet and pilot. When this pres-
sure is below the set pressure of the pilot, the pilot valve is in the position
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Figure 13-6, Typical pilot-operated valve.

shown, and there is pressure communication between the inlet pressure
and the top of the disc. Since the disc has approximately 25% greater area
on the top than in the throat of the nozzle, there is a net closing force on
the disc equal to the difference in magnitude of the areas times the vessel
pressure. The closer the vessel pressure gets to the set point, the greater
the closing force, and thus "simmer," which can occur in spring loaded
valves near the set point, is eliminated. When the set point is reached, the
pilot shifts to the right, blocking the pressure from the vessel, venting
pressure from above the disc, and allowing the disc to rise,
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Pilot-operated valves have the advantage of allowing operations near
the set point with no leakage, and the set position is not affected by back-
pressure. However, they will not function if the pilot fails. If the sensing
tine tills with hydrates or solids, the valve will open at 25% over the
pressure trapped above the disc (usually the normal operating pressure of
the vessel). For this reason they should be used with care in dirty gas ser-
vice and liquid service. They are used extensively offshore where all the
platform relief valves are tied into a single header because up to 50%
back-pressure will not affect the valve capacity.

A disadvantage of pilot operated valves is that, if there is no pressure
in the vessel, back-pressure could cause the disc to lift. This could occur
if a vessel was shut-in and depressured for maintenance, the relief valve
was installed in a header, and another valve in the header was opened,
building back-pressure. Figure 13-7 shows an arrangement of two check
valves in the sensing system to assure that the higher of the vessel pres-
sure or the header pressure is always present above the disc. This is
called "backflow protection." A backflow preventer should be specified
if the vessel could be subject to vacuum, such as a compressor suction
scrubber, or where the back-pressure in a relief header can exceed the
relief valve set pressure when other valves are relieving.

Figure 13-7. Check valve backflow preventer.
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Rupture Discs

These are thin diaphragms held between flanges and calibrated to burst
at a specified static inlet pressure. Unlike relief valves, rapture discs can-
not reseal when the pressure declines. Once the disc ruptures, any flow
into the vessel will exit through the disc, and the disc must be replaced
before the pressure vessel, can be placed back in service. Rupture discs
are manufactured in a variety of materials and with various coatings for
corrosion resistance.

The most common disc materials are aluminum, monel, inconel, and
stainless steel, but other materials or coatings, such as carbon, gold and
plastic, are available.

Rupture discs may be used alone, but they are normally used as a
backup to a relief valve set to relieve at approximately 115% MAWP,
This ensures that the disc ruptures only if the relief valve fails or in the
unlikely event that the pressure rises above 110% MAWP and the relief
valve does not have enough capacity.

Rupture discs are also used below relief valves to protect them from
corrosion due to vessel fluids. The rapture disc bursts first and the relief
valve immediately opens. The relief valve reseals, limiting flow when the
pressure declines. When this configuration is used, it is necessary to
monitor the pressure in the space between the rupture disk and the relief
valve, either with a pressure indicator or a high pressure switch. Other-
wise, if a pinhole leak develops in the rapture disk, the pressure would
equalize on both sides, and the rupture disk would not rapture at its set
pressure because it works on differential pressure.

VALVE SIZING

Most relief valve manufacturers have software available for sizing
relief valves. These programs are relatively easy to use. Understanding
how relief valves are sized and inputting the correct information into the
program are essential for calculating correct sizes.

Critical Flow

The flow of a compressible fluid through an orifice is limited by criti-
cal flow. Critical flow is also referred to as choked flow, sonic flow, or
Mach 1. It can occur at a restriction in a line such as a relief valve orifice
or a choke, where piping goes from a small branch into a larger header,
where pipe size increases, or at the vent tip. The maximum flow occurs at
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sonic velocity, which exists as long as the pressure drop through the ori-
fice is greater than the critical pressure drop given by:

where k = specific heat ratio, Cp/Cv

Pcf = critical flow outlet pressure, psia
Pj = inlet relieving pressure, psia

For gases with specific heat ratios of approximately 1.4, the critical pressure
ratio is approximately 0.5. For hydrocarbon service, this means that if the
back-pressure on the relief valve is greater than 50% of the set pressure, then
the capacity of the valve will be reduced. In other words, if the pressure in
the relief piping at the valve outlet is greater than half the set pressure, then a
larger relief valve will be required to handle the same amount of fluid.

As long as the pressure ratio exceeds the critical-pressure ratio, the
throughput will vary with the inlet pressure and be independent of outlet
pressure. For example, a relief valve set at 100 psi will have the same
gas flow through it as long as the back-pressure is less than approxi-
mately 50 psi.

Effects of Back-Pressure

Back-pressure can affect either the set pressure or the capacity of a
relief valve. The set pressure is the pressure at which the relief valve
begins to open. Capacity is the maximum flow rate that the relief valve
will relieve. The set pressure for a conventional relief valve increases
directly with back-pressure. Conventional valves can be compensated for
constant back-pressure by lowering the set pressure. For self-imposed
back-pressure—back-pressure due to the valve itself relieving—there is
no way to compensate. In production facility design, the back-pressure is
usually not constant. It is due to the relief valve or other relief valves
relieving into the header. Conventional relief valves should be limited to
10% back-pressure due to the effect of back-pressure on the set point.

The set points for pilot-operated and balanced-bellows relief valves
are unaffected by back-pressure, so they are able to tolerate higher back-
pressure than conventional valves. For pilot-operated and balanced-bel-
lows relief valves, the capacity is reduced as the back-pressure goes
above a certain limit.
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For balanced-bellows relief valves, above about 35% back-pressure, the
back-pressure affects the stiffness of the bellows and decreases the relief
valve's capacity. Relief valves can be designed for higher back-pressure
by increasing the size so that when the capacity is reduced the resulting
size is adequate. The manufacturer's suggested correction for back-pres-
sure should be used when available. API RP 520 offers a generic back-
pressure correction factor for balanced-bellows relief valves shown in
Figure 13-8. The back-pressure correction factor is calculated using gage
pressure. Balanced-bellows valves may be limited by the manufacturer to
a back-pressure lower than 35% due to the design strength of the bellows,

All relief valves are affected by reaching critical flow, which corre-
sponds to a back-pressure of about 50% of the set pressure. Pilot-operat-
ed relief valves can handle up to 50% back-pressure without any signifi-
cant effect on valve capacity. Back-pressure correction factors can be
obtained from the relief valve manufacturers for back-pressures above
50%, API RP 520 gives a generic method for sizing a pilot-operated
relief valve for sub-critical flow.

Percent of gauge back-pressure = PE/PS * 100
C,= capacity with back-pressure.
Cf~ rated capacity with zero back-pressure.
PB= back-pressure, in pounds per square inch gauge.
Ps= set pressure, in pounds per square inch gauge.

Note; The curves above represent a compromise of the values recommended by a number of relief
valve manufacturers and may be used when the make of the valve or the actual critical flow pressure
point for trie vapor or gas is unknown. When the make is known, the manufacturer should be consulted
for the correction factor. These curves are for set pressures of 50 pounds per square Inch gauge and
above. They are limited to back-pressure below critical flow pressure for a given set pressure. For
subcriticat flow back-pressures below 50 pounds per square inch gauge, the manufacturer must be
consulted for values of /Cb.

Figure 13-8. Bock-pressure sizing factor, Kk, for balanced-bellows pressure relief
valves—vapors ana gases.
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In summary, the back-pressure for relief valves should be limited to
the following values unless the valve is compensated. We do not recom-
mend using a relief valve with higher back-pressure than shown below
without consulting a person knowledgeable in relief valve sizing and
relief system design,

Maximum bock-pressure
Type of relief valve As % of set pressure Limiting factor Units

Conventional 10% Set pressure psia
Balanced-bellows 35% Capacity psig
Pilot-operated 50% Capacity psia

The relief piping design pressure is an additional limit to back-pres-
sure. Relief piping is usually designed as ANSI 150 piping with a MAWP
of 285 psig. Relief valves with ANSI 600 inlets usually have outlet
flanges rated ANSI 150. A pilot-operated relief valve set at 1,480 psig
could have a back-pressure of 740 psig without affecting the valve's
capacity, but that would overpressure the relief piping so the allowable
back-pressure is limited to 285 psig. For this reason, ANSI 900 and
above relief valves often have ANSI 300 outlet flanges to allow for high-
er back-pressure in the relief piping.

Flow Rate for Gas

The flow rate for gas through a given orifice area or the area required
for a given flow rate is obtained by:

where QM = maximum flow, scfm
a = actual orifice area, in.2

Kd = valve coefficient of discharge (from valve manufacturer)
Farris and Consolidated spring-operated,
K = .975
AGCO type 23 and 33 pilot-operated,
K = 0.92
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P{ = flowing pressure, psia (set pressure + overpressure +
14.7); Overpressure is normally 10% of set pressure,

MW = molecular weight of gas
Z = compressibility factor
C = gas constant based on ratio of specific heats, Cp/Cv, or k

(See Table 13-2)
T = flowing temperature, °R

Kb = back-pressure correction factor

Table 13-2
Gas Constant, C, as Function of Ratio of Specific Heat, CP/CV, or k

k C k C k C k C

1.01 317a 1.31 348 1.61 373 1.91 395
1.02 318 1.32 349 1.62 374 1.92 395
1.03 319 1.33 350 1.63 375 1.93 396
1.04 320 1.34 351 J.64 376 1.94 397
1.05 321 1.35 352 1.65 376 1.95 397
1.06 322 1.36 353 1.66 377 1.96 398
1.07 323 1.37 353 1.67 378 1.97 398
1.08 325 1.38 354 1.68 379 1.98 399
1.09 326 1.39 355 1.69 379 1.99 400
1.10 327 1.40 356 1.70 380 2.00 400
1.11 328 1.41 357 1.71 381 —
1.12 329 1.42 358 1.72 382 —
1.13 330 1.43 359 1.73 382 —
1.14 331 1.44 360 1.74 383
1.15 332 1.45 360 1.75 384
1.16 333 1.46 361 1.76 384 —
1.17 334 1.47 362 1.77 385 —
1.18 335 1.48 363 1.78 386 — —
1.19 336 1.49 364 1.79 386 —
1.20 337 1.50 365 1.80 387 —
1.21 338 1.51 365 1.81 388 —
1.22 339 1.52 366 1.82 389 — —
1.23 340 1.53 367 1.83 389 — —•
1.24 341 1.54 368 1.84 390 —
1.25 342 1.55 369 1.85 391 — —
1.26 343 1.56 369 1.86 391 —
1.27 344 1.57 370 1.87 392 — —
1.28 345 1.58 371 1.88 393 — —
1.29 346 1.59 372 1.89 393 — —
1.30 347 1.60 373 1.90 394 — —

"Interpolated value, since c becomes indeterminate as k approaches 1.00.

Reprinted with permission from API 520.
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Flow Rate for Liquids

The corresponding equations for liquid flow are the following:

Conventional Valve, Balanced-Bellows Valve,
or Pilot-Operated Valve

The corresponding equations for liquid flow are the following:

where L = maximum liquid flow, gpm
a = actual orifice area, in.2

SG = liquid specific gravity (water = 1)
AP = set pressure plus allowable overpressure minus back

pressure, psig
Kd == valve coefficient of discharge (from manufacturer or use

0.65)
Kv = viscosity correction factor (See Figure 13-9)

where Kw = correction factor for back pressure (from manufacturer or
curve, Figure 13-10) Kw = 1 for conventional and pilot-
operated valves

To calculate Reynolds number for Figure 13-9

where Re = Reynolds number
|4, = liquid viscosity, cp
U = liquid viscosity, Saybolt Universal Seconds



Figure 13-9. Capacity correction factor, K,, due to viscosity. (Reprinted with
permission from API 520.)

Kw = correction factor due to back-pressure.
PB = back-pressure, in pounds per square inch gauge.
PS = set pressure, in pounds per square inch gauge.

Note: The curve above represents values recommended by various manufacturers. This curve may
be used when the manufacturer is not known. Otherwise, the manufacturer should be consulted for
the applicable correction factor.

Figure 13-10. Bock-pressure correction factors for 25% overpressure on balanced-
bellows pressure relief valves in liquid service. {Reprinted with permission from API 520.)
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Note that a preliminary orifice size must be determined in order to cal-
culate Reynolds number. If the viscosity correction is significant, it may
be necessary to iterate to get a final size,

Two-Phase Flow

There are no precise formulas for calculating orifice area for two-
phase flow. The common convention is to calculate the area required for
the gas flow as if there were no liquid present and the area required for
the liquid flow as if there were no gas present. The two areas are then
added to approximate the area required for two-phase flow.

Standard Sizes

Relief valves are most often sold using the standard orifice sizes
shown in Table 13-3. Once a required area is calculated from the applica-
ble formulas, the next larger standard orifice size is specified.

INSTALLATION

Each relief valve should be equipped with inlet piping no smaller than
the valve inlet flange size, and inlet piping should be as short as practi-

Table 13-3
Standard Orifice Areas and Designations

Orifice

D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
M
N
P
Q
R
T

Area
in.2

0.110
0.196
0.307
0.503
0.785
1.287
1.838
2.853
3.60
4.34
6.38

11.05
16.0
26.0
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cal. Inlet piping should be designed so that the pressure drop from the
source to the relief valve inlet flange will not exceed 3% of the valve set
pressure. Pressure drop larger than 3% may cause the relief valve to
"chatter" (or rapidly open and close), which can damage the relief valve.
The 3% pressure drop should include the losses due to the inlet from the
vessel to the piping.

Relief valves vented to the atmosphere should have "tail pipes" equal
to or larger in diameter than the relief valve outlet that extend vertically a
minimum of one foot above building eaves, or eight feet above adjacent
platforms on operating areas. The tail pipes should be provided with a
drain located such that the exhaust through the drain hole does nor
impinge on vessels, piping, other equipment or personnel.

Discharges from relief valves are sometimes tied together in a com-
mon header so that the relief fluids can be routed to a safe location for
venting or flaring. Piping should be installed in such a manner that liquid
in the piping will drain into the header. Relief valves should be located
above the header to prevent liquid from collecting at the outlet of the
relief valve. In the event of a release, this liquid can be propelled at high
speed, causing damage to the relief piping. If it is not possible to locate
relief valves and branches above the main header, then branches should
enter the header from the top to prevent liquid from draining out of the
header into the branch. Branches below the main header, PSV outlets
below the header, and unavoidable low spots in the piping should be
equipped with a drain valve piped to a safe location.

Relief valves should be tested on a periodic basis even if not required
by regulations. Pilot operating valves can be tested by sending a test sig-
nal to the pilot through a test connection in the pilot sensing line. Spring
loaded relief valves must (1) be removed from service for testing, (2) be
tested by subjecting the equipment being protected to set pressure, or (3)
have an upstream block valve, which can isolate the relief valve from the
equipment being protected, and a test connection between the block and
relief valves installed. There is no industry consensus on which of these
three test methods provides the highest level of safety. Therefore, some
relief valves are installed with upstream block valves and some without.

If relief valves discharge to a common header, it is sometimes conve-
nient to install downstream block valves so that the relief valve can be
removed for repairs without shutdown of all equipment tied into the
common header. Where either upstream or downstream block valves are
used they should be full bore gate or ball valves with a device that
enables them to be locked open and sealed. These are often referred to as
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"car-seal-open" valves. A lock out/tag out procedure should be in place
to ensure that the block valves are not inadvertantly left closed.

Various arrangements employing three-way valves and multiple relief
valves are sometimes used to provide the benefits of being able to isolate
the relief valve for testing and maintenance without the disadvantage of
decreasing safety through inadvertent closing of a block valve. Three-
way valve arrangements are much more costly than block valves,

In so far as possible, relief valves should be located so as to be accessible
from platforms. Relief valve connections to equipment and all relief piping
should be designed to withstand the high impact forces that occur when the
valve opens. Discharge piping supports should be arranged to minimize
bending moments at the connection to the equipment being protected.

Vent Scrubber

A vent scrubber is a two-phase separator designed to remove the liquid
from the relieving fluids before the gas is flared or vented. The liquid is
returned to the process. Design of vent scrubbers is covered in Volume 1,
Surface Production Operations, in the chapter about two-phase separa-
tors. A vent scrubber is sized as a standard two-phase separator with a
liquid droplet size in the gas of 300-600 microns. The operating pressure
depends on the pressure drop in the vent piping between the scrubber and
the outlet to atmosphere. A reasonable range for operating pressure on a
vent scrubber is 25 to 75 psig. For design pressure, if air migrates into
the scrubber, forming an explosive mixture in the scrubber, and the mix-
ture ignites due to lightning or static electricity, then the vessel will with-
stand the resulting detonation if the design pressure is 150 psig or higher.
The liquid retention time can be short, but the scrubber needs to have liq-
uid capacity to retain all the liquid produced while the shutdown valve is
closing. The MMS has a requirement of 45 sec maximum for platform
shutdown valves to close, so 1 min is a reasonable retention time.

Vent or Flare Tip

A pipe that releases gas to disperse into the atmosphere is called a
vent. If the gas is burned at the tip, it is called a flare. In its simplest
form, a vent or flare tip is a pipe. Sometimes the pipe diameter is reduced
for the last 5 ft or so to increase exit velocity for better mixing with the
air. The operating pressure of the vent scrubber can be adjusted by reduc-
ing the tip diameter to increase pressure drop across the tip. Fluidic seals
also give increased pressure drop and can be used to reduce the infusion
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of air into the vent piping. There are a variety of vendor-supplied flare
tips available with various back-pressures, velocities, and capacities.

Relief Header Design

The relief header is a system of piping connecting the outlets of all the
relief valves into a common pipe or header that goes to the relief scrub-
ber and then out the vent as shown in Figure 13-11. There are some gen-
eral rules of thumb useful for sizing relief piping. The goal is to make the
piping big enough so it doesn't restrict the flow of the relieving fluids
and impose excessively high back-pressure on the relief valves flowing
into it. However, designing very large diameter piping costs money and
uses up valuable space on the platform.

The pressure in the relief piping is usually equal to atmospheric pres-
sure as long as no relief valve is relieving. There is a common miscon-

Figure 13-11. Schematic of a relief system showing pressure vessels, relief valves,
relief header, vent scrubber, and vent boom. Process piping has been omitted for
clarity.
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ception that, since the relief piping is open to the atmosphere, the pres-
sure remains atmospheric. However, when a relief valve goes off, the
pressure in the relief piping increases due to the friction of the gas mov-
ing through the piping. There is pressure drop in relief piping, just like
any other piping. The pressure at the vent tip is atmospheric, so the pres-
sure at the relief valve outlet must be higher for the fluid to flow out.
Generally, relief piping is designed for much higher velocity than process
piping because the service is intermittent; therefore erosional velocity
can be ignored, and higher noise levels are acceptable. The result of the
higher velocity is much higher-pressure drops than in process piping.

The relief header is designed using a reasonable combination of simul-
taneous relieving cases. It is not reasonable to assume that all relief
valves are relieving at design rates at the same time. It is not necessary to
assume multiple failures happening at the same time, unless a single
event can cause several valves to relieve at the same time. An example of
this would be that a sales pipeline shutdown could cause the compressor
to blow down plus the production separator relieving.

The back-pressure at the outlet of a relief valve depends on the reliev-
ing rate and the length and size of the outlet piping. It can't be deter-
mined from* the vessel pressure and PSV orifice size because the flow is
choked and is independent of the outlet pressure as long as this pressure
is less than 50% of the set pressure. The two known quantities for relief
piping back-pressure calculations are the flow rate, which is controlled
by the PSV size, and the pressure at the outlet of the vent tip—atmos-
pheric pressure. Unlike most other pressure calculations, relief systems
require starting at the outlet and working backward to determine what
pressure is required to push the gas out the tip. Once steady state is
reached, no gas is accumulating in the header. All the gas that exits the
relief valve must exit the vent tip. In order for the relief valve to operate
at design flow rates, it should be in critical flow, so back-pressure must
be less than 50% of the set pressure. We normally assume the relief valve
is in critical flow and size the outlet piping to ensure the back-pressure is
low enough. If the back-pressure is too high, then relief valves have
reduced relieving capacity. If the back-pressure between the vent scrub-
ber and the vent outlet is too low, then the low pressure, high volume gas
will require an excessively large vent scrubber.
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The relief piping should be segregated into pressure relief and atmos-
pheric relief systems. If there is a wide range of set pressures on relief
valves, the pressure relief piping is sometimes divided into high pressure
and low pressure systems.

When the relieving scenarios are defined, assume line sizes, and calcu-
late pressure drop from the vent tip back to each relief valve to assure
that the back-pressure is less than or equal to allowable for each scenario.
The velocities in the relief piping should be limited to 500 ft/sec, on the
high pressure system and 200 ft/sec on the low pressure system. Avoid
sonic flow in the relief header because small calculation errors can lead
to large pressure drop errors. Velocity at the vent or flare outlet should be
between 500 ft/sec and MACH 1 to ensure good dispersion. Sonic veloc-
ity is acceptable at the vent tip and may be chosen to impose back-pres-
sure on the vent scrubber.

As gas goes from the relief valve outlet to the main header and out the
tip, the pressure in the piping decreases. As the pressure decreases, the
gas expands, or its volume increases. As the gas volume increases, the
velocity must increase to retain the same mass flow. Higher velocities
result in higher pressure drops. In order to prevent large back-pressures
and avoid sonic velocities in the vent header, the following rules of
thumb are useful for sizing relief piping. Generally, the relief piping size
should go up one to two pipe sizes from an ANSI 600 x 150 relief valve
and two to three sizes for an ANSI 900 x 300 relief valve. If a relief line
is run at the PSV outlet pipe size for more than 10 ft, the back-pressure
will generally be too high. A common error is to install a compressor skid
on an existing platform and run relief piping from the skid relief flange
without increasing the piping diameter, no matter how far away the relief
header or flare scrubber is. This will usually result in excessive back-
pressure on the compressor relief valves. Back-pressure should be
checked. The relief line usually needs to increase one to two pipe sizes at
the skid limit.

Finally review the relief system design after the platform design is
complete. Design changes are inevitable as a facility evolves from the
initial concept to the final design. Equipment arrangement, vessel sizes
and MAWP, and control valve sizes all may change as the facility design
is worked out. Have a knowledgeable person check the final relief sys-
tem design to verify that PSV and header sizes are adequate and no sig-
nificant failure scenarios have been missed.
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM 13-1

Given: Qg = maximum flow = lOMMscfd
MW = molecular weight of gas = 23.2

Z = compressibility factor = 0.9334
k = ratio of specific heats = 1.245
T = flowing temperature = 100°F
P = set pressure = 285 psig

= back-pressure = 125 psig
= overpressure (10% set pressure) = 28.5 psi

Qj = liquid rate = 360 bpd
SG = specific gravity of liquid = 0.63

(water = 1)
Kd = valve coefficient of discharge for conventional and

bellows = 0.975
= for pilot = 0.92
= for liquid service = 0.65

Kv = viscosity correction factor = 0.95

Calculate orifice size for:

1. Conventional safety relief valve.
2. Pilot-operated valve,
3. Balanced-bellows safety relief valve.

Solution

Conventional Safety Relief Valve

The percent absolute back-pressure for conventional and pilot-operat-
ed safety relief valves is:
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For a conventional relief valve, this back-pressure is too high because of
the effect on set pressure. A conventional relief valve should not be used
for this service unless the back-pressure can be reduced to less than 10%.

Pilot-operated Valve

1, Calculate orifice size for gas.

where Qm = maximum flow, scfm
Kd = valve coefficient of discharge = 0.92 for pilot-operated
P! = flowing pressure, psia

MW = molecular weight of gas = 23.2
Z = compressibility factor = 0.9334
C = gas constant based on ratio of specific heats CP/CV

T = flowing temperature, °R
Kb = back-pressure correction factor

Determine Kb:

Percent absolute back-pressure is 43%, which is less than the 50%
limit for pilot-operated valves.

Kb = 1.0 below 50% back-pressure
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2, Calculate orifice size for liquid.

where L = maximum liquid flow, gpm
a = orifice area, in.2

SG = liquid specific gravity
AP = set pressure + allowable overpressure - back-pressure,

psig
Kv = viscosity correction factor
Kd = valve coefficient of discharge = 0.65 for liquid

3. Calculate total orifice size.

Balanced-Bellows Safety Relief Valve

1. Calculate orifice size for gas.
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where Qm = 6,944 ft3/min
Kd = 0.975 for balanced bellows
PI = 328 psia

MW = 23.2
Z = compressibility factor = 0.9334
C = 341.71
T = 560°R

Determine Kb:

2. Calculate orifice size for liquid.

where Kw = correction factor for back-pressure
= 0.73 for 43.9% gauge back-pressure from Figure 13-10

3. Calculate total orifice size.
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM 13-2

Given: Qg = maximum flow = 50 MMscfd
MW = molecular weight of gas = 17.4

Z = compressibility factor = 0.9561
k = ratio of specific heats = 1.27
T = flowing temperature = 300°F
P = set pressure = 1,970 psig

= back-pressure = 500 psig
= overpressure (10% set pressure) = 197 psig

Q! = liquid rate = 0 bpd
Kd = valve coefficient of discharge

= for pilot-operated = 0.92

1. Calculate orifice size for pilot-operated relief valve.
2. What are the inlet and outlet flange ratings?

Solution

1. Calculate orifice size for gas.

where Qm = maximum flow, sctm
IQ = valve coefficient of discharge = 0.92
Pj = flowing pressure, psia

MW = molecular weight of gas =17.4
Z = compressibility factor = 0.9561
C = gas constant based on ratio of specific heats Cp/Cv

T = flowing temperature, °R
Kb = back-pressure correction factor
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Determine percent back-pressure:

2. The inlet flange rating is ANSI Class 900 because the relief valve
inlet of 1,970 psig fails within the pressure rating of Class 900. The
outlet flange rating is ANSI Class 300 because with a back-pressure
of 500 psig the pressure rating of ANSI Class 150 (maximum pres-
sure of 285 psig at 100°F) is inadequate.



CHAPTIR

14

Safety Systems*

This chapter discusses overall safety analysis techniques for evaluating
production facilities, describes the concepts used to determine where safe-
ty shutdown sensors are required, and provides background and insight
into the concept of a Safety and Environmental Management Program.

To develop a safe design, it is necessary to first design and specify all
equipment and systems in accordance with applicable codes and stan-
dards. Once the system is designed, a process safety shutdown system is
specified to assure that potential hazards that can be detected by measur-
ing process upsets are detected, and that appropriate safety actions (nor-
mally an automatic shutdown) are initiated. A hazards analysis is then
normally undertaken to identify and mitigate potential hazards that could
lead to fire, explosion, pollution, or injury to personnel and that cannot
be detected as process upsets. Finally, a system of safety management is
implemented to assure the system is operated and maintained in a safe
manner by personnel who have received adequate training.

Safety analysis concepts are discussed in this chapter by first describ-
ing a generalized hazard tree for a production facility. From this analysis,
decisions can be made regarding devices that could be installed to moni-
tor process upset conditions and to keep them from creating hazards.

^Reviewed for the 1999 edition by Benjamin T. Banken of Paragon Engineering
Services, Inc.
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This analysis forms the basis of a widely used industry consensus stan-
dard, American Petroleum Institute, Recommended Practice 14C, Analy-
sis, Design, Installation, and Testing of Basic Surface Systems for Off-
shore Production Platforms (RP14C), which contains a procedure for
determining required process safety devices and shutdowns. The proce-
dures described here can be used to develop checklists for devices not
covered by RP14C or to modify the consensus checklists presented in
RP14C in areas of the world where RP14C is not mandated.

While RP14C provides guidance on the need for process safety
devices, it is desirable to perform a complete hazards analysis of the
facility to identify hazards that are not necessarily detected or contained
by process safety devices and that could lead to loss of containment of
hydrocarbons or otherwise lead to fire, explosion, pollution, or injury to
personnel. The industry consensus standard, American Petroleum Insti-
tute Recommended Practice 14J, Design and Hazards Analysis for Off-
shore Facilities (RP14J), provides guidance as to the use of various haz-
ards analysis techniques.

The final portion of this chapter describes the management of safety
using Safety and Environmental Management Programs (SEMP) as
defined in API RP75, Recommended Practices for Development of a
Safety and Environmental Management Program for the Outer Continen-
tal Shelf (OCS) Operations and Facilities, and using a Safety Case
approach as is commonly done in the North Sea.

HAZARD TREE

The purpose of a hazard tree is to identify potential hazards, define the
conditions necessary for each hazard, and identify the source for each
condition. Thus, a chain of events can be established that forms a neces-
sary series of required steps that results in the identified hazard. This is
called a "hazard tree." If any of the events leading to the hazard can be
eliminated with absolute certainty, the hazard itself can be avoided.

A hazard tree is constructed by first identifying potential hazards.
Starting with the hazard itself, it is possible to determine the conditions
necessary for this hazard to exist. For these conditions to exist, a source
that creates that condition must exist and so forth. Using this reasoning, a
hierarchy of events can be drawn, which becomes the hazard tree. In a
hazard analysis an attempt is made, starting at the lowest level in the tree,
to see if it is possible to break the chain leading to the hazard by elimi-
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nating one of the conditions. Since no condition can be eliminated with
absolute certainty, an attempt is made to minimize the occurrence of each
of the steps in each chain leading to the hazard so that the overall proba-
bility of the hazard's occurrence is within acceptable limits.

This process is perhaps best illustrated by a simple example. Figure
14-1 shows a hazard tree developed for the "hazard" of injury while
walking down a corridor in an office. The conditions leading to injury are
identified as collision with others, tripping, hit by falling object, and total
building failure. The sources leading to each condition are listed under
the respective condition. Some of the sources can be further resolved into
activities that could result in the source. For example, if no soil boring
was taken this could lead to "inadequate design," which would lead to
''building failure," which could lead to ""injury."

It is obvious that it is impossible to be absolutely certain that the hazard
tree can be broken. It is, however, possible to set standards for ceiling
design, lighting, door construction, etc., that will result in acceptable fre-
quencies of collision, tripping, etc., given the severity of the expected
injury from the condition. That is, we could conclude that the probability
of building failure should be lower than the probability of tripping because
of the severity of injury that may be associated with building failure.

Figure 14-1. Hazard tree for injury suffered white walking in a hallway.
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It should be obvious from this discussion that the technique of creating
a hazard tree is somewhat subjective. Different evaluators will likely
classify conditions and sources differently and may carry the analysis to
further levels of sources. However, the conclusions reached concerning
building design, maintenance, layout of traffic patterns, lighting, etc.,
should be the same. The purpose of developing the hazard tree is to focus
attention and help the evaluator identify all aspects that must be consid-
ered in reviewing overall levels of safety.

It is possible to construct a hazard tree for a generalized production
facility, just as it is possible to construct a hazard tree for a generalized
hallway. That is, Figure 14-1 is valid for a hallway in Paragon Engineer-
ing Services' offices in Houston, in Buckingham Palace in London, or in
a residence in Jakarta. Similarly, a generalized hazard tree constructed
for a production facility could be equally valid for an onshore facility or
an offshore facility, no matter what the specific geographic location.

Figure 14-2 is a hazard tree for a generalized production facility. The
hazards are identified as "oil pollution," "fire/explosion," and "injury."
Beginning with injury, we can see that the hazards of fire/explosion and
oil pollution become conditions for injury since they can lead to injury as
well as being hazards in their own right. The tree was constructed by
beginning with the lowest level hazard, oil pollution. Oil pollution occurs
as a result of an oil spill but only if there is inadequate containment. That
is, if there is adequate containment, there cannot be oil pollution.
Onshore, dikes are constructed around tank farms for this reason. Off-
shore, however, and in large onshore facilities it is not always possible to
build containment large enough for every contingency. The requirement
for drip pans and sumps stems from the need to reduce the probability of
oil pollution that could result from small oil spills.

One source of an oil spill could be the filling of a vessel that has an
outlet to atmosphere until it overflows. Whenever inflow exceeds out-
flow, the tank can eventually overflow. Another source is a rupture or
sudden inability of a piece of equipment to contain pressure. Events lead-
ing to rupture are listed in Figure 14-2. Note that some of these events
can be anticipated by sensing changes in process conditions that lead to
the rapture. Other events cannot be anticipated from process conditions.

Other sources for oil spills are listed. For example, if a valve is opened
and the operator inadvertently forgets to close it, oil may spill out of the
system. If there is not a big enough dike around the system, oil pollution
will result. It is also possible for oil to spill out the vent/flare system. All
pressure vessels are connected to a relief valve, and the relief valve dis-



Figure 14-2. Hazard free for production facility. (Source: API RP14.)



* Indicates sources that can be anticipated by
sensing changes in process conditions

Figure 14-2. Continued
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charges out a vent or flare system. If the relief scrubber is not adequately
sized, or if it does not have a big enough dump rate, oil will go out the
vent system.

Fire and explosion are much more serious events than pollution. For
one thing, fire and explosion can create catastrophes that will lead to pol-
lution anyway, but for another thing, they can injure people. We clearly
want to have more levels of safety (that is, a lower probability of occur-
rence) in the chain leading to fire or explosion than is necessary in the
chain leading to pollution. That is, whatever the acceptable risk for oil
pollution, a lower risk is required for fire or explosion.

For fire or explosion to occur, fuel, an ignition source, oxygen, and
time to mix them all together are needed. If any of these elements can be
eliminated with 100% assurance, the chain leading to fire or explosion
will be broken. For example, if oxygen can be kept out of the facility,
then there can be no fire or explosion. Eliminating oxygen can be done
inside the equipment by designing a gas blanket and ensuring positive
pressure. For practical purposes it cannot be done outside the equipment,
as a human interface with the equipment is desired.

Fuel cannot be completely eliminated, though the inventory of com-
bustible fuels can be kept to a minimum. Oil and gas will be present in
any production facility, and either an oil spill or escaping gas can provide
the fuel needed. Escaping gas can result from rapture, opening a closed
system, or gas that is normally vented. The amount of fuel present can be
minimized by preventing oil spills and gas leaks.

Ignition sources are numerous, but it is possible to minimize them.
Lightning and static electricity are common ignition sources in production
facility, especially tank vents. It is not possible to anticipate the ignition
by sensing changes in process conditions, but gas blankets, pressure vacu-
um valves, and flame arresters can be installed to ensure that flame will
not flash back into the tank and create an explosion. Electrical shorts and
sparks are also sources of ignition. These are kept isolated from any fuel
by a whole series of rules and regulations for the design of electrical sys-
tems. In the United States, the National Electrical Code and the API Rec-
ommended Practices for Electrical Systems (Chapter 17) are used to mini-
mize the danger of these ignition sources. Human-induced ignition
sources include welding and cutting operations, smoking, and hammering
(which causes static electricity). Flash back is also a source of ignition. In
some vessels a flame exists inside a fire tube. If a fuel source develops
around the air intake for the fire tube, the flame can propagate outside the
fire tube and out into the open. The flame would then become a source of
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ignition for any more fuel present and could lead to a fire or explosion,
This is why flame arrestors are required on natural draft fire tubes.

Hot surfaces are another common source of ignition. Engine exhaust,
turbine exhaust, and engine manifold on engine-driven compressors may
be sufficiently hot to ignite oil or gas. A hot engine manifold can become
a source of ignition for an oil leak. An engine exhaust can become a
source of ignition for a gas escape.

Exhaust sparks from engines and burners can be a source of ignition.
Any open flame on the facility can also be a source of ignition.

Fire tubes, especially in heater treaters, where they can be immersed in
crude oil, can become a source of ignition if the tube develops a leak,
allowing crude oil to come in direct contact with the flame. Fire tubes
can also be a source of ignition if the burner controls fail and the tube
overheats or if the pilot is out and the burner turns on when there is a
combustible mixture in the tubes.

Because these ignition sources cannot be anticipated by sensing
changes in process conditions and since oxygen is always present, a haz-
ards analysis must concentrate on reducing the risk of oil spill and gas
leak when any of these ignition sources is present. Or the hazards analy-
sis must concentrate on reducing the probability that the ignition source
will exist at the same location as an oil spill or gas leak.

Injury is always possible by fire, explosion, or the other conditions
listed in Figure 14-2. A fire can lead directly to injury, but normally there
needs to be several contributory events before the fire becomes large
enough to lead to injury. For example, if a fire develops and there is suf-
ficient warning, there should be sufficient time to escape before injury
results, if the fuel is shut off and there is enough fire-fighting equipment
to fight the fire before it becomes large, the probability of injury is small.

When an explosion occurs, however, it can directly cause injury. A
substantial cloud of gas can accumulate before the combustible limit
reaches an ignition source. The force of the explosion as the cloud ignites
can be substantial.

There are other ways to injure people, such as physical impact due to
falling, tripping, slipping on a slick surface, or being hit by an object or
by direct physical impact from a rapture. Asphyxiation can occur, espe-
cially when dealing with toxic chemicals.

Electric shock and burns can also lead to injury. Burns can occur by
touching hot surfaces. They can also occur from radiation.

The probability of injury from any of these conditions is increased by
an inability to escape. All the conditions tend to be more likely to lead to
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injury the longer people are exposed to the situation. Therefore, escape
routes, lighting, appropriate selection of survival capsules or boats, fire
barriers, etc., all lead to a reduction in injury.

DEVELOPING A SAFI PROCESS

In going through this hazard tree it can be seen that many of the
sources and conditions leading to the three major hazards have nothing to
do with the way in which the process is designed. Many sources cannot
be anticipated by sensing a condition in the process. For example, it is
not possible to put a sensor on a separator that keeps someone who is
approaching the separator to perform maintenance from falling. Another
way of stating this is that many of the sources and conditions identified
on the hazard tree require design considerations that do not appear on
mechanical flow diagrams. The need for proper design of walkways,
escape paths, electrical systems, fire-fighting systems, insulation on pip-
ing, etc., is evident on the hazard tree, in terms of developing a process
safety system, only those items that are starred in the hazard tree can be
detected and therefore defended against.

This point must be emphasized because it follows that a production
facility that is designed with a process shut-in system as described in API
RP14C is not necessarily "safe." It has an appropriate level of devices
and redundancy to reduce the sources and conditions that can be antici-
pated by sensing changes in process conditions. However, much more is
required from the design of the facility if the overall probability of any
one chain leading to a hazard is to be acceptable. That is, API RP14C is
merely a document that has to do with safety analysis of the process
components in the production facility. It does not address all the other
concerns that are necessary for a "safe" design.

The starred items in the hazard tree are changes in process conditions
that could develop into sources and lead to hazards. These items are iden-
tified in Table 14-1 in the order of their severity.

Overpressure can lead directly to all three hazards. It can lead directly
and immediately to injury, to fire or explosion if there is an ignition
source, and to pollution if there is not enough containment. Therefore,
we must have a very high level of assurance that overpressure is going to
have a very low frequency of occurrence.

Fire tubes can lead to fire or explosion if there is a leak of crude oil into
the tubes or failure of the burner controls. An explosion could be sudden
and lead directly to injury. Therefore, a high level of safety is required.
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Table 14-1
Sources Associated with Process System Changes

Contributing Source
Source Hazard of Condition

Overpressure Injury None
Fire/Explosion Ignition Source
Pollution Inadequate Containage

Leak Fire/Explosion Ignition Source
Oil Pollution Inadequate Containage

Fire Tubes Fire/Explosion Fuel

Inflow Exceeds Outflow Oil Pollution Inadequate Containage

Excessive Temperature Fire/Explosion Ignition Source
Oil Pollution Inadequate Containage

Excessive temperature can lead to premature failure of an item of
equipment at pressures below its design maximum working pressure.
Such a failure can create a leak, potentially leading to fire or explosion if
gas is leaked or to oil pollution if oil is leaked. This type of failure should
be gradual, with warning as it develops, and thus does not require as high
a degree of protection as those previously mentioned.

Leaks cannot lead directly to personal injury. They can lead to fire or
explosion if there is an ignition source and to oil pollution if there is
inadequate containment. Both the immediacy of the hazard developing
and the magnitude of the hazard will be smaller with leaks than with
overpressure. Thus, although it is necessary to protect against leaks, this
protection will not require the same level of safety that is required to pro-
tect against overpressure.

Inflow exceeding outflow can lead to oil pollution if there is inade-
quate containment. It can lead to fire or explosion and thus to injury by
way of creating an oil spill. This type of accident is more time-dependent
and lower in magnitude of damage, and thus an even lower level of safe-
ty will be acceptable.

The hazard tree also helps identify protection devices to include in
equipment design that may minimize the possibility that a source will
develop into a condition. Examples would be flame arresters and stack
arresters on fire tubes to prevent flash back and exhaust sparks, gas
detectors to sense the presence of a fuel in a confined space, and fire
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detectors and manual shutdown stations to provide adequate warning and
to keep a small fire from developing into a large fire.

PRIMARY DEFENSE

Before proceeding to a discussion of the safety devices required for
the process, it is important to point out that the primary defense against
hazards in a process system design is the use of proper material of suffi-
cient strength and thickness to withstand normal operating pressures.
This is done by designing the equipment and piping in accordance with
accepted industry design codes. If this is not done, no sensors will be suf-
ficient to protect from overpressure, leak, etc. For example, a pressure
vessel is specified for 1,480 psi maximum working pressure, and its
relief valve will be set at 1,480 psi. If it is not properly designed and
inspected, it may rupture before reaching 1,480 psi pressure. The primary
defense to keep this from happening is to use the proper codes and
design procedures and to ensure that the manufacture of the equipment
and its fabrication into systems are adequately inspected. In the United
States, pressure vessels are constructed in accordance with the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code discussed in Chapter 12, and piping sys-
tems are constructed in accordance with one of the ANSI Piping Codes
discussed in Volume 1.

It is also important to assure that corrosion, erosion, or other damage
has not affected the system to the point that it can no longer safely con--
tain the design pressure. Maintaining mechanical integrity once the sys-
tem has been placed in service is discussed later in this chapter.

FAILURE MODE EFFECT ANALYSIS—FMEA

One of the procedures used to determine which sensors are needed to
sense process conditions and protect the process is called a Failure Mode
Effect Analysis—FMEA. Every device in the process is checked for its var-
ious modes of failure. A search is then made to assure that there is a redun-
dancy that keeps an identified source or condition from developing for each
potential failure mode. The degree of required redundancy depends on the
severity of the source as previously described. Table 14-2 lists failure modes
for various devices commonly used in production facilities.

In applying FMEA, a mechanical flow diagram must first be developed.
As an example, consider the check valve on a liquid dump line. It can fail
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Table 14-2
Failure Modes of Various Devices

Sensors
FTS
OP

Check Valves
FTC
Lin
Lex

Signal/Indicator
Fail to See
Operate Prematurely

Fail to Close (Check)
Leak Internally
Leak Externally

Orifice Plates (Flow Restrktor)
FTR
BL
Pumps
FTP
POP
LEX

Controllers
FTCL
FTCT
FTCF
OP
FFCLL
FTCHL
FTRP
FTCP
FTAA

Valves
PO
PC
FTO
FTC
Lin
Lex

Fail to Restrict
Block

Fail to Pump
Pump to Overpressurization
Leak Externally

Fail to Control Level
Fail to Control Temperature
Fail to Control Flow
Operate Prematurely
Fail to Control Low Level
Fail to Control High Level
Fail to Reduce Pressure
Fail to Control Pressure
Fail to Activate Alarms

Fail Open
Fail Close
Fail to Open
Fail to Close
Leak Internally
Leak Externally

FTI

Switch
FS
PC
FO
Engine
FTD
FXP

Transformer
FTP

General
OF
NP
NS
FP
MOR
NA

Rupture Disc
RP
FTO
LEX

Meter
FTOP

LEX
BL

Timer
FTAP
FTSP

Fail to Indicate

Fail to Switch
Fail Close
Fail Open

Fail to Deliver
Deliver Excess Power

Fail to Function

Overflow
Not Processed
No Signal
Fail to Power
Manual Override
Not Applicable

Rupture Prematurely
Fail to Open
Leak Externally

Fail to Operate
Properly

Leak Externally
Block

Fail to Activate Pump
Fail to Stop Pump

one of three ways—it can fail to close, it can leak internally, or it can leak
externally. The FMEA will investigate the effects that could occur if this
particular check valve fails to close. Assuming this happens, some redun-
dancy that keeps a source from developing must be located in the system.
Next, the process would be evaluated for the second failure mode, that is,
what occurs if the check valve leaks internally. Next, the process would be
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evaluated for the third failure mode of this check valve. Check valves are
easy. A controller has nine failure modes, and a valve has six.

In order to perform a complete, formal FMEA of a production facility,
each failure mode of each device must be evaluated, A percentage failure
rate and cost of failure for each mode for each device must be calculated. If
the risk discounted cost of failure is calculated to be acceptable, then there
are the proper numbers of redundancies. If that cost is not acceptable, then
other redundancies must be added until an acceptable cost is attained,

It is obvious that such an approach would be lengthy and would require
many pages of documentation that would be difficult to check. It is also
obvious that such an approach is still subjective in that the evaluator must
make decisions as to the consequences of each failure, the expected fail-
ure rate, and the acceptable level of risk for the supposed failure.

This approach has been performed on several offshore production
facilities with inconsistent results. That is, items that were identified by
one set of evaluators as required for protection in one design were not
required by another set of evaluators in a completely similar design. In
addition, potential failure of some safety devices on one facility caused
evaluators to require additional safety devices as back-up, while the same
group in evaluating a similar installation that did not have the initial safe-
ty devices at all did not identify the absence of the primary safety device
as a hazard or require back-up safety devices.

It should be clear that a complete FMEA approach is not practical for
the evaluation of production facility safety systems. This is because (1)
the cost of failure is not as great as for nuclear power plants or rockets,
for which this technology has proven useful; (2) production facility
design projects cannot support the engineering cost and lead time associ-
ated with such analysis; (3) regulatory bodies are not staffed to be able to
critically analyze the output of an FMEA for errors in subjective judg-
ment; and most importantly, (4) there are similarities to the design of all
production facilities that have allowed industry to develop a modified
FMEA approach that can satisfy all these objections,

MODIFIED FMEA APPROACH

The modified FMEA approach evaluates each piece of equipment (not
each device) as an independent unit, assuming worst case conditions of
input and output. Separators, flowlines, heaters, compressors, etc., func-
tion in the same manner no matter the specific design of the facility. That
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is, they have level, pressure and temperature controls and valves. These
are subject to failure modes that impact the piece of equipment in the
same manner. Thus, if an FMEA analysis is performed on the item of
equipment standing alone, the FMEA will be valid for that component in
any process configuration.

Furthermore, once every process component has been analyzed sepa-
rately for worst case, stand-alone conditions, there is no additional safety
risk created by joining the components into a system. That is, if every
process component is fully protected based on its FMEA analysis, a sys-
tem made up of several of these components will also be fully protected.

It is even possible that the system configuration is such that protection
furnished by devices on one process component can protect others. That
is, devices that may be required to provide adequate protection for a
component standing alone may be redundant once all components are
assembled in a system. This procedure is outlined below:

1. For each piece of equipment (process component), develop an
FMEA by assuming in turn that each process upset that could
become a potential source occurs. That is, assume a control failure,
leak, or other event leading to a process upset.

2. Provide a sensor that detects the upset and shuts-in the process
before an identified source of condition develops. For example, if the
pressure controller fails and the pressure increases, provide a high-
pressure sensor to shut-in the process. If there is a leak and the pres-
sure decreases, provide a low-pressure sensor to shut-in the process.

3. Apply FMEA techniques to provide an independent back-up to the
sensor as a second level of defense before an identified hazard is
created. The degree of reliability of the back-up device will be
dependent upon the severity of the problem. For example, since
overpressure is a condition that can lead to severe hazards, the back-
up device should be extremely reliable. Typically, a high pressure
sensor would be backed up by a relief valve. In this case a relief
valve is actually more reliable than the high pressure sensor, but it
has other detriments associated with it. Oil leakage, on the other
hand, is not as severe. In this case, a drip pan to protect against oil
pollution may be adequate back-up.

4. Assume that two levels of protection are adequate. Experience in
applying FMEA analysis to production equipment indicates that in
many cases only one level of protection would be required, given
the degree of reliability of shutdown systems and the consequences
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of failure. However, it is more costly in engineering time to docu-
ment that only one level is required for a specific installation than it
is to install and maintain two levels. Therefore, two levels are
always specified.

5. Assemble the components into the process system and apply FMEA
techniques to determine if protection devices on some components
provide redundant protection to other components. For example, if
there are two separators in series, and they are both designed for the
same pressure, the devices protecting one from overpressure will
also protect the other. Therefore, there may be no need for two sets
of high pressure sensors.

The application of this procedure is best seen by performing an FMEA
on a simple two-phase separator. Table 14-3 lists those process upsets
that can be sensed before an undesirable event leading to a source of con-
dition occurs. For overpressure, primary protection is provided by a high
pressure sensor that shuts in the inlet (PSH). If this device fails, sec-
ondary protection is provided by a relief valve (PSV).

A large leak of gas is detected by a low-pressure sensor (PSL) that
shuts in the inlet, and a check valve (FSV) keeps gas from downstream
components from flowing backward to the leak. Similarly, a large oil
leak is detected by a low-level sensor (LSL) and a check valve. Back-up
protection is provided by a sump tank and its high-level sensor (LSH) for
an oil leak. That is, before an oil spill becomes pollution there must be a

Table 14-3
FMEA of a Separator

Undesirable Event

Overpressure
Large Gas Leak

Large Oil Leak
Small Gas Leak

Small Oil Leak
Inflow Exceeds Outflow
High Temperature

Primary

PSH
PSL and FSV

LSL and FSV
ASH, Minimize

Ignition Source
Sump Tank (LSH)
LSH
TSH

Secondary

PSV
ASH, Minimize Ignition

Sources
Sump tank (LSH)

Fire Detection
Manual Observation
Vent Scrubber (LSH)
Leak Detection Devices
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failure of a second sensor. Back-up protection for a gas leak then
becomes the fire detection and protection equipment if the small leak
were to cause a fire. There is no automatic back-up to the sump tank LSH
for a small oil leak. Manual intervention, before containment is exceeded
and oil pollution results, becomes the back-up.

The primary protection for high temperature, which could lower the
maximum allowable working pressure below the PSV setting, is a high-
temperature sensor (TSH), which shuts in the inlet or the source of heat,
Back-up protection is provided by leak detection devices.

Inflow exceeding outflow is sensed by a high-level sensor (LSH).
Back-up protection is furnished by the PSH (to keep the relief valve from
operating) or an LSH in a downstream vent scrubber if the vessel gas
outlet goes to atmosphere. That is, a vent scrubber must be installed
downstream of any vessel that discharges directly to atmosphere.

Once the FMEA is completed, the specific system is analyzed to deter-
mine if all the devices are indeed needed. For example, if it is not possi-
ble for the process to overpressure the vessel, these devices are not
required, ff it is impossible to heat the vessel to a high enough level to
effect its maximum working pressure, the TSH can be eliminated.

API RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 14C

The modified FMEA approach has been used by the API to develop
RP14C. In this document ten different process components have been
analyzed and a Safety Analysis Table (SAT) has been developed for each
component. A sample SAT for a pressure vessel is shown in Table 14-4.
The fact that Tables 14-3 and 14-4 are not identical is due to both the
subjective natures of a Hazard Analysis and FMEA, and to the fact that
RP14C is a consensus standard. However, although the rationale differs
somewhat, the devices required are identical. (The "gas make-up system"
in Table 14-4 is not really required by RP14C, as we shall see.)

The RP 14C also provides standard reasons allowing the elimination
of certain devices when the process component is considered as part of
an overall system. Figure 14-3 shows the Safety Analysis Checklist
(SAC) for a pressure vessel. Each safety device is identified by the SAT
(with the exception of "gas make-up system") is listed. It must either be
installed or it can be eliminated if one of the reasons listed is valid.

(text continued on page 405)
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Table 14-4
Safety Analysis Table (SAT)

Pressure Vessels

Undesirable Event

Overpressure

Underpressure
(vacuum)

Liquid Overflow

Gas Bio why

Leak

Excess temperature

Cause

Blocked or restricted outlet
Inflow exceeds outflow
Gas blowby (upstream

component)
Pressure control system failure
Thermal expansion
Excess heat input

Withdrawals exceed inflow
Thermal contraction
Open outlet
Pressure control system failure

Inflow exceeds outflow
Liquid slug flow
Blocked or restricted liquid

outlet
Level control system failure

Liquid withdrawals exceed
inflow

Open liquid outlet
Level control system failure

Deterioration
Erosion
Corrosion
Impact damage
Vibration

Temperature control system
failure

High inlet temperature

Delectable Condition
At Component

High pressure

Low pressure

High liquid level

Low liquid level

Low pressure
Low liquid level

High temperature

Source: API RP J4C, 6th Edition, March 1998.



SAFETY ANALYSIS CHECKLIST (SAC)-PRESSURE
VESSELS I

I i
| a. High Pressure Sensor (PSH) j

l.PSH installed. |
j 2. Input is from a pump or compressor that cannot develop pres- !
| sure greater than the maximum allowable working pressure of
1 the vessel.

3. Input source is not a wellhead flow line(s), production header,
| or pipeline, and each input source is protected by a PSH that
| protects the vessel.
] 4. Adequately sized piping without block or regulating valves
1 connects gas outlet to downstream equipment protected by a
j PSH that also protects the upstream vessel.

5. Vessel is final scrubber in a flare, relief, or vent system and is |
designed to withstand maximum built-up back-pressure.

6. Vessel operates at atmospheric pressure and has an adequate
I vent system. j
1 b. Low Pressure Sensor (PSL) {

l.PSL installed. j
I 1
i 2. Minimum operating pressure is atmospheric pressure when in J

service. i
| 3. Each input source is protected by a PSL, and there are no pressure

control devices or restrictions between the PSL(s) and the vessel.
4. Vessel is scrubber or small trap, is not a process component,

and adequate protection is provided by downstream PSL or
design function (e.g., vessel is gas scrubber for pneumatic safe- j
ty system or final scrubber for flare, relief, or vent system).

5. Adequately sized piping without block or regulating valves
connects gas outlet to downstream equipment protected by a i

j PSL that also protects the upstream vessel. j
I c. Pressure Safety Valve (PSV)

1. PSV installed.
2. Each input source is protected by a PSV set no higher than the

maximum allowable working pressure of the vessel, and a PSV
is installed on the vessel for fire exposure and thermal expansion.

3. Each input source is protected by a PSV set no higher than the
vessel's maximum allowable working pressure, and at least one
of these PSVs cannot be isolated from the vessel.

Figure 14*3. Safety analysis checklist for pressure vessels. (Source: API RP J4C, 6th
Edition, March 1998.}
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4. PSVs on downstream equipment can satisfy relief equipment of !
the vessel and cannot be isolated from the vessel.

5. Vessel is final scrubber in a flare, relief, or vent system, is
designed to withstand maximum built-up back-pressure, and
has no internal or external obstructions, such as mist extractors,
back-pressure valves, or flame arresters.

6. Vessel is final scrubber in a flare, relief, or vent system, is
designed to withstand maximum built-up back-pressure, and is
equipped with a rupture disk or safety head (PSE) to bypass
any internal or external obstructions, such as mist extractors,
back-pressure valves, or flame arresters. j

d. High Level Sensor (LSH)
l.LSH installed.
2. Equipment downstream of gas outlet is not a flare or vent sys-

tem and can safely handle maximum liquid carry-over.
3. Vessel function does not require handling separated fluid phases.
4. Vessel is a small trap from which liquids are manually drained.

e. Low Level Sensor (LSL) j
1. LSL installed to protect each liquid outlet. j
2. Liquid level is not automatically maintained in the vessel, and

the vessel does not have an immersed heating element subject
to excess temperature.

3. Equipment downstream of liquid outlet(s) can safely handle
maximum gas rates that can be discharged through the liquid
outlet(s), and vessel does not have an immersed heating ele-
ment subject to excess temperature. Restrictions in the dis-
charge line(s) may be used to limit the gas flow rate.

f. Check Valve (FSV)
1. FSV installed on each outlet.
2. The maximum volume of hydrocarbons that could backftow |

from downstream equipment is significant. i
3. A control device in the line will effectively minimize backflow.

g. High Temperature Sensor (TSH)
High temperature sensors are applicable only to vessels having a
heat source.
1. TSH installed.
2. (Deleted in Second Edition.)
3. Heat source is incapable of causing excess temperature.

Figure 14-3. Continued.
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(text continued from page 401)

The SAC list provides a handy shorthand for communicating which
devices are required and the reasons why some may not be used. For
example, for any pressure vessel there is either a PSH required, or a
rationale numbered, A.4.a,2, A.4.a.3, A.4.a.4, A.4.a.5 or A.4.a.6 must be
listed. It becomes a simple matter to audit the design by checking that
each device is either present or an appropriate rationale listed.

The SAT and SAC for each process component are updated periodical-
ly by API and the most recent edition should be used in any design.
Please note that for fired and exhaust heated components it may be nec-
essary to include the devices required for a process tank or vessel as well
as those required for the heating components.

For components not covered by RP 14C, SAT and SAC tables can be
developed using the modified FMEA analysis procedure.

MANUAL EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN

The safety system should include features to minimize damage by stop-
ping the release of flammable substances, de-energizing ignition sources,
and shutting down appropriate equipment processes. This is accomplished
by locating emergency shutdown (BSD) stations at strategic locations to
enable personnel to shut down the production facility. These ESD stations
should be well marked and located conveniently (50-100 feet) from pro-
tected equipment, with back-up stations located some greater distance
(250-500 feet) away. A good choice for location is along all exit routes.
At least two widely separated locations should be selected.

The ESD can either shut down the entire facility, or it can be designed
for two levels of shutdown. The first level shuts down equipment such as
compressors, lean oil pumps, and direct fired heaters, and either shuts in
the process or diverts flow around the process by closing inlet/outlet
block valves and opening bypass valves. The second level shuts down
the remaining utilities and support facilities, including generators and
electrical feeds.

ANNUNCIATION SYSTEMS

These systems give early warning of impending trouble to allow per-
sonnel to take corrective action prior to a shut-in, and provide informa-
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tion about the initial cause of a shut-in. They are a vital party of any large
shutdown system design. On smaller systems, process alarms may be
minimal as there may not be sufficient time for personnel to react to the
alarm before an automatic shutdown is initiated.

Annunciator panels should be in a central location with alarm annunci-
ators and shutdown annunciators grouped separately. The first alarm and
the first shut-down normally sound a horn and are annunciated. This is
called "first-out indication." Subsequent shutdown or alarm signals
received by the panel are either not annunciated or are annunciated in a
different manner so that the operator can determine the initiating cause of
the process upset.

Alarm signals may come from the output signal used to control an
operational valve. Shutdown signals should come from a completely sep-
arate instrument not dependent upon a normally used output signal for
operation.

FUNCTION MATRIX AND FUNCTION CHARTS

One method used to summarize the required devices and show the
function performed by each device is with a function matrix. Figure 14-4
is a completed function matrix chart for the simple process flow diagram
shown in Figure 14-5. The function matrix is from RP 14C and is called
a SAFE chart. Each component is listed in the left hand column with an
identification number and description. Under "Device I.D.," each of the
devices listed in the SAC is listed. If the device is not present, the appro-
priate SAC reference number is listed. If the SAC rationale requires that
another device be present on another component, that device is listed
under "Alternate Device," if applicable.

Listed across the top of the matrix are the various shutdown valves in
the facility. A mark in each box indicates the function performed by each
device to assure that it protects the process component. By comparing the
functions performed by each device to the mechanical flowsheet, it is
possible for an auditor to quickly ensure that the process component is
indeed isolated.

A function matrix can also form the basis for the design of the logic
necessary to carry out the functions that are to be performed when a sig-

(text continued on page 410)



Figure 14-4. Safety analysis function evaluation (SAFE) chart for process flow in Figure 14.5.

{figure continued on pugf)



Figure 14*4, Continued.



Figure 14*5. Simple process flow diagram.
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(text continued from page 406)

nal is received from each device. More frequently, the function matrix is
used to develop a "function chart" such as that shown in Figure 14-6, and
the function chart is used for designing the logic. It is possible to develop
a function chart directly from the facility flow diagram. However, some
designers and regulatory agencies feel that it is better to develop a func-
tion matrix first to ensure that all devices required from the FMEA are
considered and to clearly show the end devices causing the shutdown or
alarm to occur.

In a function chart each sensing device is listed on the left side and a
path is then drawn showing the route of the signal from the sensing
device to the device that performs the shutdown or alarm function.

SYMBOLS

Table 14-5 shows symbols used in RP 14C to represent the various
sensors and shutdown devices. Although these symbols are used exten-
sively in U.S. production facilities, they are not used in other industries.
They are widely used overseas and are understood by all who are
involved in production facility design. In other countries and other indus-
tries, the ISA symbol system is more common.

Table 14-6 shows the system used in RP 14C for identifying equip-
ment items. The RP 14C system enables a relief valve on a specific sepa-
rator to be identified as:

PSV, MBD-1000

If there are two, they would be designated:

PSV, MBD-1000A and PSV, MBD-1000B

Many operators use a simpler system, using "V" for pressure vessel,
"T" for tank, "P" for pump, "C" for compressor, and "E" for heat
exchanger, in which case the relief valve would be designated:

PSV, VI000 or

PSV, V1000A and PSV, V1000B

(text continued on page 418)



Figure 14*6. Function chart.



Table 14-5
Safety Device Symbols

Sensing and Self-Acting Devices

Variable

Backflow

Burner Flame

Combustible Gas
Concentration

Flow

Level

Safety Device Designation

Common

Check Valve

Burner Flame Detector

Combustible Gas Detector

High Flow Sensor

Low Flow Sensor

High Level Sensor

Low Level Sensor

Instrument Society
of America (I.S.A.)

Flow Safety Valve

Burner Safety Low

Analyzer Safety High

Flow Safety High

Flow Safety Low

Level Safety High

Level Safety Low

(table continued)



Pressure

Pressure
or
Vacuum

Vacuum

Temperature

Flame

High Pressure Sensor

Low Pressure Sensor

Pressure Relief
or

Safety Valve

Rupture Disc
or Safety Head

Pressure- Vacuum
Relief Valve

Pressure- Vacuum
Relief Manhole Cover

Vent

Vacuum Relief Valve

Rupture Disc
or Safety Head

Fusible Material

High Temperature Sensor

Low Temperature Sensor

Flame or Stack
Arrestor

Pressure Safety High

Pressure Safety Low

Pressure Safety Valve

Pressure Safety Element

Pressure Safety Valve

Pressure Safety Valve

None

Pressure Safety Valve

Pressure Safety Element

Temperature
Safety Element

Temperature Safety High

Temperature Safety Low

None

(table continued on next page)



Table 14-5 (Continued)
Safety Device Symbols

Sensing and Self-Acting Devices

Safety Device Designation Symbol

Variable

Fire

Combustible Gas
Concentration

Common

Flame Detector
(Ultraviolet/

Infrared)

Heat Dector
(Thermal)

Smoke Detector
(lonization)

Fusible
Material

Combustible Gas
Detector

Instrument Society
of America (I.S.A.)

Temperature
Safety High

Temperature
Safety Element

Analyzer
Safety High

Combination
Device

(table continued)





Table 14-6
Component Identification

Common
Code Component Modifiers Code Component ___

A Atmospheric Vessel BH, BJ, BM AA Bi Directional User Assigned
(Ambient Temperature) AB Blowcase Identification Unique

B Atmospheric Vessel AP, BC, BK, BM AC Boiler to Equipment at
(Heated) AD Coalescer location

C Compressor AR, AS, BA, ZZ AE Compressor
D Enclosure AE, AN, AU, BB AF Contactor
E Fired or Exhaust AL, AW, BN AG Control Unit

Heated Component AH Departing
F Flowline A1-A9 AJ Filter
G Header AR, AS, AT, AY, AZ AK Filter-Separator

' ohh ^,n*'r'l"-(f>



H Heat Exchanger BG AL Forced Draft
J Injection Line AR, AS, AT AM Free water Knockout
K Pipeline AA, AH, AQ AN Generator
L Platform AG AP Heater
M Pressure Vessel AB, AD, AF, AJ, AQ Incoming

(Ambient AK, AM, AV, AR Injection, Gas
Temperature) BD, BF, BH, AS Injection, Gas Lift

BJ, BL, BM AT Injection, Water
N Pressure Vessel AC, AF, AM,AP AU Meter

(Heated) BC, BD, BG, AV Metering Vessel
BJ, BK AW Natural Draft

P Pump AX, BA, BE AX Pipeline
Q Wellhead AR, AT, AY, AZ AY Production, Hydrocarbon
Z Other AZ Production, Water

A1-A9 Flo wline Segment
BA Process, Other
BB Pump
BC Reboiler
BD Separator
BE Service
BF Scrubber
BG Shell and Tube
BH Sump
BJ Tank

BK Treater
BL Volume Bottle

BM Water Treating
BN Exhaust Heated
ZZ Other
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(text continued from page 410)

HAZARDS ANALYSIS

A hazards analysis is a systematic procedure for identifying potential
hazards which could exist in a facility, evaluating the probability and
consequence associated with the hazard, and either reducing the proba-
bility or mitigating the consequence so that the overall risk associated
with the hazard is "acceptable." The different hazards analysis techniques
can be applied at various stages during the course of the project to assess
and mitigate potential hazards during design, construction and operations
of the facility.

Types of Hazards Analysis

Hazards analysis techniques fall in two broad categories. Some tech-
niques focus on hazards control by assuring that the design is in compli-
ance with a pre-existing standard practice. These techniques result from
prior hazards analysis, industry standards and recommended practices,
results of incident and accident evaluations or similar facilities. Other
techniques are predictive in that they can be applied to new situations
where such pre-existing standard practices do not exist.

The most common hazards control technique is a "checklist." The
checklist is prepared by experienced personnel who are familiar with the
design, construction and operation of similar facilities. Checklists are rel-
atively easy to use and provide a guide to the evaluator of items to be
considered in evaluating hazards. API RP 14J has examples of two
checklists which can be used to evaluate facilities of different complexi-
ty. Because production facilities are very similar and have been the sub-
ject of many hazard analyses, a checklist analysis to assure compliance
with standard practice is recommended for most production facilities.
The actual procedure by which the checklist is considered and the man-
ner in which the evaluation is documented to assure compliance varies
from case-to-case.

The most common predictive technique which is used to analyze facil-
ities which contain new equipment or processes, or where there is an
unusually high risk to personnel or the environment is the Hazard and
Operability technique or "HAZOP." A HAZOP study requires a team of
five to ten multi-discipline personnel consisting of representatives from
engineering, operations, and health, safety, and environmental staff. The
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facility is broken down into "nodes" (usually a major piece of equipment
and its associated piping, valves and instrumentation), and an experi-
enced team leader guides the team through an analysis of each node
using a predetermined list of "guide words" and "process parameters."
For example, the guide word "LOW" and process parameter "PRES-
SURE" results in questions being asked as to potential causes for lower
than design pressure at the node. If the condition is possible, effects are
analyzed and, if necessary, methods of mitigation are added until the risk
is deemed acceptable. Although this method is time consuming, it proves
to be a thorough method of analysis and is effective for a new process
which has never been analyzed before or for a known process which
incorporates new equipment. However, a checklist should be used in con-
junction with a HAZOP to assure that compliance with standard practice
is not inadvertently overlooked by the HAZOP team.

Problems Commonly Encountered

There are several problem areas which seem to appear often in the
results of hazards analyses. The most common are:

1. Relief Valve Sizes
Relief valves are often seen to be undersized for the required reliev-
ing rate, due either to poor initial design or changes in the process
conditions which occurred during design. The most common system
problem is that the relief valve was adequately sized for blocked
discharge but not sized for the flowrate that could occur as a result
of a failure in the open position of an upstream control valve (i.e.,
gas blowby). See Chapter 13.

2. Open and Closed Drains
Another common problem area is having open and closed drain sys-
tems tied together. Liquid which drains from pressure vessels
"flash" at atmospheric pressures giving off gas. If this liquid flows
in the same piping as open drains, the gas will seek the closest exit
to atmosphere it can find, causing a potential fire hazard at any open
drain in the system.
Many accidents have occurred where gas has migrated through the
drain system to an unclassified area where welding, or other hot
work, was being performed. See Chapter 15.
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3, Piping Specification Breaks
Piping pressure ratings should be designed so that no matter which
valve is closed, the piping is rated for any possible pressure it could
be subjected to, or is protected by a relief valve.
When a spec break is taken from a higher to a lower MAWP, there
must be a relief valve on the lower pressure side to protect the piping
from overpressure. The relief valve can be either on the piping or,
more commonly, on a downstream vessel. Spec break problems most
commonly occur where a block valve exists on a vessel inlet, or
where a bypass is installed from a high pressure system, around the
pressure vessel which has a relief valve, to a lower pressure system.

4. Electrical Area Classification
Another common mistake often uncovered is electrical equipment
which is not consistent with the design area classification. See
Chapter 17.

SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

A hazards analysis by itself cannot assure that an adequate level for
safety is provided for a facility unless the hazard analysis is included as
part of a comprehensive safety management system. In the United States
every facility handling highly hazardous chemicals, including some
onshore production facilities and most gas plants, must have a Process
Safety Management (PSM) Plan in place. Offshore operators have devel-
oped a voluntary safety management system presented in API RP 75,
"Recommended Practices for Development of a Safety and Environmen-
tal Management Program for Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) Operations
and Facilities" (SEMP), which describes the elements which should be
included in a safety management plan.

The requirements of both PSM and SEMP are, from a practical stand-
point, identical and thus, SEMP can easily be applied to onshore facilities
as well as offshore facilities. The basic concepts of SEMP are as follows:

Safely and Environmental Information

Safety and environmental information is needed to provide a basis for
implementation of further program components such as operating proce-
dures and hazards analysis. Specific guidelines as to what information is
needed are contained in API RP 14J.
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Hazards Analysis

This subject is addressed in the previous section of this chapter. Specif-
ic guidelines for performing hazards analysis are contained in API RP 14J.

Management of Change

Management of Change is a program that helps to minimize accidents
caused by changes of equipment or process conditions due to construc-
tion, demolition, or modification. Procedures should be set up to identify
the various hazards associated with change. All changes, although some-
times minor, can result in accident and/or injury if proper steps are not
implemented to make operators aware of the differences. Changes in
facilities as well as changes in personnel should be managed to maintain
the safety of all personnel and the environment.

Operating Procedures

The management program should include written facility operating
procedures. These procedures should provide ample instruction for sound
operation and be consistent with the safety and environmental informa-
tion. Procedures should be reviewed and updated periodically to reflect
current process operating practices. Procedures provide the means for
education of new employees about the process and provide education to
all employees on new equipment and practices.

Safe Work Practices

A disproportional amount of accidents occur during construction and
major maintenance activities. Safe work practices are written with this in
mind and, as a minimum, should cover the following:

• Opening of equipment or piping,
• Lockout and tagout of electrical and mechanical energy sources,
« Hot work and other work involving ignition sources,
• Confined space entry, and
«Crane operations.

Training

Training for new employees and contractors, and periodic training of
existing employees is necessary to educate personnel to be able to per-
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form their work safely and to be aware of environmental considerations.
Training should address the operating procedures, the safe work prac-
tices, and the emergency response and control measures.

Assurance of Quality and Mechanical Integrity of Critical
Equipment

Procedures for assurance of quality in the design, fabrication, installa-
tion, maintenance, testing and inspection for critical equipment are
required. Safety requires that critical safety devices must operate as
intended and process system components must be maintained to be able
to contain design pressures.

Pre-startup Review

A pre-startup safety and environmental review should be performed on
all modified or newly constructed facilities.

Emergency Response and Control

An Emergency Action Plan should be established, assigning an emer-
gency control center and appropriate personnel for emergency response.
Drills should be carried out to assure all personnel are familiar with these
plans.

Investigation of Incidents

An investigation is required if an incident involving serious safety or
environmental consequences or the potential for these consequences
occurs. The purpose of such investigation is to learn from mistakes made
and provide corrective action. Investigations should be performed by
knowledgeable personnel and should produce recommendations for safer
working conditions.

Audit of Safety and Environmental Management Program
Elements

Periodically, the SEMP elements should be audited to evaluate the
effectiveness of the program. Auditing should be conducted by qualified
personnel through interviews and inspections. If audits consistently find
no deficiencies in the program, then management should conclude that
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the audit is not in itself being done properly, as there are always improve-
ments that can be made in a safety management system.

SAFETY CASE AND INDIVIDUAL RISK RATE

The overall system for safety described above can be called the "API
System," It is based on a series of API Standards and Recommended
Practices which can be summarized as a four step system with each suc-
ceeding step encompassing the preceding steps:

1. Design and maintain a system for process upset detection and shut-
down—RP 14C.

2. Design and select hardware with known reliability and mechanical
integrity to contain pressure and mitigate failure consequences—all
other API RP 14 series standards.

3. Follow system design concepts, documentation needs and hazards
analysis requirements—RP 14J.

4. Develop a management of safety system—RP 75.

This system has proven to provide adequate levels of safety in the Gulf
of Mexico and other similar areas where it is possible to abandon the
location during a catastrophic event. In the North Sea where harsh envi-
ronmental conditions exist, a different approach to safety has evolved
which is based on developing a Safety Case and calculating an Individual
Risk Rate (IRR) to show that the risk to any individual working in the
facility is As Low As Reasonably Practicable (ALARP).

A Safety Case is a narrative that literally makes the case that an ade-
quate level of safety has been reached for an installation. It requires look-
ing at all potential hazards which could lead to a loss of the installation, a
loss of life, or a major pollution event. A risk analysis is performed on
each hazard evaluating the probability of the event occurring and
describing the magnitude of the consequences. A discussion is then given
of the measure undertaken to lower the probability of occurrence or to
mitigate the consequences and a "case" is made that the risk for the
installation meets the ALARP safety criteria.

In the North Sea this is often done with detailed quantified risk assess-
ments and the calculation of an overall IRR or risk of total loss of struc-
ture. Mitigation measures are incorporated until it can be shown that risk
levels meet a minimum criteria and the cost of further mitigation has such
high cost to benefit ratios that further mitigation is no longer "practicable."
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These analyses tend to be rather long and complex and can negatively
impact both project cycle time and cost. Indeed, as a check to assure that
basic known safety concepts are not inadvertently overlooked in the pile
of documentation which is necessary for a safety case, the safety case
approach should include within it all the elements of the "API System,"
Even if a safety case is performed, it is still necessary to assure compli-
ance with good practices and that all elements of a proper safety manage-
ment system are included. Thus a common sense approach in the absence
of government regulation would be to use the API System for roost
installations and, in those instances where there is a large concentration
of personnel or where abandoning the location may be impossible due to
weather or remoteness, to use a qualitative safety case to think through
fire fighting and escape options.



CHAPTER

15

Valves, Fittings,
and Piping

Details*

The various items of equipment in the production facility are connected
by valves, fittings, and piping to enable and control flow from one piece
of equipment to another. Chapter 9 of Volume 1 discusses factors govern-
ing the choice of line size and wall thickness. This chapter describes the
various types of valves and fittings commonly used in production facili-
ties and presents some common piping details and specifications.

The specific piping details used in a project are normally contained in
a company pipe, valve, and fittings specification, which addresses the
following subjects:

1. Governing industry codes.
2. Material requirements for pipe, flanges, fittings, bolts, nuts, and

gaskets.
3. Material and construction for each valve used in the piping.
4. Pipe schedule and end connection for each service and pressure rating.

*Reviewed for the 1999 edition by Jorge Zafra of Paragon Engineering Services, Inc.

425
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5. Welding certification and inspection requirements.
6, Design details (if not already included in drawings). For example,

branch connections, pipe support spacing and details, clearances,
and accessibility.

In order to cover all the lines in the facility, pipe and valve tables are
normally included. Each pipe pressure class is assigned a designation.
Sometimes it is necessary to assign two classes for a single designation.
For example, in Table 15-1 "A," "L," and "AA" are all ANSI 150 class,
but they contain different fluids.

A separate table such as the example in Table 15-2 is prepared for each
line designation. Each valve is assigned a designation on the flowsheets and
explained in this table. The pipe, valves, and fittings table can specify
acceptable valves by manufacturer and model number, by a generic descrip-
tion, or by a combination of the two as shown in the example. It should be
pointed out that Tables 15-1 and 15-2 are examples from American Petrole-
um Institute Recommended Practice (API RP) 14E and are illustrative only.
There are almost as many different formats for pipe, valve, and fittings
tables as there are companies, and these examples are in no manner typical
or recommended. Often, for simplicity, valve types are not described in the
pipe, valve, and fittings specifications but on separate sheets for each valve
designation, as discussed below under Valve Selection and Designation.

VALVE TYPES

The following descriptions are meant to briefly describe the various
generic valve types. Within each type there are numerous different design
details that separate one valve manufacturer's valves from the next. All
of these specific models have good points and bad points; all can be used
correctly and incorrectly. It is beyond the scope of this book to critique
each valve manufacturer's design. However, the various valve salesmen
will be more than pleased to contrast the benefits of their valve's features
with that of the competition. The reader is cautioned that higher-cost
valves do not necessarily mean better valves, and that expensive valves
can result in a significant waste of money when a less expensive but ade-
quate valve will perform satisfactorily.

Ball Valves

This is a quarter-turn on-off valve (Figure 15-1). A bore through the
ball allows flow when it is lined up with the pipe and blocks flow when it
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Table 15-1
Example Index of Pipe, Valves, and Fittings

Table

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
0
P (Spare)
Q (Spare)
R (Spare)
SV
AA
BB
CC (Not Prepared)
DD
EE
FF
GG

Service

Non-corrosive Hydrocarbons and Glycol
Non-corrosive Hydrocarbons and Glycol
Non-corrosive Hydrocarbons and Glycol
Non-corrosive Hydrocarbons and Glycol
Non-corrosive Hydrocarbons and Glycol
Non-corrosive Hydrocarbons and Glycol
Non-corrosive Hydrocarbons and Glycol
Non-corrosive Hydrocarbons
Non-corrosive Hydrocarbons
Non-corrosive Hydrocarbons
Non-corrosive Hydrocarbons
Air
Water
Steam and Steam Condensate
Drains and Sewers

Valves for Corrosive Service
Corrosive Hydrocarbons
Corrosive Hydrocarbons
Corrosive Hydrocarbons
Corrosive Hydrocarbons
Corrosive Hydrocarbons
Corrosive Hydrocarbons
Corrosive Hydrocarbons

Pressure Kanng
Classification

ISOlbANSI
300 Ib ANSI
400 Ib ANSI
600 Ib ANSI
900 Ib ANSI
1 500 Ib ANSI
2500 Ib ANSI
API 2000 psi
API 3000 psi
API 5000 psi
API 10000 psi
ISOlbANSI
1 25 Ib Cast Iron
300 Ib ANSI
Atmospheric

General
ISOlbANSI
300 Ib ANSI
400 Ib ANSI
600 Ib ANSI
900 Ib ANSI
1 500 Ib ANSI
2500 Ib ANSI

is perpendicular to the pipe. A "regular port" ball valve has a bore diame-
ter less than the pipe inside diameter, while a "full opening" ball valve
has a ball diameter equal to the pipe inside diameter.

Ball valves are limited in temperature by the elastomer material used
in their seats. Many designs have a secondary metal-to-metal seat to pro-
vide a seal in case of fire. Ball valves are not suitable as a throttling
valve, but can be used on start-up and shut-down in the partially open
position to bleed pressure into or out of a system.

These valves are the most common general-purpose on/off valves in
production facilities.

(text continued from page 430)
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Table 15-2
Example Specifications of Pipe, Valves/ and Fittings

150-lbANSI
Non-corrosive service1

Temperature range; -20 to 650"F
Maximum pressure: Depends on flange rating2

at service temperature

Size Ranges General Specifications Platform Service

Pipe Grade depends on service ASTM A106, Grade B,
Seamless3

M-in. and smaller threaded and coupled Schedule 160 or XXH
nipples
1 !^~in. and smaller threaded and coupled Schedule 80 min
pipe
2-in.-3-in. pipe beveled end Schedule 80 min
4-in. and largei pipe beveled end See Table 2-4

Valves (Do no1 use for temperatures above maximum indicated.)

Ball
'/-in. and smaller 1500 Ib CWP ANSI 316 SS Manufacturer's Figure

screwed, regular port. No. (300°F)
wrench operated, Teflon
seat

%-in,-l M-in. 1500 Ib CWP, CS, Manufacturer's Figure
screwed, regular port. No. or Figure
wrench operated. Teflon No. (450°F)
seat

2-in.-8-in. 1 50 Ib ANSI CS RF Etc.
flanged, regular port, lever
or hand wheel operated,
trunnion mounted

1 0-in. and larger 1 50 tb ANSI CS RF Etc.
flanged, regular port, gear
operated, trunnion mounted

Gate
!/-in. and smaller 2000 Ib CWP, screwed, Etc.

bolted bonnet, AISI 316 SS
%-in.-l J^-in. 2000 Ib CWP, screwed, Etc.

bolted bonnet, forged steel
2-in-l 2-in. 1 50 Ib ANSI CS RF Etc.

flanged, standard trim,
hand wheel or lever operated
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Table 15-2 (Continued)
Example Specifications of Pipe/ Valves, and Fittings

Globe
I fc-in. and smaller 2000 Ib CWP CS screwed Etc.
(Hydrocarbons)
1 ̂ -in. and smaller 2000 Ib CWP CS Etc.
(Glycol) socketweld
2-in. and larger 150 Ib ANSI CS RF Etc.

flanged, handwheel
operated

Check
1 VS-in. and smaller 600 Ib ANSI FS screwed, Etc.

bolted bonnet4, standard
trim

2-in. and larger 150 Ib ANSI CS RF Etc.
flanged, bolted bonnet4,
swing check, standard trim

Reciprocating 300 Ib ANSI CS RF Etc.
Compressor Discharge flanged, piston, check,

bolted bonnet4

Lubricated Plug
lM-in.-6-in. 150 Ib ANSI CSRF Etc.

flanged, bolted bonnet

Non-lubricated Plug
1 J4-in.-6-in. 150 Ib ANSI CS RF Etc.

flanged, bolted bpmmet

Compressor Laterals
Use ball valves

Needle
!4-in.-^-in. 6000 Ib CWP, bar stock Etc.

screwed, AISI316 SS

Fittings
Ells and Tees
%-in. and smaller 6000 Ib FS screwed ASTM A105
l-in.-l l/*-in. 3000 Ib FS screwed ASTM A105
2-in. and larger Butt weld, seamless, wall ASTM A234, Grade

to match pipe WPB

Unions
M-in. and smaller 6000 Ib FS screwed, ground ASTM A105

joint, steel to steel seat
l-in.-l J4-in. 300Q Ib FS screwed, ground ASTM A105

joint, steel to steel seat
2-in. and larger Use flanges

(table continued on next page)
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Table 15-2 (Continued)
Example Specifications of Pipe, Valves, and Fittings

Couplings
1 -in. and smaller 6000 Ib FS screwed ASTM A105
1 J4-in. 3000 Ib FS screwed ASTM A105

Plugs
1 !44n, and smaller Solid bar stock, forged steel ASTM Al 05
2-in. and larger X-Strong seamless, weld ASTM A234,

cap Grade WPB

Screwed Reducers
M-in. and smaller Sch. 160 seamless ASTM A105
1-in-l 14-in. Sch. 80 seamless ASTM A105

Flanges
1 ̂ -in. and smaller 150 Ib ANSI FS RF ASTM A105

screwed
2-in. and larger 150 Ib ANSI FS RF weld ASTM A105

neck, bored to pipe schedule

Bolting
Studs Class 2 fit, threaded over ASTM A193, Grade

length B74

Nuts Class 2 fit, heavy hexagon, ASTM A194, Grade
semi-finish 2H4

Gaskets Spiral wound asbestos Spiral Wound Mfg.
Type or
Mfg. No.
w/AISI 304 SS windings

Thread Lubricant Conform to API Bulletin Mfg. No.
5A2

Notes:
lFor glycol service, all valves and fittings shall be flanged or socketweld.
2API 5L, Grade B, Seamless may be substituted if ASTM A106, Grade B, Seamless is not available.
3Studs and nuts shall be hot-dip galvanized in accordance with ASTM A153.
4 Fittings and flanges that do not require normalizing in accordance with ASTMA105, due to size or
pressure rating, shall be normalized when used for service temperatures from ~20°F to 60°F. Fittings
and flanges shall be marked HT, N, * or with some other appropriate marking to designate normalizing,

(text continued from page 427)

Plug Valves

Plug valves are similar to ball valves except a cylinder with a more-or-
less rectangular opening is used instead of a ball (Figure 15-2). Plug
valves cannot be made full opening and are limited in temperature rating
by the rating of their elastomer seats.



Figure 15-1. Cutaway of ball valve. (Courtesy of Cameron Iron Works, Inc.]

Figure 15-2. Cutaway of plug valve. (Courtesy ofXomox Corp.)
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Plug valves usually require lubrication on a regular basis to seal. They
tend to have a more unpredictable torque than ball valves and are thus
hard to automate.

As with ball valves, plug valves are on/off valves and should oaly be
used infrequently in throttling service. They tend to be less expensive than
ball valves, but are not as popular because of their need for lubrication.

Gate Valves

A gate valve seals off flow when a slab is either raised (normal acting)
or lowered (reversed acting) so that the hole through the slab no longer
lines up with the pipe (Figure 15-3), Gates are harder to operate manual-
ly than balls or plugs as they take many turns of the handwheel to open
or close the valve. However, this action is easier to automate with a
power piston than the quarter-turn action required for balls and plugs,

An unprotected rising stem that is corroded or painted can make the
valve difficult to operate. Stem protectors and keeping the stem packed
in grease help alleviate this problem.

Gate valves are on/off valves and should never be used for throttling.
Gate valves are usually less expensive than balls or plugs in high-pres-
sure service or for large pipe sizes. They make excellent high-pressure
flowline and pipe shut-in valves, but are not extensively used in normal
facility piping 12 in. and smaller in diameter.

Butterfly Valves

These valves are relatively inexpensive, quarter-turn valves. The seal
is made by a rotating disc that remains in the flowstream subject to ero-
sion while in the open position (Figure 15-4). Except in low-pressure ser-
vice, they should not be used to provide a leak-tight seal, but they can be
used to throttle where a tight shut-off is not required.

Butterfly valves are particularly useful in low-pressure produced water
service and as gas throttling valves on the inlets of compressors.

Globe Valves

The most common valve construction for throttling service, and thus for
automatic control, is a globe valve (Figure 15-5). The movement of the
stem up or down creates an opening between the disc and seat that allows
fluid to pass through the valve. The greater the stem movement, the larger
the annulus opening for fluid flow. Because only a small stem movement is
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Figure 15-3. Cutaway view of gate valve.
(Courtesy of WKM.)

required from the fully closed to fully open positions, globe valves are easy
to automate with a diaphragm operator as shown in Figure 15-6.

Globe valves have metal-to-metal seats, which are easy to replace.
Because of the erosive action of the fluid when the valve is throttling, they
should not be used for on/off service, A tight seal may not be possible,
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Figure 15-4. Butterfly valve. (Courtesy
or Keystone Valve USA, Inc.)

Figure 15-5. Cutaway view of globe
valve. (Courtesy of Jenkins Bros.)
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Figure 15-6. Typical single-port body control valve (left) and pneumatic actuator
fright). (Courtesy of Fisher Controls International, Inc.]

There are many configurations of plugs and seats ("trim") that create dif-
ferent control responses. The design specification of control valves is
beyond the scope of this book.

Diaphragm (Bladder) Valves

These special throttling valves use an elastomer diaphragm to restrict
or stop flow (Figure 15-7). They are suitable for slurry service and make
an excellent valve for sand drains. Unfortunately, they do not provide a
reliable, positive shut-off and should be installed in series with a ball or
other on/off valve if positive shut-off is required.

The elastomer selection limits the temperature rating of the valve.

Needle Valves

A type of miniature globe valve, needle valves are used in instrument
systems for throttling of small volumes. They have metal to metal seats,
but due to the small size, can be used for positive shut-off (Figure 15-8).
Needle valves have small passageways that may plug easily and limit
their use to very small flow rates.
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Figure 15-7. Diaphragm valve. (Courtesy of Flexible Valve Corp.)

Check Valves

Used to restrict reversal of flow, check valves should not be consid-
ered as positive shut-off valves when flow is reversed, since the seating
element is always in the flow stream and subject to erosion (Figures 15-9
to 15-13). A section of a line should not be considered isolated if the only
barrier to flow is a check valve. On the other hand, because they do
restrict backflow to very low levels, check valves installed in appropriate
locations can protect equipment and minimize damage in case of a leak
in the upstream line. Some of the advantages and disadvantages of the
various check valve configurations are as follows:

• Swing
1. Suitable for non-pulsating flow.
2. Not good for vertical upward flow.
3. Available in wafer design for mounting between flanges.

• Split Disk
1. Mounted between flanges.
2. Springs subject to failure.

• Lift Plug and Piston
1. Good for pulsating flow.
2. Can be used in vertical upward flow.
3, Easier to cut out in sandy service than full-opening swing.
4, Subject to fouling with paraffin and debris.
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Figure 15-8. Needle valve. (Courtesy of Anderson Greenwood and Co.)
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Figure 15-9. Swing check valve. (Courtesy ofJudd Valve Co., inc.}

• Ball
1. Does not have a tendency to slam shut on flow reversal.
2. Usually for sizes 1-in. and smaller.
3. Can be used in vertical lines.

Valve Selection and Designation

Table 15-3 summarizes and compares the different valve types dis-
cussed in this chapter and highlights important properties that impact
valve selection.

It is beneficial to designate valve types in schematic drawings of the
facilities. The designation should indicate the type of valve (ball, gate,
etc.) the type of end connection (flange, socketweld, threaded, etc.), the
pressure rating class (ANSI 150, ANSI 600, API 2000, etc.) and the
materials of construction. Table 15-4 shows a sample designation system.
Using this system, the designation VBF-15-1 would indicate an ANSI
150 flanged ball valve. The specific attributes would then come from a
pipe, valve, and fitting specification, such as Table 15-2, or from a sepa-
rate valve specification for VBF-15-1, as shown in Table 15-5.



Table 15-3
Comparison of Valve Properties

Valve

Ball

Plug

Gate

Butterfly

Globe

Needle

Check

Choke

Bubble
Tight

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
for low AP
ANSI 150
Not All

Yes

No

Yes
Adjustable
choke only

Throttle

No
On/Off

No
On/Off
Some

Yes
Gas Low AP

Yes

Yes

No

Yes
Adjustable
choke only

Where Used

Isolation
ubiquitous
Isolation

Rare
Control,

wellhead isolation,
double block & bleed

Isolation/Control

Control
bypass, vent
Inst/Control

To restrict reversal of
flow

Isolation
Control

Pig

Yes
(Full)
No

Yes

No

No

No
Roddable

Swing check
Valves only
some cases

No

Pressure
Drop

Low

Low

Low

Low

High

Low

High

Size

r-36"

Rare
Cheaper than ball

2"-Up
Larger sizes

cheaper than ball
2"-Up

Larger sizes cheaper
than globe

2"-Up

1A"-\W

lA/f-36"

2"-9"
Bigger diameters

special order
Courtesy of Paragon Engineering Services, Inc.
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Table 15-4
Sample Valve Designation System

Each valve designation has four (4), and possibly five (5), parts.

(1) This part of each valve designation is always V, which stands for "valve,"
(2) The second letter identifies valve type:

B = Ball
C = Check
D = Diaphragm
G = Gate
N = Needle
O = Globe
P = Plug
Y = Butterfly

(3) The third letter identifies end connections:
T = Threaded
S = Socketweld
F = Flanged
B = Buttweld

(4) The fourth part of each valve designation is a 2-, 3-, or 4- digit number
indicating the highest ANSI or API class for which the valve can be used:

15 = ANSI 150
30 = ANSI 300
60 = ANSI 600
90 = ANSI 900

150 = ANSI 1500
250 = ANSI 2500
200 = 2000* API
300 = 3000# API
500 = 5000# API

(5) The fifth part of a valve designation, when used, is a modifier that
distinguishes between two or more valves that have the same type and
pressure rating but that are considered separately for some other reason.

Courtesy of Paragon Engineering Services, Inc.

CHOKES

Chokes are used to control flow where there is a large pressure drop.
They can either be adjustable, where the opening size can be varied man-
ually as shown Figure 15-14 and 15-15 or have a fixed size orifice. Due
to the erosive nature of the fluid flow through a choke, they are con-
structed so beans, discs, and seats can be easily replaced.
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Table 15-5
Sample Valve Table

Valve Designation: VBF-15-1
Service: Hydrocarbons, Non-corrosive Glycol
Type: Ball Valve
Rating: ANSI 150

Design Temperature Design Pressure
-20° to 100°F 285psig

to 200°F 260 psig
to 300°F 230 psig

Pressure Rating: ANSI 150
Body Material: Carbon Steel
Trim Material: Hard Plated Carbon Steel Ball
End Connection: RF Flanged
Valve Operator: Lever through 8", Gear Operated 10" and larger
Body Construction: 2"-4": Floating Ball, Regular Port

6" and larger: Trunnion Mounted Ball, Regular Port
Trim Construction: Renewable Seats, Removable Stem, Fire Safe

Valve Comparison List

Manufacturer Manufacturer's Fig. No. Nominal Sizes

WKM 310-B100-CS-02-CS-HL W-4"
WKM 370CR-ANSI150RF21-AAF-21 6'-14"

^Demco 121136X ?H?1_

PIPING DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Process Pressures

Maximum allowable working pressure (MAWP): Highest pressure to
which the system can be subjected during operation. Thus, pressure is
established by a relief device set pressure and must be less than or equal
to the material strength limitations of equipment. This pressure establish-
es piping class for fittings and pipe wall thickness requirements, both of
which are discussed in Volume 1.

Normal operating pressure: Anticipated process operating pressure
used to determine pipe diameter requirements and pressure drop limita-
tions for various operating conditions.
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Figure 15-10. Wafer check valve. (Courtesy of TRW Mission Drilling Products
Division.}

Figure 15-11. Lift check valve. (Courtesy of Jenkins Bros.}
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Figure T5-12. Piston check valve. (Courtesy of Whealtey Pump and Valves, Inc.]

Figure 15-13. Ball check valve. (Courtesy of Wheatiey Pump and Valves, Inc.]
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Figure 15-14. Plug and seat choke. (Courtesy of Willis Control Division, Cameron
Iron Works, Houston.)

Figure 15-15. Rotating disc choke. [Courtesy of Willis Control Division, Cameron
Iron Works, Houston.)
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(text continued from page 441)

Future operation pressures: Sizing of lines must consider operating
pressures expected as the reservoir depletes. Diameter requirement calcu-
lations should be made using both initial and future conditions to deter-
mine the governing case. Often in gas and two-phase lines the greatest
flow velocity occurs late in life when flowing pressures are low even
though flow rates may be lower than initial conditions.

Process Temperatures

Design temperature: Highest or lowest (depending upon which is con-
trolling) temperature to which a line can be subjected during operation.

Normal operating temperature: Anticipated process operating temper-
ature used to determine pipe diameter for various operating conditions.

Process Liquid Flow Rates

Liquid lines in production facilities are generally in either continuous
or slugging service. Continuous duty lines should be sized to handle the
average daily flow rate of the facility. An additional capacity is often
added for surges. Lines in slugging service should be sized to accommo-
date actual flowing conditions. Design flow rates should be the maxi-
mum capacity that a line will accommodate within the design limits of
velocity and pressure drop, both initially and in the future.

Process Gas Flow Rates

The sizing procedure for gas piping must take both high-pressure and
low-pressure flow conditions into consideration if the operating pressure
of the line changes over time.

Two-Phase Flow Rates

Whenever two-phase flow is encountered in facility piping it is usually in
flowlines and interfield transfer lines. Some designers size liquid lines
downstream of control valves as two-phase lines. The amount of gas
involved in these lines is low and thus the lines are often sized as single-
phase liquid lines. Oversizing two-phase lines can lead to increased slug-
ging and thus as small a diameter as possible should be used; consistent
with pressure drop available and velocity constraints discussed in Volume 1.
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Viscosity: High viscosity crudes may flow in the laminar flow regime
which causes high pressure drops. This is especially true of emulsions of
water in high-viscosity crudes where the effective velocity of the mixture
could be as much as ten times that of the base crude (see Volume 1).

Solids: Some wells produce large amounts of sand and other solids
entrained in the fluid. Where solids are contained in the stream, sufficient
velocity should be provided to assure they do not build up in the bottom
of the pipe, causing higher than anticipated pressure drops or potential
areas for corrosion. However, if the velocity is too high, erosion may
occur, (See Volume 1.)

Fluid Compositions

The composition of a production fluid is usually not well defined. In
most cases, only a specific gravity is known. Compositions are important
to the prediction of physical properties of the fluid as it undergoes phase
changes. Estimations can be made based only upon specific gravity, how-
ever, for good reliability, molecular compositions should be used when
available.

Gases such as H2S and CO2 (acid gases) in the production streams are
sometimes encountered. These gases are not only corrosive to piping, but
many are harmful and possibly fatal upon contact with humans. Special
care should be exercised in designing piping containing acid gases.
Velocities above 30 to 50 ft/s should be avoided in piping containing acid
gases to avoid affecting the ability of corrosion inhibitors to protect the
metal. Special metallurgy may be needed to combat H2S corrosion. (See
Chapter 8.)

Handling Changing Operating Conditions

Each production facility has three categories of equipment whose
design depends upon operating conditions:

1. Vessels and other mechanical equipment are the most difficult to
change or alter after installation.

2. Piping is the next most difficult.
3. Instrumentation is the least difficult.

Often the facility is designed with equipment and piping that can han-
dle the complete range of operating conditions, and with control valves
selected so that their internals ("trim") can be substituted as operating
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conditions change. Sometimes the piping must be designed to allow
addition of future pieces of equipment. This is especially true for com-
pressors and water treating equipment that may not be needed initially.

The key to arriving at the most flexible system design lies in forecast-
ing future operating conditions. Many engineers are not aware of the
implications of future conditions and their effect upon initial design arid
long-term operation. Often some information is available on potential
future scenarios, but the facility design engineer elects to design for a
specific '"most likely" forecast. This is unfortunate, as the designer
should at least consider the sensitivity of the design and economic conse-
quences to the whole range of possible forecasts.

Selecting Pipe Sizes

Basic steps in piping design are:

1. Establish operating conditions, i.e., flow rates, temperatures, pres-
sures and compositions of fluid over the life of the system. This may
involve several cases.

2. Using velocity as the limiting criterion, calculate allowable pipe
internal diameter ranges using the criteria of Chapter 9, Volume 1.

3. If more than one standard pipe size is indicated, calculate the wall
thickness for each standard pipe size based on required maximum
allowable working pressure and select a standard wall thickness for
each size.

4. Calculate maximum and minimum capacities for each size using
velocity limits as criteria.

5. Estimate the pressure drop for each size and compare to the avail-
able pressure drop.

6. Arrange the information from the previous steps and determine
which pipe size is best suited to all operating conditions.

7. As piping drawings are developed, re-evaluate those lines where
estimated pressure drop was a criterion in size selection, taking into
account the actual piping configuration and effects of control and
piping components.

8. Proceed with design of pipe supports and stress analysis, if required.

It is also a good practice to verify design conditions and piping calcu-
lations just prior to release of the drawings for construction. System
requirements sometimes change significantly during the course of a pro-
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ject. In most facility piping situations experienced designers can select
size quickly without a formal tabulation of the steps just described. In
certain cases, especially where pressure drop is an important considera-
tion, a formal tabulation may be required,

GENERAL PIPING DESIGN DETAILS

Steel Pipe Materials

Most production facility piping is fabricated from ASTM A-106 Grade B
or API 5L Grade B pipe, which is acceptable for sweet service and tempera-
tures above ~20°F. Between -20 °F and -50 °F, ANSI B31.3, "Chemical
Plant and Petroleum Refinery Piping," allows this material to be used if the
pressure is less than 25% of maximum allowable design and the combined
longitudinal stress due to pressure, dead weight, and displacement strain is
less than 6,000 psi. Below -50°F it is required that the pipe be heat treated
and Charpy impact tested. Volume I, Chapter 9 discusses the various com-
mon piping codes and methods for calculating maximum allowable pres-
sure for various steels. Some common low-temperature steels include:

Steel Minimum Temp, without Special Testing

A-333 Grade ! - SOT
A-334 Grade 1 - 50°F
A-312TP304L -425°F
A^12_TP316L If^I

For sour service, National Association of Corrosion Engineers
(NACE) MR-01-75 requires that steel material have a Rockwell C hard-
ness of less than 22 and contain less than 1% nickel to prevent sulfide
stress cracking.

Figure 7-1 shows regions of H2S concentration and total pressure
where the provisions of NACE MR-01-75 govern. A-53 Grade B, A-106
Grade B, A-333 Grade 1, and API 5L Grades B and X-42 through X-65
are acceptable for use in the sulfide-stress cracking region.

Minimum Pipe Wall Thickness

From the standpoint of mechanical strength, impact resistance, and cor-
rosion resistance, some operators prefer to establish a minimum wall thick-
ness of approximately 0.20 in. Thus, they establish the following minimum
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pipe schedules (standard wall thickness), even though pressure contain-
ment calculations would indicate that smaller thicknesses are allowed:

% in. and smaller — Sch 160
2, 2!i and 3 in. — Sch 80
4 and 6 in. — Sch 40

ANSI B 31.3 requires threaded pipe that is VA in. and smaller be at least
Sch 80 and that 2 in. and larger be at least Sch 40.

Pipe End Connections

Pipe, valve, and fittings tables must specify which size of each class of
pipe is threaded, flanged, or socket welded. ANSI B31.3 provides no spe-
cific guidance except that it suggests that threads be avoided where cor-
rosion, severe erosion, or cyclic loading is anticipated.

API RP 14E recommends:

• Pipe 1 [A. in. or less should be socket welded for:
Hydrocarbon service above 600 ANSI
Hydrocarbon service above 200°F
Hydrocarbon service subject to vibration
Glycol service

• Pipe 2 inches and larger should be flanged for:
Hydrocarbon service
Glycol service

« Utility piping 2 inches and smaller may be threaded.

A common practice onshore is to use threaded connections on 2-in.
pipe or smaller, no matter what the service. It is also common to see
threaded connections on 4-in. pipe and smaller in low pressure oil service.

Figure 15-16 shows three types of flange faces. Raised-face (RF) and
flat-faced (FF) flanges use a donut-shaped flat gasket to create the pres-
sure seal. Ring-joint flanges (RTJ) use a ring that fits into the circular
notches in the face of the flange to effect the pressure seal. RTJ flanges
create a more positive seal and are used for all API class flanges and for
higher pressure ANSI classes. However, they are difficult to maintain, as
they require the mating flanges to be spread to remove the ring. Raised-
face flanges tend to form a tighter seal than flat-faced flanges and are
used in steel piping. Flat-face flanges are used in cast-iron piping and in
bolting to cast-iron and ductile-iron pumps, compressors, strainers, etc.
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Figure 15-16. Typical flanges.

Bolting a raised-face flange to a flat-faced, cast-iron flange can create
bending moments in the less ductile cast-iron flange, which could cause
it to crack.

The ANSI specifications allow the use of both RF and RTJ flanges.
API RP 14E recommends RTJ flanges for ANSI Class 900 and higher
and recommends RTJ flanges be used in 600 ANSI service subject to
vibration. Onshore it is common to use RF flanges for ANSI classes
through 2500.

The hesitancy to use RF flanges at higher pressures may stem from an
era when plain He-in, asbestos gaskets were the only type available. Mod-
ern spiral-wound polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filled with internal ring
gaskets with 316 stainless-steel windings may create as positive a seal
with RF flanges as is obtainable from RTJ flanges.

RTJ gaskets are normally cadmium-plated, soft iron or low carbon
steel Soft iron is used for ANSI 600 and 900 classes, and 304 or 316
stainless steel for higher classes.

Branch Connections

Where a branch connection is connected to a main run of pipe, it is
necessary to specify the type of fitting required. ANSI B31.3 provides a
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procedure for calculating the amount of reinforcement needed to ade-
quately support the branch connection. In accordance with this code, no
reinforcement is needed where;

»A tee is used.
• A coupling is used, the branch size is 2 in. or less, and the branch

size is less than 14 diameter of the ran.
• An integrally reinforced branch connection fitting that has been pres-

sure tested (weld-o-let type) is used.

API RP 14E recommends that no reinforcement be used and presents a
typical branch connection schedule (Table 15-6) to provide more
mechanical strength than is required by ANSI B31.3. Most onshore oper-
ators use integrally reinforced branch-connection fittings or tees inter-
changeably.

Fiberglass Reinforced Pipe

The use of fiberglass reinforced pipe (FRP) and tanks has been on the
increase in production facilities. Onshore applications include low-pres-
sure flowlines, high-pressure water injection lines, oil treating systems,
fire water systems, and produced water treating systems. Offshore appli-
cations include fire water and utility systems. The primary advantages
are ease of field installation and non-corrosiveness. The American Petro-
leum Institute has developed specifications for fiberglass tanks (API
Spec 12P) and fiberglass piping (API Spec 15LR).

insulation

Insulation is normally required for personnel protection for pipe oper-
ating at higher than approximately 150°F or 200°F. Pipe operating at
greater than approximately 400°F should be located and insulated to keep
it from becoming an ignition source for spilled liquid hydrocarbons. Pipe
operating at temperatures above approximately 900°F should be protect-
ed from coming into contact with combustible gases.

As described in Chapter 17, any surface in excess of 726°F in an elec-
trically classified area should be insulated or isolated from gas sources. A
normal rale of thumb and a requirement of some codes is to provide insu-
lation or isolation barriers for surfaces hotter than 400°F that are located
within electrically classified areas. Surfaces in electrically unclassified
areas are only insulated or isolated if necessary for personnel protection.



Table 15-6
Branch Connection Schedule—Welded Piping

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Nominal
Branch

Size
(in.) Nominal Run Size (in.)

14 % 1 114 2 214 3 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

1A SWT SWT SWT SWT 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC
K SWT SWT SWT SOL 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC
1 SWT SWT SOL SOL SOL 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC

Iti SWT TR SOL SOL SOL 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC 6SC
2 T RT RT RT WOL WOL WOL WOL WOL WOL WOL

21A T RT RT WOL WOL WOL WOL WOL WOL WOL
3 T RT RT WOL WOL WOL WOL WOL WOL
4 T RT RT WOL WOL WOL WOL WOL
6 T RT RT RT WOL WOL WOL
8 T RT RT RT RT WOL

10 T RT RT RT RT
12 T RT RT RT
14 T RT RT
16 T RT
18 I _ T
T—Straight Tee (Butt Weld)

RT—Reducing Tee (Butt Weld)
TR —Straight Tee and Reducer or Reducing Tee

WOL—Welded nozzle or equivalent {Schedule of Branch Pipe)
SOL—Socketweld couplings or equivalent—6000 Ib Forged Steel
SWT—Socketweld Tee
f)$C—6000 Ih Forged Steel Sockefndd Coupling i '/• inch and smaller threadbolts or screwed couplings may he used for sample, gage, test connection and

instrumentation purposes >
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Pipe Insulation Considerations

M^erials

* Some commonly used insulating materials are calcium silicate, min-
eral slagwool, glass fiber, cellular glass, and polyurethane.

* Insulating material, such as magnesia, that if wet could deteriorate or
cause corrosion of the insulated surface, should not be used.

»Certain heating fluids are not compatible with some insulating mate-
rials, and auto-ignition may occur. Caution should be exercised in
selecting materials.

"^^^Barriers

«A vapor barrier should be applied to the outer surface of the insula-
tion on cold piping.

• Insulation should be protected by sheet-metal jacketing from weath-
er, oil spillage, mechanical wear, or other damage.

• If aluminum sheet metal is used for this purpose, insulation should be
protected by a vapor barrier.

Spjur_Service

»To prevent H2S from concentrating around the bolts, flanges should
not be insulated in H2S service.

Table 15-7 shows recommended insulation thicknesses from API RP14E.
Two of the most common types of acceptable insulation systems are:

1. Metal jacket—This type is primarily used on piping, heat exchang-
ers, and other cylindrical shapes.

2. Blanket—This type is primarily used on irregular objects that are
difficult to insulate due to irregular surface configurations—such as
an expansion joint.

Examples of insulation and isolation installations are shown in Figures
15-17 through 15-24.

(text continued on page 46 J)



Table 15-7A
Typical Hot Insulation Thickness (in.)

1 2

Maximum
Temperature

rn
250
500
600
750

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Nominal Pipe Size, inches

i v & &
Smaller

1
1
VA
2

2

1
VA

VA
2

3

1
VA
2
2

4

VA
VA
2
2

6

VA
2
2
21A

8

VA
2
21A
3

10

VA
2
21A
3

12&
Larger

VA
2
21A
3



Table 15-7B
Typical Cold Insulation Thickness (in.)

1 2

AninttniimfYlIf IIIIIwlII

Temperature
ro
40
30
20
10
0

-10
-20

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Nominal Pipe Size, in.

H

1
1
VA
VA
VA
2
2

3/4

1

1

VA
VA
2
2
2

1

1
1
VA
VA
2
2
2

VA

1
VA
VA
VA
2
2
2]A

2

1
VA
VA
2
2
2
2}A

TA

I
VA
VA
2
2
21A
21A

3

1
VA
VA
2
2
21A
21A

4

1
VA
VA
2
2}A
21A
21A

6

1
VA
2
2
21A
21A
3

8

VA
VA
2
2
21A
3
3

10

VA
VA
2
21A
21A
3
3

12

VA
VA
2
21A
21A
3
3

14

VA
VA
2
21A
2{A
3
3

16

VA
VA
2
2}A
21A
3
3M

18

VA
VA
2
21A
2{A
3
31A

Fiat
20 24 30 Surf,

VA VA VA VA
VA VA VA VA
2 2 2 2
21A 1}A 2}A 21A
21A 3 3 3
3 3 3 314
3yi 3^ 3{A 4



Table 15-7C
Typical insulation For Personnel Protection

(Applicable Hot Surface Temperature Range (°F)}

1 2

Nominal
Pipe

Size (in.)

1A
%
I
VA
2
21A
3
4
6
8

10
12
14
16
18
20
24
30

3 4 5

Nominal insulation Thickness

1

160-730
160-640
160-710
160-660
160-640
160-620
160-600
160-600
160-550

_
-
_
-
-
_
-
_
_

Flat Surface* j 160-520

114

731-1040
641-940
711-960
661-880
641-870
621-960
601-810
601-790
551-740
160-740
160-750
160-740
160-700
160-690
160-690
160-690
160-680
160-680
521-660

2

1041-1200
941-1200
961-1200
881-1200
871-1090
961-1160
811-1000
791-970
741-930
741-900
751-900
741-900
701-850
691-840
691-830
691-830
681-820
681-810
661-790

2H

_
—
_
_

1091-1200
1161-1200
1001-1200
971-1125
931-1090
901-1090
901-1060
901-1030
851-1000
841-980
831-970
831-970
821-960
811-950
791-900

6

(in.)

3

—
_
_
_
—
_

1126-1200
1091-1200
1091-1200
1061-1200
1031-1170
1001-1130
981-1120
971-1100
971-1100
961-1090
951-1080
901-1010

7 8

356 4

_ _
„ _
_ _
__ _
_ _
_ _
_ _
_ __
_ __
_ _

1171-1200
1131-1200
1121-1200
1101-1200
1101-1200
1091-1200
1081-1200
1011-1120 1121-4200

'"'Application range aha applies to piping and equipment over 30 inches in diameter.
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Figure 15-17. Exhaust system on top of generator package. Insulation or barriers
needled because location can be used as a work or storage area; otherwise
insulation may not be necessary.

Figure 15-18. No insulation on the crane exhaust is necessary because it is isolated
from personnel performing normal operations and is not in a classified area.
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Figure 15*19. Insulation on this fire water pump is not necessary because it is not a
hydrocarbon handling vessel and is not located in a classified area or work area.

Figure 15-20. Insulation of the generator package is necessary because the
exhaust system is located in a work area.
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Figure 15-21. Isolated compressor. Insulation is necessary because the compressor
itself is a potential source of gas and requires the area to be classified.

Figure 15-22. Insulation is necessary because the compressor is a potential source
of gas and requires the area to be cbssified.
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Figure 15-23. Fire water pump insulation is not necessary because the exhaust is
not in a work area and the fire water pump is not in a classified area (more than
10 ft from production equipment, oil storage, etc.)

Figure 15*24, Insulation is not necessary on the portion of the exhaust system
extending outside (he compressor building because it is not in a classified area and is
not a work area. The inside portion needs insulation because it is in a classified area.
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(text continued from page 453)

Insulation for personnel safety is required only when accidental con-
tact of the hot surfaces could be made by personnel within normal work
or walk areas. Isolation may be in the form of guards or barriers and, in
special cases, warning signs.

Hot surfaces associated with natural gas compressors and pumps han-
dling volatile flammable fluids should be insulated since the equipment
itself is a source of hydrocarbon liquids or gases. Generators, electric
motors, and engine-driven equipment such as fire water pumps, wireline
units, welding machines, hydraulic equipment, and the like do not them-
selves cause the area to become classified from an electrical standpoint,
However, they may be in a classified area due to other equipment and
thus require insulation or barriers. Turbo-chargers, exhaust manifolds,
compressor heads, expansion bottles and the like (including associated
piping), which cannot be insulated without causing mechanical failure,
are not normally insulated. In these cases, warning signs, barriers, gas
detectors, or other methods for the protection of personnel and minimiz-
ing exposure to hydrocarbon liquids and gases are acceptable.

MISCELLANEOUS PIPING DESIGN DETAILS

Target fees

Where 90° turns in piping are required, standard long radius ells (ell
centerline radius equals 1.5 times pipe nominal diameter) are usually
used. In sandy service, the sand has a tendency to erode the metal on the
outside of the bend. Target tees, such as shown in Figure 15-25, are often
specified for such service. The sand builds up against the bull plug and
provides a cushion of sand that is constantly being eroded and subject to
deposition by the sand in the flow stream.

Chokes

The flow of fluid leaving a choke is in the form of a high-velocity jet.
For this reason it is desirable to have a straight ran of pipe of at least ten
pipe diameters downstream of any choke prior to a change in direction,
so that the jet does not impinge on the side of the pipe.
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Often on high-pressure wells two chokes are installed in the flow-
line—one a positive choke and the other an adjustable choke. The
adjustable choke is used to control the flow rate. If it were to cut out, the
positive choke then acts to restrict the flow out of the well and keep the
well from damaging itself. Where there are two chokes, it is good piping
practice to separate the chokes by 10 pipe diameters to keep the jet of
flow formed by the first choke from cutting out the second choke. In
practice this separation is not often done because of the expense of sepa-
rating two chokes by a spool of pipe rated for well shut-in pressure. It is
much less expensive to bolt the flanges of the two chokes together. No
data has been collected to prove whether the separation of chokes is justi-
fied from maintenance and safety considerations.

Whenever a choke is installed, it is good piping practice to install
block valves within a reasonable distance upstream and downstream so
that the choke bean or disc can be changed without having to bleed down
a long length of pipeline. A vent valve for bleeding pressure off the seg-
ment of the line containing the choke is also needed. This is particularly
true in instances where a positive choke is installed at the wellhead and
an adjustable choke is installed hundreds of feet away in a line heater. If
block valves are not installed downstream of the positive choke and
upstream of the adjustable choke, it would be necessary to bleed the
entire flowline to atmosphere to perform maintenance on either choke,

Flange Protectors

The full faces of flanges never really touch due to the gaskets or rings
that cause the seal. The space between the two flange faces is a very

Figure 15-25. Target tee.
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good spot for corrosion to develop, as shown in Figure 15-26. Flange
protectors made of closed-cell soft rubber are sometimes used to exclude
liquids from penetrating this area. Stainless-steel bands and grease fit-
tings are also used.

Closed-cell flange protectors are much less expensive than stainless
bands. However, if not installed properly they can actually accelerate cor-
rosion if a path is created through the material to allow moisture to enter,
Flange protectors should not be used in H2S service. They may trap small
leaks of sour gas and keep them from being dispersed in the atmosphere.

Figure 15-26. Flange protector types.
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Vessel Drains

If vessel drain valves are used often, there is a tendency for these
valves to cut out. As the valve is opened and shut, there is an instanta-
neous flow of a solid slurry across the valve that creates an erosive
action. Figure 15-27 shows a tandem valve arrangement to minimize this
potential problem. To drain the vessel, the throttling valve is shut and one
or more drain valves are opened. These valves open with no flow going
through them. Then the throttling valve is opened. To stop draining, the
throttling valve is closed, flow goes to zero, and the drain valves are shut.
The throttling valve will eventually cut out, but it can be easily repaired
without having to drain the vessel

Vessel drain systems can be very dangerous and deserve careful atten-
tion. There is a tendency to connect high-pressure vessels with low-pres-
sure vessels through the drain system. If a drain is inadvertently left
open, pressure can communicate through the drain system from the high-
pressure vessel to the low-pressure vessel. If this is the case, the low
pressure vessel relief valve must be sized for this potential gas blowby
condition.

The liquid drained from a vessel may flash a considerable quantity of
natural gas when it flows into an atmospheric drain header. The gas will
find a way out of the piping system and will seek the closest exit to
atmosphere that it can find. Thus, a sump collecting vessel drains must
be vented to a safe location.

Figure 15*27. Drain valves for a separator.
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Open Drains

Open, gravity drains should not be combined with pressure vessel
drain systems. The gas flashing from vessel liquids may exit an open
drain system at any point and create a hazard.

On open drain piping leaving buildings, a liquid seal should be
installed as further protection to assure that gases flashing from liquids
from other locations in the drain system will not exit the system in the
building.

The elevation of gravity drain systems must be carefully checked to
assure that liquids will flow to the collection point without exiting the
piping at an intermediate low point.

Piping Vent and Drain Valves

At high points in piping, vent valves are required to remove air for
hydrotesting and for purging the system. At low points, drain valves are
required to drain liquids out of the system to perform maintenance. Nor-
mally, vent and drain valves are H-in. or %-in. ball valves.

Control Stations

Whenever it is necessary to control the process level, pressure, temper-
ature, etc., a control station is installed. A control station may be as sim-
ple as a single control valve or it may contain several control valves,
block valves, bypass valves, check valves, and drain or vent valves.

Where there is a control valve, block valves are often provided so the
control valve can be maintained without having to drain or bleed the
pressure from the vessel. Typically, the safety-systems analysis would
also call for a check valve at this point to prevent backflow. Drain or vent
valves are often installed to drain liquid or bleed pressure out of the sys-
tem so that the control valve can be maintained. In smaller installations
drain and vent valves may not be provided and the line is depressured by
backing off slightly on flange bolts (always leaving the bolts engaged
until all pressure is released) or slowly unscrewing a coupling. This is not
a good practice although it is often used for small-diameter, low-pressure
installations.

Bypass valves are sometimes installed to allow the control valve to be
repaired without shutting in production. On large, important streams the
bypass could be another control valve station. Manual bypass valves are
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more common. The bypass valve could be a globe valve if it is anticipat-
ed that flow will be throttled through the valve manually during the
bypass operation, or it could be an on/off valve if the flow is to be
cycled. Because globe valves do not provide positive shutoff, often
globe-bypass valves have a ball or other on/off vaive piped in series with
the globe valve.

The piping around any facility, other than the straight pipe connecting
the equipment, is made up primarily of a series of control stations. Flow
from one vessel goes through a control station and into a piece of pipe
that goes to another vessel. In addition to considering the use of block
valves, check valves, etc., all control stations should be designed so that
the control valve can be removed and any bypass valve is located above
or on a level with the main control valve. If the bypass is below the con-
trol vaive, it provides a dead space for water accumulation and corrosion.
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16

Prime Movers *

Both reciprocating engines and turbines are used as prime movers in
production facilities to directly drive pumps, compressors, generators,
cranes, etc. Reciprocating engines for oil field applications range in
horsepower from 100 to 3,500, while gas turbines range from 1,500 to in
excess of 75,000.

Prime movers are typically fueled by natural gas or diesel. Dual fuel
turbine units exist that can run on natural gas and can automatically
switch to diesel. So-called "dual fuel" reciprocating engines run on a
mixture of diesel and natural gas. When natural gas is not available, they
can automatically switch to 100% diesel. Most prime movers associated
with producing facilities are typically natural gas fueled due to the ready
availability of fuel. Diesel fueled machines are typically used to provide
stand-by power or power for intermittent or emergency users such as
cranes, stand-by generators, firewater pumps, etc.

Due to the extremely wide variety of engines and turbines available,
this discussion is limited to those normally used in production facilities.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide facility engineers with an under-
standing of basic engine operating principles and practices as necessary
for selection and application. The reader is referred to any of the many
texts available on engine and turbine design for more in-depth discussion
of design details.

^Reviewed for the 1999 edition by Santiago Pacheco of Paragon Engineering Services, Inc.
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RECIPROCATING ENGINES

Reciprocating engines are available in two basic types—two-stroke or
four-stroke cycle. Regardless of the engine type, the following four func-
tions must be performed in the power cylinder of a reciprocating engine:

1. Intake—Air and fuel are admitted to the cylinder,
2. Compression—The fuel and air mixture is compressed and ignited.
3. Power—Combustion of the fuel results in the release of energy. This

energy release results in increase in temperature and pressure in the
cylinder. The expansion of this mixture against the piston converts a
portion of the energy released to mechanical energy.

4. Exhaust—The combustion products are voided from the cylinder
and the cycle is complete.

In this manner the chemical energy of the fuel is released. Some of the
energy is lost in heating the cylinder and exhaust gases. The remainder is
converted to mechanical energy as the expanding gases move the piston
on the power stroke. Some of the mechanical energy is used to overcome
internal friction or to sustain the process by providing air for combustion,
circulating cooling water to remove heat from the cylinder, and circulat-
ing lube oil to minimize friction. The remainder of the energy is available
to provide external work. The amount of external work that can be devel-
oped by the engine is termed its "brake horsepower" or bhp. The amount
of work required to sustain the engine is termed its "friction horsepower"
or fhp. The work developed by the power cylinders is termed the "indi-
cated horsepower" or ihp. The indicated horsepower is the sum of both
the friction horsepower and the brake horsepower.

ihp = bhp + fhp

Four-Stroke Cycle Engine

The four-stroke cycle engine requires four engine strokes or 720
degrees of crankshaft rotation to complete the basic functions of intake,
compression., power, and exhaust. All flow into and away from the cylin-
ders is controlled by valves directly operated by a camshaft that is driven
at 1A engine speed. Figures 16-1 and 16-2 illustrate a cross section and an
idealized P-V diagram for a four-cycle spark-ignited engine, respectively.
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Figure 16-1. Cross section of 4-cycle, spark-ignited engine.

Intake Stroke (Point 1 to Point 2)

With the intake valve open, the piston movement to the right creates a
low pressure region in the cylinder, which causes air and fuel to flow
through the intake valve to fill the cylinder.

Compression Stroke (Point 2 to TDC)

The intake valve is now closed as the piston moves from the bottom
dead center (BDC) to top dead center (TDC), compressing the fuel/air
mixture. At Point 3, just prior to TDC, a spark ignites the fuel/air mixture
and the resulting combustion causes the pressure and temperature to
begin a very rapid rise within the cylinder.

Power Stroke (TDC to Point 4)

Burning continues as the piston reverses at TDC and pressure rises
through the first portion of the "power" or "expansion" stroke. It is the
increase in pressure due to burning the fuel that forces the piston to the
right to produce useful mechanical power. The piston moves to the right
until BDC is reached.
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VOLUME
% of Piston Displacement

Figure 16-2. Idealized P-V diagram for a 4-cycie, spark-ignited engine.

Exhaust Stroke (Point 4 to Point 1)

With the exhaust valve open, the upward stroke from BDC to TDC
creates a positive pressure within the cylinder, which forces combustion
products from the cylinder on the "exhaust" stroke.

Two-Stroke Cycle Engine

Two-stroke cycle engines require two engine strokes or 360 degrees of
crankshaft rotation to complete the basic functions of intake, compres-
sion, power, and exhaust. Figures 16-3 and 16-4 illustrate a cross section
and a P~V diagram for a two-cycle engine, respectively. In this common
type of engine, the piston in its traverse covers and uncovers passages or
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Figure 16-3. In this cross section of a two-cycle engine, only a trained eye can
identify the engine porting that distinguishes it from a four-cycle engine. (Courtesy
of Electro-Motive Division, General Motors Corp., and Stewart and Stevenson
Services, Inc.)

ports in the lower cylinder wall that control the inflow of air and the out-
flow of exhaust gases. This type of engine is called a piston-ported
engine. Inasmuch as both intake and exhaust ports are opened at every
piston traverse, there are no periods of negative pressure to induce air nor
of high positive pressure to completely expel exhaust gases. While a two-
cycle engine has the ability to produce power with each down motion of
the piston, it is at the expense of some external means of compressing
enough air to fill the cylinder and to expel the combustion products from
the previous cycle ("scavenge" the cylinder) as well.
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Figure 16-4. Idealized P-V diagram for a 2-cycle engine.

The Compression Stroke

As the piston begins its leftward stroke from bottom dead center
(BDC), both inlet and exhaust ports are uncovered and air from some
external source is flowing through the cylinder. Directional control is
provided through port and/or piston design to ensure the most complete
cylinder scavenging possible.

At Point 2, the air intake is closed, but compression does not begin
until the exhaust port is covered also. Shortly after the exhaust port is
closed and compression of the trapped air begins, fuel is injected at Point
3 into the cylinder through a high pressure fuel valve. At Point 4, just
prior to completion of the compression stroke, a spark ignites the fuel/air
mixture and the pressure rises rapidly through the remainder of the com-
pression stroke and the beginning of the "power" stroke,
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Power Stroke

During the power stroke, the piston is forced to the right, producing
power. At Point 5, the exhaust port opens and terminates the power pro-
ducing portion of the cycle as exhaust gases escape to the atmosphere. As
the intake port is uncovered, Point 6, air begins to flow through the cylin-
der and out of the exhaust port "scavenging" the remaining exhaust gases
and filling the cylinder with fresh air to begin the cycle again. On piston
ported engines both ports are open during the part of the cycle when the
intake port is open. Due to this fact, the large industrial two-stroke cycle
engines use fuel injection valves in lieu of carburetion to maintain fuel
economy. Otherwise, unburned fuel would be passed through the cylin-
der directly to the exhaust manifold.

The area contained within the P-V diagram represents the total
mechanical work performed by the piston. Some of this work is required
to sustain the cycle and must be subtracted from the work calculated
from the P-V diagram to determine the total external work available from
the piston,

Comparison of Two-Cycle and Four-Cycle Engines

Both two- and four-stroke cycle engines are used in commercial appli-
cations. For the purpose of this discussion, however, comments will be
limited to applications normally encountered in the oil and gas industry.
Some of the advantages and disadvantages associated with each engine
type are as follows:

Two-Stroke Cycle Engines

Advantages

1. Relatively smaller size for comparable horsepower machines.
2. Reduced weight over similar horsepower four-stroke engines.
3. Fewer mechanical parts.
4. Reduced maintenance.
5. Generally simplified maintenance procedures.
6. Reduced overall installation cost due to size and weight.

Disadvantages

1. Scavenging system required to allow self-starting.
2. Prone to detonation at high ambient temperatures.
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3. Lower exhaust temperature reduces available waste heat,
4. Power cylinders require frequent balancing.
5. Very sensitive to lube oil to prevent excessive port carboning,

Four-Stroke Cycle Engines

Advantages

1. Substantial exhaust heat available for waste heat recovery.
2. Reduced detonation tendency at high ambient temperatures.
3. Requires infrequent power cylinder balancing.

Disadvanl^ges

1. Higher comparable package weight and space requirements.
2. More complex maintenance.
3. More expensive facility costs.

Both engine types are available in horsepower ranges to satisfy most
any application. Two-stroke engines are generally of slow speed
(300-600 rpm) design with horsepower exceeding 2000 bhp. The four-
stroke engines are available over all speed ranges. Four-stroke engines
tend to be used for lower horsepower applications although some are
available in sizes exceeding 3000 bhp.

Engine Speed

The selection of a machine must also include the desired speed at
which it will operate. The normally accepted classifications are:

Slow speed—300-600 rpm
Intermediate speed—600-900 rpm
High speed— > 900 rpm

In general, slower speed units will be larger, heavier, and more costly
than higher speed units. Slower speed units have the advantages of high-
er reliability, greater fuel efficiency, and lower maintenance costs than
higher speed machines. The overall economics of initial capital cost, reli-
ability, fuel cost, maintenance costs, etc., must be considered to deter-
mine the most appropriate version for a particular installation.
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Naturally Aspirated vs. Supercharged Engines

Air is supplied to the power cylinders by either natural air flow associ-
ated with the engine or by some external means. Engines that use no
external means of air supply are termed to be naturally aspirated. Those
with some external air supply are generally termed "supercharged." The
horsepower developed by an engine is dependent on its supply of air. The
more air mass contained in a cylinder at ignition the more fuel that can be
burned and the more horsepower that will be developed by the cylinder.

Four-stroke cycle machines are available in either naturally aspirated
or supercharged versions. Superchargers available include engine-driven
blowers or "turbochargers." Except for some small engines, the tur-
bocharger is the most common method of supercharging these engines.

Turbochargers use the expansion of exhaust gas to pump combustion
air to an engine. Exhaust gas is directed through a set of nozzles to drive
a turbine wheel. Directly connected to the exhaust turbine is an air com-
pressor turbine that delivers combustion air to the power cylinders. Thus,
back-pressure is put on the engine exhaust, reducing power slightly, but
the net effect of the increase in air mass flow available for combustion is
to increase horsepower.

Care must be exercised when turbocharging an engine. As more air is
forced into the cylinders, the cylinder pressures associated with combus-
tion will increase. Controls must be provided to limit these pressures to
prevent engine damage. Excessive pressures will result in gas igniting
prior to the spark activating, and/or overstress of the engine. Substantial
engine damage can result from either.

Although turbocharging an engine increases the bhp for a nominal
additional capital cost, it has the disadvantage of increasing maintenance
costs and decreasing engine reliability.

Two-stroke cycle machines must be equipped with a scavenge air sys-
tem that may include a separate scavenge air cylinder, gear-driven blower,
or turbochargers. It should be noted, however, that a method must be pro-
vided to supply a turbocharged two-stroke cycle engine with air to start.

Carburettor) and Fuel Infection

Reciprocating engines are classified as either spark ignited or com-
pression ignited. Fuel is supplied to spark ignited engines by either a car-
buretor or fuel injection. Fuel is supplied to compression ignited (diesel)
engines by fuel injection.
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Carhuretion

Fuel must be supplied to an engine in a manner determined by operat-
ing conditions. As engine load changes, changes in fuel flow are required
to maintain correct fuel mixtures. The flow of the air is regulated by a
throttling device as shown in Figure 16-5. The throttle device is con-
trolled by an engine speed control device or by a "governor," which con-
trols engine speed to a pre-set value. The pressure differential created by
air flow through the venturi is used to regulate fuel flow to the range of
0,06 to 0.07 Ib of fuel per Ib of air.

Fuel Injection

This is another method of supplying an engine with the correct quanti-
ty of fuel. Three types of fuel injection are used:

Figure 16-5. Cutaway view of carburetor.
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1. Inlet port injection is used with liquid fuel, spark ignition engines
only. Fuel is injected into the inlet port and mixed with the inlet air.
The injection process may be either timed or continuous.

2. Early cylinder injection is used only with spark ignition engines.
Fuel is admitted into the cylinder during the intake or compression
stroke. This is the injection method used on the large two-stroke
cycle engines to prevent loss of fuel during the scavenging process.

3. Late cylinder injection is typically used for diesel engines. Fuel is
admitted to the cylinder as the piston is nearing top center. Very
high injection pressures are required for proper fuel atomization and
combustion control. Pressures can exceed 20,000 psi for this type of
injection.

Engine Shutdown System

Most engines are operated in an unattended manner. Shutdown safety
devices must be provided to prevent engine damage in case of a malfunc-
tion. Some of the more common engine shutdowns are:

1. Low lube oil pressure
2. Engine overspeed
3. Engine high temperature—jacket water
4. Engine high temperature—lube oil
5. Low jacket water pressure
6. High vibration
7. Low lube oil flow—lube oil to the stroke power cylinder
8. High bearing temperature
9. Low fuel gas pressure

This is not to be taken as a complete shutdown list. Installation and oper-
ating requirements may dictate other safety precautions. This list does
not include any safety devices that would be associated with the driven
equipment.

GAS TURBINE ENGINES

Gas turbines differ from conventional internal-combustion engines in
the manner in which the expanded gases are employed. The principle of
operation is to direct a stream of hot gases against the blading of a tur-
bine rotor. As shown in Figures 16-6 and 16-7, the gas turbine consists of
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Figure 16-6. Schematic of single-shaft gas turbine.

Figure 16-7. Cutaway view of typical turbine.
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three basic sections: the air compressor section in which air is com-
pressed in a compressor, the combustor section in which fuel is mixed
with the compressed air and burned, and the turbine section where work
is extracted from the hot gases. The expansion of the gases against the
blades of the turbine provide power to drive an external load such as a
pump or compressor, as well as power to drive the air compressor. The
result is a smooth running, steady flow machine.

A significant difference between gas turbines and reciprocating
engines is that gas turbines use much more air. For example, an 1100-hp
gas turbine (Solar Saturn) handles approximately 12 lbm/sec or almost 22
tons of air per hour. A comparable reciprocating engine will use only
about 1A that amount. Piston engines use almost all the air for combustion
(a small amount may be used for cylinder scavenging), while turbines
use only about 25% of the air flow for combustion. The remainder, or
about 75%, is used for cooling and to obtain the mass flow required to
operate the turbine.

Fundamentals

The basic gas turbine engine is described by the idealized Brayton air
cycle as shown in Figure 16-8. In this cycle, air enters the air compressor
(also called the "gas producer") at Point 1 under normal atmospheric
pressure and temperature, PI and Tl. It is then isentropically compressed
to Point 2 where the pressure and temperature are now P2 and T2. From
Point 2 the air flows into the combustion chamber where fuel is injected
and burned at constant pressure, raising the temperature to T3 and
expanding the volume to V3. From the combustion chamber the heated
gases enter the power turbine where they perform work by turning the
output power shaft. These gases expand to near atmospheric pressure and
are exhausted at greater than atmospheric temperature at Point 4. Ideally,
it would be possible to have the same fluid going through this circuit all
the time, and the step from Point 4 to Point 1 would be a cooling process.
Actually, this step is accomplished by exhausting to atmosphere and tak-
ing in a new charge of air.

In this cycle, approximately 30% of the fuel consumed is available as
power output. In addition, approximately 30% is used to drive the air
compressors, 30% is contained in the hot exhaust gases, and 10% is lost
to radiation and the lube oil system.

Simple cycle industrial gas turbines burn more fuel than comparable
reciprocating machines. There are, however, several methods available to
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Figure 16-8. This Brayton cycle describes the basic operation of a gas turbine.

Figure 16-9. The regeneration cycle of a gas turbine uses recovered exhaust heat
to preheat the compressed air prior to combustion.
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either reduce direct fuel consumption or use the available exhaust heat to
reduce overall facility fuel requirements. Three common methods avail-
able are regeneration, waste heat recovery, and combined cycle opera-
tion.

Regeneration or recouperation uses a heat exchanger in which exhaust
heat is recovered to preheat the compressed inlet air prior to the combus-
tion chamber as shown in Figure 16-9. The increased combustion air
temperature reduces the fuel requirement to maintain power turbine inlet
temperatures.

This heat recovery can increase the turbine's thermal efficiency to
approximately 35 to 40%. The available horsepower output of the unit
will drop slightly because of increased pressure losses due to the regener-
ator. Initial costs and additional maintenance expense of a regenerative
cycle usually outweigh its advantages for most producing installations.
However, where fuel prices are high and there are no waste heat users,
the use of the regenerative cycle should be considered.

Another method of increasing the overall cycle efficiency is to use the
waste heat energy in the exhaust air to heat process fluids as depicted in
Figure 16-10. This is a direct savings in fuel gas that would otherwise be
consumed in direct-fired heaters. Overall thermal efficiencies can be as
high as 50 to 60% in this type of installation.

The energy in the turbine exhaust stream can also be used to generate
steam as shown in Figure 16-11. This is called a combined cycle since
mechanical energy is available both from the power turbine output and
from the output of the steam turbine. The energy used to drive the steam
turbine contributes to the overall thermal efficiency as the steam is gener-
ated without the expense of any additional fuel consumption. A combined
cycle system can increase overall thermal efficiency to the 40% range,

Figure 16-10. This schematic illustrates how waste heat can be recovered and used
to heat process fluids.
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Figure 16*11. The combined cycle of waste heat recovery can be used to generate
steam,

Effect of Ambient Conditions

Available horsepower from a gas turbine is a function of air compres-
sor pressure ratio, combustor temperature, air compressor and turbine
efficiencies, ambient temperature, and barometric pressure. High ambient
temperatures and/or low barometric pressure will reduce available horse-
power while low ambient temperatures and/or high barometric pressure
will increase available horsepower. All industrial turbines will have high-
temperature protection, but in areas subject to very low ambient tempera-
tures horsepower limiting may be required.

Figure 16-12 shows the effect of ambient temperature on the horse-
power output of a typical two-shaft gas turbine engine. At high tempera-
tures the horsepower is limited by the maximum allowable power turbine
inlet temperature. At low ambient temperatures, the available horsepower
is limited by the maximum allowable air compressor speed.

Where hot ambient temperatures are expected, overall turbine efficien-
cy and horsepower output can be increased by installing an evaporative
cooler in the inlet. Inlet air flows through a spray of cold water. The tem-
perature of the water and the cooling effect caused by the inlet air evapo-
rating some of the water cools the inlet air. In desert areas where the inlet
air is dry and thus able to evaporate more water before becoming saturat-
ed with water vapor, this process is particularly effective at increasing
turbine efficiency.

Effect of Air Compressor Speed

The horsepower output of a gas turbine is a direct function of flow rate
across the power turbine, which is a function of air compressor speed and
combustion temperature. Figure 16-13 shows the relationship between
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Figure 16-12. Effect of ambient temperature on turbine performance.

air compressor speed and available horsepower. For example, a 10%
drop in air compressor speed will result in a drop of almost 50% in avail-
able horsepower. Thus, air compressor speed is critical to output horse-
power and small speed changes can result in large changes in available
horsepower,

Single-' vs. Multi-Shaft Turbines

Industrial gas turbines are available as either single-shaft or multi-
shaft engines. The turbine illustrated in Figure 16-6 has a single shaft.
Both the air compressor and the power turbine section operate off the
same shaft and thus rotate at the same speed. As illustrated in Figure 16-
14, in a multi-shaft unit some of the power turbine wheels are on the
same shaft as the air compressor, while the remainder of the power tur-
bine wheels are on a separate shaft that provides power to the driven
equipment. The speed of the wheels of the power turbine that provide the
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Figure 16-13. Air compressor discharge pressure as a function of its speed.

Figure 16-14. This two-shaft turbine illustrates how power turbine wheels may be
placed on separate shafts.
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output work and the speed of the wheels of the power turbine driving the
air compressor are independent of each other. The output shaft speed can
be faster or slower than the air compressor depending upon the require-
ments of the external load.

Figure 16-15 illustrates the performance characteristics of a single-
shaft turbine. In this case the minimum speed is governed by the surge
limit of the air compressor and the maximum power is governed by the
maximum allowable temperature at the inlet of the power turbine section.
Thus, the power turbine has a very narrow speed range over which it can
operate. At speeds below 80% there is a significant loss in power output.
This type of machine is more desirable in constant-speed, variable-load
applications, such as powering a generator, since the speed of the genera-
tor must be held constant no matter what the load. In an application
requiring variable output speeds, such as a pump or gas compressor,
when the load declines below the capacity of the pump or compressor at
the minimum power turbine operating speed, it becomes necessary to
bypass gas from the discharge to the suction of the pump or gas compres-
sor to maintain the minimum flow. This condition is not desirable as
horsepower and fuel gas are wasted in recycling the process stream.
Another disadvantage of single-shaft turbines is that the starting horse-
power requirements may be large. To keep this starting requirement as

Figure 16-15. Performance characteristics of a single-shaft turbine.
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low as possible, it may be necessary to unload the driven equipment dur-
ing start-up.

Figure 16-16 shows the performance characteristic of a split-shaft tur-
bine where the only power output limitation is the maximum allowable
temperature at the inlet of the turbine section. In actual practice a torque
limit, increased exhaust temperature, loss of turbine efficiency, and/or a
lubrication problem on the driven equipment usually preclude operating at
very low power turbine speeds. The useful characteristic of the split-shaft
engine is its ability to supply a more or less constant horsepower output
over a wide range of power turbine speeds. The air compressor essentially
sets a power level and the output shaft attains a speed to provide the
required torque balance. Compressors, pumps, and various mechanical
drive systems make very good applications for split-shaft designs.

Effect of Air Contaminants

The best overall efficiency of a turbine can be ensured by maintaining
the efficiency of the air compressor section. Conversely, allowing the air
compressor efficiency to deteriorate will deteriorate the overall thermal
efficiency of the turbine. Air compressor efficiency can be drastically
reduced in a very short time when dirt, salt water mist, or similar air con-

Figure 16-16. Performance characteristics of a multi-shaft turbine.
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taminants enter the inlet air. Contaminants will accumulate in the air
compressor and reduce its compression efficiency. The effect will be
decreased mass flow, reduced compressor discharge pressure, reduced
horsepower, and higher-than-normal engine temperatures.

Effective inlet air filtration is required to ensure satisfactory operation
of the engine. The location of the unit determines the most appropriate
filter system to use. Desert environments where a large amount of sand
particles could be expected in the ambient air may use an automatic roll
type of filter that allows new filter material to be rolled in front of the
inlet without frequent shut-downs to change filters. Arctic or extremely
cold locations may use pad type filters, snow hoods to prevent blockage,
and exhaust recirculation to prevent icing. Filter assemblies for offshore
marine environments may include weather louvers, demister pads, and
barrier elements for salt and dirt removal. Screens may be used for insect
removal prior to filtration in areas with bug problems.

Cleaning the air compressor can be accomplished by injecting water,
steam, detergent, and/or abrasive material (such as walnut hulls) into the
air inlet. Engine life and performance will be improved if cleaning is done
on a periodic basis so as to keep any hard deposits of oil, dirt, etc. from
forming. In general, frequent detergent washing will ensure compressor
cleanliness. Steam cleaning with an appropriate detergent is also very
effective. Abrasive cleaning should be avoided and only be necessary as
the result of improper frequency or technique of detergent washing.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Air Pollution

Exhaust emissions will vary with the type and age of engine and the
fuel used. Current environmental regulations must be consulted. It may
be necessary to submit a permit to install the new equipment. Each coun-
try, state, or county has variations of the maximum emissions.

In general, liquid fueled engines tend to have increased emission lev-
els of particulates and unburned hydrocarbons over those of gaseous
fueled engines. Due to the large quantities of excess air, gas turbines tend
to have lower emission levels of particulates and unburned hydrocarbons
than reciprocating engines. Gas turbines do, however, tend to produce
greater quantities of nitrogen oxides (NOX). The formation of NOX

depends on combustion temperature and residence times at high tempera-
tures, both of which are higher in gas turbines than in engines. Engines,
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on the other hand, tend to have greater concentrations of carbon monox-
ide, CO, in their exhausts.

Fuel quality will greatly affect emissions and can also have consider-
able effect on engine life. Manufacturers' specifications will generally
specify fuel quality for proper operation.

In addition to carbon monoxide (CO) and unburned hydrocarbons
(UHC), the most significant products of combustion are the oxides of
nitrogen (NOX). At high temperatures, free oxygen not consumed during
combustion reacts with nitrogen to form NO and NO2 (about 90% and
10% of total NOX, respectively).

Improvements in engine and turbine design, along with the use of aux-
iliary equipment such as catalytic converters, selective catalytic reduc-
tion (SCR) units and the use of steam and water injection into turbines,
combine to reduce overall emission levels.

When a hydrocarbon fuel such as natural gas is burned in an engine or
turbine, the concentration of pollutants is dependent on the air to fuel
(A/F) ratio as shown in Figure 16-17. If pollution was not a concern, in
order to obtain maximum thermodynamic efficiency, the engine would
be designed for a slightly greater than stoichiometric mixture. Because
air and fuel are never perfectly mixed at the time of ignition, excess air
must be present to burn all the fuel. The normal amount of excess air that
achieves this efficiency is around 15-20%. Under these conditions, Fig-
ure 16-17 shows that a relatively large amount of NOX will be formed.

NOX emission controls in large engines and turbines are based on the
same principles. However, special designs must be applied to accommo-
date differences in the combustion process. Methods to control NOX

include the following.

NOX Reduction in Engines

1. Lean Burn

As shown in Figure 16-17, at very high A/F ratios—greater than
30:1— the production of NOX can be very low. The problem with
simply increasing A/F ratio is that, because the air/fuel mix is not
uniform, increasing A/F ratio in the cylinder increases the probabili-
ty that the mixture at the point of the spark plug may be too lean,
thus leading to a misfire.

Installing a pre-combustion chamber (PCC) in the engine design
solves this problem. In this design, a normal A/F ratio fuel is intro-
duced into a PCC at the time of ignition. This creates ignition torch-
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Figure 16-17. Emission trends vs. A/F ratio for a typical engine/turbine.

es that enter the main cylinder, which has the lean A/F ratio, and
ignites the fuel.

2. Catalytic Converter

Catalytic converters are designed to oxidize the unburned UHCs
and CO. The resulting combustion (oxidation) converts them into
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water and CO2. A recent catalytic converter design called three-way
converters also controls NOX using a reduction process. Three-way
converters contain two catalytic "bricks," one for reduction and the
other one for oxidation. The oxidation process with CO takes place as;

2CO + O2 <-» 2CO2

The oxidation of UHC is:

2O2 + CH4 <-» CO2 + 2H2O

And finally, the reduction of NOX with CO results in N2 and CO2:

NO2 + CO <-» NO + CO2

2NO + 2CO <-» N2 + 2CO2

Catalytic reactions occur when the temperature exceeds 500°~6QO°F
(260°-316°C). Normal converter operating temperatures are
9QO°-1200°F (482°-649°C).

Excessively rich A/F ratio causes converter operating tempera-
tures to rise dramatically, thus causing converter meltdown. On the
other hand, if the A/F ratio is too lean, the excess O2 will react with
the CO, and the reduction of nitrogen with CO will not take place.
Thus, catalytic converters cannot be used where there is excess air.

3. Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)

Selective catalytic reduction is based on selective reactions of a
continuous gaseous flow of ammonia or similar reducing agents
with the exhaust stream in the presence of a catalyst. The reaction
that occurs is as follows:

4NH3 + 6NO <-» 5N2 + 6H2O

SCR units require handling, storage, and continuous injection of
the reducing agent. The temperature level is critical because the
SCR operates in a narrow temperature range between 550°~750°F
(260°-399°C), and thus an exchanger is necessary to cool the
exhaust stream. This leads to a complicated and costly process sys-
tem that must be added to the engine exhaust.
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NOX Reduction in Turbines

1, Inject Steam or Water
This system is called wet NOX control. Water or steam is injected

into the primary combustion zone. This method has been used effec-
tively in the past. Current installations are using this system when
the water or steam is readily available or if they are already part of
the process. Maintenance costs are higher when compared with dry
control, because this method requires high quality water. If high
quality water is not used, the corrosion associated with dissolved
minerals in the water may prematurely damage the turbine.

2. Lean Premised Combustion

When air and fuel are mixed and burned in standard turbine com-
bustion systems, incomplete mixture occurs. Areas of rich A/F ratios
exist, which cause local high temperatures called "hot spots." Nor-
mal turbine combustion temperatures can reach 2800°F (1538°C).
Because NOX formation rate is an exponential function of tempera-
ture, decreasing the combustor temperature can substantially reduce
NOX production. One method of reducing hot spots is to premix a
lean A/F ratio prior to combustion. Lower temperature levels are
achieved by using stages (multiple sets of air and fuel injectors) and
by adding special instrumentation to control the appropriate propor-
tion of air and fuel. Excess air is used to further reduce the overall
flame temperature. Using this approach, most gas turbine manufac-
turers are able to guarantee about 25 ppmv.

3. Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)

SCR is described above. It is important to note that SCRs require
a lot of space, are relatively expensive, and use toxic metals. There-
fore, they may not be practical and may be too costly to install and
operate compared with other methods.

4, Catalytic Combustor

A recent innovation includes use of a catalytic combustor. Several
tests with large turbines indicate that this alternative can reduce NOX

emission to less than 5 ppmv. The catalyst inside the combustion
chamber actually causes a portion of the fuel to burn without the pres-
ence of a flame. This significantly reduces combustion temperature.
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Based on the results of the catalytic combustor, there is an effort
under way to develop this concept into a practical, field-proven
technology.

Noise Pollution

Increased public awareness of noise as an environmental pollutant and
as a hazard to the hearing of personnel requires that attention be given to
this problem during the design phase. When a prime mover installation is
planned, enough silencing should be installed to ensure that the noise
level will be acceptable to the community and meets all governmental
requirements. The requirements will vary substantially depending upon
such factors as location, population density, operating personnel in the
area, etc.



CHAPTER

17

Electrical
Systems*

This chapter introduces some concepts concerning electrical system
design and installation that are particularly important from the standpoint
of safety and/or operational considerations for production facilities. The
reader is referred to texts in electrical engineering and to the various
codes and standards listed at the end of this chapter for a more detailed
description concerning the design of electrical circuits, sizing conductors,
and circuit breakers, etc. This chapter is meant merely as an overview of
this complex subject so that the project facilities engineer will be able to
communicate more effectively with electrical design engineers and ven-
dors who are responsible for the detail design of the electrical system.

SOURCES OF POWER

The required power for production facilities is either generated on site
by engine- or turbine-driven generator units or purchased from a local
utility company. For onshore facilities the power is generally purchased
from a utility. However, if the facility is at a remote location where there

*Reviewed for the 1999 edition by Dinesh P. Patel of Paragon Engineering Services, Inc.
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is no existing utility power distribution, an on-site generating unit may be
considered. A standby generator may be required if utility power is not
sufficiently reliable. The standby generator may be sized to handle either
the total facility load or only essential loads during periods of utility
power failure.

In the case of an offshore facility, electrical power is generally gener-
ated on site by engine- or turbine-driven generator sets using natural gas
or diesel as fuel. Most installations are designed to handle the total elec-
trical load even if one generator is out of service. To minimize the size of
standby equipment, some facilities have a system to automatically shed
non-essential loads if one generator is out of service. Some offshore
facilities are furnished power from onshore via high-voltage cables. The
cables are generally laid on the ocean floor and are buried in shallow
water. In some cases a single cable (usually three-phase) is used for such
applications to minimize initial project cost. However, if a fault develops
in this single cable, the facility could be shut in for extended periods of
time. To avoid extended shut-ins, either a spare or alternate cable can be
installed or standby generators can be installed on the offshore platform.

The choice of whether to purchase or generate electricity and decisions
on generator or cable configuration and sparing are often not obvious. An
economic study evaluating capital and operating costs and system relia-
bility of several alternatives may be required.

Utility Power

Utility companies have a power system network including large gener-
ating plants, overhead transmission lines, power substations which
reduce transmission line voltages to distribution line voltages, and over-
head/underground distribution lines which carry power to the end users
(such as a production facility).

The power from the distribution line voltage is converted to facility
distribution voltage using a "step-down" transformer, providing power to
facility switchgear and motor control centers. The facility distribution
voltage selection depends upon the length of the distribution system, the
size, and location of the electrical loads to be served. Most oil field elec-
trical distribution systems in the United States are 4,160 or 2,300 volts.
Typically, 480 volts is used for motor and other three phase loads; 240/
120 volts usually is used for lighting and other single phase loads, and
120 volts usually is used for control circuits. Step-down transformers
deliver these voltages from the facility distribution system.
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The electrical distribution system design and equipment selection must
consider requirements of the utility company for protection and metering.
Available short circuit currents from the utility distribution network to
the primary of the facility's main transformer must be considered in
selecting circuit protection devices for the facility distribution system,

Electrical Generating Stations

Where electricity is generated in the facility, generator sizing should
consider not only connected electrical loads, but also starting loads and
anticipated and non-anticipated expansions. In most installations this is
done by developing an electrical load list itemizing the various loads as
either continuous, standby or intermittent service. Examples of continu-
ous loads are electric lighting, process pumps and compressors required
to handle the design flow conditions, and either quarters heating or air
conditioning, whichever is larger. Intermittent loads would include quar-
ters kitchen equipment, washdown pumps, cranes, air compressors and
similar devices which are not in use at the same time. The total demand
is normally taken as 100% of the continuous loads, 40 to 60% of the
intermittent loads and an allowance for future demand. Standby loads do
not add to generator demand as they are activated only when another
load is out of service.

Generators must be sized to handle the starting current associated with
starting the largest motor. On large facilities with many small motors,
starting current usually can be neglected unless all the motors are expect-
ed to start simultaneously. However, if the total load is dominated by sev-
eral large motors, the starting load must be considered.

In calculating generator loads it must be remembered that each motor
will only draw the load demanded by the process. It is this load and not
the nameplate rating of the motor that should be used in the load list. For
example, even though a pump is driven by a 100 hp motor, if the process
conditions only demand 75 hp, the total load that will be demanded from
the generator is 75 hp.

Generators are normally provided with static voltage regulators capa-
ble of maintaining 1% voltage regulation from no load to full load. While
random ("mush") wound stators are acceptable for smaller units, formed
coils are normally preferred for generators of approximately 150 kW or
larger. Vacuum-pressure-impregnated (VPI) windings are recommended
for all units operating in high-humidity environments.
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Smaller generators, typical of those frequently used at production
facilities, often cannot provide enough current to operate the instanta-
neous trip of magnetic circuit breakers used as main circuit breakers
under certain conditions. Manufacturers' data should be obtained for
units under consideration and, if necessary, a short-circuit boost option or
a permanent magnet rotor (PMG) option should be considered. These
options will assist the voltage regulator in delivering full exciter voltage
and current during periods of severe generator overload and short circuit
conditions. This helps assure that the generators are capable of delivering
enough current to trip the main circuit breaker.

When generators are specified, it should be realized that both mechan-
ical and electrical requirements differ between units which will be used
for standby service and units which will be operated continuously. Typi-
cally, standby units have less copper in their windings than continuous
duty units, causing standby units to reach higher temperatures if operated
continuously, and thus reducing life. Standby units, as classified by most
manufacturers, are not to be confused with units which are alternated
weekly (or on some other regular basis), but which are operated continu-
ously when they are "on line." This operating mode should be considered
""continuous duty."

POWER SYSTEM DESIGN

Three-Phase Connections

Electrical power systems are normally three-phase systems connected
using "wye" or "delta" connections. In "wye" connections the three
phases are connected to form a letter "Y" with a neutral point at the inter-
section of the three phases. In "delta" connections the three phases are
connected to form a Greek letter "delta" (A). Delta systems do not have a
neutral; hence delta systems are 3-wire systems. A Y connection has a
neutral and thus it is a 4-wire system.

Generators typically are Y-connected to provide three phases and a
neutral for a 3-phase, 4-wire system. The neutral can be grounded or
ungrounded, but a grounded neutral is usually preferred.

Transformers can be delta-connected on both the primary side and the
secondary side for a 3-phase, 3-wire system or delta on the primary side
and Y on secondary side for a 3-phase, 4-wire system. Transformers can
also be Y connected on both primary and secondary sides, but such is not
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recommended unless special precautions are taken to accommodate third
harmonic currents.

Figure 17-1 shows a typical system with a Y-connected generator, a
delta-connected motor, and a transformer with a delta-connected primary
and Y-connected secondary.

Power

Apparent power is the total power of a circuit and is measured in VA
or kVA (1,000 VA). It is obtained by multiplying voltage and current.

Figure 17-1. Three-phase connections.
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where E = line-to-line voltage, volts
I = line current, amperes (amps)

"Active power" is the portion of the apparent power that is consumed by
the load to produce work. It is obtained by multiplying the current
through a load by the voltage across the load and is expressed in watts or
kilowatts (1,000 watts).

where 9 = power factor angle, radians or degrees

"Reactive power" is the portion of the apparent power necessary to pro-
duce magnetic flux in motors. This power is not transmitted to the load to
produce real work. It is expressed in VAR or kVAR (1,000 VAR).

Power Factor

Power factor is the ratio of the active power to the apparent power:

The power factor indicates the portion of total power which is consumed
by the load. The power factor is "leading" in capacitive loads, "lagging"
in inductive loads, and "unity" in resistive loads. Figure 17-2 shows
"power triangles" to illustrate power factor terms.

When the power factor is less than unity, there is reactive power pre-
sent. In other words, more power is required to produce the work than is
absolutely necessary. This translates into higher energy cost and larger
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a) LAGGING POWER FACTOR

b) LEADING POWER FACTOR

c) UNITY POWER FACTOR

Figure 17-2. Power factor terms.

generating units and transformers. Also, low power factor may reduce
voltage, causing motors to operate in a sluggish manner or lights to dim.

The power factor can be made to approach unity by removing reactive
power from the system. Lightly loaded induction motors are particularly
guilty of producing low power factors since the reactive power does not
change with the load on the motor. This causes high phase angles at low
load—creating low power factors. By keeping motors at or near full load,
system power factors can be improved. Power factors can also be
improved by using leading-power-factor synchronous motors or power
capacitors.
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Short Circuit Currents

To avoid damage to equipment and harm to personnel, electrical com-
ponents of the facility power system must be selected to withstand avail-
able short circuit currents and to isolate facility circuits quickly.

When a short circuit occurs, load impedance no longer limits current.
Only the power source capability and internal impedance limit the
amount of short circuit current. In a facility powered by generators, the
magnitude of these currents depends on generator capacity and internal
impedance and the number of units operating at the time of the short cir-
cuit. In a facility powered by a utility company (with large available
short circuit currents), the internal impedance of the facility's main trans-
former and the interconnecting wiring determines the magnitude of short
circuit currents.

All electrical protective equipment (e.g., circuit breakers, fuses, bus
bars, and motor starters) is rated for maximum short circuit currents by
NEMA standards. Proper selection of equipment must be based on avail-
able short circuit currents.

HAZARDOUS AREA (LOCATION) CLASSIFICATION

In order to properly select and install electrical equipment in a location
which contains, or may contain, flammable gases or vapors, combustible
dust, or easily ignitible fibers, the location must first be "classified." The
classification process is threefold: first, one must designate the type of
hazard or "class" that may be present—gas, dust, or fiber; second, one
must designate the specific "group" of the hazardous substance; third,
one must determine the probability that the hazardous substance will be
present. Figure 17-3 is a diagram showing the various classes and groups
that are used in the U.S. and Canada. In oil and gas production facility
design almost all classifications will be Class I, Group D.

In addition to being toxic, hydrogen sulfide-air mixtures are flamma-
ble in concentrations of approximately 4.3% to 45.5% hydrogen sulfide
by volume. If air containing more than 4.3% hydrogen sulfide is possi-
ble, Class I, Group C, electrical equipment must be installed, although
specific laboratory tests have not been performed to determine the per-
centage level of hydrogen sulfide in a hydrogen sulfide-natural gas mix-
ture at which the mixture should be considered Group C. API RP 500
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Figure 17-3. Hazardous area classifications used in U.S. and Canada, in
accordance with Article 500, NEC Code—1984. (Courtesy of R. Stahl, Inc.]
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recommends that mixtures containing less than 25% hydrogen sulfide be
considered Group D; above this level they should be considered Group
C. Designating the "group" of a specific material is easily accomplished
by referencing either the National Electrical Code or the National Fire
Protection Association's documents numbered 325M and 497M.

Deciding the probability that ignitible concentrations of the hazardous
substance will be present is the most difficult of the steps in classifying
an area. Class I and II areas are referred to as Division 1 areas when
ignitible concentrations of hazardous materials are anticipated during
normal operations, on a continuous or intermittent basis. Areas are
referred to as Division 2 areas when ignitible concentrations are antici-
pated only during abnormal operations. Additionally, areas are consid-
ered Division 1 if a process failure is likely to cause ignitible levels of
hazardous material and cause an electrical fault in a mode that could
result in an electrical arc. Also, Class II areas are considered Division 1 if
the hazardous dust involved is metallic. Class III areas are specified
Division 1 if the easily ignitible materials are handled, manufactured, or
used, and Division 2 if they are stored or handled in a non-manufacturing
environment. Any area which is not Division 1 or 2 is termed "unclassi-
fied" or "non-hazardous."

The European philosophy on area classification varies from that of the
United States and Canada. Specifically, in Europe and most other inter-
national areas, the "Zone" concept is utilized. An area in which an explo-
sive gas-air mixture is continuously present, or present for long periods
of time, is referred to as Zone 0. The vapor space of a closed, but vented,
process vessel or storage tank is an example. An area in which an explo-
sive gas-air mixture is likely to occur in normal operations is designated
Zone 1. An area in which an explosive gas-air mixture is less likely to
occur, and if it does occur will exist only for a short time, is designated
Zone 2. Zone 0 and Zone 1 correspond to Division 1 in the U.S. and
Canada System. Zone 2 is equivalent to Division 2.

Europeans characterize substances by Groups designated as I, IIA, IIB,
and IIC. Group I is applicable to below-ground installations where
methane may be present. Group IIA is applicable to above-ground instal-
lations where hazards due to gases or vapors with flammability proper-
ties similar to those of propane may exist. Group IIA most closely match-
es the U.S. and Canada Group D. Group IIB is applicable to
above-ground installations where hazards may exist due to gases or
vapors with flammability properties similar to those of ethylene, and
most closely matches the U.S. and Canada Group C. Group IIC is applic-
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able to above-ground installations where hazards may exist due to gases
or vapors with flammability properties similar to those of hydrogen and
acetylene. Group IIC includes both U.S. and Canada Groups A and B.

To promote uniformity in area classifications for oil and gas drilling
and producing facilities, the American Petroleum Institute developed RP
500, "Recommended Practice for Classification of Locations for Electri-
cal Installations at Petroleum Facilities Classified as Class I, Division 1,
and Division 2." Figures 17-4 to 17-14 show some common recommend-
ed classifications surrounding common production facility equipment as
given in RP 500. API RP 500 also provides valuable tutorial information
on the philosophies of area classification and the reader is encouraged to
become familiar with this publication.

Based on the information contained in these figures it is possible to
draw an area classification diagram of the facility. Figure 17-15 shows an
example for a typical offshore production platform.

Ventilation Requirements

In order to properly classify areas surrounding production equipment,
not only must the specific items of equipment (separators, pumps, com-
pressors, etc.) be identified, but also the degree of ventilation must be

(text continued on page 509)

Figure 17-4. Flammable liquid storage tank in a nonenclosed, adequately
ventilated area. (Reprinted with permission from API RP 500.)
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Figure 17-5. Combustible liquid storage tank in a nonenclosed, adequately
ventilated area. (Reprinted with permission from API RP 500.)

Figure 17-6. Hydrocarbon pressure vessel or protected fired vessel in a
nonenclosed, adequately ventilated area. (Reprinted with permission from
API RP 500.)
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Figure 17-7. Flammable gas-operated instruments in an adequately ventilated or
limited ventilated building or enclosure with all devices vented to the outside.
{Reprinted with permission from API RP 500.)

Figure 17-8. Flammable gas-operated instruments in an inadequately ventilated
building or encbsure. (Reprinted with permission from API RP 500.)
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Figure 17-9. Process equipment vent in a nonencbsed, adequately ventilated area
(top), ami instrument or control device vent in a nonenctosea, adequately
ventilated area (bottom). (Reprinted with permission from API RP 500.)
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Figure 17-10. Relief valve in a nonenclosed, adequately ventilated area. (Reprinted
with permission from AH RP 500.)

Figure 17-11. Ball or frig launching or receiving installation in a nonenclosed,
adequately ventilated area. (Reprinted with permission from API RP 500.)
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Figure 17-12. Compressor or pump in an adequately ventilated, nonendosed area
(lop), and compressor or pump in an adequately ventilated, enclosed area
(bottom). (Reprinted with permission from AM KP 500.)

(text continued from page 504)

determined. Specifically, most recommended practices and standards
consider ventilation as either "adequate" or "inadequate." API RP 500,
like most recommended practices for area classification in the United
States, uses the basic principles of the definition of adequate ventilation
in NFPA No. 30, "Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code." Adequate
ventilation may be defined as ventilation (natural or artificial) that is suf-
ficient to prevent the accumulation of significant quantities of vapor-air
mixtures in concentrations above 25% of their lower flammable (explo-
sive) limit (LFL).
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Figure 17-13. Compressor or pump in an adequately ventilated, enclosed area
(top), and compressor or pump in an inadequately ventilated, enclosed area
(bottom). (Reprinted with permission from API KP 500.)

Although the above definition is quite definitive, it is difficult to apply
to actual facilities. API RP 500 recommends several specific methods of
achieving adequate ventilation. All methods require that there be no
unventilated areas where flammable vapors or gases might accumulate.
The most common method of providing adequate ventilation to larger
buildings is to provide at least 1.0 cubic foot of air volume flow per
minute per square foot of floor area, but at least six (6) air changes per
hour, by either natural or mechanical ventilation. Some operators install
ventilation equipment to obtain less than six air changes per hour under
normal circumstances and increase ventilation to six or more air changes
per hour if gas detectors sense the presence of gas above 20-25% of the
lower flammable limit.
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Figure 17-14. Open sump in a nonenclosed, adequately ventilated area.
(Reprinted with permission from API RP 500.)

Figure 17-15. Hazardous area location diagram for a typical offshore production
platform.
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For buildings of 1,000 ft3 or less (such as a typical meter house), API RP
500 defines the building as being adequately ventilated if it has sufficient
openings to provide twelve air changes per hour due to natural thermal
effects. Assuming the building has no significant internal resistance and
that the inlet and outlet openings are the same size and are vertically sepa-
rated and on opposite walls, the required free area of the inlet or outlet is;

where A = free area of inlet (or outlet) openings (includes a 50
percent effectiveness factor), ft2

Vol = volume of building to be ventilated, ft3

Tj = temperature of indoor air, °R
T2 = temperature of outdoor air, °R
H' = height from the center of the lower opening to the Neutral

Pressure Level (NPL), ft

NPL is the point on the vertical surface of a building where the interior
and exterior pressures are equal It is given by:

where H = vertical (center-to-center) distance between A] and A2, ft
Aj = free area of lower opening, ft2

A2 = free area of upper opening, ft2

For example, assume a building with inside dimensions of 8 ft wide, 10
ft long, and 8 ft high, an outside temperature of 70°F, inside temperature
of 80°F, AI = A2 and the vertical (center-to-center) distance between A}

and A2 of 6 ft. The height from the center of the lower opening to the
NPL is:

*Equation derived from 1985 ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals, Chapter 22, assum-
ing an air change every five (5) minutes. Refer to the ASHRAE Handbook, Chapter 22,
for additional information on naturally ventilated buildings.
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Therefore, the minimum area required is:

A = (8X10X8)
1,200 [2.97(10/54Q)]1/2

= 2.27 ft2 for both the inlet and the outlet

GAS DETECTION SYSTEMS

Combustible gas detection systems are frequently used in areas of poor
ventilation. By the early detection of combustible gas releases before
ignitible concentration levels occur, corrective procedures such as shut-
ting down equipment, deactivating electrical circuits and activating ven-
tilation fans can be implemented prior to fire or explosion. Combustible
gas detectors are also used to substantiate adequate ventilation. Most
combustible gas detection systems, although responsive to a wide range
of combustible gases and vapors, are normally calibrated specifically to
indicate concentrations of methane since most natural gas is comprised
primarily of methane.

Gas detectors are also used to sense the presence of toxic gases—pri-
marily hydrogen sulfide (H2S). These detectors often activate warning
alarms and signals at low levels to ensure that personnel are aware of
potential hazards before entering buildings or are alerted to don protec-
tive breathing apparatus if they are already inside the buildings. At higher
levels, shut-downs are activated.

Consensus performance standards and guidance for installation are
provided for combustible gas detectors by ISA SI2.13 and RP 12.13 and
for hydrogen sulfide gas detectors by ISA S12.15 and RP 12.15.

Required locations of gas detectors (sensors) are often specified by the
authority having jurisdiction. For example, API RP 14C recommends
certain locations for combustible detectors. These recommendations have
been legislated into requirements in U.S. Federal waters by the Minerals
Management Service. RP 14C should be referred to for specific details,
but, basically, combustible gas detectors are required offshore in all inad-
equately ventilated, classified, enclosed areas. The installation of sensors
in nonenclosed areas is seldom either required or necessary. Ignitible or
high toxic levels of gas seldom accumulate and remain for significant
periods of time in such locations.
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When specifying locations for gas detector sensors, consideration
should be given to whether the gases being detected are heavier than air
or lighter than air. Hydrogen sulfide is heavier than air and therefore,
hydrogen sulfide detectors are normally installed near the floor. Since
sensors may be adversely affected (even rendered ineffective) if coated
with water, they normally should be installed 18 to 36 inches above the
floor if they may be subjected to flooding or washdown.

Most combustible gas detector sensors are installed in the upper por-
tions of buildings for the detection of natural gas. However, in many
cases the vapor which flashes off oil in storage tanks can be heavier than
air. Below grade areas should be considered for sensor installations
where heavier-than-air vapors might collect.

Sensing heads should be located in draft-free areas where possible, as
air flowing past the sensors normally increases drift of calibration, short-
ens head life, and decreases sensitivity. Air deflectors are available from
sensor manufacturers and should be utilized in any areas where signifi-
cant air flow is anticipated (such as air conditioner plenum applications).
Additionally, sensors should be located, whenever possible, in locations
which are relatively free from vibration and easily accessed for calibra-
tion and maintenance. Obviously, this cannot always be accomplished. It
usually is difficult, for example, to locate sensors in the tops of compres-
sor buildings at locations which are accessible and which do not vibrate.

It generally is recommended, and often required, that gas detection
systems be installed in a fail-safe manner. That is, if power is disconnect-
ed or otherwise interrupted, alarm and/or process equipment shutdown
(or other corrective action) should occur. All specific systems should be
carefully reviewed, however, to ensure that non-anticipated equipment
shutdowns would not result in a more hazardous condition than the lack
of shutdown of the equipment. If a more hazardous situation would occur
with shutdown, only a warning should be provided. As an example, a
more hazardous situation might occur if blowout preventers were auto-
matically actuated during drilling operations upon detection of low levels
of gas concentrations than if drilling personnel were only warned.

Concentration levels where alarm and corrective action should occur
vary. If no levels are specified by the authority having jurisdiction, most
recommend alarming (and/or actuating ventilation equipment) if com-
bustible gas concentrations of 20 percent LEL (lower explosive limit) or
more are detected. Equipment shutdowns, the disconnecting of electrical
power, production shut-in, or other corrective actions usually are recom-
mended if 60 percent LEL concentrations of combustible gas are detect-
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ed. Hydrogen sulfide concentrations of 5 ppm usually require alarms and
actuation of ventilation equipment and levels of 15 ppm usually dictate
corrective action.

Special attention should be given to grounding the sheathes and
shields of cables interconnecting sensing heads to associated electronic
controllers. To avoid ground loops, care should be taken to ground
shields only at one end, usually at the controller. If cables are not proper-
ly grounded, they may act as receiving antennas for radio equipment and
other RF generators at the location, transmitting RF energy to the elec-
tronic controller. This RF energy can cause the units to react as if com-
bustible or toxic gas were detected, causing false alarms or unwarranted
corrective action. The use of RF-shielded enclosures is recommended
where RF problems are experienced or anticipated.

GROUNDING

A ground, as defined by the National Electrical Code, is a conducting
connection, whether intentional or accidental, between an electrical cir-
cuit or equipment and the earth. Proper grounding of electrical equip-
ment and systems in production facilities is important for safety of oper-
ating personnel and prevention of equipment damage. The term
"grounding" includes both electrical supply system grounding and equip-
ment grounding.

The basic reasons for grounding an electrical supply system are to
limit the electrical potential difference (voltage) between all uninsulated
conductive equipment in the area; to provide isolation of faults in the
system; and to limit overvoltage on the system under various conditions.
In the case of a grounded system it is essential to ground at each sepa-
rately derived voltage level.

Electrical Supply System Grounding

The electrical supply system neutral can be grounded or ungrounded,
but there is an increasing trend in the industry toward grounded systems.
Ungrounded power systems are vulnerable to insulation failures and
increased shock hazards from transient and steady state overvoltage con-
ditions. Grounding of an electrical supply system is accomplished by
connecting one point of the system (usually the neutral) to a grounding
electrode. The system can be solidly grounded, or the ground can be
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through a high or low resistance. A resistance ground is more suited for
certain systems—particularly when process continuity is important.

Equipment Grounding

Equipment grounding is the grounding of non-current carrying con-
ductive parts of electrical equipment or enclosures containing electrical
components. This provides a means of carrying currents caused by insu-
lation failure or loose connections safely to ground to minimize the dan-
ger of shock to personnel.

The following equipment (not all inclusive) requires adequate equip-
ment grounding:

1. Housings for motors and generators
2. Enclosures for switchgear and motor control centers
3. Enclosures for switches, breakers, transformers, etc.
4. Metal frames of buildings
5. Cable and conduit systems
6. Conductive cable tray systems
7. Metal storage tanks

Groundling for Static Electricity

A discharge to ground of static electricity accumulated on an object
can cause a fire or explosion. A static charge can have a potential of
10,000 volts, but because it has a very small current potential, it can be
safely dissipated through proper bonding and grounding. Bonding two
objects together (connecting them electrically) keeps them at the same
potential (voltage), minimizing spark discharge between them. Generally,
equipment bonded to nearby conducting objects is adequate for static
grounding. The equipment grounding conductor carries static charges to
ground as they are produced.

Grounding for Lightning

Elevated structures such as vent stacks, buildings, tanks, and overhead
lines must be protected against direct lightning strikes and induced light-
ning voltages. Lightning arrestors or rods are installed on such objects
and connected to ground to safely dissipate the lightning charges.
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Grounding Methods

Onshore, grounding is generally provided by installing a ground loop,
made of bare copper conductors, below the finished grade of the facility.

Individual equipment grounding conductors and system grounding
conductors are then connected to this ground loop, usually by a thermow-
eld process. A number of grounding electrodes, generally %-in. to %-in.
diameter and 8-10 ft long copper or copper-clad steel rods, are driven
into the earth and connected to the ground loop. The number of ground
rods required and the depth to which they should be driven are calculated
based on the resistivity of the soil and the minimum required resistance
of the grounding system.

Most grounding systems are designed for less than 5 ohms resistance
to ground. A continuous underground metallic water piping system can
provide a satisfactory grounding electrode. The National Electrical Code,
Article 250, covers requirements for sizing ground loops and equipment/
system grounding conductors.

Offshore, the equipment and system ground conductors are connected
to the facility's metal deck, usually by welding. The metal deck serves
the function of the ground loop and is connected to ground by virtue of
solid metal-to-metal contact with the platform jacket.

D.C POWER SUPPLY

Generally, electrical control systems are designed "Fail-Safe." If power
is temporarily lost, unnecessary shutdown of the process may occur. Thus,
most safety systems such as fire and gas detectors, Nav-Aids, communi-
cations, and emergency lighting require standby D.C. power.

Most D.C. power systems include rechargeable batteries and a battery
charger system which automatically keeps the batteries charged when
A.C. power is available. In some systems, a D.C.-to-A.C. inverter is pro-
vided to power some A.C. emergency equipment such as lighting. Solar
cells can also be used for charging batteries. Solar cells are frequently
used at unmanned installations without on-site power generation. Some-
times non-rechargeable batteries are also used at such locations.
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Batteries

Numerous types of batteries are available. A comparison of batteries
by cell type is shown in Table 17-1. Rechargeable batteries emit hydro-
gen to the atmosphere, and hence must be installed such that hydrogen
does not accumulate to create an explosion hazard. Ventilation should be
provided for battery compartments.

Batteries should normally be installed in an unclassified area. Howev-
er, if installed in Division 2 areas, a suitable disconnect switch must be
installed to disconnect the load prior to removing the battery leads and
thus avoid a spark if the battery leads are disconnected under load condi-
tions. Batteries should not be installed in Division 1 areas.

Battery Chargers

Battery chargers are selected based on cell type and design ambient
conditions. Chargers connected to self-generated power should be capa-
ble of tolerating a 5% frequency variation and a 10% voltage variation.
Standard accessories of chargers include equalizing timers, A.C. and
D.C. fuses or circuit breakers, current-limiting features, and A.C. and
D.C. ammeters and voltmeters. Optional accessories such as low D.C.
voltage alarms, ground fault indications, and A.C. power failure alarms
are usually available.

Chargers are normally installed in unclassified areas. However, it is
possible to purchase a charger suitable for installation in a classified area.

CATEGORIES OF DEVICES

Electrical switches, relays, and other devices are described for safety
reasons by several general categories. Since these devices are potential
sources of ignition during normal operation (for example, arcing con-
tacts) or due to malfunction, the area classification limits the types of
devices which can be used.

High-Temperature Devices

High-temperature devices are defined as those devices that operate at a
temperature exceeding 80 percent of the ignition temperature (expressed
in Celsius) of the gas or vapor involved. The ignition temperature of nat-
ural gas usually is considered to be 900°F (482°C). Therefore, a device is



Table 17-1
Comparison of Batteries by Cell Type

Projected Projected Wet Shelf
Useful life Cycb Life1 Life**

Type (Years) (Number of Cycles) (Months)

Primary 1-3 1 12

SLI (Starting, %-2 400-500 2-3
Lighting & Ignition)
(Automotive Type)

Lead Antimony 8-15 600-800 4

Lead Calcium 8-15 40-60 6

Comments***

Least maintenance.
Periodic replacement.
Cannot be recharged.

High hydrogen emission.
High maintenance.
Not recommended for float service or deep discharge.
Low shock tolerance.
Susceptible to damage from high temperature.

High hydrogen emission.
Periodic equalizing is required for float service

and full recharging.
Low shock tolerance.
Susceptible to damage from high temperature.

Low hydrogen emission if floated at 2.17 volts per cell.
Periodic equalizing charge is not required for float service

if floated at 2.25 volts per cell. However, equalizing is
required for recharging to full capacity. When floated
below 2.25 volts per cell, equalizing is required.

Susceptible to damage from deep discharge and high
temperature.

Low shock tolerance.

(table continued on next page)



Table 17-1 (Continued)
Comparison of Batteries by Cell Type

Projected Projected Wet Shelf
Useful Life Cycle Life* Life**

Type (Years) {Number erf Cycles) (Months) Comments***

Lead Selenium 20+ 600-800 6 Low hydrogen emission if floated at 2.17 volts per cell.
Periodic equalizing charge is not required for float service

if floated at 2.25 volts per cell. However, equalizing is
required for recharging to full capacity. When floated
below 2.25 volts per cell, equalizing is required.

Low shock tolerance.
Susceptible to damage from high temperature.

LeadPlante 20+ 600-700 4 Moderate hydrogen emission.
(Pure Lead) Periodic equalizing charge is required for float service

and full recharging.
Low shock tolerance.
Susceptible to damage from high temperature.

Nickel Cadmium 25+ 1000+ 120+ Low hydrogen emission.
(Ni-Cad) Periodic equalizing charge is not required for float

service, but is required for recharging to full capacity.
High shock tolerance.
Can be deep cycled.
Least susceptible to temperature.
Can remain discharged without damage.

C»wtt">\ of \P1 RP 14F
*f \( le life n the number, / , u/<n atnhit.fi nnu « • si hatred ba'w- ^ "*' 't-raif r»-l<. %>'f 'rfi" oriqiml ampere-hour capacity. A cycle is defined as the removal of 15%

oj the lated batten ampei e hour capacity
"~l\(t \htflttije ii defined ds the time that m initial* nlh i hatst i hatit'n tan he >/.>»«* at 7~"f until permanent cell damage wcurs.
' "*Float ivltage^ listed aie tor 77 f
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considered a high-temperature device in a natural gas environment if the
temperature of the device exceeds 726°F (385°C). The ignition tempera-
ture of hydrogen sulfide is usually considered to be 518°F (270°C), In
classified areas, high-temperature devices must be installed in explosion-
proof enclosures unless the devices are approved for the specific area by
a nationally recognized testing laboratory (NRTL).

Weather-Tight Enclosures

Electrical equipment can be mounted in various types of enclosures. A
weather-tight enclosure normally has a gasket and does not allow air (and
the moisture contained in the air) to enter the enclosure. Offshore, such
an enclosure, if properly closed, will help protect the enclosed electrical
equipment from corrosion due to salt water spray. These types of enclo-
sures can be used in Division 2 areas provided they do not enclose arc-
ing, sparking or high temperature devices.

Explosion-Proof

Equipment described as "explosion-proof" is equipment installed in
enclosures that will withstand internal explosions and also prevent the
propagation of flame to the external atmosphere. As the gases generated
by the explosion expand, they must be cooled before reaching the sur-
rounding atmosphere.

Equipment may be rated explosion-proof for certain gases but not oth-
ers. For example, an enclosure may be rated as suitable for Group D
gases, but not for Group B gases. Therefore, it is not satisfactory to mere-
ly state that equipment must be "explosion-proof"; one must specify
"Explosion-proof for Class I, Group D," as an example. Because explo-
sion-proof enclosures must have a path to vent the expanding gases cre-
ated by the explosion, explosion-proof enclosures "breathe" when the
temperature inside the enclosure is different from that outside. That is,
they cannot be weather tight. As a result, moisture frequently is intro-
duced into explosion-proof enclosures. Unless suitable drains are provid-
ed in low spots, water can accumulate inside the enclosure and damage
enclosed electrical equipment.

The surface temperature of explosion-proof enclosures cannot exceed
that of high-temperature devices. Equipment can be tested by nationally
recognized testing laboratories and given one of 14 "T" ratings, as indi-
cated in Table 17-2. This equipment may exceed the "80 percent rule,"
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but the "T" rating must be below the ignition temperature of the specific
gas or vapor involved. As an example, equipment rated Tl has been veri-
fied not to exceed 842°F and, therefore, is suitable for most natural gas
applications.

Hermetically Sealed Devices

Hermetically sealed devices are devices sealed to prevent flammable
gases from reaching enclosed sources of ignition. These devices are suit-
able for use in Division 2 and unclassified areas.

Hermetically sealed electrical devices must be verified by a testing
laboratory to meet mechanical abuse and to withstand aging and expo-
sure to expected chemicals. Devices "potted" with common silicones and
similar materials by an end user or even a manufacturer, without testing,
and devices merely provided with O-rings seldom meet acceptable crite-
ria. Normally, hermetically sealed devices must be sealed through metal-
to-metal or glass-to-metal fusion. Many electrical relays, switches, and
sensors are available as hermetically sealed devices for common oil and
gas producing facility applications. Hermetically sealed devices are often
desirable to protect electrical contacts from exposure to salt air and other
contaminants.

Table 17-2
Temperature Ratings of Explosion-Proof Enclosures

Maximum Temperature Identification
°C °F Number

450 842 Tl
300 572 T2
280 536 T2A
260 500 T2B
230 446 T2C
215 419 T2D
200 392 T3
180 356 T3A
165 329 T3B
160 320 T3C
135 275 T4
120 248 T4A
100 212 T5
J*5 J85 T6
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Purged Enclosures

Purged enclosures are those enclosures provided with a purge (static or
dynamic) of air or other inert gas to prevent enclosed electrical equip-
ment from coming in contact with surrounding atmospheres which might
be flammable. NFPA Publication No. 496 provides detailed requirements
for the design of purged enclosures. Requirements are different for dif-
ferent size enclosures. Enclosures can be as small as a box for a single
electrical switch or as large as a control room. Requirements vary for
three recognized types of purging: Type X, the reduction from Division 1
to unclassified; Type Y, the reduction from Division 1 to Division 2; and
Type Z, the reduction from Division 2 to unclassified. If purging is uti-
lized in areas of high humidity or in areas where the atmosphere may
contain flammable gases or contaminants, clean dehydrated air or an
inert gas should be used as a purge to prevent explosions or damage to
enclosed electrical equipment. Properly designed purged enclosures can
eliminate the need for explosion-proof enclosures.

Nonincendive Devices

A nonincendive device is one which will not release sufficient energy
under normal operating conditions to ignite a specific substance. Under
abnormal conditions, such as a malfunction of the device, it may release
enough energy to cause ignition. Because of this, such devices are suit-
able for use only in Division 2 and unclassified areas.

Intrinsically Safe Systems

Intrinsically safe systems are electrical systems which are incapable of
releasing sufficient electrical or thermal energy under normal or abnor-
mal equipment operating conditions to cause ignition of a specific flam-
mable mixture in its most easily ignitible state. For example, intrinsically
safe equipment suitable for a Class I, Group D application cannot ignite a
mixture of methane and air in its most easily ignitible state (approximate-
ly 10 percent methane by volume), even, for example, if adjacent wiring
terminals are accidentally shorted with a screwdriver.

The design of intrinsically safe equipment is governed by the rules of
NFPA Publication No. 493, "Standard for Intrinsically Safe Apparatus
and Associated Apparatus for Use in Class I, II, and III, Division 1, Haz-
ardous Locations." It is cautioned, however, that the design of intrinsical-
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ly safe equipment is a highly specialized skill and normally best left to
those specifically trained in that art. The installation of equipment which
has been rated by a testing organization as intrinsically safe should fol-
low the guidelines of ISA RP 12.6, "Recommended Practice for Installa-
tion of Intrinsically Safe Systems for Hazardous (Classified) Locations."
It must be realized that there is no such thing as an intrinsically safe tem-
perature transmitter, pressure switch, or other such sensor; these devices
must be properly installed in intrinsically safe systems to ensure safety
from ignition of flammable gas or vapor.

The mere fact that voltage, current, or even both, are at low levels does
not guarantee a circuit to be intrinsically safe, even though intrinsically
safe circuits do utilize relatively low voltage and current levels. Intrinsi-
cally safe systems employ electrical barriers to assure that the system
remains intrinsically safe. The barriers limit the voltage and current com-
binations so as not to present an ignition hazard should a malfunction
develop. Typically, devices "upstream" of barriers are not intrinsically
safe and are installed in control rooms or other unclassified locations. All
devices and wiring on the "downstream" side of the barriers are intrinsi-
cally safe and can be installed in classified areas.

An additional benefit of intrinsically safe systems is the reduction of
electrical shock hazards. It is cautioned, however, that intrinsically safe
systems are not necessarily tested specifically for personnel shock hazards.

Circuit capacitance and inductance, including the values of these para-
meters for interconnecting wiring, are integral parts of the overall analy-
sis. It is not always possible to assure that the system will be maintained
as designed with only approved intrinsically safe components and with
circuits of the capacitance and inductance as originally installed. For this
reason, intrinsically safe systems are used primarily at locations where
there are sufficiently trained personnel to assure that the intrinsic safety
of the system is always maintained.

LIMITATIONS ON INSTALLATION OF ELECTRICAL
DEVICES IN HAZARDOUS AREAS

Transformers

In Division 1 areas, transformers must be installed in approved vaults
if they contain a flammable liquid. If they do not contain a flammable
liquid, they must either be installed in vaults or be approved explosion-
proof. In Division 2 areas, "standard" transformers are acceptable, but
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they must not contain circuit breakers or other arcing devices. Thus,
common self-contained transformer/distribution panel packages which
contain circuit breakers are not suitable for Division 2 areas. Standard
practice is to provide separate units—installing the breakers in explo-
sion-proof enclosures or in unclassified areas.

Meters/ Instruments/ and Relays

In Division 1 areas, meters, instruments, relays, and similar equipment
containing high-temperature or arcing devices must be installed in
approved explosion-proof or purged enclosures. Unless such devices are
specifically labeled as suitable for Class I, Division 1 areas, it is best to
assume they are not suitable.

Arcing contacts in Division 2 areas must be installed in explosion-
proof enclosures, be immersed in oil, be hermetically sealed, or be non-
incendive. High-temperature devices must be installed in explosion-proof
enclosures. Fuses must be enclosed in explosion-proof enclosures unless
the fuses are preceded by an explosion-proof, hermetically sealed, or oil-
immersed switch and the fuses are used for overcurrent protection of
instrument circuits not subject to overloading in normal use.

Figure 17-16 depicts typical devices containing arcing contacts
enclosed in explosion-proof enclosures. Figure 17-17 shows typical
explosion-proof alarm devices. A telephone instrument suitable for Class
I, Divisions 1 and 2, Group D classified areas is shown by Figure 17-18.

Motors and Generators

In Division 1 areas, motors and generators must be either explosion-
proof or approved for the classification by meeting specific requirements
for a special ventilation system, inert gas-filled construction, or a special
submerged unit. Although explosion-proof motors are expensive, they
normally are available. Explosion-proof generators normally are not
available.

Standard Open or Totally-Enclosed Fan-Cooled (TEFC) generators
and motors are acceptable in Division 2 areas if they do not contain
brushes or other arcing contacts or high-temperature devices. Three-
phase TEFC motors are acceptable in Division 2 locations, but single-
phase motors usually contain arcing devices and are not acceptable

(text continued on page 529)





figure 17-16. Typical devices containing arcing contacts in explosion-proof enclosures, {Courtesy of Crouse-Hinds Electrical
Construction Materials, a division of Cooper Industries, Inc.]
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Figure 17-17. Standard explosion-proof alarm devices. (Courtesy of Crouse-Hinds
Electrical Construction Materials, a division of Cooper Industries, Inc.)

Figure 17-18. Typical telephone instrument suitable for Class I, Divisions 1 and 2,
Group D areas. (Courtesy of Crouse-Hinds Electrical Construction Materials, a
division of Cooper Industries, Inc.]
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(text continued from page 525)

unless the arcing devices are installed in explosion-proof enclosures.
D.C. motors contain brushes and are not acceptable for classified areas
unless they are provided with approved purged enclosures. If motor
space heaters are provided, their surface temperature must not exceed 80
percent of the ignition temperature, expressed in degrees Celsius, of the
potential gas or vapor which could be present.

Lighting Fixtures

Lighting fixtures installed in Division 1 areas must be explosion-proof
and marked to indicate the maximum wattage of allowable lamps. Also,
they must be protected against physical damage by a suitable guard or by
location.

In both Division 1 and Division 2 areas pendant fixtures must be sus-
pended by conduit stems and provided with set screws to prevent loosen-
ing. Stems over 12 inches in length must be laterally braced within 12
inches of fixtures.

All portable lamps in Division 1 areas must be explosion-proof. Figures
17-19, 17-20, and 17-21 show typical explosion-proof lighting fixtures.

Lighting fixtures for Division 2 locations must be either explosion-
proof or labeled as suitable for Division 2 for the particular Class and
Group involved. Figure 17-22 shows typical Division 2 lighting fixtures.

WIRING METHODS

Documents specified by local authorities having jurisdiction provide
very explicit rules for the specific types of electrical equipment that are
permitted in the various hazardous (classified) areas and the methods by
which the equipment must be installed. Since it is rare to encounter Class
II and Class III hazardous (classified) areas in oil and gas producing
operations, only Class I requirements will be addressed further. In the
United States, the National Electrical Code is referenced by most enforc-
ing agencies. For fixed platforms in the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS),
API RP 14F is referenced as the primary design and installation docu-
ment by the Minerals Management Service (MMS), the enforcing
agency. RP 14F deviates somewhat from the National Electrical Code in
wiring methods required, relying heavily on U.S. Coast Guard philoso-
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Figure 17-19. Typical Class I, Division 1 lighting fixures. (Courtesy of Grouse-Minds
Electrical Construction Materials, a division of Cooper Industries, Inc.]

Figure 17-20. Typical explosion-proof fluorescent lighting fixtures. (Courtesy of
Crouse-Hinds Electrical Construction Materials, a division of Cooper Industries, Inc.]
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figure 17-21. Standard explosion-proof portable lamp suitable for Class I,
Divisions 1 and 2, Group D areas, (Courtesy of Crouse-Hinds Electrical Construction
Materials, a division of Cooper Industries, Inc.]

phy. Except for these specific wiring deviations, however, RP 14F refer-
ences the National Electrical Code.

Division 1 Areas

In Division 1 areas, the National Electrical Code (NEC) allows only
the following wiring methods:

1. Threaded rigid metal conduit
2. IMC (Intermediate Metal Conduit)
3. MI cable (Mineral Insulted Cable)
4. Explosion-proof (XP) flexible connections

Threaded rigid metal conduit must be threaded with an NPT standard
conduit cutting die that provides %-in. taper per foot, must be made up
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Figure ! 7-22. Standard lighting fixtures suitable for Class I, Division 2, Group D
areas. (Courtesy of Crouse-Hinds Electrical Construction Materials, a division of
Cooper Industries, Inc.)

wrench tight or provided with bonding jumpers at joints, and must have
at least five full threads engaged. These precautions are necessary to min-
imize sparking across threads when a fault current flows through the con-
duit system and to provide proper distance for escaping gases to cool if
an explosion occurs in the conduit. Pipe designed for fluids, and not
approved as electrical equipment, must not be used—regardless of wall
thickness.

For offshore locations where ignitible gas-air concentrations are nei-
ther continuously present nor present for long periods, API RP 14F also
allows type MC cable with a continuous aluminum sheath and an outer
impervious jacket (such as PVC) and armored cables satisfying ANSI/
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) Standard No. 45.
API RP 14F does not recommend IMC for offshore installations and cau-
tions users that installations of MI cable require special precautions. The
insulation of MI cable is hygroscopic (able to absorb moisture from the
atmosphere).

The use of certain non-armored cables is acceptable to API RP 14F in
Division 1 areas on drilling and workover rigs where ignitible concentra-
tions of gases and vapors do not occur for appreciable lengths of time.
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However, the non-armored cables must satisfy IEEE 383 or IEEE 45 flarn-
mability requirements and other requirements specified in API RP 14F.

NEC allows the use of portable cord connecting portable lighting
equipment and other portable utilization equipment with the fixed por-
tion of its supply circuit in Class I, Division 1 and 2 areas, provided:

1. The cord is rated for extra-hard service (frequently referred to as
"Heavy-Duty SO Cord"), and

2. An approved grounding connector is provided inside the cord's
outer jacket,

For all other applications (temporary or permanent) in Division 1 areas,
portable cord (whether rated for extra-hard service or not) is specifically
disallowed.

Division 2 Areas

In Division 2 areas, the NEC allows the wiring methods that follow:

1. Threaded rigid metal conduit,
2. IMC,
3. Enclosed gasketed busway,
4. Enclosed gasketed wireway,
5. PLTC cable (Power Limited Tray Cable),
6. MI, MC, MV, TC, or SNM cable with approved termination fit-

tings, and
7. Flexible cord approved for extra-hard service, flexible metal con-

duit, and liquidtight flexible conduit for limited flexibility. A suit-
able grounding conductor must be provided inside the flexible
cord's outer jacket. Flexible conduit must be bonded with an exter-
nal jumper or an approved internal system jumper; external bonding
jumpers are disallowed for flexible conduit exceeding six feet. Typi-
cal liquidtight and flexible cord connectors and an explosion-proof
flexible connection are shown in Figure 17-23.

Wiring System Selection

The designer must decide at inception whether to provide a cable sys-
tem or a conduit system. Although both systems have specific advan-
tages, the present trend is toward the installation of cable systems rather
than conduit systems. Offshore, the vast majority of new systems are
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Figure 17-23. Liquidtight and flexible cord connectors. (Courtesy of Crouse-Hinds
Electrical Construction Materials, a division of Cooper Industries, Inc.]

cable—particularly a cable with a gas/vapor-tight continuous corrugated
aluminum sheath, rated Type MC, and with an overall jacket (usually
PVC)—and normally installed in cable tray. This cable/cable tray system
is usually less expensive to install than a conduit system (even though the
materials may be more expensive) and offers the advantage of not requir-
ing sealing fittings at area classification boundaries. Additionally, the
cable tray system normally lends itself to easier and less expensive
expansions than the conduit system. Cable trays are generally made of
fiberglass, aluminum, stainless steel, or galvanized steel materials.

Conduit systems have the advantage of offering greater mechanical
protection to enclosed conductors, but they can easily lose this advantage
through corrosion if not properly maintained. A conduit system which
corrodes on the inside can provide false security; although the outside
appears completely sound, the system may not contain an internal explo-
sion. Extremely rapid corrosion will occur in salt-air environments for
most conduit systems of ferrous materials. In offshore environments.
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conduit of copper-free aluminum (normally defined as 0.4% or less cop-
per) is normally preferred. If aluminum conduit is supported by ferrous
supports, the aluminum must be carefully isolated from the ferrous mate-
rial, or rapid corrosion will occur due to galvanic action. Ferrous con-
duits, normally satisfactory in heated areas (such as buildings containing
operating engines) and, of course, in areas not subjected to corrosive ele-
ments, offer the advantage of magnetic sheilding—-particularly desirable
for communications and instrumentation circuits.

Conduits coated with PVC and other materials, preferably coated on
the inside as well as on the outside, should be considered for corrosive
environments. It should be noted, however, that coated conduit is signifi-
cantly more expensive than non-coated conduit, and serves no real over-
all deterrent to corrosion unless coated fittings are also provided and
extreme care is taken during installation to avoid damaging the coating.
The threaded ends of the conduit, which cannot be coated without elimi-
nating electrical continuity, are probably the weakest link of most coated
conduit systems, even though some manufacturers provide couplings
designed to prevent moisture intrusion.

Junction Boxes and Conduit Fittings

A box or fitting must be installed at each conductor splice connection
point, receptacle, switch, junction point, or pull point for the connection
of conduit system. In Division 1 areas only explosion-proof boxes or fit-
tings are allowed. General purpose gasketed cover type fittings are
allowed in Division 2 areas.

Boxes and fittings made of copper-free aluminum are generally used
in offshore application as they provide better corrosion resistance. Galva-
nized steel or metal fittings with a PVC coating are also used in offshore
applications. It should be noted that, although PVC-coated fittings pro-
vide resistance to exterior corrosion, they do not stop interior corrosion.
Also, the cost of PVC-coated fittings is appreciably higher, and they
require careful handling and installation to assure that the PVC coating is
not damaged. Typical explosion-proof junction boxes and conduit fittings
are shown in Figure 17-24.

Sealing Fittings

Conduit and cable sealing fittings as shown in Figures 17-25 and 17-
26 are provided for the following purposes:
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Figure 17*24. Standard explosion-proof junction boxes and conduit fittings.
(Courtesy of Crouse-H/nc/s Electrical Construction Materials, a division of Cooper
Industries, Inc.)

1. Confine internal explosions to explosion-proof enclosures and con-
duit systems.

2. Minimize the passage of gases, and prevent the passage of flame,
through conduit or cable.

3. Prevent process gas or liquid in process piping from entering con-
duit or cable systems.

4. Prevent "pressure piling."

Pressure piling is a phenomenon caused by the fact that ignition in an
enclosure can first pre-compress gases in a conduit or other enclosure to
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Figure 17-25. Standard sealing fittings. (Courtesy of Crouse-Hinds Electrical
Construction Materials, a division of Cooper Industries, Inc.]

Figure 17-26. Cutaway drawing of a property installed sealing fitting. (Courtesy of
Crouse-Hinds Electrical Construction Materials, a division of Cooper Industries, Inc.]
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which It is connected. When pre-compressed gases are then ignited in the
second enclosure, pressures exceeding those for which it has been tested
can be reached.

Receptacles and Attachment Plugs

Receptacles and attachment plugs for Class I, Division 1 and 2 areas
must be approved for the area. They must provide a means of connection
to the grounding conductor of a flexible cord. Typical Class I receptacles
and attachment plugs are shown by Figure 17-27.

Figure 17-27. Typical Class I, Division 1 and 2 receptacles and attachment plugs.
(Fop, courtesy of Crouse-Hinds Electrkal Construction Atoteria/s, a division of
Cooper Industries, Inc.; bottom, courtesy ofAppleton Electric Co., a division of
Emerson Electric Co.)
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Seal Locations

Seals must be installed in the following locations:

1. Seals are required at entries by conduit or cable to explosion-proof
enclosures containing arcing or high-temperature devices in Divi-
sion 1 and Division 2 locations. It is not required to seal \1A in. or
smaller conduits into explosion-proof enclosures in Division 1 areas
housing switches, circuit breakers, fuses, relays, etc., if their cur-
rent-interrupting contacts are hermetically sealed or under oil (hav-
ing a 2-in. minimum immersion for power contacts and 1-in. for
control contacts).

2. Seals are required where 2 in. or larger conduits enter explosion-
proof enclosures containing taps, splices, or terminals in Division 1
areas (but not Division 2 areas).

3. Seals are required in conduits leaving Division 1 areas or traversing
from Division 2 areas into unclassified areas, on either side of the
boundary. No union, coupling, junction box, or fitting is allowed
between the seal and the boundary. Metal conduits that pass com-
pletely through a Division 1 or a Division 2 location without a
union, coupling, junction box, or fitting within 12 in. of the Division
1-Division 2 or Division 2-unclassified boundary do not require a
sealing fitting at the boundary.

4. Except for conduit or cable entries into explosion-proof enclosures
containing arcing or high-temperature devices (as described in Item
1 above), cables that will leak gas through the core at a rate of less
than 0.007 ft3/hr at 6 in. of water pressure need not be sealed if they
are provided with a continuous gas/vapor-tight sheath. Cables with
such a sheath that will transmit gas at or above this rate must be
sealed if connected to process equipment that may cause a pressure
of 6 in. of water at the cable end.

5. Cables without a continuous gas/vapor-tight sheath must be sealed
at classified-unclassified area boundaries.

6. All cable terminations in Division 1 areas must be sealed. This
requirement is imposed by API RP 14F, when specific cables are
allowed in Division 1 areas.

7. Special sealing fittings (not yet commercially available) are required
for cables and conduits connected to process connections that
depend on a single seal, diaphragm, or tube to prevent process fluid
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from entering the conduit or cable system. Single barrier devices
probably are best avoided if multiple barrier devices are available.

Sealing fittings must be installed as close as practicable to explosion-
proof enclosures, but in no case more than 18 inches from the enclosures,
Although junction boxes and other devices which materially increase the
cross-sectional area of the conduit system connecting the enclosure and
the seal may not be installed between an enclosure and a seal, explosion-
proof unions, couplings, elbows, capped elbows, and conduit bodies such
as an "L," "T," or "cross" are allowed if the conduit bodies are not larger
than the trade size of the connecting conduit, A single seal may suffice for
two enclosures if it is installed no more than 18 in. from either enclosure.

Certain devices may be obtained which are "factory-sealed*9—that is,
interconnecting wiring is sealed by the manufacturer where it enters/exits
enclosures. These devices do not require an additional (external) seal,
and often can be utilized to advantage in lessening installation time and
reducing space requirements (for an external seal).

These devices are tested only for internal explosions and not for exter-
nal explosions pressurizing the devices from the outside. As an example,
a factory-sealed push-button start/stop station connected to an explosion-
proof motor starter cannot suffice as a seal for the motor starter conduit
entry. A separate seal must be installed at the point of conduit entry.

Cable termination fittings are available which also are approved as
sealing fittings, and often incorporate a union in their design. Particularly
for space-limited installations, the difference in length requirements for
such dual-purpose devices, as compared to standard sealing fitting/cable
terminator/union combinations, can be consequential.

Seal Fittings Installation

When seal fittings are installed, certain mechanical practices must be
followed. The following requirements are often overlooked by both
installers and inspectors:

1. Accessibility. Sealing fittings should not be installed behind walls or
in other inaccessible locations.

2. Orientation. Certain fittings are designed specifically for either hori-
zontal or vertical mounting; others may be installed either horizon-
tally or vertically, or even at oblique angles.
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3, Approved compound. Only approved compound and damming fiber
may be used. Rags or putty materials may not be used to construct
dams. Some cable seals use a self-hardening putty-like material and
do not require damming fiber.

4, Splices. Splices and taps may not be made in sealing fittings. Most
sealing compounds are poor insulators, and electrical shorts could
occur.

5. Drains. Drains or drain seals must be provided in locations neces-
sary to prevent water accumulation.

6. Thickness. Completed conduit seals must have a seal which is at
least as thick as the trade size of the conduit. In no case can the seal
be less than %-in. thick.

Specific Equipment Considerations

Transformers

Although transformers suitable for other industrial installations are
generally suitable for producing applications, certain options may be
desirable—primarily due to environmental considerations. At locations
subject to harsh environmental conditions, and particularly at locations
subject to washdown with high-pressure hoses, non-ventilated enclosures
are desirable, if not necessary. Likewise, at locations subjected to salt
water and salt-laden air, it often is desirable to specify copper windings
and lead wires. Most manufacturers provide standard units with alu-
minum windings and lead wires. Even if aluminum coils are used, it is
almosl always desirable to require stranded copper lead wires. This will
lessen corrosion and loose terminal problems when transformers are
interconnected to the facility electrical system with copper conductors. If
the transformers are to be installed outdoors in corrosive environments,
cases should be of corrosion-resistant material (e.g., stainless steel) or be
provided with an exterior coating suitable for the location.

Many producing facilities are located offshore or in other environmen-
tally sensitive areas. In these areas, the use of dry (versus liquid-filled)
transformers will eliminate the necessity of providing curbing and other
containment systems to prevent pollution. Dry transformers are normally
preferred for most production facility applications. Liquid-filled trans-
formers should be considered, however, for high voltage and large units
(particularly over several hundred kVA).
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Electric Motors

Apart from considerations given to corrosion resistance and suitability
for hazardous (classified) areas, the selection of electric motors for oil
field applications is the same as the selection of electric motors for other
industrial applications. One exception may be the selection of motors for
areas where electric power is self-generated. Frequency and voltage vari-
ations may occasionally occur at such locations. For such locations, con-
sideration should be given to specifying motors which are tolerant to at
least 10% voltage variations and 5% frequency variations.

It is cautioned that NEMA Design B motors (normal starting torque)
may not be suitable for applications requiring high starting torque such
as positive displacement pumps. NEMA Design C motors should be used
in this service.

Most standard motors are manufactured using non-hygroscopic NEMA
Class B insulation. For added protection in an offshore environment, open
drip-proof or weather protected motors should be specified with a sealed
insulation system. NEMA Class F insulation is also available in most
motor sizes and is advisable to provide an improved service factor.

A motor used in standby operation mode should be equipped with a
space heater to keep the motor windings dry. In classified areas these
space heaters must meet the surface temperature requirement of the spe-
cific hazardous area.

Lighting Systems

Lighting systems are installed both to provide safety to operating per-
sonnel and to allow efficient operations where natural light is insufficient.
The lighting required for safety to personnel depends on the degree of the
hazard requiring visual detection and the normal activity level. It typically
varies from 0.5 to 5.0 footcandles. Lighting levels required for efficient
operations vary from as low as 5 footcandles to as high as 100 footcan-
dles, or more. Table 17-4 contains some general lighting guidelines.

The first step in the design of a lighting system is the determination of
the various lighting levels required for the specific areas of the facility.
Typically, the majority of the fixtures are high intensity discharge (HID)
fixtures and fluorescent fixtures. Certain applications may require incan-
descent fixtures as well.

HID fixtures include those using mercury vapor and sodium vapor
lamps. Mercury vapor fixtures are usually less expensive than sodium
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Table 17-4A
Minimum Recommended Levels of Illumination

for Efficient Visual Tasks

Minimum Lighting Level
Area (Footcandles)

Offices, General 50
Offices, Desk Area 70
Recreation Rooms 30
Bedrooms, General 20
Bedrooms, Individual Bunk Lights 70
Hallways, Stairways, Interior 10
Walkwavs, Stairways, Exterior 2
Baths, General 10
Baths, Mirror 50
Mess Halls 30
Galleys, General 50
Galleys, Sink & Counter Areas 100
Electrical Control Rooms 30
Storerooms, Utility Closets 5
Walk-in Freezers, Refrigerators 5
TV Rooms (lights equipped with dimmers) Off to 30
Work Shops, General 70
Work Shops, Difficult Seeing Task Areas 100
Compressor, Pump and Generator Buildings, General 30
Entrance Door Stoops 5
Open Deck Areas 5
Panel Fronts 10
Wellhead Areas 5

fixtures initially, and are readily available in most styles. However, sodi-
um vapor fixtures are more efficient in the use of electricity.

Because of quite poor color rendition and difficulty in safe disposal of
expended lamps, low pressure sodium fixtures are less desirable than
high pressure sodium fixtures and are seldom recommended for produc-
tion facilities. High pressure sodium fixtures are particularly attractive
for illuminating large open areas. At locations where power cost is low
and where many fixtures are required due to equipment shadowing, mer-
cury vapor fixtures often are preferred because of their lower initial cost,
lower replacement lamp cost, and better color rendition.

The low profile of fluorescent fixtures often dictates their use in areas
with low headroom, such as in wellbays on offshore platforms and in
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Table 17-4B
Minimum Recommended Levels of Illumination

for Safety

Minimum Lighting Level
Area (Footcandles)

Stairways 2.0
Offices 1.0
Exterior Entrance 1.0
Compressor and Generator Rooms 5.0
Electrical Control Rooms 5.0
Open Deck Areas 0.5
Lower Catwalks 2.0

buildings with conventional ceiling heights. The relatively short life, low
efficiency, and susceptibility to vibration exclude incandescent lamps
from serious consideration for many applications, particularly for general
area lighting. In areas free from vibration and easily accessible for main-
tenance, however, incandescent fixtures may be quite acceptable.

When designing lighting systems, particular attention should be given
to locating fixtures where relamping can be performed safely and effi-
ciently. Poles which can be laid down, as opposed to climbed, are often
preferred—particularly at offshore locations. This feature offers less
advantage, of course, at land locations where bucket trucks or the like
can be used for relamping. In locations subject to vibration, it normally is
prudent to install lighting fixtures with flexible cushion hangers or flexi-
ble fixture supports (hanger couplings) to increase lamp life. Remotely
mounted ballasts for HID fixtures are frequently desirable, particularly
when the fixtures themselves must be installed in locations of high tem-
perature and locations difficult to access for maintenance. The ceilings of
large compressor and pump buildings are examples of locations where
remote ballasts often are attractive.

Motor Control Center

The engineer providing the initial design of major facilities is faced
with the decision of providing a motor control center building or individ-
ual (usually rack-mounted) motor starters and corresponding branch cir-
cuit protection devices. For installations using only several motors it fre-
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quently is more economical to provide individual (usually explosion-
proof) motor starters and circuit protection devices.

For facilities that include large numbers of motors and other electrical
equipment, it normally is both more economical and more convenient to
furnish a building to enclose the required motor starters and distribution
panels. This building is normally referred to as a motor control center
(MCC). In addition to typically allowing less expensive non-explosion-
proof equipment, these buildings are frequently environmentally con-
trolled (air conditioned, and possibly heated in colder climates) to reduce
equipment corrosion and enhance reliability. Maintenance is more easily
performed indoors than if the equipment were installed outside and main-
tenance personnel were subject to extreme cold, rain, snow, or other
adverse weather conditions.

If air conditioning systems are designed for buildings housing electri-
cal equipment, the heat generated by the electrical equipment must be
considered when sizing the air conditioning equipment. Artificial heat is
seldom required in all but the coldest of climates.

Enclosures

The selection of equipment enclosures involves consideration of envi-
ronmental conditions as well as the possibility of exposure to flammable
gases and vapors. The National Electrical Manufacturers Association
(NEMA) provides a list of designations for enclosures that is adequate to
specify many enclosure requirements. As an example, enclosures desig-
nated as NEMA 7 are explosion-proof, suitable for Class I areas for the
gas groups labeled. NEMA 7 enclosures may be labeled for only one
group (such as Group D) or for several groups (such as Groups B, C, and
D). NEMA 1 enclosures are designed to perform little other purpose than
to prevent accidental personnel contact with enclosed energized compo-
nents, but are suitable for most unclassified areas. NEMA 4X enclosures,
watertight, and constructed of corrosion-resistant material, are often pre-
ferred for outdoor non-explosion-proof applications in areas subjected to
harsh environmental conditions or high pressure hose washdown.

CORROSION CONSIDERATIONS

Even though the electrical design details of a system may be well
specified, the system will not endure or continue to provide safety to per-
sonnel unless proper materials are selected and certain installation proce-
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dures followed. Most land-based facilities are not subjected to the same
harsh environmental conditions as offshore and marshland locations, but
even they must be given careful consideration in material selection and
installation procedures.

At locations where salt-laden air is present, aluminum should be speci-
fied as containing 0.4% or less copper. Such aluminum is often referred
to as "copper-free" or "marine grade." Also, galvanic action will occur if
aluminum and steel (or other dissimilar metals) are in direct contact. Gal-
vanic action is accelerated in the presence of salt and moisture. Rapid
corrosion of uncoated aluminum will occur if it is exposed to materials of
high or low pH (less than 4.5 or greater than 8.5). Drilling fluids may fall
into the class of high pH materials. Additionally, if aluminum is allowed
to contact common fireproof ing materials containing magnesium oxy-
chloride, rapid corrosion will occur in the presence of moisture.

To prevent the accumulation of moisture in conduits and enclosures,
drains should be installed at all low points. In classified areas, breathers
and drains must be explosion-proof. Figure 17-28 shows typical explo-
sion-proof breathers and drains.

Space heaters, particularly in electrical motors and generators which
may be idle for significant periods of time, can also help prevent the
accumulation of moisture. Space heaters installed in classified areas must
operate at temperatures below "high temperature" devices.

To retard corrosion and to facilitate future maintenance (e.g., allow the
non-destructive removal of threaded junction box covers), all threaded
connections should be lubricated with an antiseize compound which will
not dry out in the environment. If lubricant is applied to the threaded (or
flanged) portion of covers of explosion-proof enclosures, the lubricant
must have been tested and approved as suitable for flame path use. It is
cautioned that some lubricants contain silicone, which will poison most
catalytic gas detector sensors and should not be used near gas detectors.

Figure 17-28. Standard explosion-proof drains and breathers. (Courtesy of Crouse-
Hinds Electrical Construction Materials, a division of Cooper Industries, Inc.]
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Many materials are subject to deterioration by ultraviolet light (UV),
particularly many of the "plastics" and fiberglass materials. Fiberglass
materials for outside use should be specified as UV-stabilized, and most
plastics installed outdoors should be carbon-impregnated (black in
color). It is particularly recommended that plastic cable ties, which
secure cables in cable trays, be carbon-impregnated if installed outdoors.

In areas where electrical equipment is exposed to contaminants, the
selection of equipment whose contacts are oil-immersed or hermetically
sealed can increase reliability and equipment life. Similarly, providing
environmentally-controlled equipment rooms can greatly increase equip-
ment life at locations where contaminants are prevalent. In offshore and
other areas exposed to salt, type 316 stainless steel is often preferred over
types 303 and 304, which will pit with time. Likewise, in similar loca-
tions, equipment; fabricated from galvanized steel will corrode much
more rapidly than equipment hot-dip galvanized after fabrication.
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Booster compressors, 254, 286 Cathrates, 92
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Carbon disulfide, 163-166, 170, 171 Combustion
Carbon monoxide, engines, 487—490 gas turbine, 479,482
Carbonate systems, proprietary, 168 internal, 469. See also Engines.
Carbonic acid, 4,151 Combustors, 479
Carbonyl sulfide (COS), 163-166, 170, Communications, power supply, 517

171 Components
Carburetion, 475-477 compressors, 286-307
Casing vapor recovery heavy, 137

compressors, 254 intermediate, 111, 130-131,135,137,149
Casinghead gas compressors, 254 light, 111, 131-132, 135, 137
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Compression kinetic, 255
engine, 470 lubrication immersion heaters, 316
gas, 2 lubrication, 299, 313-317

Compressor natural gas, 461
buildings, 514 offshore installations, 320
horsepower, determining, 272-276 packing lubrication system, 316
ratio, overall, 253 packing, 298-300
specifying, 270-272 pipe sizing, 317-319
stages, determining, 272-276 pipeline booster use, 262
use, oil and gas fields, 254 piston displacement, 308

Compressors piston wear bands, 296
acoustical pulsations, 317-319 pistons and piston rods, 296
balanced opposed frames, 286 positive-displacement, 255
bearings, 296-298 reciprocating, 3, 255-264,286-326
booster, 254, 276, 286 high-speed, 258-259
capacity control devices, 302 low-speed, 259-264
casinghead gas, 254 process considerations, 276-280
centrifugal, 3, 267-270, 286 rod, 294, 310-311
centr i fugal proces s considerations, rotary ,3,255

281-285 screw, 255, 266-267
centrifugal, stonewalling, 280-281 separable units defined, 258
centrifugal, surge control, 280-281 single-acting cylinders, 289, 307
components, 286-307 types, 255-270
crankshafts, 294 valve unloader types, 303
crossheads. 294 valve velocity, 301-302
cylinder capacity, 307 valves, 300-302
cylinder clearance, 305-307 vane, 3, 255, 264-266
cylinder cooling, 312-313 vapor recovery, 204, 276
cylinder liners, 291 vibration, 317-319
cylinder lubrication system, 316 volumetric efficiency, 308
cylinder MAWP, 290 Condensate, 3, 111
cylinder piston displacement, 308 Condensate stabilization, 3, 130-150
cylinder sizing, 307-310 Condensate stabilizers
cylinders, 268 cold feed, 111, 134, 136-137,
distance pieces, 293-294 149, 249
double-acting cylinders, 289, 307 definition, 134
engine-driven, 393 design, 137
flash gas, 253, 276 gas-producing plant, as, 149
flexibility, 310 LTX unit as, 149
foundation design, 319 reflux with, 149
frames, 287-289 system, 133
gas lift, 254, 262, 276, 278 units, 247
general, 253-285 Condensers
heads, 461 amine stripper overhead, 188
Helical-Lobe, 266-267 glycol reflux, 202
industry specifications, 320-321 Conditions, future operating, 447
integral units, 258, 259, 288 Conduction, 8-10, 14, 82
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Conductivity, thermal amine solutions, 162
hydrocarbon liquids, 20 contactors, 198
natural gas, 20 trayed/packed towers, 185
proportionality constant, 9, 10 Crankshaft, compressor, 294

Conduit Crossheads, compressor, 294
fittings, 535 Cru.de oil
supports, 535 fire tubes, 393
systems, 531-535 high-viscosity, 446

Contact towers gas processing stabilizers, 245
plants, 244 oil streams, 130

Contactor pressure, glycol process, 195 stabilization, 130
Contactors treating, 109

glycol process, 198 Cryogenic
sizing, 213-217 distillation, 178
tray numbers, 206-207 gas plants, 5, 196, 229, 231-232,

Containment, 389 248-249
Contaminants, 522 CS2. See Carbon disulfide.
Contaminants, gas turbines and, 486-487 CVR units. See Casing vapor recovery
Control rooms, 524 compressors.
Control stations, 465-466 Cylinder
Convection, 8,9-10,14, 28, 82 capacity, defined, 307
Coolers, aerial, 74 clearance, 305-307
Cooling cooling systems, compressors, 312-313

distillation tower with reflux, 136 lubrication systems, compressors,
lubricating systems, compressor, 313-317

312-317 s izi ng, compressors, 307-31.0
Cord, flexible electrical, 533 throughput capacity, 309
Corrosion Cylinders

allowance, pressure vessels, 333 compressors. See Compressors,
amine systems, 190 cylinders.
condensed water, 195 engine, 470, 475
conduits, 534
electrical systems, 545-547 De-butanizers, 250
gas sales and, 151 De-ethanizers, 247,250
gels, 236 De-methanizers, 247-250
heat exchangers, 72 De-propanizers, 250-251
inhibitors, 446 DBA. See Diethanolamine.
onshore facilities, 546 Dehydration
piping, 448 cooling and, 2
protection. See Acid gases. definition, 195
resistance, 542 general, 195, 240
rupture discs and 367 glycol, 91
stressed steel and, 164-165 hydrate formation, preventing, 92-93

COS. Sec Carbonyl sulfide. inhibitors, kinetic and anti-
Counter-currenl flow agglomerators, 107-108

absorbers, 167, 169 thermodynamic, 103-107
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specifications, 4 Drains, liquid seals, 465
systems, solid bed, 195,228-240. See Drains, open, 465

also Solid bed process. Drip pans, 389
water vapor removal, 100 Dust, combustible, 500
See also Hydrates; Hydrate formation.

Delta-connected electrical systems, 496 Electrical devices, types, 518-529
Demister pads, 487 Electrical equipment, contaminants and,
Desiccant tower. See Solid bed process, 547

two-tower unit. Electrical shock, 393
Desiccants Electrical shorts, 392

definition, 228 Electrical systems
selection, 235-236 corrosion and, 545-547

Detectors, fire and gas, 517 deltas, 496
Devices design, 493

hermetically sealed, 522, 547 four-wire, 496
high-temperature, 518, 539 gas facilities, 493-552
nonincendive, 523 three-phase, 496
types of electrical, 518-529 three-wire, 496

Dew point, 4, 92,98, 101, 195, 246 wyes, 496
Diethanolamine (DEA), 163, 166 Emergency shut-down stations, 405
Diethanoiamine (DEA) systems, 165-166, Emulsion heating, 121

185, 186, 190 Enclosures
Diethylene glycot (DEG), 103, 204 equipment, 545
Diglycolamine (DGA), 166 explosion-proof, 521-522
Diglycolamine systems, 166 hermetically sealed, 525
Diisopropanolamine (DIPA), 166,171 purged, 523-524
Diisopropanolamine systems, 166 weather-tight, 521
Dikes, retaining, 389 Energy, radiant, 10
DIPA. See Diisopropanolamine. Engine manifolds, 393
Direct fired heaters, 133,481 Engines
Discharge aspirated, 475

blocked, 356 compression, 470,472
check valves, 284 cylinder, 470, 475
coolers, 280, 285 diesel, 477
shut-down valves, discharge check, 279, environment and, 487-492

284 four-cycle, 468-^70, 473-475
Distillation gas turbine, 477-487

process, acid gas, 178 high-speed, 474
towers, 247 intermediate-speed, 474

cold feed, 134-136 noise pollution, 492
design, 251-252 piston-ported, 472
reboiler use, 121 pistons, 468-473
reflux with, 136-137 reciprocating, 468, 487

Double-pipe heat exchangers, 65 safety devices, 477
Downcomers, 134, 185 shut-down system, 477
Drains, 464-465 slow-speed, 474
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Engines (continued) Film coefficient
spark-ignition, 477 external, 14-15
speed, 474 inside, 15-28
supercharged, 475 internal, 14—15
two-cycle, 470-475 outside, 28-33

Enthalpy, 100,113 shell-and-tube, 37
Equipment rooms, 547 overall, line heaters, 120
Escape, 394 Filter separators, 201
ESD. See Emergency shutdown stations. Filters
Ethane, 5, 111, 130, 135,241, 247-251 charcoal, 201
Ethylene, 503 sock, 201
Ethylene glycol (EG), 103,204, 247 Filtration, inlet air, 487
European Committee for Electrotechnical Fire detectors, 395-396, 517

Standardization, 548-549 Fire tubes
Exhaust area, 44-46

engine, 393,470 glycol reboilers, 201
turbine, 393,475 hazard, 362, 395

Exhaust manifolds, 461 heat transfer, 44-46
Expansion minimum diameter, 45

bottles, 461 size, indirect heaters, 115
valves, 248 Fire water pumps, classified

Explosion-proof areas, 461
breathers, 546 Fire, pressure relief and, 357
conduit fittings, 535.539 Fire/explosion, 389, 392,394-396
connections, 531 Firefighting equipment, 393
defined, 521-522 Fittings
drains, 546 classification, 330,441
enclosures, 521, 524-525,536-540 conduit sealing, 539
junction boxes, 535 couplings, 451
lighting, 529 pressure classes, 441-445

Explosions, See Fire/Explosion. seal installation, 540-541
Explosions, conduit, 532, 534 sealing, 534

tables, 449
Facilities, gas. See Gas facilities. target tees, 461
Factory Mutual Research Corporation tees, 451

(FM), 549 Flame arrestors, 395
Fail-safe Flange protectors, 462-463

electrical, 517 Flare system, 279,375
gas detection, 513-515 Flare valves, 276-278, 282

Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA), Flares, 10
396-401 Flash gas compressor, 253

Feed Stream, 137 Flash separator, 132
Ferric oxide chips, 180-181, 184 Flash tanks, 165
Ferric oxide, 157 Flashing, 514
Fiberglass piping, reinforced, 451 Flow
Fibers, ignitible, 500 co-current. See Co-current flow.
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counter-current. See Counter-current flow rate, relief valves, 370
flow. gravity, 97

criteria, erosional, 117-118 heating value, 4
high-pressure, 445 leaks, 392, 393, 395
laminar, 446 lift compressors, 254
low-pressure, 445 permeation process, 178-179
rates, gas turbine, 482 processing plant, 149
tube, laminar, 15 processing processes, choice of,
tube, turbulent, 15 249-252
two-phase rates, 445 processing, definition, 241

Flow lines, 445, 451 processing, methods, 244—249
Fluid composition, 446 processing, objectives, 244
Fluid density, oil and gas stream, 117 processing, refrigeration method,
Fluid Met temperature, 17 246-248
Fluid, production, 446 production facilities, 7,47, 65, 522
Fluor Econamine process, 166,185 reservoirs, 2
Fluor Solvent process, 170-171 sales, 3,111,151,195
FMEA. See Failure Mode Effect Analysis. scrubbers, integral, 185
Forced-air heat exchangers, 74-79 stream, 111
Fouling, effects, 15 stream, heating, 109
Fractionation systems, 250 stream, liquids, 130
Fractionation, 249 sweetening process, methods, 156—179.
Frames, compressors, 287-289 See also the various individual
Free water, 93 methods.
Freon, 246, 247, 248 sweetening process, selection, 179—180
Fuel flow, carburetion, 476 sweetening unit, LOCAT as, 174-175
Fuel injection, 475—477 transmission companies, 3
Fuel injection valves, 473 turbines, 477-487
Furnace, reaction, 174 ambience and, 482
Furnaces, 82, 109 environment and, 487,488,491

multi-shaft, 483-486
Galvanic action, 546 single shaft, 483-486
Galvanized steel, 547 velocity head, 255
Gas well pressure, 131-132

blankets, 392 well streams, 48
blowby, 356-357,464 Gas Processors Suppliers Assn., 33,41
compression, 3, 131. See also Gas/glycol heat exchangers, 201

Compressors. Gases
condensate, 130 flammable, 500, 523
dehydration. See Dehydration. toxic, 513-515
detectors, 395-396,461, 513-515, 517, Gasoline, 250

546 Generating stations, 495-496
expansion, temperature drop, 100-103 Generators
facilities, 3 classified areas, 461
fields, 130, 253 continuous duty, 496
fields, compressor use, 254, 262 engine-driven, 493
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Generators (continued) See also Classified areas,
hazardous areas, 461, 525 Headers, 360, 366, 375
sizing, 495 Heat
standby, 494,496 capacity, 40
TEFC, 525 duty, phase changes, 43
turbine, 494 exchangers, 2,47-91. See also Shell-
units, 493 and-tube exchangers; Double-pipe

German Lurgi Company, 172 exchangers; Plate-and-frame
Giycoi exchangers; Bath-type exchangers;

circulation rate, 211-212 Forced-air exchangers; and Direct
concentration, 208-209 fired exchangers.

' dehydration process, description, exchangers, bath type, 47. See also
198-204 Direct fired and Indirect fired,

dehydration, 91,196-228 exchangers, cryogenic plants, 248
/glycol heat exchanger, 202 exchangers, glycol process, 204, 206
reboilers, heat duty, 217-218 exchangers, glycol reboilers, 217-218
reboilers, pressure, 210-211 exchangers, hairpin style, 65
reboilers, temperatures, 209-210 exchangers, indirect bath, 48
reconcentration systems, 201 exchangers, shell-and-tube, 48-64. See
reconcentration, definition, 198 also Shell-and-tube exchangers,
regeneration, 2,198 exchangers, U-type, 65
stripping stills, temperatures, 212-213 exhaust, waste, 47, 113
systems, sizing, 213-218 flow rate, 9

Glycois, 103 loss, atmospheric, 43-44
Governors, 476 medium exchangers, 133
Ground loops, 515,517 medium fluids, 47
Grounding medium fluids, furnaces, 82

discussion, 515-517 medium fluids, specific heat, 23
equipment, 516 medium fluids, thermal conductivity, 24
lightning, 516 medium fluids, viscosity, 24
methods, 517 mediums, water-glycol, 141
offshore ,517 recovery, 481
static electricity, 516 transfer coeficient, overall, 14—15,
supply system, 515-516 33-34

transfer mechanisms, 7-35
H2S, See Hydrogen sulfide. transfer processes, 11
Hammering, hazard, 392 transfer rate. See Heat flow rate.
Hammerschmidt equation, 105 transfer theory, 7-46
Hazard transfer, overall temperature difference,

analysis, 401 11-14
tree, 387-394, 395 Heat-stable salts, 164

Hazardous area classification Heater treaters, 393
European, 503—504 Horsepower. See Brake horsepower;
U.S. and Canada, 500-513 Friction horsepower; Indicated

Hazardous areas horsepower.
device installation, 524-529 Hot potassium carbonate process, 167-168
motors, 461, 525-529, 542 Hot surface hazards, 461
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Humidity, enclosures and, 521, 523 physical solvent processes, 169
Hydrate formation P»Pmg> 448

coilx 116 process systems, 153
determination, 93-97, 101 production streams, 446
dew point and, 195 pseudo critical pressures and
formation, prevention. See Dehydration, temperatures and, 40—41
line. 100 removal from natural gas, 91
LTX units, 110-111
prevention, 93 IFF process, 176

Hydrates Ignition sources, 392
definition and prevention, 2 Illuminating Engineering Society (IES),
formation temperature, 48 549
general, 92-106 . Immersion heaters
i nh i hi tors, 2 04 compressor 1 ubrieation systems ,316
line heaters, 112-113 electric, 47, 109, 113
plugging and blockage, 118 Indicated horsepower, 468
relief valves and, 366 Indirect fired heaters. See also Line

Hydraulic lines, classified areas, 461 heaters.
Hydrocarbon liquids amine systems, 187

specific heal, 22 components, 112
thermal conductivity, 20 condensate stabilizers, 133

Hydrocarbons fire tube size, 115-116
heavy, 151. 161, 171, 201, 241 hydrate prevention, 2, 98, 109
intermediate. 111 uses, 121
light, 244 Inert gases, 525
unbumed, 487-492 Inflow, excessive, 395

Hydrogen, 504, 518 Inhibitors
Hydrogen embrittlement, steel, 4 chemical, 93
Hydrogen sulfide mixtures, 500 kinetic, and anti-agglomerators,
Hydrogen sulfide 107-108

acid formation, 195 thermodynamic, 103-107
aluminas and, 236 Injury, 388, 392, 394-396. See also
amine strippers, 188 Personnel safety.
chemical solvents and, 161-162 Inlet gas
conversion to sulfur, 172-178 line, iron sponge units, 180
DBA systems, 165-166 moisture content, 235
direct conversion, 172-173 scrubbers, 201
flange protectors and, 463 stream, 110-111
gas detectors, 513 stream, solid bed process, 230
hydrate formation, 97 temperature, contactor, 205-206
ignition temperature, 521 temperature, refrigeration process, 246
impurity, natural gas, 4 Inlet guide vanes, 284
iron sponge beds, 184 Inlet liquid temperature, 135
membranes, permeable, 178-179 Inlet pressure, 112
molecular sieves and, 160-161, 236 Institute Francais du Petrole, 176
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Institute of Electrical and Electronic phase oxidation process, 174-175
Engineers (IEEE), 532, 533, 549 stabilization, 110

Instrument Society of America (ISA), 513, LMTD. See Low mean temperature
524,550 difference.

Instruments, 525 Loads
Intrinsically safe systesm, 523-524 capacitive, 498
Iron, 174 continuous electrical, 495- 496
Iron sponge inductive, 498

process, 157-159 intermittent electrical, 495-496
units, design procedures, 180-185 resistive, 498
wood chips, 180-181,184 single-phase electrical, 494

Iron sulfide (Fe2S3), 164 standby electrical, 495-496
Iso-butane, 241 starting current, 495

three-phase electrical, 494
Joule-Thompson (J-T) valve, 248 LOCAT process, 174-175
Junction boxes, 535 Louvers, 487

Low-temperature heat exchangers, 2, 93,
Kerosene, 244 110-112
Kettle type heat exchanger, 247 LTX unit, condensate stabilizer, as, 149—150

LTX units. See Low-temperature heat
Latent heat, 37-39 exchangers,
Lean oil plants. See Absorption/Lean oil Lubrication, compressors, 299, 313-317

plants.
Lighting Marshland facilities, corrosion, 546

emergency power supply, 517 Mass transfer zone, 230
fixtures, 529 MAWP. See Maximum allowable working
fluorescent, 542-543 pressure,
high intensity discharge, 542-544 Maximum allowable working pressure
incandescent, 544 (MAWP)
mercury vapor, 542-543 cylinders, 290
portable, 533 equipment, 394—395
sodium vapor, 542-544 pipes, 329-330,441,447
systems, 542-544 pressure vessels, 328-331, 334

Lightning, 392, 516 relief valves, 329, 358
Linde, A. G., 172 valves, 330
Line heaters, 48, 109, 112-113, 120-122, McKetta-Wehe correlation, 196

462 MEA. See Monoethanolamine.
Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), 178, 241, Membranes, permeable, 178-179

246 Mercaptans, 151, 184
Liquid Metallurgy, special, 446

bath, 28 Meters, 525
dump valves, 111 Methane, 100, 111, 130, 135, 247, 249,
flow rates, process, 445 250, 503, 523
glycol, 195 Methanol, 103,180
hydrocarbons, desiccants and, 236 Minerals Management Service (MMS),
lines, single-phase, 445 513, 529
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Moisture, 521, 523 Nitrogen, 4, 94
Mole sieves, 247, 248 Nitrogen oxides
Molecular sieve process, 160-161,236 formation of, 487-488
Monoethanolamine (MEA), 165 reduction
Monoethanolamine systems, 163, engines, 488-490

185-186,190 turbines, 491-492
Motor control centers, 494, 544-545 Noise pollution, engines, 492
Motors Nozzles

classified areas, 461, 525-529, 542 Code vessels and, 334
D.C, 529 MAWP, 329-330
electric, 499, 525-529, 542 pressure vessels, 341
induction, 499
space heaters, 529, 542 Offshore facilities
synchronous, 499 compressors, 320
TEFC, 525 containment, 389

Multiphase fiberglass pipe, 451
gas/liquid system, 153 filter systems, 486-487
streams, heat duty, 39,114 generators, 494

Multiple transfer mechanisms, 11 grounding, 517
Multistage lighting, 543

separation, process, 131 relief valves and, 360
stabilization, 253 transformers, 541

wiring, 532
NACE. See National Assn. of Corrosion Oil

Engineers. fields, 130, 254, 262
National Assn. of Corrosion Engineers, pollution, 389-392, 395

448 production facilities, 65,522
National Electrical Code, 392, 503, 515, spills, 389-393, 395

517,529,533 treater, 9
National Electrical Manufacturers Assn. treating systems, 451

(NEMA), 542, 545, 550 Onshore facilities, 389, 546
National Fire Protection Association Outer Continental Shelf, 529

(NFPA), 503, 509, 523, 551 Outlet temperature, 17
Natural gas Overpressure, 394-395

contaminants, 151. See also Hydrogen Oxazolidone-2, 164
sulfide; Carbon dioxide; Carbon Oxazolidones, 372
disulfide; Carbonyl sulfide; Water Oxidizer
vapor. tank, atmospheric, 175

liquids (NGL), 149, 241, 246 vessel, Stretford process, 176
pseudo critical pressures and Oxygen

temperatures, 40 gas, 392-393
sensible heat duty, 40 regeneration, 158
specific heat, 22
stream, 93 Packing
thermal conductivity, 20 compressors, 298-300

Nav Aids, power supply, 517 distillation towers, 145-146, 252
NGL. See Natural gas liquids, Particulates, 487
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Pentane, 241. 245 cylinder clearance, 305-307
Pentanes-plus, 250 displacement, 308
Personnel safety, 461, 513-515, 524, 542, engine, 469,473

545. See also Injury. Plastics, ultraviolet light and, 547
Physical solvent process, LOCAT Plate~and-frame heat exchangers, 65-74

use, i 75 Plug valves, 430-432
Physical solvent processes, 169-172 Plugs, electrical attachment, 538
Pilot-operated relief valves, 364—366 Pop valves, 360
Pipt Poppet valves, 30

<md valve tables, 426,449 Potassium bicarbonate, 167
flanges, 329 Power
MAWP, 329,447 active, 498
supports, 376, 447 apparent, 497-498

Pipelines, 3 electrical, 497-498
Piping factor, 498-499

acoustic length, 317-319 reactive, 498
branch connections, 450-451 sources, 493-496
capacities, 447 supply, A.C., 517
classes, 426,441 supply, D.C., 517-518
classified areas, 451 system design, 496-500
codes 448 Pressure
conditions determination, 447 bleeding, 465
corrosion, 448 flowing-tubing, 3
cyclic loading, 449 future operation, 445
design, 441-466 maximum allowable working (MAWP).
fiberglass reinforced, 451 See Maximum Allowable Working
future planning, 446-447 Pressure,
insulation, 451-461 normal operating, 441
isolation, 451, 461 partial, defined, 153
MAWP, 329, 447 positive, 392
pipe end connections, 449-4-50 process, 441-445
pressure class, 426,441 relief, 5, 355-385
pressure drop, 447 relief requirements, 356-360
relief valves, 374-376 relief, valves. See Relief valves.
sizing, 3 3 7-319,447-448 vacuum valves, 392
sour service, 453 vessels
specifications, 425 bleeding, 465
steel, 448 cone-bottom, 333, 335
stress, 448 design pressure, 328-331
supports, 376, 447 drains, 464
systems, 465 ellipsoidal heads, 332
tables, 426, 449 head types, 331-333
velocity, 447 inspection procedures, 333-334
vent, 465 low-pressure, 330
wall thickness, 327,425, 441,448-449 maximum stress values, 331

Pistons mechanical design, 327-354
compressor, 296 non-code, 328
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shell and heads, 330 Receptacles, electrical, 538
specifications, 340-350 Reciprocating
venting, 389-392 compressors, 286-326
wall thickness, 327, 331-333 engines, 468-477, 487
weight, 335-340 Reclaimers, 164

wellhead shut-in, 118,462 Reconcentration, glycol, 198
working, 328-329 Rectisol process, 172

Prime movers, 467-492 Recycle valves, 276, 278, 281-282
Process Reduction, selective catalytic

components (SCR), 490
FMEA, 396-398 Reflux
modified FMEA, 398-401 accumulators, 188-189
safety analysis, 394 action, 111

gas flow rates, 445 condenser, glycol, 202
heat duty, 35-46 definition, 137
liquid flow rates, 445 drum, definition, 137
pressures, 441-445 tank, definition, 137
safe design, 394—396 Refrigeration plants
temperatures, 445 advantages, 249

Produced water treating systems, 451 fractionation, 250
Production gas processing, 246-248

facilities, 1, 386, 389, 392, 394, 445, Regeneration
467. 541 gas turbines, 481

fluid, 446 glycol, 198
shut-in, 514 Regulators, voltage, 495

Propane, 5, 241, 247, 250, 503 Reid vapor pressure (RVP), 137-138
Propane-minus, 250 Relays, 525
Propylene carbonate, 170-171 Relief
Pulsation bottles, 279 scrubbers, 392
Pul.sati.ons, acoustical, 317 valves
Pumps back-pressure, 378-379

downhole submersible, 254 balanced-bellows, 363-364, 372
glycol powered, 218-222 block valves and, 375-376
hot surface s, 461 bonnet-type ,361
reciprocating, 319 centrifugal compressors, 285
rod, 254 conventional, 360-362, 372

Purge valve, 285 critical flow, 367-368
cylinder discharge, 279

Radiation, 8, 10, 79-83, 393 determination, 356-357
Reaction furnace, 173 discharges, 374-376
Retailers gas flow rate, 370-371

amine, 162, 187-188 inlet piping, 374-375
condensate stabilizers, 134 installation, 374-376
distillation towers, 121, 137 liquid flow rates, 372-374
glycol fuel gas, 201 MAWP and, 328-329
glycol process, 198, 209 maximum gas flow, 356
kettle. 187, 190 pilot-operated, 364-366, 372
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Relief valves (continued) relief valves, 360. See also Relief
piping, 374-376 valves.
safety devices as, 355 systems analysis, 465
set pressure, 358 systems, 386-424
spring-loaded, 360, 365 valves, 360. See also Relief valves,
standard sizes, 374 Salt water environments, 487, 521, 522,
term usage, 360 534, 542, 546, 547
testing, 375 Sand, 446,461
two-phase flow, 374 SAT. See Safety Analysis Table.
types, 360-367 Scavenging air systems, 473,475
valve inlet flanges, 374 SCOTT process, 174
venting, 374-376 SCR. See Selective catalytic reduction.

Reservoir Seal fittings, 535-541
conditions, 93 Selexol process, 172
fluids, 113 Sensible heat
heat, 3 amine/amine exchangers, 162
temperature, 98 definition, 35

RF (radio frequency) energy, 515 glycol reboilers, 217
Rich oil natural gas, 40-41

de-ethanizer (ROD), 244 oil, 41-42
de-methanizer, 244 reboiler heat duty, 217

Ring valves, 300-302 sour/sweet gas exchanger, 167
Rod load, compressors, 310-311 water, 42
ROD. See Rich oil de-ethanizer. Sensing heads, 514
Rods, compressors, 294, 310-311 Sensors, 329, 399-400,513-514. See also
Rupture, 389, 392 Gas detectors.
Rupture discs, 367 Separation
RVP. See Reid vapor pressure. low temperature, 110
Ryan-Holmes distillation process, 178 multistage flash, 3

process, 3
SAFE charts. See Safety, function matrix. three-phase, 3
Safety Separators

analysis checklist (SAC), 401^4-05 amine reflux accumulators, 189
Analysis Table (SAT), 402 filter, 201
analysis, process components, 394 high-pressure, 356
back-ups, independent, 399 low-pressure, 131,149, 201
device symbols, 410-417 low-temperature, 110-111
devices. See Pressure relief. pressure, 2
electrical system, 493 pump gas, 201
function charts, 406-410 three-phase, 247
function matrix (SAFE), 406 two-phase, 137
importance, 5 Service, seawater and brackish, 72
levels, 392, 395 Set pressure, 441
personnel, 461, 513-515, 524, 542, 545. Shell ADIP process, 166, 185

See also Injury. Shell-and-tube exchangers
primary defense, 396 1 -2 exchanger, 49
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amine rich/lean, 189 Sparks, 393
baffles, 49-51 Special metallurgy, 248
classification, 57 Specific heat
counter-current flow, 48 hydrocarbon liquids, 22, 37
fluid placement, 59 hydrocarbon vapors, 37
gas stream heating, 109 natural gas, 22
general, 33 Speed controller, 278-279, 284
laminar flow, avoiding, 48 Stabilization
LMTD, 61-64 condensate. See Condensate
shells, 52 stabilization.
sizing, 61-64 defined, 130
TEMA standards, 60-61 Stabilizers
transfer surface, 48 cold feed condensate, 249
tube pitch, 51-52 cold-feed, comparison with ROD, 245
tubes, 51 condensate. See Condensate stabilizers.
two-pass, 48 crude oil, 245
type selection, 57-58 Stack arrestors, 395
types, 52-57 Stainless steel, 547

Shock hazards, electrical, 524 Static electricity, 392, 516
Short circuit currents, 500 Stators, random-wound, 495
Shutdowns Steam generation, 481

gas detection ,513,514 S teel
stations, manual, 396 galvanized, 547
systems, 399,406 hydrogen embrittlement, 4

Silica gels, 236 pipe, 448
Silicones, 522, 546 Still column, glycol, 202-204
Slugging, 445 Stock tanks, 3,111,137
Smoking, hazard, 392 Storage tanks, 165, 514
SNPA-DEA systems, design, 185 Stretford process, 175-176
SO2. See Sulfur dioxide. Stripping gas
Solid bed process glycol process, 203-204

bed height and diameter, 234 glycol reboilers, 211
costs, 229 Suction
description, 229-232 pressure throttle valves, 278, 282
designing, 232-240 pressure, compressors, 276, 278
drying cycle time, 233 scrubbers, 256, 280, 285
gas velocities, 233 shutdown bypass valve, 285
introduction, 157 valves, discharge check, 279,284—285
iron sponge, 157-159 Sulfide-stress cracking, 181, 448
pressure drop, 234-235 Sulfinol process, 171-172
pressures, 232-233 Sulfolane, 171
temperatures, 232 Sulfreen process, 174
two-tower unit, 229-232 Sulfur, 172-174, 176

Sour gas, 151, 162 Sulfur compounds, 151
Sour/sweet gas exchanger, 167 Sulfur dioxide, 170,172-174, 176
Space heaters, 546 Sulfuric acid, 151
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Sumps, 389,464 Trays
Supports arnine absorbers, 185

conduit, 535 condensate stabilizers, 141-145
pipe, 376,447 contactors, kinds, 198-200

Surge distillation towers, 134--! 37, 251
control and stonewalling, 280-281 Treating, tail-gas, 174
control valves, 281-282 Triethylene glycol, 196, 204-205
tank, 204 Tube wall
vessels, 165 temperature, 17

Sweet gas, 151, 161,196 thermal conductivity, 14
Symbols, safety devices, 410-417 Tubular Exchanger Manufacturers Assn.
Systems, electrical, 493-552 (TEMA), 48, 52,60-61,65

Turbines. See also Gas turbines.
Tables, pipe and valve, 426,449 centrifugal compressors, 268
Tail pipes, 360, 375 compressors, 249
Tail-gas treating, 174, 175 diesel, 467
Tank vents, 392 dual-fuel, 467
Target tees, 461 natural gas, 467,477-492
TEG, 247 operation, 477-479
TEMA. See Tubular Exchanger production facilities, 467

Manufacturers Assn. reciprocating compressors, high speed,
Temperature 258

bulk fluid, 17 Turbochargers, 461
compression discharge, 273-276 Turboexpanders, 248-249
design, 445
difference, average, 12 U.S. Coast Guard, 529
difference, log mean (LMTD), 11-14 U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, 552
drop, gas expansion, 100-103 U.S. Government Printing Office, 552
excessive, 395 Ultraviolet light, 547
flowing, 2 Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. (UL).
fluid inlet, 17 551-552
ignition, 518-521 Utility power, 494-495
lean glycol, 207-208
normal operating, 445 Valve
outlet, 17 simmer, 365
process, 445 sizing, 367-374
tube wall, 17 tables, 449

Tetraethylene glycol, 205 velocity, 300-302
Texas Air Control Board, 172 Valves
Thermal efficiency, engine, 481,486 back pressure, 362, 366
Throttle valves, 432,435,464 ball, 426-427, 432
Throughput, cylinder, 308, 309 bladder, 435
Towers, amine strippers, 188 block, 375-376
Transfer lines, interfield, 445 butterfly, 432
Transformers, 494, 524-525, 541 bypass, 465-466
Transmission companies, 3 channel, 300
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check, 436-438 Viscosity, 17, 446
chokes. See Chokes. Voltage, facility distribution, 494
compressor, 300-302 VRU. See also Vapor recovery unit.
control, 465-466 compressors, 254
diaphragm, 435
drain, 464-465 Waste heat
exhaust, 472 exhaust, 481
gate, 375, 432 recovery, 83-86, 481
globe, 432-435 Water
liquid control, 356 bath, 112-113
MAWP, 329-330 content determination, 196
needle, 435 injection lines, 451
on/off, 426, 427, 432, 466 vapor, 4, 93, 98, 111, 151, 1.95. See also
pilot-operated, 372-374, 375 Dehydration.
plug, 430-432 treating condensate and, 3
poppet, 300-302 Waters, federal, 328, 513, 529. See also
pressure rating classes, 329 Offshore.
ring, 300-302 Wear bands, compressor piston, 296
set points, 362, 366 Welding and cutting, 392
single control, 465 Welding machines, classified areas, 461
spring-loaded, 375 Well
throttle, 432, 435, 464 flow stream, 1, 2, 109, 112
types, 426-441 flowing-tubing pressure, 111
vent, 462, 465 shut-in pressure, 462

Vapor start-up of shut-in, 113
barriers, 453 stream. See Well flow stream.
pressure, true, 138 Wellhead, 93, 112, 118
recovery compressor, 204 Wells, high-pressure, 462
recovery units, 3, 132, 254 Windings, vacuurn-pressure-impregnated,
solid equilibrium constant, 94 495

Velocity, sonic, 367, 368 Wireline units, classified areas, 461
Vent Wireway, gasketed, 533

scrubbers, 360 Wiring
valves, 462, 465 methods, 529-541

Ventilation, 504-513, 525 portable cord, 533
Venting, 375, 389-390 system selection, 533-535
Vents, tank, 392 Wood chips, permeated. See Iron sponge
Vessel drains, 464 process; Ferric oxide chips.
Vessels, pressure. See Pressure vessels. Wye-connected electrical systems, 496
Vessels, sumps collecting, 464
Vibration Zinc oxide process, 160

compressor, 317-319
lighting and, 544
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